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FOREWORD

Professor S, S, Wllks outlined the form of the first conference on the
Design of Experiments in Army Research, Development and Toesting.
Basically, this meeting was composed of three parti: an invited speaker
phame in which experts were invited to discuss recent developmenhts and
applications in the field of design of experimentt ; the second phase con..
msited of technical papers presented with Army personnel discussing
recent successes in handling their problems, and finally the third phase
consisted of so-called clinical sessions, The speakers for theis sessiuns
were also Army personnel, but now they were presenting unsolved problems,
Nationally known scientists served as panelists. These individuals, as well
as members of the audience, discussed the unsolved design problemns and
suggested methods of attack on them, Professor Wilke agreed to serve
as chairman of the first conference. It -man suclh a success that the Army
has continued the meetings on a yearly basis, Dr, Wilke served as their
chairman until his recent untimely death. The Army Mathematics Steering
Committee, sponsors of the design symposis,, fully realise the debt they
owe to Professor Samuel S. Wilks of Princeton University and have asked
that the next conference, the tenth in this series, be dedicated to him,

At the Ninth Conference on the Design of Expmriments, Dra, Vavid
Duncan, Churchill Eisenhart, H, 0, Hartley, Soloion Kullback %nd Irvank

Promchan delivered invited addressee. Estimation of missile trajectories,
precision and accuracy, non-linear estimation, com.wunication theto r ,
and monotone hazard rates in systems reliability wwre, respectively, the

t, Aice treated by these specialists, Dr, Craig Crenshaw was inv 4ted by I
the host to be the Ait"" •ir.nmr Speaker, Boyd Harsbbu&ior served as
ths Chairman tI! the Panel Liscussion on wnat types of Statisticians a&Ie
needed in Research and Developmutit L-tboratories, Ile ns-e#4 the fellow-
Ih)t persons to serve on this panel and discuss various aupects of tee

tnplr E. L, Cox, Churchill Eisenhart, Donald Gardner, Franink L, Griabbi,
Jolin L, McDaniel, Paul 1, Rider, and Williarn Wolman, In dlditioii to
these phases of the program, six papers were givwn in the Clinical
Sessions and twenty-six paper, in the Technic~l Sessions,

In order to contribute to a wide dissemination of knowledge and use
of modern statistical principles in the design of experiments, the
AMSC is making these proceedings avaitmable to all interested Amniy
personnel, The present volumn contains twenty-nine of the papei u which
were presented at this meeting.



Two hundred and twenty -nine registrants and participants from

over seventy different organizations attended the Ninth Conferencc,
Speakern and panelists came froin the Atlantic Missile Range; Atomic
Energy Commission; Biornetrici ,o-rvirni, Agricultural Research
Services, Plant Industry Station; Boeing Scientific Research Laboratorleel
Brigham Young Universtty; C-E-4-R, Inc.,; George Washington University;
Goddard Sphce Flight Center; Johns Hopkins University; NASA Marshall
Space Flight Centcr (George C, Marshall Space Flight Center); National
Bureau of Standards; National Institutes of Health; North Carolina
State University of tho University of North Carolina at Raleigh;
Oakridge NaLtional Laboratorios; Pan American World Airways;
Patrick Air Force Base; Pratt and Whitney Aircraftj Princeton;
Research Analysis Corporation- Research Triangle Institute; Sandia
Corporation; Texas A-M University; University of Wisconsin; War
Office, United Kingdom; Wright Patterson Air Force Basel and ten
Army facilities,

The members of the Army Mathematics Steering Committee take
this opportunity to express their thanks to the many speakers and
other research workers who participated in the conference; to
Pý l.idier General John Zierdt for having the U. S. Arriiy Missile
Command serve as host and for making available the facilities under
his command at Redstone Arsenal for the meeting; and to W. H, Ewart
who served as Chairman ori Local Arrangements, Those in attendance
#r.!P ,ndeed indebted to him for the excellent handling of ',;he many details
ne&d,'d to make such a rneet.ng nrofitable and enjoyable, Mr .wart
was ably aua!atcd in Llieee taskm by members of hie, committee; E, L.
Bombara, Eleanor Colbert, H.a-y A. Dihm, Doe', Fulton, Siegfried H,
Lelnigk, and Clyde R, Ward,

A completoe history of the U. S, Army Missile Commnand or dre-talls
of th.. work in progress at Redstone Arsenal will not be given here, Lut
thu full,iwing information about the host of thu Ninth Conierenc'o or the
De•iAgn rf Experiments should prove very interesting to those in atto.n.;-
ance, These remarks and tho fnlhiwing picture were taken from the
pamphlet entitled U, S. Army Missiles and Rockets.

to
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"Redstone Arsenal, Ali, .is tht, home of U. S. Army missiles and
rockets where a dedicated military-civilian team of highly trained
specialists see to it that American Poldiers have missile and rocket
weapons ready for use, wherever and whenetver they may br' needed
in the defensie ut freedom,

The U, S, Army Missile Command, which is a major ccmmodity
command of the U. S. Army Materiel Command, directs world wide
i..rmy missile aetivitles from its headquarters here. Also located
at Redstone Arsenal is the Army Ordnance Guided Missile School
where troops of the U, S. Army, the Army's sister services, and
allied countries, learn to be missilemen. The Natiun's top priority
program of perfecting an effective defense against attack by inter-
conitinental ballistic missiles is directed from Redstone Arsenal by
the Nike Zeus Project Office, In logistical support of all these org-
anizatione is the Army Missile Support Command, which is a major
element of the Army Missile Command.

U. S. Army missiles are the proud products of the people who
stand behind them -- more than IZ, 000 men and women in and out
of uniform who are engaged in this vital work at Redstone Arsenal,
Tliey are responsible for managing, developing and supporting the
Free World's most versatile missile systems, The American
soldier depends on the lorg experionce and know-how of these
ateintists, technicians, engineers, secretaries and shopman to
b'••ng a missile system successfully to life, They work in partner-
rip with defenwe contrac-LOV.l xcross the nation to form a tu'e Army.

industry team.

It takes money to provide up-to-date weapons for your mod.,n'
AL.mv. One of the major responsibilities of the Army missile team
ti to make iutre that th2 taxpayer getr a fair return for the nortlu.
of his tax dollar allotted Army missiles, This means a bilion
dollar a yee.r investment which is split amorng ,,,oivoritiet:, private
rsXerch insaitutions and American industry and which involves rno, ,,
that, .4n prime contractors, 300 first tier subcontractors and more
than 5, 400 subcontractors in almost every state iii th ;anion,

I II I |
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Much of the work at aedstone i. done behind closed doors under
tight security wraps. In the Missile Command's eight major research
and development laboratories, tomorrow's micsiles are today's work,
The Army calls it "in-house" research, It ranges across the entire
spectrum .)f missile technology including such activities as expert.
mentation with new high energy rocket fuels, investigation of new
means of steoring missiles and advanced work in metals, chemicals,
and the physical sciences, The tools of the trade include massive
captive test stands where missiles are hela firmly to earth as their
rocket motors roar, lightning fast computers analyzing miles of
test dLita in their electronic brains, and ever present slide rule in
the hands of engineers, Ths single wnrd facilities is used to
describe land, buildings, improvements and specialimed equipment,
The Army investment in "facilities" at Redstine is approximately
$300 million dollars.

Missile hardtware is the end product of our resources of people,
know-how, money and facilities. These resources combine to form
the Army team at Redsmone, which turns out superior missiles und
their supportIng equipment that dc, a variety of jobs for the soldier,

This mnssile hardware covers the entire spectrum of the Soldier's
needs from a shoulder fired, two-pound, tank killer to the two-stage
Pershing ballistic missile with a range of several hundred miles. It
includes missiles like Sergeant, a quick reacting, sc.lid fuel nuclear
pVch for the field Army, and the Nike Hercules and H'awk, which
g.ard Army un!.t ,:,'e.'2*- xai.i American cities & honi from sir.
r. rtft attack.

Their shares may differ but their pedigree is the same.,
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THE ARMY'S MISS1LE FAMILY P ere stands the end
products of the Army's revearch, development, and
tooting in missile weapons. The larger missiles, left
to right, are: Nike Hercules, Sergeant, Nike Zeus,
Pershing, and Nike Ajax, In tho bsckgrround is Lacr•eie,
In the foreground is Hawk, Soldier@ in the foreground
hold, left to right, the M-72 Rocket Grenade, the Redeye,
and the ENTAC,"

I,
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NINTH CONFEREICE ON THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
ARMY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

A.34 October i963

U, S. Army Missile Command
Reastone Arsenal, Alabama

Wednesd..a, 23 October. 14663

0815 REGISTRATION Bldg. 7120. Lobby of
Rocket Auditoriumi

0900 CALLING OF CONFERENCE TO ORDER Rocket Auditorium
CoLoliel Daniel F, Shepherd
Director, Research and Development
U, S, Army Mis•ile Commano

WELCOME
Brlgadier General lohn 0. Zlerdt
Commanding General
U. S. Arm;y Missile Command

MOVIE
"This is Redstone'

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wade H. Ewart, Chairman
Local Arrangemnents Committee

WH30 UENERAL Sv,1RATi
Chirmant •Colonel Nilw M., Bengston
Commanding Cdfi,er, Army Research

Office, Durham, N, C.

"COMMUNICATION THEORY"
Solomon Kuilback, Dept. of Ststkatics,
The George Washington University

(1040-1115 COFFEE BREAK - Lobby of Rocket Awtdlturitirn)

"THE CONCEPT OF MONOTONE HAZARD RATE,

IN SYSTEMS RELIABILITY"
Frank Proschani, Mathematicos
Research Laboratory, Boeing
Scientiflc Research LLbaoratories



x

1230 LUNCH Bldg, 7101, Cafeteria

1330 TECHNICAL SESSION I Bldg, 7101
Control Room

Chairman: Kenneth H, Abbott, Army
Material@ Research Agency, Watertown
Arsenal, Watertown, Mass,

"UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF RrLIABILITY WHEN
TESTING AT ONE EXTREME STRESS LEVEL"

A, Bulfinch, Quality Assurance
Directorate, Picatinny Arsenal

"THE COLLECTION, PROCESSING, AND STORAGE OF DATA
ON SERIALIZED NUCLEAR WEAPONS ITEMS"

Manfred W, Krimmer Statiuticsand Analysis
Section, Reliability Branch, QAD,
Picatinny Arsenal

1330 TECHNICAL SESSION II Bldg. ?iol
Conference Room

Chairman: Siegfried H, Lehnigk,
Physical Sciences Laboratory
Army Missile Command

"PROBABILITY THAT STRERRq 19 1WIS5 THAN

STRENGTH AT PRESCRIBED CONFIDENCE LEVELS,
FOR NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED DATA"

F'. L. Bomber., Prup•:i si.n and Vehicle
Engineerin& Division, NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center

"STATI5TICAL TESTING TECHNIQUEb USED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE RLIO ROCKET ENGINE"

Harold J. Tiedemann, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
representing NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

"COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY OF BRUCETON AND
PROBIT METHODS OF SENSITIVITY TESTING"

J. B. Gayle, Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering
Division, NA3A Marshall Space Flight Center

m • m m m if | I i ml ap II i C
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1330 CLINICAL SXSSION A Rocket Auditorium ,

Chairmant Bertram W, Hanes,

Biometrics Division, Army Biological
Warfare Laboratories, Fort Vetrick,
Frederick Md,

Dr. Walter D. Foster, jiomathernaticm
Division, Army Biological Warfare
Laboratortes

Professor H. 0, HartLey, Insat' tte of Statistics,
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas

Professor H. L.. Lucas, Jr, , Institute of
Statistics, North Carolina State College

Dr. Clifford J. Maloney, Division of biologics
Standards, National Iistituts of Health

"THE IMPACT OF ADMINSTRATIVE LIMITATIONS
ON THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS"

Gerhard 3, Isaac, Army Medical Research and
Nutrition Laboratory, Denver, Colorado

"USE OF THE MITCHERLICH EQUATION IN THE THREE-
PHASE EXPERIMENTAL DESIeN"

Ardie Lubin, Dept. of Clinical and Social
Psychology, Neuropsychiatry Div., Walter Reed
Army Institute Qf Research, Walter Reed Army
Medical Center

(1450.1530 COFFEE BREXAb - Lobby, Rocket Auditorium
and Cafeteria, Bldg. 7101)

1"'0 TECHNICAL SESSION III Bldg. 7i•l
Contrl Ruuxn

Chairman: Alan S. Caibraith,
Army Research Office, Durham, N. C,

'!VERIFICATION OF PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE
INSPECTION BY VARIABLES"

Henry Ellner, Directorate for Quality
Assuranco, Edgewood Arsenal, Md,
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"VLRIFICATION OF; PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE
INSPECTION BY ATTRIBUTES"

Joseph Mandolgon, Directorate ftr Quality
Assurance, Edgewood Arsena., 1Ad,

1530 TECHICAL SESSION IV Bldg, 7101
Conference Room

Chairman; Frank L, Carr, Army
Materials Research Agency, Watertown
Arsenal, Watertown, Mas..

"ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF MISSILE TRAJECTORY
MEASURING SYSTEMS"

Oliver Lee Kingsley and Bernie R, Fr•o,
Range Instrumentation Syntesn Office,
White Sund. Missile Range, New Me'xico

"ASPECTS TO CONTROL LIQUID PROPELLANT
SLOSHING BASED UPON EXISTING THEORY"

Werner R, Eulits, Propulsion and Vehicle
Engineering Division, NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center

"BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN OF A SHOCK TUBE FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATION OF THE ACTION OF A NUCL7'EAR WAVE
UPON A MISSILE'"

Dietrich E, OudletL, Structures and Mechanics
Laboratory, Army ivile=c! 1 Cumrnaukd

1530 CLINICAL SESSION B Rocket Auditorium

Chairman: Henry A, Dihm, Advanced
Systems Laboratory, Army Missile Command

Pane|lsts:
Proielsor David B, Dun.an, Johns Hopkins Univ.

and Atlantic Mi.wille Range
Profesour St,,-lumn lKullback, Dept, of

Statisti•s, The George Washington Univ,
Dr. Frank Proechan, Boeing Scientific

Research Laboratories
Profeasot 0. S. Watson, Dept. of

S.ailstics, Johns Hopkins University

I I I a l Il a I H I I I I I S
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"R•LIABILITY CONCEPTS FOR MISSILE BATTERIES"
Nicholas Wilburn, Army Electronice Research and
Development Laboratory Fort Monmouth, N, J.

"MONTE CAR.LO APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPING A DESIGN
RELIABILITY OO,00. COMPATIBLE WITH SMALL SAMPLE
REQUIREMENTS"

Ray Heatheock and Dais L. Burrow., Propulsion aud
Vehicle Engineering Division. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Thursday, .4 October 1963

0830 TECHNICAL SESSION V Bldg. 7101, Confer, Rin.
Chalrmian: Lt, Colonel Stefano Vivona, Division of
Communicable Diseases, Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research

"EXACT MULTIPLE CONTINOENUY TABLE ANALYSIS"
Dorothy Berg. Morley Layton, and Clifford Maloney,
Division of Biologics Standards, National Institute of Health

"MICROSPECTROSCOPY OF TISSUES"
Ooorge I. Lavin, Awmy Ballistics Research Laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

(0950.1000 SHORT BREAK)

"RELATIONSHIP OF AEROSOL STABILITY TO VURULENCZ IN
MICRO- ORGANISMS" j

Ilvwu 4.•. kNiel.@.n, Dugway Fi4ld Offtce, C.E--.rZ, I14C,, and
brig~iam Young "niv,. rep, Du±gway Proving Ground

0W.1' TFeCHNICAL SESSION VI Rocket Auditorium
Chairnmn: Badrig Kurkjian, Harry Dilaund Laboratories

"DESIGN FOR THE SEQUENTIAL APPLLCATION OF FACTORS"
Sidney Addelman, Research Triangle Inst., rep. Army
Research Office, Durham

"ZP FACTORIAL 1LYPERIMENTS WITH THE FACTORS APPLIED
SEQUENTIALLY"

R, R, Prairie and W. J, Zimmer, Sandia (orp,, rep.
Atomic Energy Commission



xv

(0950-1000 SHORT BREAK)

"ESTIMATION OF ERROR.SPECTRA FROM THE CROSS-
COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF DIFFERENCES"

D, B, Duncan, Johns Hopkint. Univ,, and W. T.
Wells, Pan American World Airwave, Guided
Missile Range Div,, PAFB, Fla,

0830 TECHNICAL SESSION V11 Bidg, 7101, Control Rm,
Sec•rity Clsasification: CONFIDENTIAL

Chairman: John Purtell, Watervliet
Arsenal, Wateryvliet, N. Y.

"A COMPARISON or DIFFERENT METHODS OF
WEAPONS EVALUATION"

Andrew 3, Eckles, 11, Research Analysis Corp,
"DESIGN OF A DATA GATHERING MODEL FOR

EVALUATING SURFACE- TO- AIR MISSILE
SYSTEM SUPPORT REQU'IRrIMENTS"

Leon Miller, Research Analysis Cooporation,
presented by N. Ray Sumner

(0950-1000 SHORT BREAK) I
"AN ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER RECONNAISSANCE

TECHNIQUES"
Arthur P, Woods, Research Analysi. Corp.

(1040-11?o COFFEE BREAK - Lobby of Rocket A•,'•rtlium)

1120 CENERAL SESSION Z Rocket Audito'itim

Chairman: Dr. Walter D. Foster,
Biometrics Div, , Army Biological
Warfare Labs, Fort Detrick, Md,

"REALISTIC EVALUATION OF THE PRECISION

AND ACCURACY OF INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
SYSTEMS"

Churchill Eisenhart, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D, C,
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1230 LUN1VCH Bldg. 7101, Cafeteria

1330 TECHNICAL SESSION VIII Bldg. 7101, Contol PRm,

Sec urity Cla sificttiont CONFIDENTIAL

Chairmen: Harold Fassberg, Research
Analysis Corporation

"STATISTICAL STUDY OF RELIABILITY AND
ACCURACY OF SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES"

Bruce Sterner, Surveillance Group.
Army Ballistics Research Laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md,

1330 TECHNICAL SESSION IX Bldg. 7101, Confer, 1am.

Chairman: Mise AriaWeinert,
Research Analysis Corporation

"NOTES ON FLEET HOMOGENEITY AND HETEROGENEITY"
0. E. Cooper, Research Analysis Corporation

1330 TECHNICAL SESSION X Rocket Auditorium

Chairman: E, L, Rombara, Propulsion
and Vehicle Engineering Division, NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center

"STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY"
T.onrL Wimss, Avrmy Mathesiatie.q Resaarch

Ctnter, Univers:l' of Wisconsin

(L413-1450 COFFEE BREAK - Lobby of Rocket Auditorium)

1440 GENERAL SESSION 3 Rocket Auditorium

PANEL DISCUSSION ON WHAT TYPE OF STATISTICIANS
ARE NEEDED IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES

Chairman: Professor Boyd Harshbargser,
Virginia Polytec~hnic Institute



xvi

Dr. E, L., Cox, Biornetrical Services, ARS, Plant
Industry Station

Dr. Churchill Eisenhart, National Btxreau of Standards

DO. Frank E, Grubbs, Army Ballistics Research
..aboratories, Aberdeen, Md,

Mr. Juhn L. McDa~niel, Diractorate of RID,
Army Missile Command

Dr. Paul R. Rider, Office of Aero-Space
R.eiearch, Wright-Patterson AF3

Dr. William Wolman, Goddard Space Flight
Center, NASA

Dr. Donald A, Gardiner, Mathematics Div,
Oakridge National Laboratorise

1900 SOCIAL. HOUR AND DINNER Redstone Arsenal
Officers' Open Maos

Evening Session Chairman:
Mr. John L, McDaniel, Technical
Director of &&D, Army Missile Command

After Dinner Speakert
Dr. Craig M, Crenshaw, Chief Scientist,
U. S, Army Materiel Command

Friday, 25 October 1963

0830 TECHNICAL SESSION X!: Rocket Auditorium

Chairman: Erwin Biler, System Division,
Surveillance Department, Army Electronics
"Research and Development Laboratory,
Fort Monmouth, N, .,

"AN ANALYSIS OF FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTAL, DESIONF,,'
L. W. Kesting, Propulsion Laboratory, Army Missile
Command

"SOME ASPECTS OF ANALYSIS OF PARTIALLY FACTORIAL
EXPERIMENTS"

Scott A, Krrne, Dugway Field Office,
C-E-I-R, INC. , representing Du•way Proving Oround
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0830 TLCHNICAL SESSION XII Bldg. 7101
Control Roorn

Cha•irman: Robert .E. Weigle, Watervliet,
Arsenal, Watervliet, N. Y.

"RELIABILITY ESTIMATION FOR MULTI-COMPONENT
SYSTEMS"

James R, Kniss, Surveillance Group, Army
Ballistcs Research Laboratorlos,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

"STATISTICAL STUDY OF AGING CHARACTERISTICS I
OF ARTILLERY MISSILES"

Raymond Bell, Surveillance Group, Army
Ballistic Re search Laboratories, I
Aberdeen Prnving Ground, Md.

0830 CLINICAL SESSION C Bidg. 7101
Conference P.oomr

The paper by D, H. Chaddock carries a security
elaweificatiLon of CONFIDENTIAL, the paper by
Lester Kate is not classified,

Chairman; Fred Frishman, U, S. Army
Research Offico, Washington, D. C.

Paneiists:
Dr, 0 P, Bruno, Zurv-Ulance Group, Army

BalListics Research Laboratories
Dr, F, E, Grubb@, Army Ballistics Research

Labor atortiesI

Dr, Lionel Weiss, Army/ Mathernatdcw, Research
Center, University of Wiscori.Ar.

Professor S, S. Wilke, Princeton University

"THE MEASUREMENT OF THE MORALE AND SUPPRESSIVE
EFFECTS OF WEAPONS"'

D. H, Chaddock, Esq,, C.B.E., Director of Artillery
Research and Development, The War Office, United
Kingdom (presiented by 0. F. Komlosy, pre erstly attached
to the Research Analysis CorporAtion)

• - ,,, I i i iI l ' I I P ,
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"THE DESIGN OF AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO
INVESTIGATE BUCIKLING IN THE HOOP DIRECTION
OF PRATIALLY FILLED BULKHEADS UNDER LOADING''

Lester Kats, Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering
Division, NASA Marshall Spaco Flight Center

(09ý6*10ZO COFFEE BREAK - Lobby of ILocket Auditorium)

1020 GENERAL SESSION 4 Rocket Auditorium

Chairman: Profesor 5, S. Wilks,
Princeton Univeshiiy

"NONLINEAIR ESTIMATION"
H, 0. Hartley, Institute of Statistics,
Agricultural and Mechanical College
of Texas

"ON TIHE SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF A MISSILE
TRAJECTORY AND THE ERROR VARIANCE COMPONENTS

INCLUDING THE ERROR POWER SPECTRA OF SEVERAL,
TRACKING SYSTEMS"

David B, Duncan, Professor of Statiptius and Bio.
statistics, Johns Hopkins University, and Statistical
Consultant, Atlantic Missile Raage

L230 LUNCH Bldg. 7101,
Cafeteria

1330-1530 TOUR OF ARSENAL FACILITIES

Ss i a I I I d I | | P" I



COMMUNICATION THEORY

Solomon Kullback

Department of Statistics
The Oeorge Washington University

This presentation will cover one aspect of communication ýheory and
I shall try to reflate some of the concepts of interest to the communication
engineer with the general subject of this confurance, In particular I shall
talk about certain facets of information theory, an important field of con-
temporary probability theory and statistics.

I shall not take the time necessary to engage in a detailed discussion
motivating the technical definitions of measures of information and informa-
tion theory, except to remark that among the various definitions which have
been given is one that states "information is a measure of time or cost of
a sort, which is of particular use to the engineer in his role of designer
of an axperiment",.

Suppose a system (or information source) has c different possible
events or categories or nmessages A,, A 2 , . A ,A with respective

probabilities of occurrence p,) P?, I ' Pc

(Al, A2 .... , A )

( P  2 .•" ' PC)

1he expression

( H(o) -pllog p PlogpZ .P.2.. p log p

E (h)

where h is a random variable which takes on the values log . '

, . , log , is called the entropy of the system 0, by analogy with

a similar concept and mathematical expression in statistical mechanics.
The entropy is interpreted as the mean uncertainty about # prior to an
cboervation, or the mean information abotit 0 provided by an observation.
The base of the. logarithm is quite arbitrary and is just a unit of measurement,
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The fact that

(3) r bx ay, x. logbn, y log, n, logb1 06Olb , logan

permits ready change from one logarithmic base to another, The following
Table I indicates the unit in which H (4) is measured for the more common
bases of logerithrni

Table 1
0a~ Unit )

S2 bit
e • nat, nit

10 dit, Hartley

where the unit name Hartley is to honor the communication engineer R., V. L,
Hartley who in 192w introduced A logarithmtW measure of information for
use in communication engineering,

Iet us consider some of the properties of H (•),

(1) The value of H (0) is independent of the numerical value, name,
qualit, category, wr uLher disignation of the events AV, but depends only
on th• probabilities of their V•¢u:rence.

(2) H (9) In a symrnetric unrtion of the probabilities

(3) H (ý) 1- 0, with equality if and only if soma p1 z I and all other
Pj - 0, 1 d i (we define 0 log 0 = 0).

(4) For two events, that is c = 2, with p I l/- = p2z H (j ) H 'oa s
I bit, Chat id

one bit of information is the caiabilitX of resolving the uncertsinty
in a choice between two equally likely alternatives.,

(5) 11 (s) iw a maximum if all the pi are equal to I/c in which case
.4() log c, Hartley's measure.
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The maximum value of H (4) corresponds to the resolution of the
greatest uncertainty and the nero value of H (f) corresponds to no un-
certainty. From. this we may infer an important principle, The
determination of one ol I group of objects by a sequence of sel'ections
wilibs most efficiently accomplished in the menas of minimum Mean
effort if each selection is made fronm squalil probable roupiknE that
is, with maximum information, or niaxdmum uncertainty resolved for
each selection,

Suppose one of k objects is to be determined by the answers to m
questions as to which group contains the object in question, The mmi-
mum information in provided by an answer if the objects are grouped
into r groups of equal site yielding log r bits oa information per
answer, The answers to rn independeni questions may be considered
as the analogue of a communication channel of capacity C am log'2 r
bits, The maximum uncertainty in a source of k objects is H - -lo2k
bits, If H d C, a predetermined object can be uniquely identified with-
out error, that is, the uncertainty can be completely resolved, However,
if H ; C, the identification cannot be made without someo possibility of
error, that is, the uncertainty cannot be completely resulvpd, Foa
example, suppose there are V7 coins of equal value of which 26 are of
t-he name weight and one, a false coin, is heavier than the others, iHow
many weighings on a two pan balance, without weights, are necessary
always to determine the false coin? The uncertainty that mxiet b%% ro-
solved is H a log ?.7. There are 3 possible outcomes at a weighing,
the left pan is heavier, the right pan is heavier, both pans balancee,
Thus each weighinq provid-'. information of measure nt rnot log 3, To
be sure w• '•tLAwine tie fal,.c coin at least threu weighinge are there-
fore necessary sinrce 3 log; = log 27, We leave it to you to develnp
the appropriate sequeaice of operations. What if the:te are ?6 ý,Mna?

Closcly re!ated tn the preceding ideas is the cdtnu theoro:r which
:,tates that given a source of mean information of H biti pea observatiuji,
at is possible to encode or tra-uslate sequei"-es of ubcervations into
sequences of two elements only, say the binary digits 0 and 1, urh Lnat
on the average, a sequence of N original •b•ervationa (information
content NH and information cvntent NH bts, We note this as a law
of conservation of information.
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Suppose there are k possible obser~vations with probabilities ofk

occurrence pV p' ' _ PZ p 1, Each ot the k possible

observations could be repressnted by a nequence of r binary digits,

where k 9 Cr or r ý log 2k, A sequence of N observations would thus
be translated into a sequence of rN I N loAk binary digits, The coding
threrm says in eftect, that by taking advantagiý of t" • d•.urvu pruoLbU.I-
ities of occurrence of the observations since - P.log•p1 - pPIo5zp2 .

"Pk IogZpk * H•-. logZk, there exists a more economical translation, NH• - .

log2 k I rN, and that it is the best possible translation, A similar notion
underlies the technique of sequential analysis in statistics which achieves
Stesat of a certain strength with a mean number of observations s,,aller
than a fixed sized, sample of similar strength.

In particular, suppose there are four possible observations. say
A, 11, C, D, with respective probabilities of occurrence p (A) - 11/2,
p(B) * 1/4, p(C) 1 /8, p(D) I/8. For this source it is. found that

1- 1/2-logl1/2 -1/4 log 1/4 -1/8 log 1/S - 1/S log I /R

(4) =1/ log 2 + 1/Z log 2 + 3/8Slog 2 + 3/8 log 2

a 1.75 lng 2 a 1.7 bits

A coding that will •rhi"e . ,,k-an oi L 75 Uinary digits pet' original
observation is giv-,,A by the F-no codinj

Aa 0
B 1 0

D 111l

Note tn.t thio coding is derived by i. sequence of groupings into two equally
prubahle groups, idcntitying the elernents remaining in each goup in each
step by the binary digit 0 or 1: first into the grouping (A), (A, C, D); then
irito the grouping (B), (C, D)i and finally into the grouping (C), (D). This
'ano coding will uniquely convert a sequence of A, B, C, D's inmo 6

aequence of binary digits and back to the A, B, C, D's,
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As an example,

(6) 101101010011 10100a01110110, ,

is grouped uniquely according to the given Fano coding into

(7) 1 0/ 1 1 / L / 10/ / 1 11/11 0/ a//Oi a I l/a/l/1 1 0/ / ..

and converted to

(a) IIBCBBADABAADAC.,,

The mean number of binary digits per original observation is

(9) 1 x 1/2 + 2 -x1/4 + s xl/S + 3x i/$ 1.75

of which

(10) i. X1 / + lx 1/4 + 1 1/8 i/ 7/8 a 0,875

aro 1011II and 0,875 are 11111,

Lor the oinary coding

.A 0 00
B o 0 1

D I IO

',rl convo rted binary sequence corresponding to N original
observations would consist of 2 N binary digits rather than 1.75 N
htnary da' ".

This sort of idea is clearly of importance in consideratione of
8ffi'iency and economy not only in eommnunica.tions but the mtora.-, rind
rapid scanning and retrieval of large volumes of data.

The facsimile transmission of typewritten material by two signal
levels, white or black, may be accomplished by dividing the typewritten
material into elements by rowe and columns 100 to the inch. A particular
iraill sample of typewritten text yielded the following data on the four

" • • • • i • i i i • I i I II
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possible pairs of consecutive slernentsi

Table 2

Frequency PEobabilily Binary coding Fano Coding

White White 14, J81 0.6209 0 0 0
Black Black 1,786 0.1020 1 1 1 0
Black White 709 0. 0405 1 0 1 1 0
White Black 642 0, 0366 0 1 1 1 1

17,51 1,00

The number of binary digits required to record the sample in binary
coding, I digits for each pair of elements is 2 x 17518 a 35,0361 for Fano
coding the number of binary digits required is

(I1i) I x 14, 381 + A x 1,786 + 3 x (709 + 642) m 22, 006

The number of binary digits given by the theoretical H is still
smaller, 16, 320, obtained froom

(13) NH * 17518 (.0.8209 logZ0.B 209 0. 1020 loga 0,1020 -

0. 0405 1og20,0405 0.03661lo12 0.0366)

17518 (0,2335 + 0.3359 + 0.1875 + 0,1747)

• 1R, (n 9 .i) 16,320.

For a grouping of the elernmnts into the sixteen seto o( four
conis'c'ative elements, the data gave:
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Table 3
-ano

Frequency Probability Binary Coding Coding -p lo82p

WWWW 6,586 0.752 0 0 0 0 0 0,3092
BBBB 387 044 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 .1983
WWB 295 .034 0 0 I1 , 1 0 0 1 .1659
BWWW 283 .032 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 ,1589
BBWW Z82 .032 11 0 0 1 0 .1 ,1589
WWW5 264 .030 0 0 0 1 0 0 1518
BBBW 211 .024 '1 1 1 0 1 1 01 .1291
WBBB 111 .020 0 1 11 1 1 0 0 .1129
WBBW I0•5 012 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 01 .0766
WWBW 54 006 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.0 .0443
BEWS 34 1004 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 .,0319
BWWO 31 004 1 0 0 1 11111 0.0. 319
WBWW 31 .004 0 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 0 .10319
BWBB 19 .002 1 0 1 L 1 11 1 1 0 .0179
WBWA 3 '000 0101 1 1 1 1 1 0 10000
BWlW 3 1000 01 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 -11.0000

The number of binary digits required to record the sample in binary
coding, 4 digits for each of the sixteen possible groea of elements is
4 x 8759 u 35, 036. For Fano coding the number of binary digits required to

(14) 1 ose86 + 4 x (361' + 295 + Z83 + 28A + 264 + 211) + 5x (171 + 105)

+6x(54+34) +7x(31 4'31 +19)+8x(3+ 3) .11.9.7

The number of dijLs given by the theoretical H ia 879 x 1, 6115. ,= 14,105,

for a grouping of the picture elements isLLr the Zbb sets of eight cronnecu-
t-.. elements binary coding would still require 35036 digits, but 7'so'n coding
requires only 132S1 digits, a figure that more nearly approaches the theoretic-
al NH for this situation, 12869 digits. Clearly, as the number of elements
grouped increases, the results of the Fano coding approach the theoretical
value determined by H. This is true because grouping into equally likely
groups c.an be more nearly acrompllahed with the smaller probabilities, To
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achieve the resultant saving in transmission, unfortunately requires extra
complexity in the equipment for storage, scanning, and reconversion,

In transmitting sequences of binary digits whether in a communication
channel or a computer, errors do occur and it is therefore of interest to
be able to detect and oorrect siirh Prrors and most desirably by the equip-
ment itmelf. The basic principle is to limit the number of possible signals
that may be transmitted by the use of particular patterns or various kinds
of check or parity digits. The following problem I& rnathematically equiva-
lent with an error detecting and correcting code. Suppose that no more than
one of seven electrical compunents say a resistor may be defective, say
shorted. How can the possible defective one always be detected ia a
minimum number of tests? Here there are eight possibilities. none defective
or Rl, R 2 .. '. R7 defective. We thus need log 8 a 3 bits of information,

T' he test can be acconmplished by three circuits with resistors in series and
testing each for operability,

RIl IZ A2 R30 R5 C'

(15) Ri R1  , R4) R 6 C2

R,1, I , R 4 , R? C 3

Thm defective resistor, if any, is deduced in accordance with the
folluw",s table!

Table 4

Nnnope~rube Defort:, "r

C R

C R

C R

C1 and C 2

C Iand C3 3

C2 and C 3  R4

CI and Cz and C3 R
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Of course if all the circits are operable then there is no defective resintor.

Let us return to the c-category system 4 Clearly H s -. Wpilog p isto
a parameter of this system of probabilities or of thz corresponding multi.
nomial distribut•In were we to take a random sample of n observations. from
flA c-category population. A measure of the mean divergence per observa.
ttio of the distribution (P p ' P) from the uniforrn distribution

(1/c, I/c,, .. , I/c) or the tsdjUAN= ofthe communication engineer in the

signals A1 , A..) '

C a
(16) log. c - H u log c + XE P log p1  IS~ p1Lo p1/(I/c),

and for n irdipendent observations it is

(17) n x P l pit(1/c),

We may verify this ac follows, There are on possible samples. The
entropy for the simple distribution from the population (p p .... PC)
Is

(1) Hn E p, t: pin' Plnlgi n , P"•

, nI , n log nI , neAll II . . . ac 1 1 ' "I•

--n (pilus PpI + + ÷ +Clog Pl d n-

where in the first summation (iI , , i n) varies over all possible

permutations olf (1, 2, . , , ) taken n at a lIme and nI + na + ,,,

+ nc i n with ni the number of occurwnces of category I in a sample.

The entropy for the sample distribution for the uniform population is
log 0n nlogr,
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Given a sample of n observations, with n1, nz, n occurrences

respectively in each of the c categories, n N E r.1, we may estimate the
p's and In in (17) above by 1-1

(19 P i N ifin' log P,,/(l/C),

It turn& out that Z I., using natural logarithms, asymptotically has a
chi- square distribution with c-I degrees of freedonm under the null hypothesis
of a uniform distribution, If the sample were drawn from the population

(PI., p) then 2 in asymptotically has a noncentral chi.square distribution
with c-l degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter 2 In

Let us now consider the case of the system 4 In which each event
corresponds to the joint occurrence of a pair of values say A1 i it, (
i 0 I. , .. , r, j , I, c , with the corresponding joint probabilities
P(aj, *•j), with

(20)EMP(j i -j

Therr now enter into consideration the marginal probabilitioa

( 2 1) P , Id - T P( Ce,, 0P) ( Cy, ) . • p l t

and tht conditional probabilities

(22) p 1 31 O j ) I ('Vi- aj)/P ) P ( 0J ja) - p (a t, j)/I P (a 1),

Wo define the entropy for each of th-i sets of joint, m'arginPl and
conditional probabilities by
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H(a, ) - - p P(ai $t) log P(a01j.

H (a) -p (al) log p (a) H (1l) p

(23) '1j - (a 3 lopa$

0j~t) 't P~ p 0j~ log PI(a

H(O Iaj)" " Z P(13 I at) log p(1 I

0111) p p(ad H (P1 at)

It may be shown that

(Z4) H(a, ) • H(n) + H (8 a)

H (0) + H(aI8

that is, the mean uncertainty about the pair (et , ) is the mean uncertainty
^bout U plus the mean uncertainty about 9 liven 4 , with a similar interprota-
tLun for the second equation, It may also be shown that

(Z :) H (P I a) 4 H (0) ; H (a 1 8) 4 R (a) 1

with equality if and only if a' and P are independent, that is p ( a*p 13j )

p(a ) p (P3j) . Note that (25) means that the mean uncertainty about . •-'mn

a it less than the mean uncertainty Aboul, 3 and th* two are lqu.,t if and
only if 0 is independent of 0 and contributes no information,

From (24) and (25) we see that

(26) H(W. 1( H (a) 4+ H (3)

with equality if and only if at and R' are independent.
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If a Qi the input to a communication channel and 9 is the output, then

(2-1) H(o) -H(V 1 () N I(Cl. () * 0

is a measure of the iDifnrmation transmitted via the channel or of the
statistical dependence between output and input, It may be seen that

(28) I(a0 j) * H(a) + H(0) - H(a.0)

.p(aY ) log p(a) - E p(.) log
+FE 4)01 0) og (

L fE p (a 1, j) log p (, (a i

Mathematically the channel is charactertied by the conditional

probabilities p (3d a i) We note that

and t,.o capacity ruf the channel it defined as

(30) C - Oup I (a(,)

where the sup is over all possib e inputs ip(a 1 ) iN givn ýp ( ct 1i)j, and
we rcr•ll thatlp (0 j) - p P(10 I ý) p (a,),

The expression for 1 (0.) an written in (7A) in L bp.qcial case of

the ntirc general result

(31) I(X;Y) f i(X.Y) Losg1 d A(x)d A(y)

which is Itself a special case of

f1  (1)
(12) 1(1:Z) f ft (f) lo 2 () dx (()
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where 11 (1 ) and f2 (I) are the generalimed densities corresponding

to tho distribution of the random variable I under the hypotheses HI
and H2 I In the expression for I (X, Y), HI is the hypothesis that the

component random variablev in t a (X, Y) are dependent and H2 is the

hypothesis of independence. We note that I may be a random vwctor of
n components or even a wtochkatic process and the same remark holds for
X and Y in (31).

In the remainder of the discussion we limit ourselves to natural
logarithms. We mention two interesting particular cases of (31).

(1) if X and Y are normally distributed, then it is found that

(33) (x, Y) a - 1/a log (l - p)

where p is the correlation coefficient of X and Y and we note that (33)
does not depend on tho means or variances,

(Z) Let Y be a parameter 0 ranging over a space 0 so that
f (x, 0) is the joint probability 4ensity of x and 0, h (0 ) is- the prior
probability density of 8 , g (x 1 io the conditional probability density
of given 0, and the ma•rginal probability density of x iO g (x)
.' (g ( x 19) ( 0) d 9. An experiment is the ordered triple (-x, d.

j fx1 ) I a 8 ir On.- Infwi±rnation provided b-, the .w:&a:iment
%ith prior kn,,/ledge h ( 6) 111

01l) 1(s) -- $ (x,9) log i dx do,

We shall not consider the many interestins and uiful properties of
1 (1:2) in (32).

We shall now give a simple illustration of the additive analypis of
the information measures and its application in tests of hypotheses. It
may be easily shown that

mei
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(35) 1 (X, Y, Z) I (x,(Y, Z) + I (Y, z)

where

I ( l . Y, s)
(36) 1(X, Y, Z) P f(z ,,) o (y) d15

and

(37) 1 (X,(Y, Z) )lo W (Y',) d(x) d ((y) d)1

that is, the measure of the mutual independence of X, Y, and Z Is analysed
into a measure of the Independence of X and the pair (Y, Z) and the measure
ol the Independents of Y and Z.

For samples of site n fromx normal populations the eutimatoa of the
vali.,s in (35) lead to the analysis oý information table 5

Table S

nionr ation Component D. /F

-(n-i) log (I ry. 3/2N

. (n.1) log (1-r . ) 8/21,

% (n 1) ogi I r r I

ryx I ry 311/2N

Rx my
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where the degiees of freedom are those of the noncentral chi-square
distribution with noncentrality parameter 1 2 runder the null hypothesis of
independence,

For a three-wky r x c x d contingency table the corresponding
analysis becomes that in table 6,

Table 6

Inozmation Component......_,, D. F,

z E X f log nfjk~ (c.1) (d.l)
j k .Jk , .

.j. , ,,k ,,
SE XE I log ()(.1
I jrk ijk f f i.i

n~ ~~~o " fket, nd th irJ• £iedo r hoeo
whcre reimr tsat e freqmoncy of occurrence in the cell at the i-t .raw,
J-ýn~ o:olurr~n, and k-th depth with f, ' 'ik-'J ik

k' ijk etc, , and theR dtgruaA, of iteedorn are those of the

asymptoti: chi-square distribution under the null hypothesis of AuJ',rendsnrs,

We remark that there are many other applications a'. thtse la-it
concepts but we linAt ourselves tn these two because of tirne Also that
more ixIenhive tables of the noncentral chi-s%4ua4e distribution havo
rril,,tly 1'een comnputed than those first publishid by R, A. Fiuhe, It
may be noted that all the expressions in the contingancy table analysic
may be expanded into sums and difierences of terms of the fot. Znlog n,
,ables uf 2nlog n are available for n =I ',l) 10, 000 so that the arithmetic

1e one of table look-up additior. and subtraction,

I "'..'"t this expositioii has stimuiated uime ,•f you to look further
into thele rrtt-. n as possibly useful in• your &t. of ^ppliuation.



THE CONCEPT OF MONOTONE FAILURE RATE
IN RELIABILITY THEORY

Frank Proschan
Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories

1. INTRODUCTION, Most analyses of reliability problems assume
that the form of the underlying failure distribution(@) is knownt the para-
meter may be assumed either known or unknown. Popular familims of
failure distrihuttons are the exponential, Weiball, gamma, normal, and
lognormal,

The weakness of such analyses is that the conwlusions geached may
.V grossly;Tn error if the assumption ts to underlying failure distvibutions
is incorrect. In fact, the error ia the originat assumption may be greatly
compounded in arriviag at the final conclusion, espoeaialy if the conclusion
concerns a tail probability or if the system analysed is cimplax. A good
example of the pitfalls of an erroneous assumptionaso to the form of the
underlying falure distribution is iuvnithed by Zelen and Dannemiller (1961).
They investigated the robustness of four representative acceptance samplifn
p•o•edures derived from the exponential distribution when in fact the
failure times followed a Weibull distribution with the some mean life,
Tals was done by constructing the operatinS characteristic (0, C. ) curves
fur these procedures wnen the parent distribution of failure timeeswas
the Wfeibull distribution with survival probability expfotP/e) for valus
of the shape parameter p w 3/2, 2, and 3. To illustrate how thoroughly
er :.nuoue a conclusion can be when based on-an incorrect assumpt 4on
ae to the form of the o,4,rlyii~d failure distribuiion, we .. produce the !
0. C, rurves frr a censored non-repl-,'etnent plan (n u 28, r a 14) based
nn the exponential distribution whelnLhe parent distribution i o actually
Weibull wi~h survival probability exp(.tP/e), A censored non-rep~a~c.,eant
pl-rL consists of placinE n items on test simultaneously and stopping the
test after the rth failure.

Note that while the probability of acreptance assuming an exponentii.
dietribution with mean 500 is only . 10, the corresponding probaoillty
assuming a Weibull distribution with the same mean is essentially 1.
Thus if a mean lire of 500 hours were unacceptable, "bad' lots would
always be accepted under the sampling plan if the distribution were
Weibull with shape parameter 3, instead of being rejected 90% of thi, time
as they should be if the distribution were exponential with tha same mean.

SI 'l ~ir'l
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A further embarrassment may face the reliability analyst who attempts
to make specific aesumptions as to the form of the underlying fAilure
distributions. He just may not have oufficient relevant information, since
in general many observations are required to make reasonable inferences
about the form of a distribution, as compared to the number required to
eatimate a parameter, such as the mean, -As aiý example, we summarize
the results of an investigation undertaken by Zelen and'Dknaanmillor (1961)
to s•o how well two statistical tests described by Epstein (1960) would
distinguish betweesn the exponential and the Waibull distributions, Consider
a non-replacement :enmortid ultuation whare the Wile test starts with n
items and ends as soon Ap the first r failures occur,- Assuming failures
occur it times T. T , , T r' thr. total time on test up to the it]

failure in

T(Ti) T T, + T. - + (n i 4-I)t , i I .... r,

Then the conditional distributti'n of T(T 1 ), T'(Tz) . .. T(T is aniW

form over [n. T(Tr)] for fixed T(Tr), Hence

r- 1

iIT(Ti =r._[,T(Tr)

T(Tr) (r-t)/IZ

Is an approximate normai (eleial.L, Ermt.ein''s Test 3 calls for rejecrtion
at levelo, if IZ > Z, whtere 40 is the 100(l - •'•ý) perc..
point ui: the standard normal distribution,

Epstein's Test 8 uses tee lZarlett statistic

( r- - ") [I n T T-,. ,
An - I T(T 4. Xn T(TZ) -T(Tj) X]+. n(i'('f )-T(Tr

W Zr

I +
6r

• ,, •ann i I- i I I I I NI W-01
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tympcotically distributed as a -A. variable with r 1 degrees of free-
doa, The test procedure is to reject at level aL if W> (r - 1).

To determine the proportion of times the tests would distinguish be-
tween the exponential and Weibull distributions, Zelen and Dannemiller
ran an empirical sampling study on a computer. Samples were drawn
from each of the Weibull distributions with shape parameter p a 3/2 , 2.
and 3 and from the exponential distribution, all having mean one. The two
Stests were applied at level of significance OL sk 05, The results weres

t Proportion of thnes exponential assumption rejected

at . 05 level of significance

Teot p na14, ruil4 nui, r 14 nu a 25.

3 1 .057 .050
3/Z .340 1 Z53

2 .8317 .643
3 1,000 .983

a 1043* .063 045•*
3/2 63* opn120*

2 1 178* . 137 .428*

*St-ire•d values are based on 600 samples or simulationý.. All other
values are based on 300 samples.

t Reproduced from MV. Zolon and M.[ C. Dannemiller, "The robustness
of life testing procedures derived from the exvponenmial ditri•0bution,"

Tw.hnometrics, Vol. 3, No. 1, February 1961,

The conclusion seems clear that for small sample mies it Is difficult
to distinguish between the Weibull and the exponontial.
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What is nwaedd then in reliability are analymse based not an specift
families of underlying failure distributions, but rather on broad assump-•
tions concerning failure correeponding to the actual physical situation, One
very natural assumption of this type is that corresponding to a failure die-
tribution F with density f and survival probability r a I -, the condition-
a& failure r &te

r(t) a )

defined for F(t) > 0 it Increasing (decreasing) with time t, Ot 00
Physically, r(t)dt is the conditional probability of failure in t, "+dt,
given survival until time t. We may verify by differentiation, that
under the assumption of increasing (decreasing) failure rite the quantity
Sn F(t) is concave (convex) on [0, 00), More generally, whether a
density exists or not, weshall say a distribution has an increasing
failure rate (IWR) if ,n L(t) is concave on [o, O ), and a decreasing
failure rate (DIR) if •n 1(t) is convex on 0, 60),

Examples of ihR and DrR distribUtionR aret

(W) The exponentialt

f(t) 0 Nexp(- N t). 1> 0
Both IFR and DrR,

(ii) The gammat

•t() S MONtf' 4 exJ( -;t'4 ), %'t >0, .>o,

(iki) The Weibull,
f(t) - Nrt O -I exp(- X.tC ) 0 .> 0. >;0.

I'R for oL;, DF, for O(( 1

(iv) The truncato-A iivml,-

f(() 0* _ -- exp { (t 0>0, o> t

where a is a ,urmaliMing constant,
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Pfyo,'Wly, IFR might correspond to wearout, so that the older the
item gets, the greater its chance of failure, Examples are rubber tires,
human beings past some initial period, and many mechanical parts which
gradually wear out, Physically, DFR might correspond to work hardening,
mo that the older the item geto the tougher it gets, and hence the less chance
it has of failing, Certain metals act in this fashion. In Proechan (1963)
is discussed another commonly occurrinC process producing DIr
distribution@,

How far can we get in reliability analyses assuming InY (DFR)it In
the following sections we hope to show that a rather surprising number of
useful risults and methods follow from this modest and natural assumption,

2. BOUNDS ON QUANTITIES OF INTMERNT IN RELIABILiTY THUORY
,S$UMIRG IFPR (DFR), A number of interesting and informative bounds
;an be obtained on quantities arising frequently in roliability problems
it we assume 117 (DIR) distributions, In this section we survey some of
the more simple and usefil bounds, The reader is referred to Barlow
and Marshall (1963a and b), Barlow and Proschan (1963), and Barlow
and Proschan (1964), for details and fUrthe*r bounds,

Since the exponential distribution with constant failure rate is boundary
4istribution between IFR and DWR distributions, it pr-ovides ratural
bounds on the survival probability of IFR and D3Ft distributions,

Theorem 2. 1. If is IPR (DIrR) and F(3p) p, ie. . a
PtI percentile, then

\( t
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""A n i , ln - P ) ,

Proof, Since Ln F(t) is concave,(convex) and F(t) is decreasingt

the n (t) An. F0. . it decreasing (increasing). Consequently

.fit)j 1lt Is decreasing (inc reasing), T'us F(t)l/t> (0 - p) /&P for

R~)

t< p and F(/t") (< p11  p for t> %p

Thus if we know a percentile of an IF7 (DIR) dilstribution we irnmedi.
ately have one-sided bounds on the survival probability correspondint to
each instant of time, What it we know the mean of an IR distribution?
Then Theorem Z, 2. provides a lower bound on survival probability.

'rheorem a. a I F _ a jF.R witman- ý• !tn
ýZ' Z) / .t I I

IN t) >

0 t>: ýAL'

T he noq~ualiVy is sharp.

See Barlow and Marshall (1963a) or Barlow and r',neohaii (1964),
Chapter 11, for the proof. Note that the exponential distribution with rm"*.

l ,ULins the lower bound for tw /LI while the degenerate distribution

concentrating at ýL attains the lower bound for t >

C
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An obvious application o& Theorem 2. 2 is to a system consisting of n
independent components in series with distributions 7 1(IFR) with means

*i(i a 1 Z, .... n). Then using (2, 2) the q4yetem survival probability iset (- n
Fri(t)

S0 elsewhere.

The bound is sharp. This indicates why system reliability is often better
than predicted on a parts count basis. Likewise for a parallel system
with component distributions Iri with means j.k(i - Le , . ,n),

.(1 - s t<min.( /i, .< min
tei(t)

1 eewhers.

YIn fact, the application of Theorem 2. 2 can be extended to so-called mono-
t-,,dc structures, (See Barlow and ProaChoar (1964), Chapter VII, Theorem
3 1.) To define x *,r.tnnic structure we lio, ni eepwesent the state of
the ith component of the strilture, with xI m I if thuc ith component ie

£VXctioning and xi n 0 if the ith component is not functioning, & i !, %...
,.. n. Lot 4(x1, xZ, , . . , xn) repro sent the corre spending state oft hl

etructure, with 0 m I if the structure is functioning and 6 a 0 it the
structure is not functioning, The structure is mmld to te rmoiJ ,c if
O(X, x2, . xn) is monotonic increasing in each argument with

0(0, 0 . . 0) . 0 and 0(1, 1, . .. 1) . 1, Intuitively, a monotonic
structure is one that performs at least a. wNell if failed components are
replaced by functioning components. Most reasonable structures occurring
in practice will, of courise, bw monotonic, See Birnbaum, Zeary, and
Saunders (1961) for a discussion of monotonic structures (called by them
"coherent").

C
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NMxt suppose stochasctically independunt components with the relia-
bility of the ith comrponent pi, I a I, 2. . . , n. Then the reliability of
the system will be representceA by h(pl, pZ, . . Pn). In the special

case pi a p2 a - - , a Pn a pý we will write for convenience h(p),

Barlow and Proachan (1964), Chapter VII, show thiat for monotoniic
structures h(pl, pZ, . . , pn) 1i nmonotonic in each arlumenct

Usin& this fact we may obtaln the following lower bound on system
reliability for monwntonic structures.

Theorem 2. 3. Lot FLi IFR withean 1if 1 0 , 1 .... I II bo the

failure distributi2no of t component of i manotonic structure, Thou
for Ocmin( IA n , the *Zste" reliabiltyh(,Fyt)', - -. n

Zh(a' I, . 4n), te rreu~n~ i gyste. , raliailit• when

the copnet ae pontaijydsi tdwt oreodn means.

Proof. Since n(p1 , . ., , pn) is monotonic increasing in each argl.

ment and by Theorem 2. Z for t <mni P-1,, ..- , 7jn (t) ',

I - I .. , n, then it follow t~hat fr t < min(I Il, "

We may apply Theorem 2. 2 to the n-fold convolution F(r)(t), where
F is IFR with mear, ý1, uT itain

( )n., )J/.1 .

S(0.5 1 t xp( - t/A)

fur t< JATherefore, If N(t) il the numbfer of rt~ncwals in f0.ti Of 8

reruiwal process based on F,

F['N.t)>_] exp ,, Opt,<
Ianl
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fov t 1 •. Thus we have tha elementary but important reeult that Onder
the IrR asiumption the PoaAsson distribution provides a conservative eosia-
mate of the probability of n or more failures in f0,t| for t lose than the
mean life of a single component.

This result has application in the following spare parts situation,
Assume that we have one type of tube in n socklets which is replaced
immediately upon failure, Let Nj(t') denote the number of failures

occurring W theth socket before time tj, the time the jth socket
is to remain in operation. Lf the sockets are stochaltica~l.yindiependent
and the life distributions are exponential with parameter X., then
N1(t 1) + , 4 Nn(tn) is a Poisson random v&rieble with parameter

e " Jti tand

P[N,(t,) +÷N n(tn)• • 11 %;1
J20

Ceamer (194i), page •03, It all we can assume is that F is h1R with
inean I/ -, nnd each t<I 1/X, then

P I (t + * + N nj(tn)'SN) > N .9

Using this bound, N, the number uf spares to be stocked, car he chosen
su that wi will be protected with high probability against a ehortage o

pr•are,

The best upper bound on F(t) when F is IFR iP given by the
following theorem.
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Theorem 2.4 is. I YR thenea M

II

j~t~it .4

1~ ~ ~ ~~o t<Il...>•,-
.•).t

where Wi dependil on t1 l 0aife a

Proo.- Lwt

X4 t

"Than tn)iflie, on ( ro0) d ose, Xp F(pe bn L1o, •,, :. ,

Nonefo that a. Thuo0 1 ON1. 001J. 66 VIt c a t mos u ow n tes fo.pr ~i~

.% T4t, Seo liaume m. 1, to 0I ,I

IW t> ie, We Can always opetermtilne i to that sot the mea

vrthis c hoice of Wr, T () necessaily,'-rosso$ 6*a ly a

itleiticailly with C1, Silicea I i• jrT , the b~ovid , 1. sharp. •' L•'

For t<_ P1., the inequality lai ohvioui. The degeinerate dimtr~tWA&~i

°onc:trt,.in, at ýA, provides the uppe bound for t<-•'i

Note that & e t--•oo, wl~-91 / ýLl. It can be shown that the ulppi blutind

in Theorem Z, is asymptottc to •"t/ tA, "

Figure 2, 2 illustrate@ th* beat ulpper and lower bioundol on 76:) .-

when T is IFR and •1. Tab ile I taibulates the upper/on,?L

We can also obtain bound$l on percentlile in terms iof th mean iA'",

vice Voirfia
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TABLE I

UPPER BOUNDS ON 1 - F(.t)

Co
(F is 1F~R, Pi, tdF(t) =J1)

I1-R Markov IFR Markov

t Bound Bound t Bound Bound

(1/t) (i/t)

1.0 1.000 1.000

1.1 0.820 0.909 3.1 0.053 0.323

1.2 0.687 0.833 3.2 0.047 0.313

1.3 0.577 0.769 3.3 0.042 0.303

1.4 0.488 0.714 3.4 0.038 0.294

1.5 0.416 0.667 3.5 G.C3-

1.6 0.358 0.625 3.6 0.030 0.278

1.7 0.308 0.588 3.7 0.027 0.270
1.8 0.268 0.555 3.8 0.024 0.263

1.9 0.233 0.526 3.9 0.022 0.256

2.0 0.203 0.500 4.0 0.00 0.250

2.1 0.178 0. 447i 4.1 0(018 O "i

2.2 0.156 0.455 4.2 0,016 C.238

2.3 U.138 0.435 4.3 0.014 0.233

2.4 0.121 0.417 4.4 0.013 0.227

2.5 0.107 0.400 4.5 0.012 0.222

2.4 0.095 u.385 4.6 0.0V/ 0.217

2.7 0.084 0.370 4.7 0.010 0.213

2.8 0.075 0.57 4.8 C.009 0.208

2.9 0.067 0.¾, 4.9 0.008 0.204

3.0 0.059 0.! 5.0 o.00"1 0.200

preceding Page Blank
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-1
Theorem 2. 5. Assume F is IFR. For p<_ I - e

[-n( 1.p)]< p< [ 4 n(i - p)
p- p

for p>l - e

where

•psup t.F(t)

The inequalities are sharp.

See Barlow and Marshall (19 6 3a) or Barlow and Proschan (1964),
Chapter II, for a proof.

In life test .-.- ples, some items may not fail at all during the course
of the test. Therefore the usual sample average cannot be used. However,
some percentile estimat-e will always be available. Note th..:. asing
Theorem Z. 5 we can obtain bounds on the mean oi IFR distritiiitions in
trms of percentiles. For example if M is the median, then

M M

For F DFR upper bounds on F-(t) ,,ain b0 given in te.i.-ns of t:.e mean
as shown in:

Theorem 2. 6. If F is DFR with rnlai ", then

-t/ P-i- I 1 • t< l

t

Preceding Page Blank
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The inequality -,.s sharp

See BarI-w and Marshall(1963a) or Barlow and Proschan(1964), Chapterll,
for a proof.

The following lemma will pro'-,Le us with useful moment inequ-.Iities and
further comparisons with the expowienti-

Lemma 2. 7. If

(a) F is IFR with mean PI - ix) = e

(b) (x) is increasing (decreasing),
then I0 00

fý(x)T(x)dx < (X)ZG(x~dx.
0' 0f

Proof. Suppose q is increasing and F is not identically equal to G.
Since F is IFR and G is the exponential distribution .-ith the game rnean,
F crosses G exactly once from above ;t, say, to; F(td, = Qt0). Then

(xý) (F(x)dx (f~x)cZxd f[(x) - fd(t)
0 o.

LFhx) -G(x)'I d-x( 0.

To obtain the conclusion for c decreasing, replace P by - ,b. II
Note that a similar lemma is true for DFR distribu..ons with all in-

equa.lties reversed. From Lemma Z. 7 we obtain an immediate compari-
son bPtween the moments of an IFR distribution and the correspondin'!
mom;rnts of ?- t '-tial jistribution with the same rn.ea,,.

-ril th-,Vorrv. 2.8. If F is IFR(DFR) with r muth ent

< [(r +1) 1A
CD1 -

X~r

_ F(r + 1),.r 0 r <I.

Proof. Choose Cý x) = r-l in Lemma 2. 7. Then
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r r'
1"' rJX -fx Fdx < rj rx G)3 ~ + l),, r

00

for r >1. For0 <_r< 1, O(x) = xr-l is decreasing, so that th- ino-qua!-
ity is rev::rscd.

In particular, for an IFR distribution /L2 <_ ZJL 2 ro that the variance
02<- t- aInd so the coefficient of variation / 1. The inequalities

are reversed for DFR distributiont

Lemma 2. 7 can also be used to show that the mean life of a series
system with IFR components whose means are p..i(i = 1, Z, ..... n)

exceeds the mean life of a stries system wit-h exponential components
and means AJi (i = 1, 2, .... n). Just the reverse is true for a parallel

system.

Theorem 2. 9. If Fi(x) is IFR(DFR) with mean and q(x) e

(i = 1, 2 .... n), then

(a) f) ()dx = 1n lT /-)-.,

'(b) d5e n/E

0- i l

(b n
J0I- (ix)• • •x•x

Proof (a) By Lemma 2. 7

0 0i " I n 00 1- l _ n

" ={R ijwx) -. (x).F(x)dx q(
j~~~l 0~~ j1
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for j< < By recursion we obtain

7 "F, (x)dx, jx O jl(x)dx a I/1 I 1l1j.

(b) The proof is similar,

Uppet, and lower bounds on F(t) when F Is IFR and pm = are

given have been tabula.ted by Barlow and Marshall (0963b). Short tables
are reproduced here as Tables II and Ill.respectively. Table IV, repro-
duced from Barlow and Marshall (1963b)', tbulates the lower bound on
F(t) wh• jr is D.FR and tiL u 1, .(.,l)4,

Many additional bnun4s have been obtained on the failure rate r(x)
itsel f and on the density f(x) by Barlow and Marshall and will be presented
in a forthoon,.ng report by them.

We close this section by presenting bounds concerning.renewal pro-
caebes based un underlying IF.R(DFR) diitributioines, lFAr we tive a
Lower bound bn M(%), the expected .iumber of renewa.ls' in 0,t ) true for
all .enewal processos, and an uppor (lower) bound un MC() when the und,,r-
lyink d•stribution of the renewal process is IYR(DFR). The proof may be
foup, in Barlow and Pvoschani 1963).

'rhnorem Z, i, (G) MW() ?t t t 1tF 1l - 1,

(ii) F' i at TIF(DFR), then

Mt ON tFt)Fo (x) dx t/•

for all t>• ,

a
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UPPER BOUND$ ON I F (t)
(~* n.~ $*A(~ U1, t2a

(FisI ,• td Fm)s od •, ))

0 0
02 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1,5 1,6 1.7 1,t 1.9 2,0

0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 10000 1.000 0.953 0.905
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 L,000 1.000 1.000 0,965 0.911 0,1162 04819
0.3 1,000 1,000 00 1.000 0.99A, 0.929 0.87) 0 4 0.aN0 0.741
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.970 0.901 o.4 0,791 0.746 0.706 0.671
0.5 1.000 1.000 0.957 0,881 0.817 0.-763 0.716 0.6675 0.639 0,607

0.6 1.000 0.959 0.871 0.800 0.741 0.691 0.648 00611 0:.58 0.549
0.7 0.496 0.878 0.794 0:.27 0.62 0.626 '0.5607 .0553 0.501 0.419
0.8 0.914, 0.805 0.725 0.661 0.61.0 0,68 0.532 0.501 0.474 O.0
0.9 0.50 0.740 0.662 0,602 0o.004 0.15 0.432 0,443 0.4 , 0.407
1.0 0.797 0.68:3 0,605 0.54* 0.503 0.0M7 0.436 0,410 0.8 06.60

1.1 0.756 0.632 0,555 0:499 0.457 0.423 0.395 0•371 0001 0,333
1.2 0.633 0:589 0.:09 0,456 0,.14 06384 0,318 0,336 0,3 O. 0.302
1.3 0.41 0,555 0,49 0.426 0.3 0.348 0.324 0,304 0,2N 0,373
1.4 0.25 0:444 0:434 0.381 04-44 0,316 0,394 0,76 0.!960 0,247
1.., 0.163 0.321 0,405 0.349 0.313 0.27 0,266 0,250 0,315 0,224

1:6 0.105 0:231 0.332 0o321 0.25 0.260 0.241 0.226 0.213 n.202
1.7 0,006 0,167 0.254 0,296 0,26 0,237 0.219 0.205 0.193 0CA3
".1 0.046 0.122 0,194 0.-2" 0 023 0.215 0,.M 0,1615 0.175 0,164
Lil 0.031 0.009 0.149 0.205 0,.21 0.196 0.410 O,16A 01111 0. lO
2.0 0.021 0.066 0.11,6 0.163 0,2 01 o,7, 0.265 O.j.0 0.14) 0.136

2.1 0.015 0.050 0.090 0..,J0 0.169 0.162 0.148 0.138 0.130 0.123
2. 0.010 0.038 0.070 0.105 0,138 0.1OIA 0.134 0.125 0..117 P'..1)
2.4 OW0/2 0.029 0.056 0.084 0.114 0.135 0122 0,113 0.16 0.10A
2.1, 0.004 0.022 0.0"4 0.0(A 0.094 0.119 0.111 0.102 (). 0: otC•1
2,.I 0.004 0.017 0,035 0.056 0,09" 0.099 0,101 0.093 0.007 0,083

*2.6 0,003 0,013 0.028 0,046 0.o064 0O .3 0.092 0o.B4 .079 o.WS
Z.7 0.002 0.010 0.023 0.037 0.053 0,070 0.084 0.076 0.O. 0.04O
"2.8 0.002 0.00 0.016 0.031 0.040 0.059 0.074 0.069 0.065 0.061
2.9 0.001 0.006 0.015 0.026 0.037 0.050 0.063 0063 0.059 0.055

* 3.0 '0.001 0.005 0.012 0.0,1 0.0A1 0.04) 0,014 0.057 0.053 0.050
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? ~L(UM BOUNDS ON I - (t)

(F is I1t, ~i tdIF(t) 1.Ii * t 2d p( t))
0 0

42 1.1 1.2 1,3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1,7 1.8 1,9
t.

0.1 0.974 0.955 0.941 0.930 0.922 0.916 0,912 009c8 0.906
0.2 0.949 0,913 0,896 0.066 0.951 0.840 04.01 0.8205 0.021
0.3 0.925 0.872 0.834 0.006 0.485 0,770 0.750 0.750 0,744
0.4 0.900 0,833 0.785 0.750 0.724 0.705 0.691 0.601 0.6174
0.5 0,86 0.789 O,7M6 0.698 0.668 0,646 0.630 0.619 0.611
0,6 0,839 0.731 0,677 0.640 0.613 0.592 0,575 0.562 0.003

0.7 0.747 0.605 0,605 0.53 0,551 0.534 0052' 0,510 0,501.
0. 0,640 0.561 0.524 0.501 0,46 0.475 0.46 0,459 0.45,
0.9 0.501 0.459 0.441 0.430 0.423 0.438 0.414 0.411 0.402
1,0 0,367 0,367 n.3t,7 0.367 0.3691 0.367 0.367 0.367 0.367

1.1 0.269 0.294 0.306 0.314 0.319 0,323 0,326 0.329 0.330
t1.2 0.000 0.235 n.Ps5 0.268 0,277 0.204 0.289 0:294 0.297
1.3 0,000 0,180 0.213 0.229 0.240 0.249 0.257 0,63 0.267
1W4 0.000 0.000 0O.77 0,195 0.209 0.219 0.221 0.230 0.240
1.5 0. OW 0,000 0,145 0,166 0,11 0.193 0.202 MID0 0MID.5

1.6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1 0.107 0.169 0.17 0,188 0.193
1.7 0,000 0,000 0.000 0,117 0,136 0,149 0,i.9 0.114 0.174
1.0 0.000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,116 0.130 0,24A 0,150 0M1I6
1.9 0,000 0.000 0.00m 0.000 01098 0.11.4 0o125 0.1-34 0,140
2,0 0.000 0,oM) Cn.0 0-.00 0,07 0.05t .1. U. 120 0.126

2.1 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,CA4 0.097 0-3.07 0.113
2.2 0.000 0,000 0-000 0,000 0,000 0.071 0.018 09095 0.1.Y
;.23 C.000 0.000 0o.00 O.000 0.000 0.057 0.074 0.104 0.0912.4 0,000 0.000 n-000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.n64 0,07 0i.0'
2,5 0,000 0,000 0.000 o.000 0.000 0.000 0.05 0.066 0.074

2.6 0.000 0,000 0o000 0 .000 0.00 0.000 0.046 0.00 0,0A6
2." 0,000 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,.(07 0.01 0,01.9
2.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.045 0M03
2.9 0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.046
3.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.033 0,0.2
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TAB0LE 

IV

LOWER BOUNDS O CI F(t)

(F isa 0fl31, tAdF(t) U1, 12 ' tdF(t))2 t~a~)
o a

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 P.6 2.7 2.0 2,9 3.0

0,0 0.952 0.909 0.869 0.833 0,800 0.769 0.740 0.714 0.689 0,666
0.1 0,861 0.822 0.787 0.754 0.724 0,696 006'Il 0.647 0.625 0.604
0.2 0.779 0.744 0,712 0,683 0.656, 0,631 o0.608 0.86 0,566 0.508
0.3 0.705 0.673 0.644 0.618 0M594 0.571 0.551 0.531 0.514 0.1997
0.4 0.638 0.609 0.,83 0.559 0.58 0,5W?7 0.499 0.•2 0,466 0.451
0.5 04577 0.551 0428 0.506 0,487 0.469 0,452 0,437 0,422 0,409

0.6 0.522 04." 0.478 0.45 0.441 0.425 0.o40 0.396 0.33 o.'037
o07 0.473 0.452 0.432 0:415 0:399 o0-5 0.371 0.359 0•347 0.336
0.8 0,428 04O09 0.391 0,Y76 0.362 0,4 0,336 0.325 0;315 0.305
0.' 0,387 0.370 0.354 0.340 0,32? 0.316 0,305 0,R95 0.-26 0.277 1
1.0 o0n 0.335 0.321 0.308 0.29'? 0,286 0.276 067 0,259 0,.20

1.1 0.317 0.303 0,2§0 0.279 0.269 0.259 0.250 0.242 0.235 0,'228
.,2 0.287 0.274 o.W 0.23 0.243 0.235 0.227 0o220 0.213 0,207

1#3 0,239 0.249 0.23, 0.229 0.220 0.213 0.106 0.199 0,19) 0.180'
1.,4 0.23 0.224 0.215 0.207 0.200 0.191 0.186 0.181 00M7 0.170
1.5 0.212 0,203 0.195 0,18? 0.1O 1 O.TrM 0.169 0.164 0.159 M.1$0

1.6 0,92 0.1894 0.176 0.1?0 0,164 0,1% 0.153 0.149 0,i4 0-,40
1,7 0.174 0.166 0,160 0.154 0o14* 0.143 0.139 0o.3 0.131 0.127
1-. 0.15.7 0.15C 0.144 0,139 0.134 0,130 0.126 u.-122 0.119 0.116
1.9 0.142 ".136 0.131 0.126 o.012 0.118 0.114 0.111 0.108 0.105
2,0 0.129 0.123 01.'A 0.114 u.110 0.107 0.104 0.101. O.Wd 0.095

P-' 0.216 0.111 0.107 0.103 0.100 0.09" 0.094 0,091 0,0O9 0.08t2.2 0.i0• 0.101 0.0)7 0.094 0.090 0.088 n.081 0.083 0. Ck1 0.079
A.3 0.095 0.091 0.089 0.085 -0,02 0.079 0.07? 0.070 ,073 0.071
2.4 0.086 0.03 0.079 0.077 0.074 0.0"k 04070 0.069 0.066 0.065
2.5 0.078 0.075 0.072 0.069 0.067 0,065 0.063 0.062 0.060 0 .- 9

2.6 0.00 0,068 0.065 0.06.1 0.061 0.059 0.057 0.056 0.05) 0.0503
2.7 0.064 0.061 0.059 0.057 0.055 0.054 0.052 0.051 0.050 0.048
2.8 0.056 0.055 0.053 0.052 0.050 0.049 0.047 0.046 0.045 0.044
2,9 0.052 0.050 0.041 0o047 0.045 0.044 0.043 0.042 0.041 0.040
.. 0 0.047 0,045 0.04 0,042 0•0.1 0.040 0.039 0.038 0,03? 0,036



TABLE IV (continued)

LOWER BOUNDS ON 1 - Ft

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 M. 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0
* t
*040 0.645 0.625 0.606 0-08k 0.571 0.555 04410 0.526 00512 0,000

0,1 0.585 0.567 0.550 0.534. 0,519- 0. 504 0.491 0.4"7 0.4&6 0.455
0.2 0-531 0. 514 0.499 0.1*0 0,471 0.456 0.446 0.1,30 0-424 0.414
0.3 0,1481 0,467 0.453 0./.40 0.428 0.-417 0.406 0.396 Q,306 0.377
0.4 0,437 0. 44 0.4,11 0.400 0,389~ 0-379 01369 0.360 04301 0.,313

*0.5 0.396 Ci.385 0.374 04363 0#304 0.344 0.0S6 0. 3.27 0.320 Q.Ul

0.6 0,360 00349 0t339 0.330 0.321 0.31) 0.050 0.29-6 04291 0.284
0.7 0.326 0.317 0.308 06300 0.292 0.205 0.278 0.271- 0406 0.259
0,6 0.496 0.286 0.260 0.2'72 0.260 0,209 0 25) 0.247 0,241 0.236
0.9 0.26Y 0,261 0.254 0.21$ 0,241 0.235 0-2)0' 0.224 04219 0.215
1,1.0 0.244 0.237 0.231 0.225 04219 0.214 0.20) 0.204 06200 0.190

1.1 0.222 0.215 00210 0.204 0.199 0.195 0.190 00186 .1102 04176
1.g 0.201 0.196 0.191 0:186 04343. 0.177 0.173 0.169 0.166 0Mf6

1s5 0.151 0.147 0.143 0.140 0.136 0.133 0.130 0-126 0.125 0O12

1,6 0.137 0.133 01.350 0,127 0.124 0,121 0.119 0.116 0.114 M,112 j
1.71 0.124 A. '.21 Otl 0.115 0-11) 0.11.n Cslu 0.106 0Oil4 0.102 3
1.8 n-11.3 0.110 0. 1 L7 0,1M0 0.10 0.100 0.0 Md bO 0.090 0.093 3
1.9 04102 0.100 0.0dM 0,075 0.093 0.091 0.090 (). ON 0. 066 04065
2,0 0.093 0.091 0.069 0- C47 0.085 0-083 0.062 0*010 0"' 0.077

2.1 0.094 0.i2 0.081 0.079 0.077 0,M76 n, W4 U -U7) 2 0.0MO
2.2 0.077 0.075 0.073 0,072 0.070 0,069 0.066O M6 0,066 0. V 0 -.
2.3 0, 070 0.066 0.067 0.065 0.064 0.063 0.062 0.060 0. C19 0.056
2.4 0.063 0.06a o.061 0.059 0.058 0.007 0.056 0.05 0.05'. 0.053
2.j 0.057 0.056 0.055 0.054 0.053 0.052 0.051 0.050 0.049 0.0W8

2.6 0.052 0.051 0.050 0.049 0.01* 0.047 0.04,6 0.04f. 0,040 0,044
2.7 0.047 0.046 0,040 0.045 0.04). 0.043 0.042 0.042 06041 0.040
P48 0.0A43 0.042 0.041 0,041 0,040 0.039 0.036 0. 03d 0.037 0.037
2.9 0.039 U. We 0.036 0.0.17 0,036 0.036 0.035 0,034 0 034 0.033
3.0 0.036 0.035 0.034 U.034 0,033 0.032 0.032 0,031 0.031 0-0~0
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Note that as a consequence, for an underlying IFR distribution the
expected number of renewals is known within an error of 1/Z for each
moment of tn•m, Note also that in the DOft case. the inequality (ii) Ls an
improvement ove" inequality (i) since

; /•t .t t' /t )x 1

tr(t) 'fW(x) dX f-xdf-f u tif Ftx)elu 1.
0f. ýf 00

Next we compare moments of N(t), the numbbr of renewals into; t
when the underlying distribution F to IFR(I)FR) with the corresponding
moments of a Poiseon processJ,

Thecorem 2., 1. if r is I],t(DR .with Mn ,•, then
.t/•.

k ,t Ik(t/

(a) EN E--

(b) Var N(t)< NI(t)< t/

See Barlow and Protcý'n (1963) for a proofL

3. QUALITATIVe CO!XCLUSIOIS ASSUMING UNDMALYINO DSTRI-

LITO S1F(r.Iii a number of reliability rn-dels, t~k.- s'auunri-n I
Liat the underlying aIlWure distrtbutions are IWR(DFR) yields useful
.jualitalvv, relattonshlps, and in optimization problems, hsIpful Infnr.
mation about the form of the solution, in this section we ehoill present a
selection of reliability models that illustrate how th" assumption of
%%n..iurlyIng IFR(DFIA) distributions simplifies the solution,

3, 1 Allocation of paros under Constraints. A system is required
to operate for the period Lo0 to] . When a component fails, it is immedi-
ately replaced by a spare component of the earn* type it available. If no
spare is available, system failure results. Only the spares originally
pkovided may be used for replacementai i, e, , no reompply of spares can
occur during (. to0 ]* The cost of a single spare of the it' typc is cis

| F~5
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k

i I...1 . k; the total cost f0c o-A•res is c(n_) cini, wh're nt

(n1, . . nk)l and nm n nitmbor of spares of type I initially provides,
isI ., ,, k,

We now describe the original system before any replacements are

made, The system consists of di "positions" or "•ockets" each filled
by a componentof Lype 1, i o 1. Z, , , ,, k. The various components
or a given type may be used.,it different levels of intensity and may be
subject to different eni. roaumrntal stresses, so that for full genk&ality
we assume the life of the ith component of type I (occupying position
1. J, say) has probability distribution Fil, I I, .... dil I a I, . , , k,

Each replacement has the same life distribition as its predecessor;
component lives are mutually Indopentint. Position I, j it not required
to be in constant operation thrnughout 10, to] but rather Is scheduled
to op.irate for a period of duration t1i -:to. J 1. . ., , di, 1.5 . , t k,
Th, srodel is diescussed in detail in Proechan (1960),

We seek a family of undominawd spares allocations, A spares allo-
cation n in undominate d if R(n') > R(a) impli.s c(al') >c(a) while
P(n1') I R(n) in'plles c(n cLt), where n' is any other spares allocation,

andt R(n) (a lled system reliability) is the probAbility of no system shut-
,Uwn during 0, to] resulting from shortage uf spares. That is, a spares
allocation ts undoininated if for Its cost it achieves maaxnum reliability.
A f.nwily of undoinlitLed allucationa representio a tremendouu reduction
of pot.sibilities that the decielnn maker needs t, cronsider In arriving at
an no#tLmal apar,• I'ttun v We shall develop a matl-.d for generating
•iou-.z'aacicly larger undorninatfA spares allocations which depends on
.Cn R(n .) being concave, Wu shall see below that In R(n) is &c,--ave
wh,,' each of the Fl is IFR.

I~virt note that Bince ihortitf! in uny pusition -'ndults in systvrr,
frk in i'n

(32 " I• , ,i l I I l P•
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where Ri(m) is the probability of no shortage of units of type I
assuming m spares of type I are initially provided, We can convert
tne objective function R(.) being maximiaed into a sum oa terms each
depending on a single unknown only by taking logsarithmsi

(3. 3) k
.n R (a) * n R ni).

Note that maximiming In R(n) is equivalent to maxKimling R.(h) mince
J.n x is a monotone increasing function of x.

Next we shall describe a p',ocedure for genorating a family of undom-
inated allocations which is intuitively quite reasonable, The underlying
idea is that we will construct successively large.r spares' allocations by
adding one spare at a timel the spare we add will be the one which pro-
video greatest improvement in system reliability per dollar spent,

Procedure, Start with the cheapest allocation (0-1 0, , , 0). Obtain
succ;selvely More expensive allocations as follows, If the present allo.
cation is n, determine the index, call it ot0' er which

- n , R.ni + 1) - An Ri.. i)

te maximum over I * 1 . , k. Then add a single unit of the i
type to ai to obLaiii the newt larger alicuatinn (ni, , , ,, + hi +

r n 0 +1' . . .. nk)'

Note that adding tte trost to .n R(Oi) per dollar spent it equivalent
to multiplying R(n) by the largest factor possible per do)|ar spent, W~e
shall see in Theorem 3. 1 below that the Proced\'e generates only un-
dominated allocations if 4!n R(n) Is concave,

Theorem 3, 1. If Xn R(n) is concave, then each sares allocation
generate y1he Procedure is undoninated.

Proof, Let n* be generated by the Procedure, i0 denote the index
of the last component type added in arriving at n*by the Procedure, and
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I

n Ri R1  (f t*. ~ ~0 1- , .0

Let r. ½ any other allocation such that R(n) >R(n*). Desiunate the eet
of i.•zchc- for which nr y and the set of indices for whicl' "%i<n.*

by 12. Then

OCJ'n R(n) - )2n R(n*xi; Jý Ri-j Rn lt(nf) X~~n R (n~' f-nP1(

I

since for i in ind h 1, &,1 t ,An R (nl + h) ffi R (n+h 1' )L

while for i in I• and" h *0. 1, It An. 1al- s ). -We lilyj h-u i

k i

out that ýn X•(n) is not concave for alls cor)"nent failure• diet-clioutions"ij,- but as shown in Theorem 3, ) below, 5" em  r

(As usul, the very nfaural Iro as umption R smplifiow the sol;aon
considrably.
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First we must establish the relationship between system reliability
R(n) and the FIj, The lives of the component in position i, I and its
succeeivi replacements constitute a renewal process (as long as spares
are available), Lyt NIJ, num or of failures in position i, j during

0 , ti Then P{Nij * F ?(ti J) F jj"&fl4j A lso Rn),the
probaibility that no shortage of spares of type i occurs during [0 to]

assurni:g n spares of type i are stocked, is given by

R.I(n) w PNii I N1 , + + Nl idw n,

or explicitly, by

(3., 4) di
Ri~n)u a*ni PN nl

Now we may state

Theorem 3, 2, If each F, j is LFR, then In R•= is concave. The
proof may be found in Barluw an'dProlehan (1964), Cha;ptrVl

Exponential Failure Distributions, Suppose cari h failure density is
oxponentiali specificnIlly, suppose

0 fu,' t•"O,

it followi that

a Poisson frequency function with parameter (Arrow, Karlin, Scarf

(1958), puge M7,), Hencte

• n r-
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(3. 5) R.(n) = e T pL/j':
z i=0

whe re
di t.

since the convolution of Poisson frequency functions is a Poisson fre-
quency function wvith parameter given by the sum of the separate para-
meters (Cramrnr (1946), page 205.).

Using (3. 5), it is a relatively simple matter to apply the Procedure
above for generating undominated allocations in the present case of
underlying exponential failure densities. See Proschan (1960) or Barlow
and Proschan (1964), Chapter VI, fcr worked examples.

3. 2 Comparison of Age and Block Re placement. Among the most
useful replacement policies currently in popular use are the age replace-
ment policy and the block replacement policy. Under an age replacement
policy a Llnit is replaced upon failure or at age T, a specified positive
constant, whichever comes first. Under a block replacement policy a
um ;_q replaced upon failure and at times T, ZT, 3T, ....... We assume
t.i;-t units fail permanently, independently, and that the time required to
perform replacement is negligibly small. Block replaccLnient is easier
to a ±-:Ydnister since the planned replacements occur at regular intervals
and %., are readily scheduled. This type of policy is cornmoi-y used
with Aligital computer- and citizer complex electronic s'-rstems. On the
other hand, age rA-i.lacement seems more flexible since under this
poliy planned replacement takes into account the age of the unit. Tt is
ther.-fore of some interest to compare these two policies with respect
to th number of failures, number of planned replacements, and. ni•rrber
of rauiovals. ("Remnoval" refers to both failure replacement and planned
replacement. )

biock replacement policies have been investigated by E. L. Welker.
(1959), R. F. Drenick (1960), and B. J. Flehinger (1962). Age replace-
merit policies have been studied by G. Weiss (1956) and Barlow and Pro--
schan (1962) among others. The results presented below are based on
Barlow and Proschan (1 963).
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We shall compare block replacen tnt with age replacement, both using
replacement interval T, Ibr example, block replacement is more wastetfl
since, as we shall show, more unfailed components are removed than under
a policy based on age, Likewise, the total number of removals for both
tailed and unfalied components is greater. However, an one would suppect,

under the IFR aasumption the expected number of failures wkll be lose
under block replacement, 'inally. ixactly It/T| planned replacements will
be made in [0,T) under block replacement, Whili no more than It/TJ can
be made unaer g-3 replacement,

We shall denote thn number of remova Is in [O, TIunde.r a block policy

by N](t) and the number of removals in fo, Ti under an ige pulicy by

NA(t). As we show in Theorem 3, 3, NB(t) is stuchastically larger than
NA(t),

Theorem 33.3 P[NA(t) ?nJS PINB(t) Zn] for n - 0, 1, 40.

Proof. Let ýXJ denote a realization of the lives of successive corn.
k-l

ponents, We shall compute what would pave occurred under an age and under
a'block replacement policy, Let TACT• denote the time of the nth removal

under an age (block) roplacement policy. Then

T" .m'in ('Tn,"I + T, T11-"I +
A T Xn)

T min (T~ 1 4 Tn-I

,,vOre al(O<•<- OT) i1 Lhu remaining life to a scheduled replet,- -nt.

Since initially TI T1 ,wha~ve byinduction T n >T~ . Thuailcr any

r.ý ili.ation {x kj, NA it) is sm .ll r than NA(t) ,II

Next we shall use Theorem 3. 3 to establish a lower bound on tý :e-

nm. vcai function quite independent of replacement. Let NI(t) (Nt (t))

denotc the number of failures in [0, tj under age (block) replacement at
interval T. Theorem 3. 4 below shows thnt the number of failures per
unit of time under block replacement at interval T is, in the limit,,

where M(T) is the renewal function f F(k)(T),
ksl
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(3, 6) •t M(T).-
Theorim 3,4. l -m - a,. .

t-400 
t  T'

b , . ,Let N Mt) denote the nmber of faiures In (i-I)T. iT],.
CleartI the r-* o, wn variables N-r) are indepandend, identically istri-

buted. and (or kT t (ke + t )T,

(3.

k EN*(t) N*t) Ux N* T)

L- t - k" I TkT "•

Lotting t-+o, we ha've k-.oa, and

rrom (3. 7) we see that also

L.-10 - t T

Since the nurnoer ot removals vil.h block rsplaeirnant is stochaoticolly
greater than the number of rent.Lale with agm replacement by Theorem 3. 3.
we umcý that

0-,,9) EN B(t) > lim tuNA(t)

lir - --
t4# t t

But using (3. 8)

EIIB (t) M(T) 1
lit -06- +-
t--WO T
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and ENA() •,,

by the elesmentry renewal thoorom, since for age replacaoMnht die times
between remova•* constiUt\te a renewal process. Substituting in (3, 9). we

have

TT

(3, 10) T
"(X) d 1

We "hus have the following lower bourd on the renewal function, re-

gardleso of the underlying distribution,

Theorem 3,55 M(t) , .t_ _ - I>!-I for l•<• 4 ($3.1
T T 

d
JO

Proof. The first inequality has already been establishod in (I, 10).

'The second fnllows from f tI (X) dx< I•,x) dx - j.. II

Next we @hall compare the number of failures under the two policies

and as a consequence obtain an upper bound or the renewal function valid

when the underlying failure distribution is MIR. First we Abtain the long

run average time between failures under a block replacement policy,
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Let tYl i!vncje the successive timed between failures under a block
replacement pulicy having replacement interval T.

Theorem 3. 6.. li Yo2+ TYO

Proof. Note that

YI+Y z + ' , . + Y N %(t) t - YI÷+'z + , + YN '• (0)+ 1

* ~ ~ ~ ~ N t.+ .*+l¶ t+

Letting t-*aaand applying Theorem 3, 4 we have the desired result, I
Theorem 3. 7 below shows that the number of (aiturea under an age

replacement policy to stochastically greater than the number of failures
under a block replacement policy,

Theorem 3,.7 If F i. IFR, then

The proof mpy be found in oarlow and Priochan (1963),

J, sing Theorem 3, 7 we obtain the fullowing upper bounds for •t.-
newR function M(t) when the underlying failure distribution is IMR.

Theoremn 3, 8. If F is IFR,

{t) < IF(f) <1 W, 0O< t < oo.
- tfo ~)d
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Pio•o!. By Theorem 3. 7

12 l) ZN%(t) sie N*(
1tin - :Ur

t-OHe t t-e t

By (3. 9)

t-4" t

It is read),y vertfLied that the mean time to an in-service hilure Under an
age replacernint policy with replaedment interval T is

(See Darlow and Pr~eechan (1964), Chapter III.) It toliowe by the e'leren-.
tar'y renewal theorem that

13, 14)

t-'e. t •xd

I t) r(t) I

the first nf the deeired conclueione. For I I3iR, it ie readily verified
that the mean time to an in-service failure under an aI e replacement
policy with replacement interval T, t T i e decreasing

t(T) J F(T)da

GC ( L , 3

M~t) S IF'U
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function of T. (See Barlow and Prosehan (1964), Chapter III, ) Hence

ftrf)) t

the second of the desired conclusions,

Combining Theorems 3. 5 and 3. g, we obtain very close bounds.on
M(t) when the underlying failure distribution is IFR:

t_.. I < M(t),!-- , 0 < t < ,

Thus for all non-neigative values of t, M(t) may be approximated with
an error of at most i/2. 1

4. PRESERVATION OF MONOTONE FAILURE R.ATS. Next we con-
,'jor operations under which a monotone failure rate is preserved, ror
egampni, what structures have the monotone failuu rate property when
their individual componanms have this property? Is a monotone failure
rate preserved under convolution or under mixture of distributiornam?
'14.O results presented in this section are based on Esary and Prosohan
(Il)t3) and Barlow, Marshiall, and Proachan (1963).

'Theorem 4. 1. If F, &..d F. Lr. IR, t*,en their convolution H,

H(t) f F1 (t -xlaralx)

is also IFR.

Proof. Assume FI has density I, F has density f(2 For tI <t2
u orm u 2 fo2
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Duj H(ti-ujf (tl, 4;fr (t1 - %1.jids41 -IF1(th)II 111, u)I~sdes I
by problem 6b. page 48, Pblya'and Seeg'o (1925), Integrating the inner
integral by parts, we obtain

D uf 7 (.t~ I f £(t~ -l fP £(s - duZds

13 ~ Z 51) f(t - 7 56Z) F2 5 2~ (a~' - tia)

The sign of the first determinant is the same asa that of

f Z - t - 82) f1 (t a s2 7 1 (t1  52

;,tmvuminV non-zero *ienornirt tore, But

f (tZ I £ 1(t1  SZ)

r (t a P ) s1 (t

bv Ilypathesie, while -

7 ~ 1(t 151 -
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since, as pointed out in Section 1, FrI is logarithrt cally concave. Thus

the first determinant is non-negative. A similar arguz-ent holds for the
second determinant, so that D >0. But this implies H is logarithmically
concave, and therefors H is IFR.

If F and/or 0 do not have densities, the theorem may be proved
in a similar fashion using limiting arguments, II

It is of interest to note that the DFR property im not preserved
under convolution. A counterexample is obtained if we convolute densities

f (x) a f x) a X for x uo,

with I/Z• •-<l, Howevor, it is true that a mixture of TFrR distributions
is Also DFR, as shown in

ThAerem4,.,& IL FiNt) Li ADFR ditulhuliw. t W A•uka

@0

int

is L DFR distribution,

Proof, Flirt suppose -chat P•'(t) has a differontiable density fl(t)

Sir,:u the density of any DFR distribution must be a decreasing funcC%&i.,
we hLve by 3chwara•' inequality that

Since fi(t)/_ 1 (t) in decreasing in t, we must have
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Hence.

that is

St) g' ( t) < sc lI

where is tLe density of 0, so that 0 to DFR.

If each Ir. does not have a diff rentiable density, the same result

may be obtained by limiting argumints., I

Mixtures of I),R distributions are not neceumsrily IFV, Fov example,
a mixture of two dirtinct exponentials is not I-TA since it is not seponmntial,
and by the 'above theorsm'it ie DFR. Theorem 4. 2 together ',th the 6.it
fdr, DrR distributions in Section 5 may be used.to pi4 Up.dftes•sents I the,.
parameters of pooled samplea each coming from an exponentially •tiistri'bted
population. See Proschan (1963),

Theorem 4, 1 proves that a system consAsting of one unit andaspare
has Increasing failure rate if the components do, Aca one would expect,
the failure rate of the system is everywhere lose than the failure rate
t;' either component if both components have WiR failure dimtribuLions,

Theo-'m 4. 3. IL F ad Fr .1- InR dU Line ,ith LAs i

r I(t and r a(t) yl.~.Nuffictivia i '&g 4enatW 1hai, kWSZ1tlia with
r(t),

r(t) .. min Ir1 (t). ra(t)1

Proof. By definition
ffit-x ) fZlxldx

r(t) 6 - 0 T (t)
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Thus . .. . d a r (t)

the equality being clear from

f( t) 7 1 lt-xld 2 (10

S:, ilarly, rz~t)! ra t)

Next we ihall obtain conditions under which an IncreOainS failure rate
of like components implies an increasing failure rate for the kiyoter,..

A soume theii that the syitem consists of independent like components,
with each component life distributed according to the common probability
distribution F(t). At a given instant of time t each uumponent has
reliability p a F(t)j the corresponding system reliability will be designated
by h(p), Then we may prove

Theorem 4.,4. Assume i structure with reliability •unction h(p)
with each .ompr t 0l7 reependentI .ditributed a'o-rdi-g o distribution
Fr hav~njdsnsk. f, Tenn

r(t) ip)

h~t) p)p

Sp - rp(t)

where r(t) % " component failure rate at time t, and R(t) syste

failure. rate at time t!b•) ,.ph.I (,_
IAt 

is an 
increasirt 

ftnction 

of 
t if andonl 

if 

I) 
a

T~~ (t -)l• h(p) !-t'

d___e_____a fur etton of p;

(c) ifr(t) is an increaning function of t and h ito a decreai•n

function of p, then R(t) is an increasing Lunction of t.

Result (c') gives a simple sufficient condition on a structure which
will pruuerave a monotone failure rate when a structure it constructed out

• i i l I i I : l I I •P ii
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of indepundent like. components. We shall present an important class of
structures which satisfy this sufficient coudition,

To prove (a), let S(t) re jresent the probability of structure suw-
vival past time t i~e., S(t) n h(F(t)), By definition

R(t) -S'(t) h(p) ,P h(p) 2.t (t7~)•-W€-i" R P) h(p)
p. r(t) p • •t) r(t)

so that

"r(t) " p i )

establishing (a),

To prove (b), simply note that p F 7(t) is a decreasing function of t.

Finally, (c) is an immediate consequence of (b) and the fact that
p is a decreasing function of t.

An important class of structuies for which the condition &ia is
hNp)

a decreasing function of p are the su-called It out cf n et'ructures, A
W out of n structure is one that functions if and only if at leuet It com.
po.,,nts function, To prove that a k out of n structurie (onsistin-Y of

phiL
n independent rnmponents hi.s a ratio h(p) decreasing in p, write

hjp) I P t k. I n-k

phI(p) - iot

"P foo
mincek

n 011l-i -h(•) r 1: (n)p . 1 x (I Xt-xnk dxIsk I(k-lI)(r&-k)1 fo

t
Mood (t9SO), page 235. Letting u * - , we have

p

PB
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hPp k-I iu n-Q~fku Cdu.
ph'(p) i-P

Since I-up is licreasing in p, so is Thus if a k out of n
I -p

structure is composed of independent hite compunents having an increasing
failure rate) than the structure itself has an increasing failure rats,

If we note that the time of failure of a k out of n system corres-
ponds to the kth largest In a sample of n observations, then un alternate
statement of this result is the followingi

Corollar ., Suppose X 1 4 X < XI area simple of o~dr
statistics based on independent observations from a distribution havini
incretsina failure rat_, Then the distributiof x n
failure ZEat I a 1, 2 .. n.

Actually we can generate new structures which have the property

that ih is a decreasing function, by ompos!ition of structures having

thit pro'perty. Under composition we form a superstructuru mach element
of wlich consists of copies of i given structure, If h a 1(g) with gl(p):O,
then q•rn c

.JL~aPL .. 0 92
hitr) ifi- - g(p)

the property to closed under composition,

Tho followina exatriple shows that a structure conaisting o, ind-,

pondent like compunents each having an ex.ponential failure distrihition
need ij.t have an increasing failure distribution,

Example, Consider a structure composed of two substructures it
parallel, the first having k components in serist, the second consisting
uf a single component. Assuming independent components earh having
expoeiential distribution for failure

' " a | | i I l I | i "
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F(t) 1 -e

we compute the probability S(t) of structure ,urvival past time t to be

S(t) d 1 - (1- t)(1  e.kt)

Thus
t• S t -t

R~)a SW 0 t hekt.k+S*k-tRft) -~ - -

6.t + o-kt . e-(k4-l)t

and so

ign R'(t) *a n (.(k-1)' +j k ~'

Note that for k>l, for t a 0 the sign is positive, while for t 600

the sign is negative, Thus the structure failure rate a(t) ts not monotonic
for k>l,

This is also a counterexample to the conjoiture that k out of n
•lructures with unlike IR components are themselves neces~erily 11R.
(Simply consider the series substr'ucture as a single component. )

5. STATISTICAL TEST FOR MONOTONE IrALUhI RhTE, W.
v'ave @son the impcotaent roi. 1hat distributions with me-'rt•jue failure rate
play in reliability theory, ilerefore it womld be of great value to have a
tesi tu determine wheLh•er t. samp.I• (or set of iaomples) comes from a
pupulaton with monotone failure rats. The test presented in this _.eo4on
it based on Proachan and Pyke,

Let X I x21 . I . , Xn be a sample of independent cbservations

fGum the common distribution F with density f, where f(t) & 0 Wor t< 0,

and failure rate r(t). We wish to choose between the following-

Null Hypothesis, H0 : r is constant,

Alternative Hypotheivis, HII: r is non-decreasing but not constant.
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The test statistic is computed as follows. LeL T <T <•. ..<Tn

be the ordered observations, DI = TIP D T , D 4-..TD

1 2n n-i
the spacings, and D nD (n-l}Dz . . = Dn the normalized

spacings. For i, j = 2, . -n let V.. = I if D.>D., 0 oLterwise.
The test statistic is 3 ,

n
V V

n -i;j= i3

We reject the null hypothesis at the M( level of significance if V >v
n nA

where vnoL is determined such that PIVn >v n,OCk ' H 1J (It is

obvious how to modify the Vn test if the alternative hypothesis in that r

is non-increasing rather than non-decreasing. )

Heuristically we may justify the test as follows. Under the null
hv-nthesis it may be readily verified that DI' D, .... D2 are indepen-F

den't exponential random variables with common para~ietcr, savy
Hence P[Vi i] =1/2 for i, j = 1, 2.... n, i # j. However, as

showvn below, under the alternative hypothesis, P[V.. = 1]>I/Z for

iCJ, i, j= 2, .I.. . Tn. f? ct, each Vii. nd Vn tend to be larger
under the alternative nypothesis, so that rejection of "tue null hypothesis
occurs for large values of V . -inrp. under the null hypothesis the dis-

n
trih-ition of V is known, we have available vn,0n"

Distribution under the Null Hypothesis. Since under H 0 , Li "

n are independently distributed, each having density Xe At, all

ordc-7ings of 5 , 1 ... . are equally likely. Using this prop, rt-,.1 2_ o

Kendall (1938) provides tables for P[Vn _ kO0 , n < 10; more convenient

tahles are available in Mann(1?45). Mann shows t~hat ]% and ,r Z, the mean

and variance of V under H ; are given byn 0
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n (Zn+5)(n-1)n

4 n 72

and that Vn is asymptotically normal under H 0 .

Unbiasedness uf Test, We now show that V is unbiased, i. e,
tha tn

P [Vn>M ýv I H 1. 1 o for 0( cC. l. nuZ,3...

Make the transformvatton

X An F(Xt)

It follows that

P Xi > U] a a

Thus each X1 is distributed according to the exponential distribution

with unit niuazi. Moreover, since the X , X are Indepenidont, s,

are the X . .. Next let T T <T . <f, repre.,ent the ranked

"V X ., ,• X' soi , T - ,nF(Ti), l, i .. 1, 2 Further,"•1 2' . 1 ' s )• -1

let

1 (n-i+l)(T,.T'- !.), 1, 2 . n,

wheire T' * 0 by definition. It is easy to ve. ay that the 5 are in-

dependently, identically distributed according to the exponential with unit
mean, See for exanmle Epstetn and Sobel (1953) or R4nyi (1953).

Note that T.' ia an increasing function of r Moreover T'

is a c'onvex function of Ti as ahuwyn in Theorem 4. 1, Chapter I1 of

" • I I I II ME
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Barlow aiia Proschan (1964). It follows that bD _ implies.. 3 J

for i< J, Thus Vi. tVlj where V,', a 1 if !D-. Hence V. Vt1

where V' .t V' sothat Pv >V H1,' f. for 04t - , 1.
<l ij ' o ha PI >fjC-Lj

Se Z 3, .. , implying that V is unbiased, as claimed,

Asymptotic Distribution under the Alternitive Hypothesis. Under
the altoinative hypothaeis, the aesymptotic distribution of Vn Is normal
under mild resL|lctionh, It, follows that Vn is a consistent test.

The asyraptotic rclmtive efficienry of the V test compared with0

variu-e possible competing toets is studied in Proschan and Pyke, .Tn
general, the Vn test compares quite favorably.

n!

I

n ! ' ! r• i
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UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF RELIABILITY WHEN TESTING

AT ONLY ONE EXTREME STRESS LEVEL

A, Bulfinch
Reliability Engineering Branch,

Nuclear Reliability Dilisi6n
Quality Assurance Directorate

Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey

ABSTRACT. Based on the stress-strength concept of reliability for
"onee'shot" items, it is assumed that an item cannot (ail %mtil t"e stress
equals or exceeds the strength, From this premise and the following
additional assumptions, methods are given for calculating unbiased
estimated of non-time dependent reliabilityt

1, The relation between the stress and strength standard deviations
are known appruxlmately,

Z. A single stress level is applied during testing at approximately
three standard deviations from the average stress level,

3. The stress and strength distributions are normal,

Calculations are included to show the effect of error$ in the assumptions
Moncerning the standard deviations, applied stress level, and re.-nding-off

arrors,

This approach furthoe reduces the sample sie required t" demonstrate
htgh non-time dependent reliability in lahor•t•rt, taesting. It has the .'.Aod
advant.ge, of obtaining unbiased estimates of reliability with the simplest
(,I testing methods.

I. INTRODUCTION.' The pressure of time and money in reliahilty.
testing requires a never ending quest for simpler methods and smaller
sample siee. Recent work at Picatinny Arsenal has suggestcd another
contribution to this effort.

The uoual interpretation of sampie results for the determination of
non-time deperident reliability, when only attribute type data can be
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obtained, in based on the binomial distribution. The usual laboratory
method of testing is to apply a single level of stress to the sample,
Under these conditions very large sample sizes are required to demonstrate
reasonably high reliability values that may exist, Li addition, this appvoach
results in data very insensitive to changes in reliability, Both of these
characteristics are costly shortcomings. However, the simple method
of testinA is an aseot,

The purpose of this paper in to describe a procedure that retains
the simple testing method but requires ouly small sample nimes for any
reliability level and produces data that is sensitive to small changes in
reliability, This is accomplished by changing the'- interpretation of the
data and supplementing this, in a quantoLL•ive way, with knowledge grained
from the experience of working with an item uver a period of time,

I

However, the method presented here is limited to the laboratory
determination of non-time dependent reliability when only success-
failure type of data can be obtained, This type of reliability is based
on stress-strength concept presented in an ea••lier paper (Reference 1).

The procedures proposed are an out-growth of recent work on
th. uvaluatlon of laboratory methods by means of Monite Carlo sampling
te4.hniques, This work showed that when only attribute data can be
obtained that:

1. The observed proportion of successes in a sample
obtained at a eaile xitr.s level is a biased estim.m•, of the
non.time elopendent reliability dcfinad by tho stress-strength
concept.

•. A sample obtained at a single stress level cannot
measure the avexage or standard deviation of the strengia'-
distribution,

3. The observed failure rate, obtained at a single
stress level measures the area of the tail of the strength
curve to Ihe left of (below) the applied stress ordinate,

From the above, it wan realised that sample resulte obtained at
a uingle stress level furnished information about the strength distribu-
thin, This suRgested the possiblity of making use of this iact for
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obtaining unbiased estimates of reliability, with the very simple method
of testing at a single stress level, by changing the use made of sample
results,

II, METHOD OF CAL4CULATION. The method of cilctaation described
below is based on the normal deviate:

T u

Where: X 1 Average stress expected in use
SAv•orage strength

2 *s Variance of the stress distribution

6 a Variance of the strength distribution

The previous work referred to above shows that precise and unbiased
estimates of the true non-time dependent reliability can be ohtain.d
by entering a table of areas under the standard normal curve with this
calculated T-veplue. Thiý is true of course only when the strets ar,41
strongth distributionu s• aormalLy distrib%%ted, Tb: aensitivity of this
function to deviations irvrn normality is yet to Lo demonbtrated,

Since testing at a single stress level cannot measure the 4v•ru,#
and standard deviation of the strength distribution, the above formula
was zansposed to i. equivalent function as follows:

Let X = Any applied stress level in
;stting. Then:

X -

Ti =
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T It X (for the stregp distribution)

x x

X X (for the strensth dintrLbution)
2 " -

u T11! + Tz z (by subwtitUtion),

Whent ms,

T it

(T'r + mT 2 )

+ mT2

Tj rnT Z

Ill, ASSUMPTIONS, The last formula Can be used under the fllowilng

1, The *trell and strength distributions are normal

2, Where me, M , m is knuown

3, The testing in done at a ttifasl o (f 1 + T where T

in known approximately,•
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IV, DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS.

1. If there is reason to question the assumption of nqormality,
appropriate diatribution free methods can be uased, However, the form
of the distribution should be determined where possible,

2. Experience has shown that m is approximately two. Th,4
examples given below show that the value of m can vary widwly before
seriously affecting the accuracy of the resulting reliability value,

3. (k + T s ) can be defined as the maximum stress expected
in use, This level of Wtaess is usually known by the development engineer
or is specified in the Military Characteristics, Such a maximum stress
can be defined statistically as the stress occurring only once in a thousand
or once in ten thousand times, As such, T w 3, 09 or T a 3, 72
respectively. The examples given below saow that T can 1 lso vary widely
before seriously affecting the accuracy of the resultaAt reliability value,

V. USE OF MODIFIED T - FORMULA. In the above formula, T.

it measured by the observed failure rate of the sample tested at a single
stress level (X), Its numerical value can be obtained by entering a table
of areas under the standard normal curve with the proportion of failures
in the sample, With this vlue determined and the values of T and.i
known or kssigned, thr il.,wve formula can be used wi,'vt, knu~ilng X 2
or '2 zue average and stitdard deviation uf the strength dististribution,

The average and standard deviation of the stress distribution must ',,.
,jsparately determined. If thie information is not available and. •annot be
determined, the determination of a numerical valte for' reliebility ic
impossible.

VI. ACCURACY AND SENSITIVITY The incentive for using the
proposed method of calculating reliability is that it can furnish consider.
ably more information about the existing reliability than the usual way of
using sample success-failure results, The examples given in Table I
show this quite well. ObtaininW 601o sample failures in this method is
not as bad as it might seem. If the 50f% point of the strength curve in
at the three (. 09) sigma point of the stress curve, the reliability equals
.9162 (when m equals 2) - not 50%, the proportion of muccessess in the
sample.
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TABLE I

ACCURACY AND SENSITIVITY

Sample Site: 22

Number of Sample Failures: b

Standard Deviations: 38 = S.

Testing Loveli T 3.09 (P : 001)

3, 09 + ZT2

T

SAMPLE_ T-FORMULA (1 -b/n

b b/n TZ T Reliability Reliability D eff.i.nce

11 5000 0. 00 1.38 .9162 .5000 +,416Z

10 .4545 0,11 1.48 .9306 .5455 + IS1

9 .4092 0.Z3 1.59 .9441 15908 +,3513

8 3636 0, 35 1.69 .9545 .6364 ,3181

7 318Z 0,47 1.0 .9641 .6818 +. Z823

6 Z7Z8 C. 60 1.9 .97a6 7Z7? +. 2454

5 2272 0,75 Z. u .9798 778 4. I070
4 l8B1e 0.91 Z,19 .9857 8182 4,1675

3 .1364 1.10 Z, 36 .9909 .86s6 +, 1273

2 .0909 1. 34 Z,58 .9951 .9091 +. 08bI

1 .0454 1.69 2,90 .9981 .9546 +,0435

T-Formula reliability rminus the obsirved proportion of successes in the

sample,
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The results in Table I show the sensitivity of the proposed method
to changes in reliability values. A decrease of . 03 in the reliability at
the upper and of the scale increases the number of failures in the sample
of 22, from zero to nix, This is a significant difference at the 95%
i-onfidence level,

The above sensitivity is to be compared with the insensitivity of the
method of using the observed proportion of successes in the sample as
the point estimat, of "reliability" In this method, where the binomial
distribution pertains, the success probability ("reliability") must
decrease approximately 0, 23 (1, 00 - .77) before the observed number of
failures in the sample increases a significant (0 to 5) amount at the 951o
level of confidence,

The above comparison of sensitivity shows that the proposed method
in sensitive to changes in reliability, That is, the proposed method can
detect relatively small changes in reliability with small sample sines,
This Is an important property for a laboratory method. It means that
small differences between design modifications and small changes occurr-
lng during storage can be readily detected,

Vii, ERRORS DUE TO ASSUMPTIONS, The relative accuaracies of the
two methods for determining reliability are shown by the "differences"
given in Table I, These differetnces are to be compared with the errors,
r'esulting from incorrect assumptions shown in Table 1I, The assumption
.,rrors made here ere the maximum expected in practice due to total
'!Ynorance about the systorm concerned, Any knowledge gained a1tout a
compoP- ,r -,stow"aL throiigh experience wil. luqnrovc tha accuraery of
the assuniriuns and tharciriv reduce the rosultant errors. This kind of
kiowledge, from expevIcnce, in always available and can be tfC-rtively
",S'ed in the proposed method ot calculation,

I ! P• I
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TABLE 11

EFFECT OF ASSUMPTIONS AS FAILURE RATE INCREASES

'Test Level: UI + T1 SI

Standard D-DviAtion: Mal Sa

FAILURE T P T POINT
RATE (b/n) m U- 1 2 T ESTIMATE

02 I 2.33 ,0100 2,05 3,10 .99903

02 1 3.72 .0001 2.05 4,08 .99999

.02 2 3. 09 ,0010 2.05 3.21 Z 99934

.02 3 2,33 10100 2.05 2.68 .99632

.02 3 3,72 .0001 Z. 05 3,12 .99910

M,,.:inum Errort

Aksuming the most favorable (highest reliability) condition when in fact
the un.qt •nfavovable condeilon actually exista; .99998 - .99632 +, 00366.

Mediaxi Errorar

Aiumm.ng the median (m m 2. T - 3. 09) condition when the most
favorable (1) and Unfavorable (2) conditions exist! (1) . 99934 - . 9999n,

=., 00o64 (?) , 99934. , 99632 w +. 00302

Effect (f Assumptions (continued)l

Test Level: U1 + T 11

Staidard Deviation: mS 1 S
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FAILURE T p T POINT

RATE (b/n) 1 1 2 T ESTIMATE

.05 1 2, 33 o0100 1.65 2.81 99752

.05 1 3. 7 0001 1.65 3.80 .99993

.05 2 3.09 0010 1.65 Z,85 .99781

.05 3 2.33 .0100 1.65 2, 30 .989V7

. 05 3 3.72 .0001 1,65 2,74 .99693

Maximum Error:

Ausuming the mobt favorable (highest ieliability) condition when in
fact the most unfavorable condition actually exists:

S.99993 - .989V = +,01066

Median Errors:

Assuming the median (n = 2; T 1  3. 09) coutliLion when the most
favorable (1) and unfavorable (2) conditions exist:

(1) .99781 - .99993 = .00212

(2) .99781. .98927 - +.00854

Ftifect of Assumptions (ccr*4m"1id)!

Test Level: UI + T I

Standard Deviation: mS I S

.1

b*
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FAILURE POINT

RATE (b/n) M TI PI T T ESTIMATE

.10 1 2.33 .0100 1.28 2. 55 .99461

.10 1 3.72 .0001 1.28 3.53 .99979

.10 2 3.09 ,0010 1.28 2. 5. .99413

.10 3 2.33 .0100 1.28 1.95 .97441

'10 3 3, 7A ,.0001 1,28 2.39 .99157

Maximum Error:

Assuming the most favorable (highest reliability) condition when in fact

the most unfavorable condition actually exists:

,99979 .97441 = +.02538

Median Errors:

Assuming the median (m a 2; T I 3. 09) condition when the most

favorable (1) and unfavorable (2) conditions exists:

(I) .99413 - .99979 w .. 00566

(2) .99413 - .97441 a +.01972

Eiff,'ý:t of Asaumptions (continued):

Test Level: U I+ TI S

Standard Deviation: mS, m 2

,,, , ,, ,,,,l • l | I I I | " II1
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FAILURE POINT
RATE (1 2 ESTIMATE

.20 1 2. 33 .0100 0.84 2,24 ,98745

.20 1 3. 7Z ,0001 0,84 3. 2 .99936

.20 2 3,09 .0010 0,84 2.13 .98341

.20 2,33 • 0100 0, 84 1.53 .93700

.20 3 3. 72 0001 O, 84 1.97 97558

Maximum Error:

Assuming the most favorable (highest reliability) condition when in fact

the most unfavorable condition actually exists:

,99936 - .93700 * .06236

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF ERRORS

i.,rror. Du, to 11hing
bainple Proportion mf Errors Due to
Successes as Point Ass.znptrms

iWailure Rate Estimate Maximum MediiAw

.02 4,019 ,004 +003

105 +.048 +.Oil ,008

.10 +.094 +.025 +.020

.20 +.183 +.062 +.046

, ...... , • | , I / I: i IE f "0
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The sample errors in Table III were obtained by subtracting (I - b/n)

from the point estimates (in Table II) for M - Z and TI a 3. 09 - the median

conditions, The assumption errors in Table III were obtained by rounding

off the corresponding errors in Table 11.

The data in Table IlI show that both types of errors increase as the

observed proportion of failures (failure rate) increases, However, in I
each case the assumption errors are less than the sampling errors, The

magnitude of the assumption errors up through a failure rate of 0. 10 in

not great enough to seriously affect the reliability value, Some knowledge

of TI or in will greatly reduce these errors in the calculated reliability,

VIII, EFFECT OF ROUNDING OFF ERR.ORS. When sample simes are

emall, rounding off errors may be important, Their effects at various

failure rates are shown in Table IV and Table V.

U

*I

IIr l
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TABLE IV

EFFECT OF ROUNDING OFF ERRORS

(SAMPLE C ALCULATYUONS)

Test Level: U1 + 3, 09 SI

Standard Deviation: 2S, = S

bT P T Point

.45 3.09 .001 +,13 1.50 .9332

5 10 150 s ,09 ,001 100 1,38 .916Z

,55 3.09 .001 -. 13 1. 7 ,8979

r T Point

b n _ T I I z __ r T Lstimate

,zo 3. 09 .001 84 2.13 .9.4

Z 3,09 ,001 .6, 1.99 .9767

.30 3. 0 OOL .53 1.85 .9678

T P T Point

b n I 1 1 T Eatimntv,

.05 3.09 .001 1.65 2,85 .4978

5 50 .10 3.09 .001 1. Z9 2.54 .9945

.15 3.09 ,001 1.04 2.31 19809
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Median Errors:

Assuming the median (m a 21 T1 a 3, 09) condition when the most

favorable (1) and unfavorable (2) conditions exist:

(1) .98341 - ,99936 - .0L595

(Z) .98341 - .93700 +.,04641

TABLE V

SUMMARY OF EFFECT OF ROUNDING OFF ERRORS

Test Level: U1 + 3,09S 1  I
Standard Deviationt ZSi I S-

FAILURE RATE MAXIMUM ERROR

.05 .0006•-

.10 .0082

.30 .0185

.40 ,0250

.50 ,0353

The errors chown in Table V are the differences between the max.,
imum and minimum reliability values for each failurg rate (b/n). The
method of calculating the maximum and minimutm values is base%ý ou the
assumption of rounding off errors of + 0. 05 in the failure rate as shown
in Table IV,

• • L mm m l I I + 11
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Although the aesumed rounding off error is the maximum expected,
its magnitude is not excessive below a failure rate of 0, 30, As shown in
Table V, this type of error also increases with the failure rate,

IX. USE OF CHEBYSHEV'S INEQUALITY, There is little nr no
informuation available on the form of strength distributions of most missiles
and missile components, Furthermore, it is costly to obtain. It would be
helpful it a distribution free procedure such as Chebyshev's irrequality
could be used, As shown in Table VI, the use of Chebyihev's inequality
in the modified T-formula resulted in ridiculous values,

TABL E VI

CHEBYSHE V'S INEQUALITY

Test Level: U1 + T1 S1

Standard Deviation: 2S1 0 Sa

F.itlure Rate (b/n) T.I P1  T2  T

0.50 31,62 .001 z 15,4

The T. -',,lue of 15.4 rhown in T .ble VI is to be compared with the
T-value of 1. 38 shown in Table a tor a failure rate of 0. 50, rrom this,
.t is concluded that Chevyshev'a inequality cannot be used in this
application.

X. EXAMPLES, Previous work (Reference 1) has shown that thoi true
non-time dependent reliability of the set of conditions used in theose
u~amples can be obtained by means of the following forrmula:

z + 8 2"

- -- •. • •. i ' , i iU - U| le
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Where-

UL a True mean of the stress distriLution

a *1 , True variance of the stress distribution

UL2  True mean of the strength distribution

zS 2 , True variance of the strength distribution,

The reliability value obtained by means of the above formula was used
to determine the accuracy of the following two methods of using attribute
data obtained from the application of a single stress level:

1. Using the observed proportion of successes in the sample as
the reliabiliLy point mstirmte

Z, Using the observed proportion nf failures in the sample as
a measure of the area of the strength distribution, bulow the applied stress,
to obtain T 2 in the T-formula,

T)he rrors associated with the two methods of using sample data are to be
cornpred to show the practice) value of the method propozed here.

The condz;ions used in Vi4e example are-

Stress Srnt
U1 . 10 U2 a 42

S1 L: 5 iz u 10

The true non-tires dependent reliability for this set of conditinns can be
calculated as follows:

a
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4A -0 32z (•,) -zs 2. 86,

The true reliability associated with this Z.value is 0. 9979.

1, First Method

Using the obsevved proportion of successes as the point eatin-,ate:

If it is ass'4med that the testing is done at UI + 38k, then

the applied stress will be equal to Z5 units. For the set of conditions des-
cribed above, the portion of the strength distribution below 26 unite can be
found as follows:

Zau ,42:- 5 1.70,

Entering a table of areas under the standard normal curve with this Z
value, the following value is obtained,

P -. 0446

The earlier work referred to above show* that this Latter vr•lun Is the
.Apocted failure rate of the single-streeo-level method, The complemeWu
tf tbin value (, 9554) wokIA he taken as the "triue" mean relirbilit) of this
niiethud, Tho difl...rence bat-,sen 0, 9979 and 0, 9M4 (U. 04Z5) to conesdered
the expected error of the sj',le-stre lo-level method when the proportion
oM successes in the sample is tak,.n : a the point estimate,

2, Second Method

Using the observed proportion of successes as a reneasure of the
&va& in the tail of the strength curve:

The practical value of the method proposed here can beat
be demonstrated by calculating the magnitude of the errors die to the
assumptions made concerning m and Z1  Using the set of conditions

described above, the variationio in m and Z1 used below nre the max-
mum considered likely in practice. Thurefore, the errors' ini the reliabil-
ity values caused by these variations are the maximum expected,
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TABLE VII

VARIATIONS DUE TO ASSUMPTION ERRORS

Failure T Point
Failure Rate a m I I T Eetimate

1/22 1,70 1 Z,33 .0100 Z, as .9978

L/2. ,110 1 3. 7Z .0001 3. 83 .9999
1/22 1,70 3 2, 33 .0100 2.35 .9906

i/zz 1.70 3 3.72 .0001 Z.79 .9974

The following errnre were obtained by calculating the differences between

the true value and the point estimates shown in Table VII:

ERRORS

M I____race

S2. 33 .0001

S3,72 ,OzOO i ~
3 2.33 .0073

3 3, 72 , OuuZ

Theue errors are to be compared with 0. 042S, the error obtaiid when
the sample result was used as the point estimate oi ijun-time dependent

reliability.

' m •m I {i I FNI
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XI. CONCLUSIONS.

I, The proposed use of attribute data to estiiziate non-time dependent
reliability by the single-stress-level method is more accurate at all levelo of
reliability then the usual method of using the proportion of successes in the
sample as the reliability point estimate,

2. The proposed method is more sensitive to changes in reliability
than the usual method,

3. The proposed method permits the knowledge gained through the
experience of working with an item to le uved in a qu.-ntitative way and.
the'reby reduce the sample site required to obtain an unbiased estimate of
reliability,

4, When the true reliability of an item is in fact as high as 0, 995
(the usual value of Military Characteristics requirements) and the stress
is opplied at the three-sigma level, the expected error in the proposed
method is less than 1. 01•.
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COMMENTS ON THE STRENGTH OF REAL
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

Kenneth I-. Abbott
Army Materials Research Agency

Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, New York

rRemark.:] Following the talk by A. Bulfinch there was a lively dilscuslioji,
In th• light of the questions posed the folluwing comments should be of interest
to those attending Session I,

The most common xtriietural materia',s for military equipment are
metals. As a result, the following cornmenzc are specifically related to
structural metals and alloys, although they are applicablb in a generic sense
to other structural materiala.

The strength of an engineering alloy, or more generally, the strength
distribution for a specific alloy and proeessing treatment, is normally
determined by tensile testing. During a tensile test to determine the
maximum stress t)lat can ba tulerated before failure occurs, the general
'hehavior of the alloy is illustrated schematically in Figure 1, a typical
stree.sstrain curve, The engineering yield strength is defined as the
Atreas (load per initial area.) after a predetermined amount of plastic flow
lihs taken place, The ultimate tensile strength is deflir'l as the Atress Ut
tl.. maximum load, and norrually occurs after an additional amount of
pluxtic flow, After reaching the ultimate tensile strength, thu applied load
gencrally drureactz aw iocal n-icking develops, Ptddltional plastic flow occurs,
fnd finally the wpeci-non fract-'.em, Strength, then, is normally determined
by" (he plastic properties of the metal and, per me, is not relateo ". N acture,

Ideally, structures should behave in a similar faehion, i, r. , it a
sufficient load-carrying crone section is available, the struct%re should
yleld (undergo plastic flow) before it fracturee, This simplc approach,
however, i. complicated by the geometry of the structure and asc,-iLredrl
stress fleld, an well as by fabrication arnd processing defects such as
small voids, inclusions, weld cracks, etc, In an actual structure, the
propagation of a crack from an e):isting defect can result in fracture of
the metal before arty appreciable general plastic flow takes place. As
tndicated schematically in Figure 2, fracture can occur at a stress level
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below the engineering yield strength, This phenomenon of the occurrence
of fracture without any general plastic flow is defined as "brittle fracture

Hence, the assumption that component failure alwaya occurs when a
particular strength im exceeded (normally the yield strength) is invalid,
Numerous examples are reported in technical literature of both military
and civilian structures that failed by fracture at nominal stress levels well
bolow the yield strength. Some instancas are reported where such fracture
failures o' irrad at st.ress levels of only ZO% of the yield strength,

Minute defects frons which brittle fractures originate cannot be elimin-
-ted by non-destructive testing techniques for two reasons. The first is
that some such defects are below the resolution limit of the non-destructive
testing equipment, The second Is that many defects can originate subsequent
to component manufacture by various time dependent processes such as cor-
rosion, hydrogen ernbrittlement, etc, Hence, the design of structure. which
fail through plastic deformation rather than by fracture is a very difficult
and complex process,

The following references ai-v suggested for addiLiu.,il detl41,

1. American Society for Tenting Materials, "Symposium on Effect of
Tetri-prature on the Brittle Behavior of Metals," ASTM Nio, 158, June 1953,

2. "Conference on Brittle Fracture in Steel, " West of Scotland Iron
and S&el Institute, May 1953.

3• "Symposium on Preventii.- ef Brittle an',4 Lcv•, Temperature Failures
of Steel Components, " Wstertow.. Arqpnal Laboratories, May 1949.

4, Cottreil, A., I. "Theory of Brittle Fracture in Steel and Similar

M(!,tl.%I" Trauja~ctlons AIMI, V Z12, 1958,

5. "Fracture of Structural Metals," WAL .. S-48, Ju",e 1962.
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THE COLLECTION, PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF DATA
ON SERIALIZED NW ITEMS

Manfred W. Krimmer*
Statistics and Analysis Section, Reliability Branch, OAD

Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, Now Jersey

The existence of A requirement for sa standardimed, usable reans of
data collection and processing for Serialized Nuulear Weapons Items
necessitated the writing of a Quality Assurance Instruction (QAI-PA-1)
and two major computer programs, namely, an Error Program and a
Summary Frogram. This paper will outline the application of QAI-PA-I
to Serihlised NW Items, the fundamentals of the Error and Summary
Computer Programs, and the results obtained therefrom,

1. The Quality Assurance Instrtictioh standardiaas the method of data
collection for those aerialised nuclear munitions produced under the juris-
diction of the U. S, Army Munitions Command, The automatic data pro.
cessing system includes the standarvlsation'of forms, reording methods,
and conversion of data to punch cards for transmission to Picatinny
Arsenal. Computation, analysis and interpretation of the data for quality
and reliability evaluation then takos place. The information cbllected
for each item includes acceptance data and performance results ai well as
stockpile test information.

2. The QAI has three primary purpoues,

a. The Reporting of Ident-.zication Information and Test Resod4. .

h The !!aprtina ef Drawing Change Documents and Associated
3erial Numbe'.

c. The Reporting of Related Serial Numbers.

Following is a brief explanation of the above reports covering The
Reporting of Identification Information and Tcst Results last, it being th,4
primary report of this system, and a discussion of the computer I ".grems

and what is done with the relults.

3. The reporting of Drawing Change Documents suh as engineering
orders and technical data change requests and the serialized items pro-

*At the present time the authnr is with the Ammunition Procurement

and Supply Agency, Joliet, Illinois.

SI S•
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duced under each, was requested by the reliability engineers at Picatinivy
Arsenal to aid them in more accurately evaluating the stockpile reliabil~t~l,
This Is done on reporting forms SMUPA NS-900 and NS-900A. The first
lorm (Fig. I) SMUPA NS-900 is a iecord of all Drawing Numbers, re-
visions and/or E1O' or TDCR numbers. At the start of production or pro.

duction under a new contract, the contractor will list all tiLe appropriate
documents under which proauction will begin. The second form (Fig. 2)
SMUPA NS-900A list& all the serial numbers of the components produced
under the drawing, revisions and/or EO's or TDCR's recorded on the first
form.

Upon receipt of one or more EO's (or TDCR'n), another primary card
form, SMUPA Form 900, is filled out listing these. additional EOIs (or
TDCR's). A listing of the nomponent serial numbers for units produced
under the new EO's (or TDCR's) is then recorded on a new secondary card,
SMUPA Form 900A, When additional EO's (or TDCIt's) are received,
another primary card form is completed listing only these additic.ns. Simiiarly,
a listing of the component serial number, for units produced under these EOs
(oe TDCR's) is recorded on a new secondary card.

This procedure is continued until three months have elapsed. At a logi.
rm Ioint in production (i. e., prior to incorporation of a new EO (or TDCR))
all tne preceding primary cards and their associated usecndary cards are
forwarded to Picatinny Arsenal in punch card format. The above pro-
cedtire is then repeated, beginning with an initial primar7 card listing all
the .,'nwing numbers with their up-to-date revisions, and Engineering
Ordej Numbers (or Technical Data Change Requestsa not yet associated witl.,
a d,•,aonv change, under w,,,.ý production will be continued. T'his process
is repeated contir.',ausly every three inoilVhs or until the end of production,
The information is then put on punched cards and submitted by the Producer,.

• The Reporting of Related Serial Numbers is necessary to mala-
tain at, accurate up-to-date record of what assembly an item is a yort ;f
throughout its life cycle and what items make up a specific assembly,
This rif•irmation is required by MUCOM through direution of the Army

Materiel Command, The information is reported on SMUPA NO-901
(Fig. 3) and lists the serial numbers of all the components making "p a
specific assembly, This information to submitted by the contractor assem-
bling the itenm and by field personnel whenever a component is removed or
replaced.
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5. The last report, but moat important, in the system, is the reporting
of Identification Information and Test Results, This information is reported
on SMUPA NS-90Z (rig. 4). This is the basic document for recording the
results of all the inspections for which information is required, It contains
al& information necessary to identify the item siach as, contractor, contract
number, spec. number and date of inspection. It also contains the variables
test results as called for in the purchase description, it identifies the de-
fect, and gives rhe disposition of the item. This information is recorded by
the item contractor and submitted on punched cards,

6. To simplify the identification of the tests called for in the purchase

description, a six digit "test idontification code" was developed through
numerous conferences with engineers concerned. This code is contained
in the PD and is made up at follows, Since all the tests in the PD are
called out in paragraph 3 and are numbered, for example 3. 10, 1. 3, the
first digit signifying paragraph 3 is omitted and the code begins with the
next two digits signifying the first subparagraph. The next subparagraph
is then designated by a single digit and the last thrae digits of the code are
individual tests in numerical sequence, For example, 10/1/002 identities
the above paragraph and the second test within that paragraph. The codes
are unique within PD'n but not among the varlous PD1 ,

7. During the gathering of this data by the itemo conmmaotor, monthly

shipments of punched cards containing Identification Information and Test
Rets~alts acme into our office. Thesi cards must be Ojecked for various
w.:rors in recording and/or key punching, This is accomplished by meanm
QI Mn Error Program. The information on the cards it pit on mubnetic
tupe and fe.d nto th., .ouiputar and the Ertor Prngram checks each card,
column by column, for info v'atlon which does not belong, If all the cards

arv' correct, analyeatiou of the data takes place. If there are ý-paors in the
cards, the computer will print out what the errors are and where to finu
tern. The cards are then corrected by us if the volume of v,.orp is not

tio great or they are sent back to the contractor for corre.tion.

8, If the data is good, it is analysed. This is done using ou' Pnimary
Program which takes the data and computes the followingi

a. Lists all readings which are out of spscificatir.n limits.

b, Computes;

(1) Mean

I I l l I I I •"1
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(2) Standard Deviation

(3) (:) 10, 2 (Y and 3 Q .tmits.

c. Prints out the max, and mhm values and the range.

d, Lists all readings outside of the sigma limits.

e. Prints out a irequency distrIbution based on ! sigma limits,

f. Indicates skewness, which tests the normality of the curve.

g. and indicates kurtosis which measures We. flatnoss of the clirve.

This summary program is run tar each lot of data received on a monthly,

basis,

9, A to ond type of Search and Summary Program, providing the same
output as the an* above is run for the entire production or for any special
cases where specific informution, is required.

IQ. The results obtained are then utudied and inferpreted and a report
i.F wt-itten. The reports are issued and a follow up ation is maintained
until replies to the reports recommendations are received indicating bor'e
Lctic•n being taken.

'Che data is then retainse ,,. ,aster tapes and stored f-- •ture u6e,

It is felt that this system is a good one and it ts intended to increase
its c,&abilitLg end scope as future developments arise.

iequests tor copies ul CAI-PA-1 or any further infurmation about this
system should he directed tot

Commanding Officer
Picatinny Arsenal
A•TTN: SMUPA-NzR

Dover, New Jersey

I l il | • I
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P'RODADILITY TIIAT S T RoA'L. IS L•ISG TIIAN STRENGTH AT
PRESCRIBED CONFIDENCE LEVELS, FOR NORMALLY

DISTRIBUTED DATA

E, L, Bombara
Engine Projects Office, Marshall Space Flight Center

SUMMAIRY, Under cognizance of Marshall Space Flight Center, the
stress vs. strength concept is often employed in small-sample testing
during design of engino eubmystems.

Under thu aveuumption nf nooiiinld di*Li v"a data taken from mmall
samples of expensive Items, this papcr presents methods for estimating
probability that stress does not exceed strergth, with a prescribed
level of confiden•e, Tablel are provided to simplify calculations of
such probabilitie s,

Input data are the mean and standard deviatiou of operating stness
from nee tests, and the mean and kitandard deviation ut strength from
nth tests. Precision of these methoda, based on approximate results
by Welch and Aspin, is indicated vs, sample sizes and ratios of vari-
ances, By examination of Tables I and II, sample slaes required for
stress and strength tests can be determined, An one might expect, if
(7, Ch/f2w,>l , it Is best to select nthl nag in order tn achieve highest

precision, and conversely for 0' 2 1g/ 2 th)l (set Figure III), Compari-
son of analytical results with computer simulations (Table 1) have been

reode to illustrate the amount of bias of the method when the number of
'cwts is very smalli say, 5,

ACK.N0WLE1'rG 1.,iOM IS. The 'author would lile to expr.ess his s.kn-
core appreciation to Mussy- Ravmond Heathcock and Dale L, Burrows
foLr their findings in Muitt-Carlo simulationn of the stress-mt..mftik
problem before the writing nf this paper. Their results, contained in
dhise proe-aedings, wern also presented by Mr, Burrows at the V!nth
Conference on the Design of Experiments in Army Research, Development
and Testing. Gratitude is expressed to Mr, Pannis Nickle, rloride.
lcA'-arch and Development Center of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft fi: v Table III
(tJken from reference 8) and to Dr. George J, Reanikoff for Table IV
(taken from reference 7). The author would also like to express his in-
debtedness to Mr. William Moore for Monte-Carlo programming, Miss
Deanna DeBerry for calculations and charts, and Miss Linda Dillard for
typing.
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INTIRUDUCTION. Under the concept promoted by Robert Lusser of
the Army Ordnance Missile Command (reference 1), a measure of sub-
system reliability can be estimated through measurement of safety margins
when data is normally distributed. ror example, suppose that in develop-
ment tests of a space vehicle the yield point (strength) of several pressure
vessels of the same design (e. g. , fuel tanks, thrust chambers, etc. ) is
measured and that the operating environmental levels of these (stress)
are measured in actual flightm or in static teots. Certainly It would be
comforting to know thikt all measurements of the latter type are loss than
all of the yield pointo, as shown in figure 1. The bell-shaped cuive indi-
cates the assumption that stress and otrength values are normally
distributed,

10 1B PSI in thousawds

4) Ambient Lev•l
(Streas)a)

V-Y!,'d Level

(Strength)

Figure I

Measurements of Stress and Strongth

We might be contented with this situattn), or, dependiLlt On the vehiclI
mission, we might still fear tte not.-too-rsmote chance that stress exceeds
strength on the next equipment to be tested. Certainly, if we observe over-
lap of the streuses and strengths we should be concerned, On the other
hand, if all strengths exceed all stresses by a large amount, the design
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might be r',.axed (reference Z), We are therefore interested in the prob-
ability that stress is less than strength in a single mission, We should also
be concerned with confidence lavel, due to the necessarily small sample
sic me,

Let us define the observed scatter of stresses and strengths in terms
of their respective sample standard deviations; a and sth I with corres-
ponding observed means, It. and Sth' The probbigity that stress is loss
than strength may be demonstrated at a given confidence level under the
assumption of rormally distributed stresses and strengths, as a function of
RthO 'b so th, gas, and the respective sample sizes, nth and nse , For
brevity's sake, define probability that stress is lesas than strength. an
"stress-strength reliability, ", As indictted in the appendix, stress-
strength reliability, R, uan bu demonstrated (or not) at a prescribed con-
fidence Is vel, C, in terms of nth. , and the statistic

(I)

Vth+ . s

relative to K, If K, R is demonstrated at confidence level C,

This paper deals primarily with methods of finding K as a function
o. R, C, sample sizes, and.variances, C-th is the poplalntion Lvariance
of atrengti•., trtirnated uy sm4 from nth observations; cT* 2 is the

population variance of streur cst4m-eted by of 2 from n.I observations,

ILLUSTnATIVZ EXAMPLES.

A It nthns n b u Unknown.
nth~ns l~z cr'

If the ,•uiber of stress and hltrength measurements are the same, the pro.
cndur." ts relatively simple:

It is desired that R a 99 be demonstrated at 90%confidenco. Data is
as followsl
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r"as 7.22Z 'th = 13. Z8

s 1 N ,OO s4 = 3. 120

no h un 7.

Frrm (1), f 13,28 . 7. 22 1,943,,
V'3. IZ-o + 1, 040o

Next calculate

Effective Sample Sise f + I

(Z) - + ,Zz .
6,4 + 24

"th d a~

6(3,1o20 + 1,0402)Z + 1 8, 32,
3. 1204 + 1.0404

Enter table III using confidence x 90%, R s 99, and conservatively.
effective sample site mW• to find K n 3. 78,

Sines < K, , 99 strer.-Dtrrongth relioability is not mnronstrated
at the 90%0 confidonce level. iReading to 11w r•lht in table I11, we see
that for K a 1.83, R n .84, in thla case A>K, and.84 stress-
sti:-tigth reliability is demonstrated at 90%o confidence, The •0% coi,
fidetce K-Yolue for effective sample site 8 in table III of 1. 83 giv.,es
R at 50% confidence j ,96,

Case 2'. n t)n, a 2 Usknown,I

If the number of strees m)easurements, no., and strength measure-
ments, nth, atre not equal t is defined as in case 1. but the procedure

fur finding K is more complex:

I
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Ueig the dAtL of figure I,

5is 7.2 Zth a 13.28

on M 1,040 th = 3, 120
no 29 th 5

From (1), 13• 1Z. .Z, . 1.843..3. 1202 1. 040

(Again, suppose we wi mh to detern-ine whether R n .99 ( C 90).

From a table of the cumulative normal distribution (e. g. reference 9)

find the one-sided value of ZR a Z 99 2.36

Calculate the parameter of non-%aentrality of the non-central t mtatistici

(3) .o + .I

7th no$ 3,?04 ,00
3.102 1,40Z.3 6, 3ZO• P 00

• 5, 320.

GalcuJate mftective degrete ntf £reedori

(nthsth + no. "Be5 )

th th + V_%_a a

nth-! n1 m -

S5,647
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Calculate

"(5) f f

S, 3ZO/20P .9 0. 8452.

I II Z9

Find X in tableIV for e a 1 - C 10 as a function of '1 and f. Interpolate
linearl'y on n, , then interpolate on IZI/r, Waless f<9, in which case linear
interpolation on f is sufficient (see reference 7). In this example, for fL
5. 643, two-way linear interpolation in sufficient, giving . w 1. 363.

Then 8 + LVI-+ P L2fz T2
(6) K 9 -.. ...(1 - /z)'/ ,

Notv •hi.,t /z is the radical in equation (3).

K . 320 + 1. S62-Sl + 5, 3o01 i , 29 -1,36, /t1, 29,. 4. L9,

(I - 1. 362Z/11, Z9) 5, 320/ 3Z6

Since a< K, . 99 stress-strength reliability is not de&owritratod aL tIb- 90%,
confi,.,in.e level. By trial and error we may reduce ZR enough that R ib

demonasrataA at 90% confidence; a. g let ZR . 8779, correlpontnlnZ w R M

0. 81 e - 5, 320 (, 8779)/2. 326 u Z, 008. Then

f %08 ivylI.29) riVF o, UO)-iil.29 * .5130K

For 6 w. 0.10, table IV gives -.m 1.357; Kw 1 .S4, Since k> ., 0. u
stre si-strength reliability is demonstrated at the 90% confidence level.
Similar calculations show that at the 5016 -confidence level (use 6 5 .0,
table IV), the demonstrated Rl is 0. 96.
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ItL the event that fO 9, the interpolation procedure for ) may be
accomplished by interpolating on q2 first, then on ia/yr For example,
suppose f 2 15, 0. Y1 T 0, 8Z51. For 90% confidence, find 0 .0,10 in
table IV. Then interpolate In table IV as follows:

T21jTj 4 3.873 3
\f'l 9 1S. 0 16---

0.8 1.35z6 1.3380
0. GZ51 1 U-38 1.351 1,3395

0.9 1.3540 1,3398

After linear interpolation based on fL, the horizontal interpolation is
based on 1Z/47 resulting in X. = 1, 351,

Case 3: Equal or Unequal sample Sizes, b a C' /Cr Known.

If the ratio of variances., O'th/ C**02 is known, but the level of each

variance is unknown, the procedure for finding A is the same as in cases 1
& Z. In other wordr, equation (1) and the same sample values of "Ra' t th'

w05 , Ith' nth, and ns* give u 1, 843 as before,

If we also assurne, however, that the ratio of pupulatioti variances,

"U /£7CYth2 , C- 2., - K may be detormincd* as fo,,luws:

f (unth +n 59V (10+ 9)2
n~s "lO9 13. A2

-nth- n"-s

i'hen

*If nth = n,, = xn, K is more easily found by solving equation (2), sub-

stituting C' th for ath and Crs for u*., then entering table III with

effective sample Pir.e as explained in case 1.
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(8) b2 + I

"nth nsl

F'or Rr.,99, ZR 2. 3?.6

2.6 ~a ~6V F S. 450.

Using equation (5),

,5,4O M-64

+~ ~ = *7Z01

Linear interpolation on L, with interpolation on 12/47(since f 7 9) in
table IV ( 6 u 0.10) gives:

K - 4,65

usinR ?i•ation (6). As before A< K, and R I 99 is not demonstrated.

By tria, And error we may reduce R and the corresponding Z. suffi-

W intil: to find~ Lld.&L fu i-,; . 85, ZR 1. 036 Anti K , ;-166, Siaice
),> K, R .. 85 lw demonstrated. -the t C.16 confidence level. Similarly,

R m .96 4s demonstrated at the 1507o confidence level.

Cý4.u 4. Equal or Unequ.al Sample Sizes, Both k a'-th f land z' * now,

If the level ofeach population variance, C th- and '- Is 2i known separately,
"ftrnpli:.g variation is due only to 1 th and WI. , the sample meals. T~in

.I
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(9)
Itth, 3

Assnmlng that 0 thZ - 4, 00, Casz z 2. 00, Uth * 13, 20, 518 7. 22,

A 13, Z8 - 7. 22
K.7 +"72 OO 2,47,

Compute K from% 2
(o10 K L9 ZA + Zc ÷ nth ; no*

th ls.

(obtained by solving equation (15) after ,ubstituting 'th and 0*8 a
for elta and t , respectively).

Where ZR and ZC are critical values of the standard normal devi.,te

.Aweoded by I - R and 1 - C, respectively, found in a table of the •.•,auiative
ixormal distributkoi. AinivLrdng R w, 99 and C a . 40, Jttn ZR a 2. 326
and ZC u 1, 7Z (found ir, a normal distrib•t•on table much an reference 9).

K I •.336+ 1,286/ + 9 2 5sLO.

4+.

Since A K, R - 99 is not demonstrated at the 901% confidunce Level,
Accordingly Z (and therefore K) may be reduc.ed to 1925 (R a• , 973),
using equation ?l0) such that K w k 2.46. Then R , 973 is demon-
stratec at the 90% confidence level. In similar mantuer, R , 993 is
demonstrated at the 50% confidence levnl,
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Appendix A

PRECISIOIN AND ACCURACY OF K, Precision in the critical value
of K is dependent on whether the ratio of variances (or standard deviations)
of stress and strength is known, If this ratio is unknown, as in cases I and
& above, the precision is largely dependent upon the sample sizes used in
estimating the variances of stress and strength, measured by the effective
degrees of freedum, f. If the ratio is known, precision is as good as the
error in tables III and IV, Accuracy of the critical value oj K is a function
of effective degrees of freedom, f, of the approximated )( ; i, e. , bias
decreases as f increases. It should be noted that K is a function of the

/ratio af Z . b, not their levels,

If the levels of each population variance are also known, equation (10),
case 4 above mhowe that K is precisely and accurately determined (no
error, within limits of the tabulated cumulative normal distribution). However,
such knowledge is rave in practice. The remainder of this discussion will
therefore be lirnited to cases 1, 2 (unknown ratios of variances), and case
3 (known ratio of variances) above,

ACCURACY FOR KNOWN RATIO OF VARIANCES (OR STANDARD
DEVIATIONS]. When the ratio b . _'th 4 O• o is known, bias in the

critical value of K, dtie to bias in f and;XZ, may be found by comparing
crrit 4 rl values of K as obtained in case 3 above with the more accurate
valiae of K obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation of equaion (I) (see referen-
ce .,'. In illumtration, examine table I; I
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TABLE I
ACCURACY OF K, KNOWN RATIO OF VARIANCES

(OR STANDARD DEVIATIONS)2

R ,99

b -r z/ as8 nth ns f K, Monte-Cawlo
C a .90 , 50 2000 Simulations

C a 90 C a .50

,1 5 5 8.0 3.64 2.421 3.79, 2. 40

1 7 7 12.0 3.31 Z,:389 3,45, 2.40

1 9 9 16 3.14 2,372* 3.22, 2,34

1 20 20 38.0 2. 83 2,35 Z. 85, 2, 35

1 5 9 12.0 1,47 2,40 3,48, 2,406

1 9 5 12.0 3.47 2,40 3,47, 2.405

3 5 9 8, 7* 3. 67* 2, 44* 3. 78, 2,44

3 7 7 9.6 3.563 2.41 3: so 2.4) (rep .ý3 4, 2 44 (e,
3 9 5 10,5 3,39 '2,40 3,41, 2,431

3 20 20 30,4 2. 87 Z. 33 2. t19, 2.33

9 5 9 5.6 4,21 a.5Z 4.22, Z., 3

9 7 7 7.5 3.67 2,45 3.69, 2.45

1 50 50 98.0 2, 64 2. 3A Z, 64, Z.32

Comparisons with Monte-Carlo solutions indicates that when b ý 9 sample
sitms for which f!5 give very high accuracy; when b1. f1,&20 gives
very high accuracy of the analytical solutions;

2
* These results are based on data of figure I if si should happen to equal
ariz.

0'12
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PRECISION OF K FOR KNOWN RATIO OF VARIANCES (OR STANDARD
DEVIATIONS), When the ratio b z , / 0Q 1 to known. f, &,~ and

th as
K in case 3 are uniquely determined, within the precision of table III and IV.
This is readily seer, by examination of equations (7), (8), (5), and (6).

PRECISION OF K FOR UNKNOWN OR ASSUMED RATIO OF VARIANCES
LOR STANDARD DEVIATIONS), In the absence of knowledge of b in the
relationship &h Z beF? 7 Lack of precision in K is due to the use of aj

the sample estimates of 0 in equation (2) in case 1, and (3) and (4) in

caoe 3, Z wam also obtained through Monte-Carlo simulation of equations
(4) through (6), obtaining Z000 estimates of K as a function of ZO00 rundom
values of both eth2 and se 2, where xth And xas were sampled randomly
from normal distributions with variances 0' th and C'0. , respectively,
Table II below illustrates the over-all precisiun of the method fur, the uase
R = .99, C a . 90. It is of interest to examine equation (7), Table It or
Figure III regarding f vs. K, For nth + nos constant and the assumption

b 1, f increases as nth/nos decreases. Conversely, under the assumption
b ( 1, finreases as uth/IL. increases. Further, under all of these con-

ditions that increase f, K decreases permitting denonstration of ralt-
at)llty at a higher confidence level (or higher reliability at fixed confidence).

I

• • • il m U II I n i II P•



TABLE 11
PRCIsION FOR uNKNWN VARIANCE RATIOS

2 Contmal 90 Central 90

0- th Cso nth Percentiles Percentiles
off of K

"M 2Al Ma W
9 1 5 9 5.6 4.44,11.16 .*, 3.96

9 1 7 7 7.5 6.32,10.55 3.46,3.91

3 1 5 9 8.679 5.26, 11.94 .**, 3.96

S1 7 7 9e600 6.98,11.94 3.39,3.80
6.9011.95 ('rOp.) 3.39,3481

3 1 9 5 10.516 8.32,11.98 3.40,3.59

3 1 20 20 30.401 24.47,37.06 2.85,2.96

3 1 15 5 16.568 14.48,17.95 3.17,3.20

3 1 25 15 32.342 27.84,37.1a 2.a ,2.91

3 1 30 10 34o433 31,18,37.64 2.87,2.88

I 1 5 9 11.973 7.87,12.00 3.39,3.70

* 1 7 7 12.000 7.96,12.00 3.3803.68

1 1 11.973 8.00,12.00 3.39,3.67

1 1 20 20 18.UO0 32.22,3A.00 2.85,2.38

1 15 5 17.921 12.17,18.00 3.L7,3.-•

1 1 25 15 37.996 31.79,38.00

1 1 30 10 37.969 11.;3,36.00 2.67,20.V

1 1 50 $.0 9.,000 90.9,98.00 2.63,2.64

I*Fug KrnownQ-Lth be r-

**Fifth percentile of f below lower limit of f 6 in Table IV
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Table II indicates that in the absence of knowledge of b x qth1/ u2, a

rininurn value of f of approximately 20 Is required ior reasonable pre-

cision of the 901% confidence estimate of R,

Figure III indicates what ratio of sample simes, a % nth Ingo might be

selected to obtain large f and therefore high precision of K as a function

of b 3- & 2/ CS.2 and n , The curves in figure III wero plotted by

putting equation (4) in the ormi

(4b, + I z,

G 1) f (-- •z_ + I__L_
anhs 1  nss"l

Examination of this equation shows the following limiting characteristics

when no, > 1:

As b-iO, f-•nss I
b..-,, f-.-4nth - I
a--4O, f--Jnms - 1

Also, for a a 1, . e. . nth m no, a n. b a I gives a maximum vii•ih• of

f 2 .(n - 1).

It is of interest to note that in figure III, if we can asmume only that

b ' YthZ/ o,.2 >1 than selection of nth/ngs 1. I Lives fairly consistro',

levels of f, slid the-,ý.e consistent precis-ton for -pccfied values of

nti, and r'o due to neajr-ilatness of tht curve in that region, Conversely

if des2/ ethZ> 1- it I advantageoulk to select n jOInth? '.% .

Tahlo II mhows the 5th and 95th percentiles of X for vsrlona com-

binations of O2a••h n and no., with correspondin& f, For a

ratio Oth/UG comninations of nth and no, may be selected on

the basis of small differenccn of the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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if such sample sizes are prohibitive, a possible solution to the problem
would be to determine ratios of variances of strength and otressdn the basis
of experience. Determination of levels of each variance is unnecessary if
the ratios are known precisely. Then dependent upon f, nth, n and b,

table I would Indicate whether or not to use the Monte-Carlo ok analytical
solution of K, as a furntimn of the permissible amount of bias in the analytit
cal method, As mentioned ir reference (3), this bias vanishes if one of the
variances is overwhelmingly larger than the other,

Appendix 3

DZRIVATION OF Tttr, METHOD. Devnte x,, as strength, and xse as

stroem, For brevity'a sake, define the probability that stress is leou than
strength as "strest-etrength reliability, " P. Then

(12)

R P(x1#< X th)

- (.Xth - xes > 0).

Assurning that xth is distributed normally with mean Pth and standard

de,/"%.tion O'th that xss is distributed normally with mean /Mite and

standard deviation &,, and that xth and x., are independent, equation

(12) •,•v be writtmn as (roference 6)t

This re Wt d th" e) .

*d(Xth -x 55 ).

This Integral is show•n i• figure IVi
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0 Ath PIN xth xss

Figure IV
Stress-Strength Reliability

In other words equation (13) states that x . X is normally .m-

tributed with mean Ath - Pgp and standard deviation s or
Actual strehs-strength reliability is a function of the number, ZR, of
such standard deviations between 0 and the mean (M'th - Fdgg). Clearly.

the more standard deviations by which Mlth " 1j4. exceeds 0, the higher
the stre s-strangth reliability. When the population means and standard
deviations are known, stress-strength reliability- is determnned (100% con,.
Lidence) from

(~4 Fth AAs

in which case R is obtained from ZR (one-sided) using a table of the
r." rmral di ttribution

Unfortunately, we seldom know the populptton means au.d standard
di-tations for use in equation (14). In such cases, we can only e:qtnate
from samples (but not less than, say, .4) of •'th - 'too, the sample estimate

of the numerator of equation (14) and \/e~h + Z . the sample ertimate
of the denominator (3i, the sample mean, denotes estimate of /1- 1 w the
sample atandmrd deviation, denotes estimate of 0- ). Using such sample
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data. a procedure for demonstratinhg street-strength reliability at a given
confidence level is as followe: Find a constant, K, large enough that
'"th " I a K•IP + si- is less then the proportioi R of the population of

strength-krinus-stress vahlus 1QOCo of the time. This may be stated
mathematically as

(15) 33(kt RIN K~sf 77s. . ý4 - ZVth+ .

Then, if 3 th "Ta + K as 0, roiblty tf at least R is
drenonstratcd at conf idenee C (figjure V) Ur•, it K (Ith-W..•)s l •K,

at least R is demonstrated at confidence 0,

I
p

I
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,t. [~ -+(-Yt " alae-C

0 th a

Figure V

Reliability and Confidence
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The approach given herein for finding K it an. application of theory

developed by S. L. Welch and also investgated by Alice A. Aspie.
Mr. Welch developed a statistic approximately distributed as- •X.
(reference 3, p. 31); which may be applied as follows in the bLvariate
caset

(1 6)
LAt +. 2 sz

(17) g. XI 1 /fl + CfjZS. I0ILI4 A.Zv •z5

Then s/g Is approximately distributed t A2 with f doegzes oi freedom-,
where N, and AZ are constants and

0 , 1 + 2 I
(1X ar,4/' +x 0ý/'

Thu# .L 1 + 2

is &;jproximately distributed ae 72/f. In a later papa (reforen•u 4,
p, A45), Mr, Welch indicates that in the absesxe of knnwledge of . t, f
may h- estimated by replacing each *i in equation (18) with its cAitimtatv,

The approximate non-central t statistic util4sed herein is defined in
the usual manner, vubztibitiut y101/f as dof.ned above.

V'
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SOIUTION OF K, EQUAL SAMPLE SIZES, KNOWN OR ESTIMATED
RATIOS (1) OF VARIANCES. If tho number of stress ineaurerments, n,
is equal to the number of strength measurements, equation (15) may be
written as,

(2) th -(je 4t -/And + tn

2h +P Kl C, ,

+a' +sj
+L

By the method of reference 3, equations (23) - (26), the left side of the
inequality is approximately the non-central t statistic with parameter of
non-centrality ZRt"n, which is the uame parameter used in calculating
tables of one-sided tolerance factors for normal distributions (bold-face
values, table It of reference 5). Also, because the right olde of the in-
equality is the same, K is obtained directly froan such a table, (tabla 11I)
as a hinction of R, C, and effective iammple size, (Table III herein Is
the same as the bold-face values of table II, refer-nee 5, but niore coin-
plete). Substituting I\ - I and fi I n - 1 in equation (18) abovat

S2 Z(21) n ~'-)0"th + &Is)~

S-:+

Which rmy be estimated as described in the narrative following equatir..;
li9) as.

in-1)(s' + 2) 2

Nth +



!
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In the nbrwnce of knowledge of ba 0-thl/ O§02, the effective sample

size for entry in table III (taken by permission from reference 8) is

(23) (n -i) (.th +'") +

,)ffective sample sise, (, th +
Sth + 6884

It may be noted that for the came **th' - b 1Y.. the effective sample

site is independont of the itandard devPiotion. In that came. Effective

Saniple Size M 1 + (n - 1) (b l)•+/Z+

SOLUTION Or K. UNEQUAL SAMPLE SIZES, KNOWN OR ESTIMATSDR6ýMd (•iOýVA ZANCES. If the number of stream measurementl N;ei-

does not equal the number of strength measurements nth, equation (15)

may be written ast

th Be ý&th+ ZRdj;th
2 + ly1

(24) 
K a

n •t h + n, \no$ n

_______ ______UrI
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11th -- a " (A "th a. 
+

S, i L u .H$ J 
w.

I----- th + n-a-"•nt
•/ nth th n

4ntht•ss

S_ +

nth (, so film 1

a th Z + O*

I i_ I -( •"- I

By definition of non-central t, the qitantity in bri~kets on the loft side of
theinequality of equktion (ZS) is approximately the nwa-oentral tit tLstic
with parameter of n-•.centralicyl

I 
+

kith vis

For R ý 0, $0, ER is the positive one-aided stands.td normal 4evate
.o rresponding to R. If O-thZ - b zrss2, equation (26) bscomost

(26A) + , z " -k + . I_

nth n
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The ofiec~ive degrees of free dm, f, may also be obtained in the
manner of oquation (18), where A ju niI

:,' (nth 0'thz + nos ',68

(17) f i I. ...,!•~At th +r4i. no* £ 6ea ,/(n.-1V

which may be estisnated by:

(nth•eIz + nosles$Z)z
( 2 B ) * X.. .

. Itnth oth 4 /(th- +) nse8sim4 /(nsi - 1)

An nth and nse become large the approximation to the non-central t
distribution improvea,,

In the event that C"th2 , b O1
2z, equation (-7) be6cmes independent

of the ita•ard deviation:

2
MtA) (bnth + nei)

eni
f tV . I + o

The c',tic.l nro1'r cinral t v1tus is now obtained ftoi,• tale IV, as
a function of 0" of efqqitton ('1061 and f of equation (ZO), by the method ofrefeorence 7 as f'ollOWat

Fi t,• comr nute

Second, find A. in table 1 as a functiop of ?L , C, and confidence
0 x - .. Turn to the page correeponding to the appropriate value
of •E Then Interpolate linearly between values ofL4. ard linearlV be-
tween values of £ when f (9. When f) 9, interpolate on 10/4'Tpstweon

I • I I I I I I I I 1 II:C
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values of L, For confidence levels between 50 and .95 and reliability
levels of . 560 or more, use only positive values of Ob (see reference 7),
The criticas, ;.an-centraL t exceeded by e w 1 - C is;

(30) • &X L + 6z/2f- + z+

And, as indicated by equations (25) and (26), the critical value of X
* exceeded by I -C isi

(31)tl - .

(Note that 8/Z is the radical in equation (26), which has been corn.
R

puted in the process of calculation),
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STA•'ISTICAL TESTING TECHNIQUES USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF I HE PRATT k WHITNEY AIRCRAFT RL 10 ROCKET ENGINE

""FOR THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

"Harold J, Tiedemann
Pratt It Wh'itnuy Aircraft

"Florida Research and Development Center

INTRODUCTION, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's experience in thede-
Lvelopale•det of wikny d it hinds of propulsion systems has shown clearly
the nece.,sity nf a comprehensive development program of three to five
years to bring a new power plant from preimlinary design to operational
capability, Reliable operation'of sur.h a system ia achieved by integrated
rend exosrienced engineering design and development teams, proven
r maufacturing methuds, rigid quality and vendor control, and a supporting
field service, Emphasis must be placed on a comprehensive test program
involing perhaps thousands of tests of both individual components and
full-scale engines. There is no means to realise the full potential and
reliable operation uf a power plant or system except by a comprehensive
development program which involves many cycles of design, testing,
corrective design, and retesting. The element of time cannot be factored
out ot this development cycle.

During the course of most such development programs a number of
complex problems arise where the time involved in test evaluation can
be minimized and more complete information obtained by the use of
statistical testing techniques, Several ropresentative examplcs of .hese
testing techniques have been used in the RL10 Rocket Engine Develop-

'.aent Program being conducted for the NASA - Marshall Space FlighI
rCenter, These i.rlu.-le IF*ull Factorials, Latin Souiroo, and Random and
Multiple D.!•nce techniques. The purpose of this paper is to discuss
these techniques in detail, pointing out their best areav of ipolication
r. well as their advantages and disadvantages, and to describe sev•..'!
ItL 10 engine development problems which were successfully solved Ly
Ute use of these methods,

These include a Full Factorial to determine thrust control settir.is
repeatability. and a partial Full Factorial to provide additional fu,-4
pump stall margin, Also included is the description of a L.atih Square
test program designed to determine the principal factors tn controlling
transient thrust overshoot. Finally, a Random Balance test is described
which was used to determine methoels to control thrust control hvsteresis
and non .-linea rity,

.
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STATISTICAL TESTING TECHNIQUES.

A, THE FULL FACTORLAL TETr,

In the full Factorial testing technique, tests are made with all possible
combinations of the independent variables; therefore, all interactions be-
tween parameters will be identified, Thus, a Full Faetorial might be,
described as a fully expanded version of the step-by-step approach, A
Full Factorial experiment ia illustrated as follows:

Suppose that there are ii-,ree independent variables, each at two levels,
of which either the main eiivuL ul a single variable or the interaction of
two, or even three, of the variables has an effect on the result, The
three independent variables are denoted by A, B, and C and the levels-by
the subscripts 1 and Z, The number of possible combinations is 3 m 8.,
A matrix, or block test-plan representation of the Full Factorial test is
given as followei

B B a B
I z

A1 j C aI -I I LCZ

Az CI C C Cz

Teore are several advantages in running a FPll-Factorial-designe '
test prodram. Thea.P ir.nhdw comniete information on indiviaual main
effects as well i. -umpnlte information on ell interractions. Furthermore,
for tha same number of test,,, the Full Factorial approach givcb L Urore
pre6w' estimate of the main effects than the step-by-step approach. The
Full Fa..'toria Jot the only tvpe of designed experiment that will pocitively
identify all interactions among the variables in the experiment, none of
which mtay be identified by the step-by -step approach,

The to-mt must be run in a random or near-random manner to avoid
distorting the results, An effect might be falsely identified as significant
if runs at the low level of a variable were made at one time and the runs at
the high level were made later. A shift in the measured output from the
first to the second time period could be caused by any factor,changing with
time, Occasionally it may appear impossible to finish a Full Factoriai,or some

• ' I I • I I I I I Pil
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suoplci-'n ma.y exist that a main effect of a single parameter rather than
the interaction of several parameters is the true reason for a given result,
It so, it may be more judicious to run the first few tests in a predaterwihl-
ed sequence to gain the greatest preliminary information,

Full-sFactorial-designed experiments have been used many times in
the development of the RL 10; this report will discuss two types of Full
Factorial experiments. The first of these, whicrh is designated Full
Fantorial A, concerns a test made to determine the rather complex inter-
relationships that exist between engines and thrust controls. The second,
which is designated Full Factorial B, concern# an analog program to deter-
mine the important parameters in a fuel pump stall situation. Although
not strictly an engine test program, Full Factorial B represents the use
of a limited Full Factorial experiment in the analysis of several para-
meters to evaluate their contribution to fuel pump stall,

x. FULL FACTORIAL A,

The Full Factorial A test projoam was run to determine the thrust
control metting repeatability from engine-to-engine and to show the effect
of running a series of preset thrust controls on a given single engine,
In this manner individual control and engine characteristics were demon-
strated independently, As a further variable, both hot and cold thrust
control housings and thrust chambers were run. A reprosentat-lon of the
plan is given below. The independent variables were engine number, thrusi
control number, and thrust control and chamber temperatures.

Vi~uii Control A Thriist Guntrol B Thrust Control C

Ergine Trim Repeat Repeat Repeat Rapeat flc',iat Repeat
Hot Hot Cold Hot Cold HutI d

The Full Factorial test program was justified because both individual
engine and thrust control effects on engine trim setting repeatability had
to be known so that specific steps could be taken to improve trim metting
and trim repeatability. Also, it was known that a great deal of corollary
information of the effect of thrust control characteristics on other engine
performance parameters would be made avallatle.
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In this test, both engines were trimmod to rated thrust conditions with
Thrust control A on the first run of the series andrtwo repeat runs made
with the .arne thrust control. Thrust Control A was then bench calibrated

and Thrust Controls 2 and C were set to this calibration. The rimainLng
runs of the plan wore then ma~de, The offset that each thrust control setting
had on individual run-to-run trim repeatability and engine-to -engine re-
peatability was demonstrated in thWs manner; assuming that all other
influences were known or approximated. From this test, it was shown
that custom setting of thrust contirols appoars to be ieakible although tran-
sient thrust control performance and steady state repeatability hoed
further definition,

Additional conclusions are that tho trim engine -props llant mikture
ratio has set stabilisation time and is apparently independent of start ir,-
let temperature, However, stabilisation time for trim thrust is indiceted
at different values for a chamber cold start than for a chamber hot atart
OLther ivn.ortarot ennc.lueions on the effect of control charactoetsisice on thrust
overshoot, rate of acceleration, stability, and repeatability resulted from
thib test. Thrust control bench techniques requirerl"to proset thrust con-
trols for field operation were determined.

2. FULL FACTORIAL B

Larly in thu RL 10 engine development program it was* apparent that
fuel pump stall was an occasional phenomenon of the engirpq its ouccronec 9
was d.pandsnt on several environmental and operational flActors, Test
experi.-,kce and analytical studies indicated that at least 15 of these factore
appoaxod to have a bharinE. -. pwump qtall. Ohviousl,!, even 1: die nurnber
of values per paraneter were limited to Japt two, the number of possible
combinations of all of these fectors in a Full Factorial would he a large
numbet of test runs (215) or a large number of analog machine runs (as
it was t, this case).

The 15 factors that most affected pump stall were:

1. Fuel pump bleed valve area; pump interstage and dscharge blued
valves a,,, used on the LILl0.

2. Fuel pumi) bleed valve closing schedule; that is, the points in the
start transient where the bleed valve starts to close and where
it finishes closing.
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3. Fuel pump blade characteristics; that is, the amount of sweep
in the first and second stages.

4, The fuel pump inlet pressure at the start signal and throughout
the transient.

5. Engine thrust control aein - usually expressed in terms of psi
of chamber pressure per unit of mixture ratio variation,

6. The maximum thruist control bypass aroa that opens near the top
of the start transient to limit engine overshoot by passing fuel
around the prcpollant drive turbine,

7. The Lox pump pressure at which the mixture ratio valve, on the
Lox side of the engine opens.

8, Lox pump inlet pressure at start and during the start transient.

9. The jacket metal timperature that determines the amouts of
energy imparted to tIe turbine drive of the RL 10.

10. Venturi area upstream of the fuel turbine,

ii, Turbine to venturi area ratio,

LZ. Fuel pump discharge orifice diameter,

13, Turbine efficiency,

14. Fuel pump effuluency,

15, The amount of time the thrust control is open during the uve.
shoot control period,

To reduce the number of runr required to complete a Yull Factorial
rust on these parameters, it was decided to concentrate only on those
!actors that were considered most important for the rebults of tne
experiment, Based on available experience, these were (1) tuor pump
discharge orifice diameter, (2) fuel-side venturi area, and (3) the ratio
of turbine area to venturi area.

- : : : _-
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A Full 'actorial experiment of 24 runs was made as the first part of
the analog program with four pump discharge orifice diameter values,
thre.A venturi area values, and two values of the ratio of turbine area to
venturi area. Because this was an analog program, there was no ad-
vantage in running these toots in a random order, Based on the Full
Factorial of 24 runs, optimum values of fuel pump discharge orifice
diameter, venturI area, and turbine venturi area ratio were chosen to
give maximum stall rn'rgin ditring the start transient. Although these were
the most important factors as indicated above, they were not necemsarily
the only ones that cculdi contribute to a stall situation,

The remainder ni the analog program consioted of (1) holding the
valuem of fuel pump discharge orifice diameter, venturi area, and the ratio
uf turbine to venturi area at the values found optimum from the 24-run Full
Factorial and (Z) independently varying each of the remaining parameters
over a two or three-value range. For example, the fuel pump bleed valve
closing pressure was varied between 100 and 300 psia, the fuel pump
bleed areas were varied between 0 and 0, 2 square inches for the 'fuel
pump discharge valve, and between 0, Z and 0. 5 square inches for the
fuel pump interstage valve. Similar variations were made in the ro-
maining parametere at either two or three levels and the effect of each
of these paramatorro was evaluated. Based uma thi, a great deal of
vaiu6ale information was gained on the effect of each of these factors on
pumli stall,

,'on-e of the parameters are not necensarily controllable, For examplu,
Lurbi - and pump efficiencies nre not independent variables but rather
are variables that are dpendpiLn upon design conslideratioto, Enough
inforrnattnn was gained to greebry increase tl,. e•all margin of the RL 10
engine as a result of this and several .ther experiments conducted both
in the nnalog program and in the actual test program,

B. Tk•.E LATIN SQUARE TZST

If t~here is evidence that interactions are not significant between the
uevet.l influencing parameters, and if information of the main effeoch,
nf tlih several parameters is what is most desired, a Latin Square mot
progrurn can be set up In which the parameters are arranged as illus-
trated in the table on the next page, with three paraineterm.

| I i i P C
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a b c
I A Parameter I (a, b, c. d)'

U 1 AA LlJ~JParameter 3 (A.,. B. C. D)
...- Parumeoter. 3 (1, 21, Ill I'V)

Hotis the three arimoltarbi lach Atfour lovei ' e.ae arrangedi in
a lbtest exporlbnent. Note that~each main offsect of A&6h of the three

parametur. is capable of being evaluated separately by the sori.. of 16
Losts, (A Full FUctorial would require 64 tests.) Howevor, allitnter,
actions (it existent) betweein those several parametbrs are "m, ýr witb I
the main dffoctm, The advantage of a Latini Square: Progra~rv is tha~t rkf
only aroA zne~in effects established quickly but they i~.a'ko ojiabithed
with a minimumn number of runs,

An additonal paraninto," may be (dOntified with the name number of
rune aso with the Wain Sqaare iby adding another variable to the Latiin'
S~irw This is -known As a Graszo-Loatin Squa.val, adding Wmva arblss(6 total) woultd resall a Hyper-Oratco-LAtin b'quare. Those -iditionat
estimates of main v. sutii aru'riade at the uaxpejnsouf th,ý p'rsctasýi o~f, the
estimate of experimental errorl i.e. , thu total riogree of freedorm is the
same for all three designs, and oarh main effect raq-aros a number of
degrees of ir.,.doin that is onei lews than ti.e numb~ir of its levels in- asti-
ga ted.

It should be pdnined ovt't that in anglineerIng probler'-L iit is .Ifficult
LO sltlt, uu mLUUAdLU experinm..nt, a priorli whether or not an hiteraction
may oxist. Many phenonm... hs"A demnonstrated the exiosýerce of intlar-
actions. Interactions, bo sac!ly neglected in conventional caigina-ii"'.
analysees can be quite insidious. Thore'ros, FulL ractoritls art.
isually prnfeirred to Latin Squares, Fractiorfal irai.I:,crialfs. aid uthar

itshort-cut' experiments,

Thea following curve demonstrate% the dange." of -.ot conisidtir~ij
intepa.'Ilnna, X ir the variable being investigated. xnA X Io the un.

II
known variable.
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X
Result 

X u High

XuLow x

L.ow High

While changing XI hrom a low level tu P high level. if the unknown

variable X u happens to be at a high level, we get a very aiglifliont-

appearing main effect of X 1i On the other hand. if, while changing X

from a low level to a high level, Xu were constant at its low level. we

wo~uld discard X as being completely unimportant, Itere we have a

stfroe (X1 X X 0u) interaction, with possible moderate main effetts of

X iti X1 An objective search technique :Ilied "variation research"0

is iý,.xilable for findtli; unInmc,,n variables trk put into #t iskIstlrikly de-
signed exphi.T~ Thie set.•-b technique IA not d-scribed in this

During the earlier phases of the P.LIO development program, thrust,
ovnrshoot dv;ring the engine start transielnt Walo higher than dealred

lhir"-i on some runs, Three parameters that appeared to aftect over.
sh6oot were thrust chamber metal temperature (vohich devermines tur-
bine frvwer on acceleration in the R1.l0 regenerative cycle), thrust.
control time constant, and thrust control body or servo pressure, It
was necessary to ascertain the main effects of each of these perameters
ts cuickly as possible to determine where maximum development effort
should be esipended. Therefore, a simple four-run Latin Square program
was set up, Since only four runs were involved, the order of tests was
not randomized. The program consivLed of the following:

C
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Parameter Level.

Thrust control time constant, seconds 0. 30 0. 45

Thrust couLrol body pressure at thrust 55 70
control autuation, psts

Thrust chamber metal temperature, OR 300 570

Thrust Control
Time Constant

0.55 0,30

Thrust 570°R 55 plia 70 pi&a
Chamber Thrust Con tr ol
Metal Body Pressure
Temperature

300OR 70 pl J, 55 psis

Note that this program requiied only four runs, while a Fual Faetoisal
would have required eight runs (2),

From the results of this program it was dote mined that both thrust
-'ontrol constant and body pressure had inmportant main effetc !, deter-
,&&ning thrust ,.Abi~uot. The role of thrust ct:an&ber metal tnomper••ure
tn determining overshoot w, a verified.

Subsequent to this program, development was continued on the thri-wi,
-.•ntrol t, limit thrust overshoot. This development uffort reluý-ed ttc'
"unU1i1zi Of Suvural Full Fa&tGOiL.l programs aloug the lines wuggested by
the results of the original Latin Square progrrn.

C. THE RANDOM BALANCE TEIST

If a large number of fa.torts are believed to bn influential in obtaining
a certain reiult, a isimplcFull Factorial may Involve an exessive number
of tests. For example, if there are 10 factors each at three levels, a
Full Factorial would require a total of 59,049 tests.

m I I M
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A raneJom representative sample of such a Full Factorial as the
Random Balance-designed experiment can be esed to reveal the stronger
main effects and interactions of the 10 variables, The combinations of
levels of each variable for each test are then chosen at random, If 30
tests were permitted in this design, then each of the 3 levels of each
factor would be tested 10 times. A Random Balance design may be
analysed with McBee edge punch cards, graph'cal regression analysis,
and tests of significance, including analysis of varianoe.

If there are suspected interactions between muveral factors, a
Multiple Balance-designed experiment would, with almost no loss, more
completely evaluate such suspected interactions. For example, if 3 of
the 10 factors are expected to be interacting, the 3 variables are laid out
in a •lull ractortill 33*27 tests, with three of these cells (chosen at
randoD;) replicated or repeated for a total of 30 tests. The tests of this
factorial are thun listed in the random order of running and the remaining
seven variables have their levels randomly but equally distributed through-
out these 30 runs. The analyses are the same with the exception of the
analysis of the factorial, This factorial Analysis positively identifies
significant interactions. Although in theory a great deal of information
about the interactions of all of the parameters is loot, most problems i
yield to this test approach in practice because the ohs or two most im-
poriant factors or combinations of factors are separated from the unim-
p.,rant majority. This assumes, of course, that the factors considered
for the random or multipls balance experiment were sel,'cLsd with good
engii,ce ring judgmrent,

liring the courkoe u• t6-i doivulopment of the RL 10, it L.wcume apparent
that thruot uont.v'- hyeteresis ur nonlinaa'It,y was a problem. This was
evide.iuerl by failure or the thrust control to repeat, for oucr'nslvn runs,
a giv.,.'i satting of thrixot and mixture ratio during steady-state operatiun.
By fpplying engineering judgment the iuunber of suspected caugem was
re:duuped to 10 iacturm, which are listed below, Factorn A. A, C, and D
were suspected as behig most important, while factore A, B, and C werv,
sumpected to Interact, The number in parenthesis after each of the
facto u inditatee tile levels of each of the factors.

A Bellows Aseemb*lies (4)
B ,Reference Spring (2)
C Bali or Raie l3uidea (2)
D Bypass Valv% Assembly (2)
E Bypass Valve Spring (2)
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l' Lower Housing (2)
G Feedback Springs (2)
H Reference Spring Guides (3)
I Carriage (bellows) ("d)
J Method of Thrust Control Assembly (2)

A Fuli Factorial of the 10 factors would require 3072 tests (4x3xZ8

to obtain complete knowledge of all interactions. Since factors A, B, and
C were *uspected to interact, a Full Factorial of theme factors was built
into A Random Balance experimentt, thus making it a Multiple Balalnce

expe•iment, It was pointed out that analysis could begin on about the
tenth test,

The 32 tests are shown as follows. It will be noted that the Full
Factov.'al of factors A, B, and C, with two replicates per cell, ,'orr
actually run with the remaining factors selected at random, thus a
Multiple Balance design, as shown on the next page.

• • • • • d • N l m llm l | m m )m F •
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MULTIPLE BALANCE DESIGN

Test No. A B C D E F G H 1 ,T

I I - + + I I +z 4 + + + + + I + +
3 3 - + + + + z .2 -
4 4 - + + 2 + +

5 2 -4
4 - - -+ - a I

6 3 1 4 +/ 3 + + + I- +8 2 + + + + 3-
9 1 + - - + , 3 +

1D 2 4 -+ I +
11 4 4 + + + + 3 + -

Iz 2 4. - ,i. 1 + +
13 1 + - + . 2 + +
14 4 + + + - - + + +15 1 4 - - - • .. -

16 3 + + -, 3 +
17 2 - ' + + I +
18 a + 2 +
19 z + + - 4, 3 Izo 4 + + 2
21 1 - . 1 -l +
z2 4 + . + 3 +
23 1 , + ,. Z + +
24 2 - - ' 1
25 3 ± I . 3 4
Z6 1 + + 3 + +
V7 1 I + - 1 i 2 +

Z8 3 + + + + zF - -
Z9 3 + + + + 3 +
30 2. + + +. 3 4
31 4 + + + + 4 1

32 3 - +

Factur A at 4 levels: 1, 2, 3, 4
Factor H at 3 levels: i, 2, 1
Factors 13, C, 1, etc. at 2 levels: 1'4 ,-to
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The results of these tests showed that Factors I (carriage), J
(ase•azibly), A (bellows), D (bypass valve assembly), and F (lower housing)
have the greatest main effects, Interestingly, an interaction between

Factors A. B, and C was not conclusively demonstrated, The combination
of levels of the factors which gave minimum thrust control hysteresis waes
sufficiently demonstrated by this test to enable & satisfactory solution

of the hysteresis problem to be found. Thus, the problem was solved in
a 32-run program in a far shorter time than would have been possible
with the conventional cut-and-dry testing techniques,

CONCLUSIONS. Great advantages are possible with statistical
testing techniques if certain guide lines are observed,

i, The urge to believe that mid-program results have solved the

problem is strong and must be resisted. The program must be carried
through to its conclusion.

z. The tests must be run in a random fashion even though this is
not necessarily the fastest approach, For example, running the first
half of a program exclusively on Stand A, and the second half of a pro.
gram on Stand B, may add a degree of confounding that would not have
occurred if random stand changes had been made. If such toots must
be run in a nonrandom fashion, or in blocks, the results must be
dnalyzed with this in mind,

3, Statistical testing is not a substitute for oou-nd engineuering judg-
nu.nt but simply a method for obtaining the most efficient testing progro r
'TIhere is no conflict between Buund engineering judgmmilt a'el s.tat,.sticai
Lusting techniques,

| r | • 4



COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY OF
BRUCETON AND PROBIT METHODS OF SENSITIVITY TESTING

John B. Gayle
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

SUMMARY, A computer simulation technique has been used to evalu-
ate the suitability of the Bruceton and Ptobit methods of sensitivity testing
for launch vehicle applications. The results indicated that either mn.0thnd
permits satisfactory estimates for the mean value of a normal distribution,
However, for launch vehicle applicatinns, estimates of the levele of stimu-
lus corresponding to very high or very low percentage reactions usually
are requiredl neither method permits reliable estimates for such levels
when the distribution is non-normal, a condition which occuvs with
sufficient frequency that assumption of a normal distribution cannot be
justified as routine procedure,

INTRODUCTION, The rapid growth of a launch vehicle technology has
resulted in the widespread application of a variety of materials which are
capable of reacting, either alone or with some other material, In the form
of an explosion when subjected to a suitable stimulus. Test methods for
determining the extent of the hasard associated with any particular material
ut material combination usually consist of subjectii.g sampl6s co prede-
*ermined stimuli and noting the frequency of reactions. Because of the
al)-or-none nature of the results, a series of tests us..ally im conducted
ir AhIch replicate samples are subjected to different stimuli "nd the re-
su9,i subjected to some form of statistical analysis, tho details of -hich
may be dictated by the F!%rt1iuiar test procedure em,,iloyed, The method
moot generalf, ,ccepteci in the explosLvi, industry is the Bruceton up-ahd-
dvwn method which specifies both the experimenlLl procedur'u a. the
svtat.stical analysis. An equally applicable method which is more gene,,.!-,
a(;.'.c ptcd in the biological sciences is the Probit method which alose epeci-
fieH both the experimental procedure and the statitical enalysio.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the suitablliW, o•.
eaeni of theme methods for launch vehicle appl4cations,

r-
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PROCEDURE, The amount of information which can be obtained
from any laboratory study of a particular material rsually Is limited to
that derived from the selected test method and no abwolute ba•ls exists
for determining the extent to which this information is actually descrip-
tive of the material being tested, Available information also is savorely
limited by the number of toot@ which can be included in any experimental
study 'l'hib limitation is particularly important for all-or-nuns type data I
for which a minimum of 10 to 10O individual tests are required to obtain
even a prctinLiiary r(.ulL,

To circumvent these and similar difficulties, the approach used
in thi s investigation consisted of generating data for "systhetic ex-
plosives" of rigorously defined characteristics and comparing the various
population parameters with those determined by the Bruceton and Pro-
bit methods of analysis,

A, BRUCETON OR UP-AND-DOWN METHOD

This method has been described by several investigators (Reol 1).
In practice, the range of stimuli which can be appiled in a given test
apparatus is divided into discrete incremznts of uniform spacing, Thus,
Wur ua impact apparatus for which the height of drop can be varied from
n to 60 inches, one can define 31 levels separated b) distances of 2
inchvi c,

"Vo actualiy carry uut a test, an initial level is selected which iu
guLissed to be cloke to the nicnn value and a single sample tested .nt
thut level. It an explosion or ý,hcr reactlor is noted, - plus is re-
corded, If not, a minus, A secznd sample then is tested at the next
lowc., level if a plus was recorded for the previous sample, or it %he
next. higher level if a minus was recorded for the previous sample.
A thi rd marnpie then is tcrted in the same manner and so on until tho

scheduled series of tests is completed,

For some applications, It is advisable to convert a&l heights t0 log
units and separate the levels by uniform increments measured In log
units. However, except for this transformution of unit*, the test is
corried out in the usual manner,

!i
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V.r purposes of calculation, either the pluses or minuses may
be usedl however, the results for the first few tests are discarded up
to but not including the result just prior to the first change in sign (plus
to minus or minus to plus). Further details of the calculations have
been adequately described-and, therefore, are not included,

The method yields a mean value, corresponding Lo the level at
which there is a 50/150 probability of a reaction, a standard deviation
which is used to compute the level corresponding to any other proba-
bility of a ro.action, and a standard deviation of the mean, It should
be noted that the up-and-down aspect of the test procedure tends to
compress the daw about thc mean value and, consequently, yields a
biased (low) estimate of the standard deviation which is subsequenLly
adjusted to obtain an unbiased estimate,

To carry out a computer sampling study, mynthetic explosives
were defined for which the probability of a reaction corresponding to
any given level could be determined by use of a table of random digits.
Consider, for example, a level for which the probability of a reaction is
required to be 70 percent, A simulated test consists simply of drawing
a pair of random digits and making a test to see whether or not the
numerical value of the pair is equal to or less than 69, if so, a plus
Li recorded; if not, a minus, The level for the next test is selected
by adding or subtracting one from the previous level (depending on the
outcome of the previous test) and the series continued in the ease
manner as would be the case.in an actual experiment.

An a m-attcr of convile:nce all of the test data we. ýaoed for
computaLiuns, nune of the tv-LUal values being discarded, However, &lI
initial tests were niadu at htvls for which the Probability of a reacticon
wN.ms in the range 0< % < 1030, and the effects of entering the prog&..n %t
random levels and at different fixed levels were considered. Each series
of tests, consisting of 100 samples, was repeated 60 Limef, and sLundard
methods of s tatistics.. analysis were used to determine the reproduct-
bklity of the sample estimates,

The levels corresponding to a 5 percent probability of a roaction
were estimated from the averages of the means and standard devi.
ations for eauh group of 50 series.

~C
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B, rRCBIT METHOD

The experimental portion of this method differs from the Bruce-
ton method principally in that the individual test3 are carried out at
levels of stimuli selected by the investigator rather than those dic-
tated by the preceding test result (Re(. 2) , Although both the par-
ticular levels selected and the number of tests made at each level
may be varied within wide limits, in practice, approximately 5 levels
usually are selected which are guessed to fall close to and on either
side of the mean, ard the number uf teiLs at each level is constant,
usually around ZO.

The novel feature of this method is the transformation of the non-
linear percentage reaction versus mLizikulus level plots obtained directly
from the data, to linear plots (assuming a normal distribution) which
Is accomplished by expressing the reaction frequencies in standard
devLation units referred to as "probits, 11 Subsequent manipulation of
the transformed data yields estimates of thA rneftr, standard deviation,
and stAndard deviation of the MMan.

Tihe computer sampling study for this method was carried out
using the same synthetic explosives or ppulations that were used with
,Jll. Bruceton method, the levels for testing being varied to determine
thm extent to which the particular levels selected influeunced the re-
sults. Again 100 samples were used for each test series, 20 being
taken at each of 5 levels, Also, each test series was repeated a
ttz, I of 50 times to permit direct estimates of the reproducibility of
dnth obtained by this r.iethd. The levels corresponding to 5 j'orcent
rcaction were again estimeterd Lom the avr.'ro'ge rcsuite for each group
of 50 series.

C. RESULTS

As indirm'ted above, each series of .100 towts, whether mad',
uetng the Bruceton or Probit method of analy6;s, provictcs e:timates
of th; kneaji, standard deviation, and standard deviation of the me "-. Q

By repeathmi each series 50 times, average values were obtained for
tiach of these estimates based on the calculations peculiar to each
particular method of testing, In addition, application of conventional
methods of statistical analysis to each group of 50 results provided
entimates of the reproducibility of these values. Population values
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for the mean, standard deviations, and standard deviations of the mean
were calculated from the frequency distributions in the usual manner;
the levels corresponding to 5 percent reaction were interpolated from
plots of the cumulative frequency distributions for each population.

The resulta for the Bruceton and Probit methods of analytls
are not str 4otly comparable because of the influence ol the point of
entry for the Bruceton method, and the particular levels selected for
testing for the Probit method. However, generul comparisons, such as
those given in the following sections, are believed to be indicative of
the relative characteristics of the two methods.

The ;cveral populations or 'synthetic explosives" selected for
testing are shown graphically in tIG 1. Also, the probabilities of a
reaction at any given level are summarized for each population in
Table 1, It should be noted that the extreme ends (I to 2 percent) of
each distribution were truncated for convenience in simulating test
data by using pairs of random digits. These populations liiulude both
normal and non-normal (peaked, skewed, and bimodal) types,

Application of either the Bruceton or Probit method assumes
that the distribution of data is nonrme.l, Approximately riormal distri-
butions therefore were selected for the first two populations to obtain
iluta under ideal conditions of testing,

Table 2 summariAes the results obtained by the Druneton method
for population No. 1. Table 3 gives si milar results ior population No, 2
v,.'ch differs largely in that the 50 percent level was rhifted from i
,:ipulation value of -i. Or, •tnich coincides wlth one l the levels selected

for testing, t- 1. 5 which is midway between tMo of the levels selected
rur testing,

The estimated mnean values are in excellent agreement wib 1,1n
popuiation values. Also, the es timated standard deviation. and standard
doviations of the means are very close to the population values with
6cri•e slight bias in the direction of low as thnates bcing evident,, ".iw
bi.s results in slightly high ,stimates of the lovels corresponding to
5 percent reactions, but the discrepancy is of doubtful practical
significance.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the results obtaintd by the Probit
method for populationa No. I and 2. When the levels selected for
Wsting art closely grouped around the mean. all of the estimates are
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Table 1. CmuiuLative Frequenciy DLstrlbutLons for synthetLc Explosives

Values in body of tablo •.ndicate
reaction fr•quoteny at given level, QurnulatLve percont

ionU*J.f Tvne Normal Atrin Peekgd Skiewd Bimodal

Level
0 0 0 O 0 0
12 1 4 2 3
2 9 4 5 12 8
3 23 15 .7 30 23
4 50 37 10 50 53

5 75 63 18 68 68
6 91 85 32 82 73
7 98 96 50 90 76
8 100 99 68 93 76
9 100 82 .95 78

10 90 96 83
it 93 100 93
12 95 to
13 96 100
14 100

I'I

U

m a i am l • g l I l l~q
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Table 2. S.imaray of Bruceton Mothod ReoultA for Normal .istibutioa
(Population glo. 1)

Level for Std, Irror
7irot Tout Rasult of Result
in Seriae

Mean or 50% level
Population value 4,00 -

Seoiple estimate 4 3,9p .03
do 6 4,05 .03
do 2-6* 4,01 ,03

titandard Deviation
Population value - 1,49
smple imate 4 1.37 .04

do 6 1442 ,04
do 2-6* 1.43 o04

itandard Deviation of Mean
Population value - 0.21
lample eatimate 4 0.19 .00

do 6 0.19 .00
do 2-6* 0.20 .01

5. Level
Population value 1.50
IAtApld estimate"* 4 1.74

do 6 1.71, -
do 2.6* 1.66

* The level for thn first test in each series war seleoted at •andom
ftom levels 2 through 6.

*w (M-1.vt4' i ) eomput•d fiom overall average value* for mean and
standard deviation,
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Table 3, Summary of Bruceton Method Results for Normal DjOtrLbution,
(Population No. 2)

Level for std. Error
lirst Teat Re061U of Result
in S G . .. .....

mean or SO% level
Population value 4.50
Sample AstlmAta 2-7* 4.49 0.03

standard Deviation
Population value 1-.48

'ample estimate 2-7* 1.38 0.03

Standard Deviatipn of Mean
Population value- 0.21
sample estimate 2-7* 0.19 0100

5% level
Population value 2.08

SampIe svLLriah~tG* 2-7* 2.22_ _

* The level for the-first test in each series wang selected at vandor
fomn lovalo 2 through 7 OKC00t that the pvobsaility of selecting
levels 2 or 7 waA one-half thit of volecting 3 through 6.

* W 1.-6,."r ý omputed from overa&.I avevagoe vlueu for mean amd
standard deviation.

MIN



Table 4. Summaary o9 Probit Method Reaultu for Normal DistrioutLon
(Population No. 1)

Levels. at S-d. Uror
Whi¢ch Testa Result of RlosuLt
w.. o mad,

Mean or 50%, level
Population value - 4.00 -
sample estitmalte 2-6 4+.00 18

do 0-4 2.89 .04

Standard Deviation
Popu vtion value - i.49 -
Samplo e stimat 2-6 1,51 .04

do 0-4 1.86 ' .12

Standard' Deviation of Mean
Population value - 0,21 -

SAa •po eAtimata 2-6 .22 .00
do 0-4 .32 .02

57% level
Population value 1.58 "
Sample eatimate* 2-6 1.52 -

do 0-4 -. 17 -

* (1-1.645 a' ) computed from overall average values for mean
and st:atadad deviation.
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Table 3- summary of Probit MIethod Results for Normal Distribution
(Population Nlo. 2)

Level* at fild Err'or4
Which Tests Results of Result

- yore madg
Kean or 36 level

Population valuv 4.50
sample estimate 2-6 ..4.24 0.02

do 0.4 3.08 0.05
do 4-8 5.21 0.C

standard Deviation
Population value -1.48

sample estimate 2-6 1.40 0,04
do 0-4 2.72 0,45
do 4-8 1.44 0435

standard Deviation of 1Maan
Population value 0.21
*Adple estimate, 2-6 0,22 0.00I

do 0-4 0.52 0109
do 4-# 0.13 0.01

5"'. Level
Population value 2.08
sample estimate* 2:6 1.84

do o-4 -1.39
do 4-8 2.84

C 011,645 r ) computed from overall averails valilea for mean and
AL.~ndawd deviation.
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Table 6. Summary of Bruceton Method Results for Peaked Distribution
(Population No. 3)

Level for Std. Error
PFirt Test Result of Result
in Seri.s

Mean or 50% level
Population value - 7.00
Sample estimate 3-11* 7.06 0.04

Standard Deviation
Population value ,2.69
sampl. estimte .3-11* 2.21 0.09

Standard Deviation of Mean.
Population value ' . 0.38
Bsaple estimate 3-11* 0.29 0.01

5% level
Population value 2.00
sample estimate** 3-11* 3.42

The lev*X, for the first teat in each series was selected at random
from levels 3 through 11 except that the probability of aelection
of level 7 wan twioe that for the other levels,

** (M-l.645ow) computed from overall average values for meanand
standard deviation.



Table 7. Bummaly of Bruceton Method Results for Skewed Distribution
(Population Ho. 4)

Level for SOd, error
Pirst Teat Result of Resultinl Series ONdau

eaan or 50% level
Population value - 4.32
Sample estimate 1-10* 4,21 0.04

Standard Deviation

Population value 2,20
Sample estimate 1-.0* 2.35 0.12

Standard Deviation of Haan
Population value - 0.31 -
Sample estimate 1-10* 0,31 0.01

5% IAVGI

PopulstLon'value, 1.45
sample etif£iat " l-l10 0,34

* The level for the first test in each series was se.e•ted at raddom
Irom levels 1 through 10.

-NI-1.645 r ) computid from overall, everese values :or aan And
4 standard deviation,
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Table 8. 3,mmary of Probit Method Results f•r Peaked 'DLcs*rbution
(Population No, 3)

Levels at Sd ro
Which Testa Result Sd ro
werib made Of Result

Muas or 50% LUvel
Population value - 7.00 -
sample k8timate 5-9 7.01 0.01

do 0,3,6,9,12 6.92 0.06
do 0-4 2,85 0.06

Standard Deviation
Population value 2.69 ,
Sample esctma�, 5-9 2.10 0.07

do 0,3,6,9,12 6.57 2.75
do 0-4 6,14 1.15

Btandard Deviation of Mean
Population value ,.0.38
sample estimate 5-9 0.30 0.01

do 0,3,6,9,12 1.39 0.62
do 0-4 1,30 0,27

Populateon valu• - 2.0u

Sample estimate% 5-9 3.42 -
do 0,3,6,9,12 -3.89 "
do 0-4 -7,25 -

0 !M-1,60 ) ecm;.tid i.rom ".rall avereja val.uss ior mean and'
standard dc•.aton.



Tabe 9. ISunmary of Prob-t M(thod Rsault• for ShvWed DisLtrbution
(Popul•tion No. .4)

Lavels at Which Std, EMom d Re ul .. .. . .. . .. .....
o , ......... Taes ;ea;: made pejl jauInult.

i Mean or 50% Leval

Population value - 4.32 -
sample estimate 3-7 4,72 0.04

do 0,2,4,6,8 4.27 0.0
do 0-4 2.61 0.03

1tandard Deviation
lopulation value 2.20
Samplo estimate 3:7 0.21 0.07

do 0,2,4,6,8 1.49 0.95
do 04 0.3 0.01

Population value 0-. 3 15.eeldo 0,0.340.01

lample el 3w7 1.07a

do 0,i2,4/,6,6; -7.25

do 0-4 -0-.16*

*•40l..645 r ) computed frA.. overall average valuss for a ,A- &4

tandar•4 devistLon. IO

I
!



'jabla 3.0, Summary of Bruceton Hthnd Retsu3.lts for Bimodal Ds.atribut'Lon
(Popu lation No. 5)

Levo LotSt~d, Iwvot

first Test, Result. ofRIs lin Series. ....

Mean or: 50% La+val
Population value - .1.•6

Sample estimate 2 4.22 0.05
%,o 7 C;40 0.04

do 1.1 4.84 0.04
do 2-11* .4,47 0.05

8tandard Deviattion
Population value- 3,23 -
sasmple esti.mate 2 2.10 0.10

do 7 2,33 0.10
do 11 5.41 0.1700 1-11* 3.24• 0.133

Staindar:d Devitil:on of Mean
Populat~ion value 0,46

ilmAeu tOk 2 .2 0,01

do 7 0.32 0,02do 11 0,44 0108
do 2-11" 0, .3 0.06

5% Level
Population vA%. 1.,60 -

Sample estimate 0.77
do 7 03,24 -
do 1. -4.06 -
do 2-13* 0.86 -

04 The levol for the fi#L' Lob. was selected at random from lavel1 2

through it,

** 04-1,645 r ) computed 'rom overall average valuea for man and

.standard deviation.
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iu excellent tgreement with the population values, However, when the
levels selected for testing are distributed solely below the mean, the
deviations between the sample estimates and population values for the
mean and standard deviations become appreciable, and the sk&aplt419ti-
mortes of the levels corresponding to 5 percent probability of reactions
deviate marlý,dly from the population values,

Tables 6 through 9 summarize results for two poipulations which

Fre either peaked or skewed and thus depart appreciably from normality
as shown in FIG 1. Fo.v the Bruceton method, the, mean and standard
deviations for population No. 3 are in good agreement with the popu-
lation values, whereas the deviation for the level corresponding to 5
percent reactions is somewhat l.arger. This discrepa.ncy is caused by the
decreasing slope of the cumulative distribution curve shown in FIG I for
values below approximately 15 percent. For population No, 4, 'he slope of
the distribution curve increases for this game range of values, and the
agreemetit botwo•r rinnulation values and sample estimates for the 5
percent level Is slightly better,

Probit method results for populat.on No. 3 are similar to those
for the Bruceton method when the levels selected for testing are closely
grouped around the mean. However, when the levels were dispersed over
tht. eidre range of those available, the agreement deteriorated appre-
clpb-i7 . When the levels were limited to the lower half of the distribtlton,
the sample estimate of the level correspohding to 5 percent reactions was
markedly in error in the opposite direction to that noted when the samples
wer'u i,losely grouped around the mean. Results for population No. 4
exhlli~ed somewhat different ticids with the . percent levels estimatea
from samples ciosely grouped arund the mcr-n end those limited to the
lower half of the distribution be',,s in rinser agreement with the popu-
lation ,.alues, than that for which the sampling levels were dispers.'.-
over tne entire range,

Tables 10 anwI I1 summarize results for a bimodal populatLcn, No, 5,
(i. e, , the distribution resulting from combinaticn mf two u~her divtri-
butionr.:) such as might be expected for the mixtures uf diverse chcmi',!a.'
i'ompounds used for proprietary nmaterials. Bruceton method
estimates of the 5 percent levels were particularly sensitive to the
level selected for the first test, Inspection of some of tho individual
test data indicated that when the first test of a series war made In that
portion of the combined distribution corresponding' to the larger of
the two single distrIbutions, there was ar appreciable numb'gr of in-
stances in which the entire series was confined to that portion of the

'I
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distribution, For these efertis, the characteristics of the smaller die-
tribution would have little influence on the results, This situation,
did not occur when the first level selected for testing was in t~hat
portion of the cornbijied distribution corresponding to the smaller of
the two single distributions. However, esgardless of the point of entry
selected, the sample estimates of the 5 percent levels were not con.
sldorcd to bo in muLisfactory aja-wek•ent with the population values,

Probit method results for this distribution also were extremely
sensitive to the particular levels selected for testing with agreement
ranging from poor, in some instances, to ridiculous in others,

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The result%!sreported herein,
as well as similar results for several, other popu;atLons which'have
not been included, demonstrate conClusively that taste at levelseo-
cated close to the mean value of a normal distribution provide ,excel-
lent estimates of the characteristics of the .popuiatlonrregardlesae of
whether the Bruceton or Probit method is used, However, when the
distribution is non-normal, and, particularly, when it is bimodal in
character, the estimates provide only vough indications of the popu-
lation parameters, and in particular, the estimates of the levels 1
c.L, responding to very large or very small pehcentags reactions be-'
come extvemely uinreliable. These discrepancios are the direct re-
sult of linear extrapolations of non-linear data, No relief from this
problem is possible with the Bruceton method, which is specifically
lriekkdad to concentrate the testing at levels close tothe moan. -How-
ever, with the Probit method, the operator is ire* to select the leveos
at whireh toeto A i.. .. led out and can thus concenti.ato his efforts on
the partictti-j' and of the distribution of' groatest interest for his appli-
..ation. The results o.btained in this investigsialon, howevear, Ao not in-
6lcate that even this modificsation provides reliable estimates of any
cf the statistical parameters considered since linear extrn.,oInt lol
axnd interpolation are still used with non-linear data.

Most launch vehicle applications are concerned with either 4-h,-
high or low end of a distribution, In fact, probably no point of the die-
tribudiLi is ul loes practical significance than the 50 percent point. Thus,

an explosive of 50 percent response to a given stimulus would-be un-
acceptable from either a performance or safety point of view, Con-
versely, levels corresponding to very large or very small percentage
reactions, usually 95-5 or 99-1, must be considered. Results given in
this report indicate that neither the Bruceton or Probit methods provide
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reliable estimates of stimuli corresponding to very large or small prob-
abilities of reaction unless the population is normally distributed, For
many applications, the requirement of a "normal distribution" may be
satisfied if only that portion near the mean approximates a normal dis-
tribution, However, for reliability and safety applications, the normality
of the distribution must include not only that area around the mean but
also the area between the mean and the percentage frequency of intmesat.
Assumption of such normality does not appear jurtifiablc In view of the
heterogeneous character of the systems undergoing test, Determination
of the normality or lack of normality of such a systein would require ex-
penditures of time and effort in excess of those which can be justified,
It is recognized, however, that valid comparisons of parameters for re..
lated distributions are sometimes possible even when thea asumption of
normality is appreciably in error,

To obtain additional information regarding the normality oi distri-
buttons encountered in actual testing, results of LOX impact tests on a
number of materials were examined, Only a few of thene materials
gave results which could be reasonably interpreted as normal, the dis-
tributions for the other materials Varying widely, P10 Z presents typi-
cal curves for one normalhy (titanium alloy) and two non-normally dis-
tributed set* of data. The curve for pickled tULauiluit is u- parLluular
interest in that the slope of the curve changes sign twice within a rela-
tlvely narrow range of impact energies, OrdinariLy, cumulative fre-
quency distributions a*re obtained by cumulating frequency of occurrence
deta. The nature of the cumulating process io such that changes in the
suj'i of the slope of the data are precluded. Conversely, for sensitivity
te , data, each point on the curve is determined direct)y and no co:n-u-
lating operation is Tinv-.'l, 'The changes in sign rrotcd tor these data, a
a&,d also for data reported b. other inv.stigators, suggest that the mech-
anlem of the process is conm.plex and varies with the level of v4trnuluI
supplied. It, therefure, ims debtaeble -o Lu whe.hur the data should be
cý.;,iidered to represent a frequency distribution in any sense of thm word,

In view of these consideratione, It appears that the best method
available at this tirne is to carry out a systematic search for a sensn*if'Ly
threshold corresponding to sorne acceptablc freq~uency, of reaction an-i to j
utilize graphical and statistical techniques to evaluate the resulte,, Such
a procedure is used in LOX impact testing at this Center, It should be
noted that data for such a procedure can be subjected tothe Probit
calcuations, in the event that estimates of the mean and/or standard
deviations are considered essential.
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THE IMPACT OF ADMINISTRATIVE LIMITATIONS
ON THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMIENTS

Gerhard J. Isaac
U. S, Army Medical Research and Nutrition Laboratory

Denver, Colorado

ABT•.PTL Experiments often must be carried out with less than ideal
designs because of limitations having their origin at administrative levels.
Designs may be modified to reflect administrative decisions on the utiliration
of available resources of personnel, funds, and equipment in a research pro-
gram. The nature and affect of some of these modifications is discussed, An
example is presented and some alternatives are explored.

Expeiimental designs often are influenced by administrative limitations
placed upon the experimenter or the research unit. The result may be a frustrated
researcher, or at least one vhoso ingenuity may be sorely tried as he searohas
for a feasible compromise between what ho considers an ideal design for ex-
ploring the problem and the practical realities of tho situation. This may also
place a heavy burden orn the statistioian-.advisor In suggesting i statistical
design which will maximize the quantity .and quality of information obtained
,!nder somewhat less than ideal conditions,

The limitations referred to are those having their origin at administra-
tive lovels rather than at tioe research level, They may be in the nature of
.'.-Ifc directives related to particular activities, merely general statements

nf ioulicy, or even not specifically spelled out at all, Thn impositiov. of tim,
Ilitts moy hn nne t','m-n, u limitation, The necessity fcr an early administrative
detjuihun may ,;,Ad to a request for a qukk answr to some research problem.
P"rhaps more often the aaillbility ci funds or persocnnel is aL lac"R, Closely
rt. tated is the question of priorities for various projects. Or even the fa(Ii•''ns
a%,.,lahle are limited and expansion is impossible, In other w,.ids, we art,
uor-cerned with the impact on the design of research projects of administrativc
det'Lsions on the utilization of available resources of pcrsurnnei, equipmant
ancL funds in accomplishing the mission of the organization.

The thought might be interpolated here that the experimenter himself
also makes many sirtilar decisions when he decides how he is to divide his
time aod effort among various project, or sugments of projects, Actually in
practice there is a marging of these influencus in the final decisions regarding
opur at I n n
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In his first thinking about a problem an experimenter may feel that
an •extensive experiment is required because existing knowledge about the
problem is very limited. A re-statement of the problem may provide a setting
fbr developing, within the various limitations present, a design which La both
feasible and statistically valid, It is, of course, always assumed that rele-
vant findings of others hove been examined to provide guidance in delimiting
the scope of the project, Repetition of the work of others simply to me* if
you can duplicate their procedures can be a wasteful process. This io not to
say that thure may not At times be reasons to repeat esperiments of others to
see if the conditions can be reproduced and confirmatory results obtained.
But, repetition simply for the sake of repetition can be wasteful of resources.

Let us then explore some of the consequences of the imposition of
administrative limitetions on the conduct of experiments. Adjueting the design
to meet the situatiOn can be done in many different ways. It has already been
mentioned that a restatement of the problem may provide the basis for modifying
the original proposa.L Some obvious changes quickly come to ritnd. A smaller
number of subjects might be used or the number of treatment levels reduced.
The experimental period might be shortened. Test parameters which aife to be
evaluated might be restricted. Sometimes a pilot stady is an economical way
to establish limits within which the final study is run, With careful planding
a ptlot study can be part of the initial stages of a more comprehensive study,
With limits established for the area of primary interest Ut may become possible
to us a fairly simple deeign with straight forward comparisons. This statement
is riot intended to imply that it may.nnt he desirable to usr factorials or other
de*lV.i forms which inctease the information available more rapidly then the
cost.

In making adjuitments In the Jestgi., iaro must be .xeroimed to insure
that tho design aoes not end up 'unbalanced" and introduce oonpli.cz'nns
into tho statistical analysis and the interpretation of the results. Unbalanaoi
is noL :necespartly fatal, but it could be if the implications to the a,0al•'its
were rot fully anticipated in redesigning the experiment. If not anticipated,
the statistician might be faced with a "salvage Job" or a groat loss of informa-
tion briauso an important part of the data became unanalyxable.

How will the statistician moet these problems? Mention has been
made of the use of smaller ntimbers of sublects. 8Sandard statistics text
books contain discussions of the effect upon the inferences to be drawn of
changes in the numbers of subjects or observations. Somewhere along the
line it is always potntAd o•t that th. 'imleation oi the number of observations

I
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to be used depends in part on the variability expected in the various parameters,
and on the precision of the measurements. The probability that inferenuus
about a population or universb drawn from sample observations are valid de-
pends upon such factors as these. Important in the problem then Is the pro-
bability level that is considered appropriate in the case of a partioular experi-
ment.

Except in the most unusual situations replicate determinations should
be performred. Ur~ually duplioated ere enough, though if the particu~lar proce-
dure is known to lack precision it might be well to use triplicates, The de-
cision tests on the variability expected to occur in the individual measurements,
The variability uxpeoted among the subjects in turn has much to do with the
number of suboiects to be used. Equally important hare is the size of the dif-
ferences between treatment groups which Will be considered important. The
sample slaz must be large enough to detect differences that are important In
the light of what is known or estimrted about the variation in the population.
It could lead to unfortunate consequences if decisions on these matteas, £oi
example, rested solely on the avaflabillity of personnel, rather than taking into
account variations of the types just mentioned. However, to the extent that
the presenco of administrative limitations forces harder thinking and more
careful planning, and thus leads to a "tighter" dosign, the results may even
be beneficial in the long run,

I would now like to explore with you a speuialo project, the dLaign of
which required taking into account some administrative limttations of the types
" have been talking about, Briefly, the purpose at this project is to tuWL Ln
the field five different rlt[lari designed for non-resunpl!' bituations of perhaps
IQ days dur&''•n for small groups of r'.n. 6turly parameters include certain
hlochemical proceadures on blood wid urine samples, parformAnce tests, and
mne subjects' evaluation of the rations. Out of this study will Comu at"'nrients
rugarding the nutritiunal adequacy and acceptability of the tent railons. Also,
o is expected that suggestions will come up that might aid in thp duvelopmert
of improved rations for use in this particular type of field situation.

The ideal de3ign that immediately comes to mird is to organi.ie 5 patrol
groups and set up a S r5 latin square pattern for feeding the rations. In this
way each man would he on each ration sometime during the test, and during
each cycle each ration would be tested under the same prevailing environmental
conditions,

• w • • i a mr•
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The time required would be the 10 days in the field during each cycle
plus a rest period between patrols, A rest period of this kind serves two pur- S

poses. One is a recovory from the prior test conditions before being subjected
to a new test, The other purpose is to give time for remeasurement of basal
study parameters, This would permit reestablishment of normal values for

each man immediately prior to entering a new phase of the experiment. Inci-
dentally a morale factor is also involved. It would be difficult to maintain
morale among the troops if they were on patrol continuously for a period as long
as required by a i0rojeot of this kind,

It was pointed out that a full schedule on a 5x 5 latin square pattern

would tie up the troops and test personnel invulved for nearly 90 days. This
was considered excessive and a limit of approximately 55 days was set. In
partial mitigation it was determined that 60 men might be counted on, so that
6 test groups of 10 men each could be formed. With regard to the test rations
It was noted that numbers I, 3, and 5 were oonsideridd slightly more Important
than 2 and 4.

With these speotfiaartons before us the problem was to set up a work-
able design for the field work. The plan established providod for 6 groups of
i0 men each who were to be sent an 10 day patrols, three different times. Thu
rdu,:.r to be carried and consumed by each group was assigned by a random
pco>.-.dure for each phase, with the modification that rations 1, 3, and 5 appear ' .

four times and 2 and 4 appear three times (Table 1). After the patrol croupi V
are for med they will be assigned to feeding sequences A thiough r by drawir,7 'II
uut. ur a hat or other randium ptiuts.,

T'AbLkL 1. ASSIGNMEN' OF RATIONS TO GRGuPS AND PHASES

Patrol g•roup ..

A __ _ • A

Pihas 1 3 1 2 5 4 3

Phase 2 5 4 5 2 3 1

Phase 3 1 3 1 4 2 5
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How have we fared in ustting up our design? We have assured that
no patrul group tests the some ration twice. During each phase all rations
are tested, with 3, 5 and I each durlicated in one of the three phases. The
overall time, including preliminary briefing, "before" and "after" studies,
10 day patrols, and 5 day rest periods, will be kept to 55 days, In.terms of
the administrative limitations imposed we have met the specifications.

What about the analysis and the inferences to be drawn from the results?
For any of the test parameters where hýirgo differences appear there should bu
no problem. It is in the area of the more subtle differences that there may be
a problem, Will we have to say that we expect considerable variation among
the men because of the nature of the test? Any questions dealing with the
,subjects' evaluation of the rations will have all the subjective elements that
ouuui in all food acceptability tests, The bioohemical procedures are reason-
ably precise and o0 -ective, though variation among normal subjects often is
great, The performance tests also are essentially objective, but in this atea
there alwaya is some question about the effect of motivation on test scores
and about the physiological validity of the tasts as measures of response to
the various rations.

in this teist our first interest Is in the nutritional adequacy of the diet
i,; maintaining a soldier, operating under the prescribod conditions, as an
mtftiient fighting machine. Next In importance is the acceptability of the
r•ton because of the relation of acceptability to adequate Intake and tc morale
generally.

In ooiolusion thor, T ,iggest that in a tst of tho !W.tld described,
the desigit ahuuld be develop.J ss far ms posalbie in accord with sound
statistical pactices, but thbt .orne deviations from the ideal are not neces-
sarily fatal sLnce the interest is more in gross differences than in u,.0- nf
d nore subtle naturo.



VERIFICATION OF PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE
INSPECTION BY ATTRIBUTES*

Joseph Mandelson
Directorate ior Quality Assurance, Chemical Corps Materiel Command

Edgewood Arsenal Maryland

The prametork of reference of thit paper if tnat of Department of
Defense Handbook Ht09, 6 May 1960, "Statistical Proceduaer for Deters
maiint Validity of Supplierse Attributes Inspection. 1d The purpose of the
poper is to reveal thi thinkins which iuided the statiostacl research peo-
bormed and which must form the groundwork for the administrative uses
Vq uhirh the Handbook can be put. e 1a 9 may be applied to an inhreimingly
popular contractual arrangement between sonsumer and supplier ti ino
dustrlal and governmental circles. This arranoement now iores ofmjor
the procurement pollicy of the w hpartmeet of o ns, namelyi-thatthe the.
supplier, prior to offering his product for atcepoance, will performi thepr
inspections and tests necessary oo asetrein that the material meets all
quality requirements cantlishaed by the insthe prou e s tu bad'e it of the
contrati, To do this, the supplier binds himself to establish c'rsysteo r of
quality inspection over and above his own system of quality caotrol, to cover
all those quality characteristics, inspection procedures and tests required
by the consumer to satisfy him that the product mmst# all contract %&I
reiquirerments which define material Acceptable to him.

One aspect just prnntioned may be a bit confusing. It may not be
immediately apparent why th~e supplier should institutw a quality inspt.!ction

Tyhtem over and in addition to his quality control dystem. a t in a thsker
selective in quality control to watch te than the e s osanuacturid pro.
cens on rnrfr peris qionty characteristics of pa ter-.st Lo minimiss pro
d-orlon of no,,-conforming Items. When su•ch rmaterisL seem$ about to Ibe
pý:oduced, Suitable change& are instituted in the process tu bri-t It batck
Into statistical control and to continue production of conforraisg mate, 1.1
Or the other hand, the major objective of the qua~lity Inspecticn 4,1ytent
i r to determ~ine that the inaterial manufactured mcote all ;L.A!,ty require-
m~onts prescribed in the contract, lin a sense, it ic a .measure of tike
salccess of the quality control system,

SThis paper Was presented at the Conference on Rcl.ia•llity Assurance

Tec~hniques for Semi-Conductor Specification, and appears in the Pro.
ceedings of this conference. We wish to thank the editors of said Pro-
,ýeodings for permission to reprint this paper.
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Tro ret.lrn to the policy of the Department of Definuo aind ot mAý'yin-
duotrial consumers, for many practical rettioais, they inois*kthat the
supplier offer for acceptance only material w~Ach he has g 044ui ud 441fig'
dient reason to believe conforms w.ith all contract rAquireotni~ltm' The only'
way to gain such knowledge objectively is to- perfo~rm .conscierntiouelý and
competently the various inspections and tents by whiph'tho oohtract de.
fine@ product acceptAbility. This, of course, 'clearly requires tha~t-thei
supplier establish a system of quality inspection for hi's finishe d pro duct
which parallel@ the system which the consumer, MUst plan tBo sUrO that.
the quality provi Aioiiu of the contract are~bisiag. honored.' .'The Ouppltq
will certainly inerlude thlb cost oiliis quality i"ispetioný system ihn l-
over-all item cost; the conisumer must extpect thi*, At the *iMo
since the consumer will eventually pay its cost, he has a speol! 1: right ,-

and intiorest in the supplier's quality inspectioiq:sydtomii one Miight sY
a proprietary interest. In a sense, the* 5dahoeth isbitying cot wi~iy 4"'.
product but a service -- the quality inspection system. The adnsltieir.
can usid the supplier's system to reduce his own cpane1gqto
cost and yet lose little, if anything, in assurance of product. 4uauity,

This can UG done through procedures collectively called Pprodudt
verification" based on the followintg philogophyt It the CapiJierls quality
inspection system to competently established and run-Lso that it yieslds
viaw4, objective, data, equivalent in all respecti'to the data~thi ý' u4 ~Q 1e
hnim~tlf would get by inspecting the same lot, then the supplieirs data, are
just as trustworthy as a basis for acceptance as the cotisurner's. 1.a~en
if the liktttr is assured that the supplier's quality inspection system y~slds
vaiicl Hata., he may torthwith accept any ma~terial the supplier offers for
he rnaay confidently expert it t~o r,-et contractual reqtairenerits were heo

himowlf to inspect it fully. Thi~i assurarce iri cbtatned by the procedures

collectively described as producL ve~rification,I
Tie first step in product verification is to determine that the supplier

has thet organization and phtysical means in being or availeble t, him t.:
perborm all the inspections and tests required by the contract to determine
the ac~ceptability of the product, This means not caaly the sevaral Bages
Qnd pie,,** of equipment involved, but the means to calibrate or mtn'...r ize '
them periodleally as required.

The next stop is to determine that the supplier has a definite plktn or
program for using this equipment as specified and that thq persmonnel
ap' igned to do this work are competent in all technical and administrative
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phasas. The consumer must particularly be satisfied that the supplier ham
establAsihOd s. reporting system. that will make nvaliable to both parties
complete and timely information as to the technical fihdings~of the quality
inepections.

Third, the consumer must be sure that the supplier's quality inspection
parbunnal and his n-wn acceptance personnel uetosme Inspeution and
test procedures and et&~ndirds s6 that they pt th#' same result, an iztipectiftl
a given sample. To avoid differences, mi sunder standing a and disputes,
visual quality standards should b~i established to the oxCtent re.juivsd so
that, ideally, both parties would always agree as, to whether a Siven itemn
Is defective.

Fourth, we,enter upon validation, the field of coverage of H109, The*
consumer mule perform hi,ý own ,irlopeotions and tosts of the material
offerod for acceotance. It' s not the primy ;arom WS tii, apiiy

detrmie te ccsptabiiity of the niiteriai inspected, Rahrteobjctive
is to determine whether the rtsult% obtained by the supplier's quality.'
inspeution system are valid and .!smntialy the same. as thopi oftiLaed by.
the consumer and may, therefore, be used to justify acceptance 6f the
material offered, In other words, the supplier offers for acceptance
lots of material which hi's quality inspection 4 ystsem has. &4.nd, through 2
objective evidence, to meet all contractual requirements, If his resialts,
a re determinedi to be valid by the c si~umer, then the latter shoulrdobe
willing to accept the supplier'. inspetition data as suffictitL evidence of
O.iv atsweptabillty of the material. It to assumed that t~je cozisurner's
I- -,,ection results are a standard. lIfthe results generated by the supplier's
cqv.tlity Inspection system are essentially the same as the standar4, then
.%LreptanCe MEy fa4'j~p zud properly be based up-on ther.4.

The essence of the product verification whi%.h Dspar~tannt ,f Defense
policy requires of the Government inspector, then, is to determine tno.

611 tunce of the physical means and organipation for quality inspe-tion,
of die necessary training and know-how on the part of tho supylior'sa
pe.rsonnel using these moans, and continued zurveillanre of the apprar~tus
and procedures employed. Validation is the last stop and is a tool for'
checking the effectiveness of' the entire system Hf qualit~y inapectton 'which
is constantly under surveillance by the consumer's inspector, IL is plain,
from the breadth of responsibilities necessarily associated with this
policy, that the consurner's inspector's span of rzapkbilities anid competence
must be far beyond those of the gage-pushing inspector of yesteryear if
hie is to be expected to perform comp~etently the duties laid upon him.
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For one thing, he must be thoroughly familiar with the concepts laid down
in this paper and equally with the new responsibillties he besats. He must.,
recogniso that the specific techniques necessary to o0ocuta thise reepon4

sibilities may be expected to vary, and therefore must be developed saew,
ain sch supplier's plant, This program preuants a definite challenge to

the old-line inspector directed toward the up-gisttih 61 his abilities in
"the modern a,.

The purpose of validation Is to check tht supplier's system of inspection.
Hence, it is desired to check r•suJ•s on both accepted and ij lotpf or
these will enter into computation of the proces *.4vetale whidh, In MIL.
STD 105, controls reduced, normal, and tightened inspection, It is the
consumer's purpose, thdeh, to uise his vagl1lglion rselt. Ittj•-stify th•edita,
.- ie'orated by the suppleier's quality indpedtton systeml hie is.not14Vylut6g,
find whether to ac•pot th.mateiif. "It it thi pot wwh in t'mt
difficult, for the newcomer to validation to grap, As oig as the 0p0ltir"s'
results kre found valid, his date may propiily be used to' justiyy, aopan~ e
of the material he otlers as meeting all rsqtrjewqit, When the anoumer's
results appear to differ significantly from Itho0e. of the 84ppli et, as indicated
in applicastinri of Ta~ble I or Table III of H1091 then the consumerd ftpt.e,;

msentative m ult r a t"'he e* pp lie 's quaity lns ei uh sn e tlt•i!EO) " Et , r

thuiO 14 seems to be littlepoini in tsiw he supplier *etl -t th'. his" h6`
dl.. do not jibe with those of athe onsumew unless h• oan be toldWhy, In
this trea, oere must keep his crltscim constructive but this deies not
absolve the supplier trem te reepnsibility of.reviewing his own activity
once se is told the validity of his ata is in qu stion.

Department of Defense Hsvtabook HIC'9 waw prepared to turnish stativ.
tical tools whereby the validity at the auppiier's deta a-ay be adiudged in
comp.wrison with data obtained in validation inspection. Since the Hatt,'.
book is intended for use by inspectors in the field, it was deoigned tQ
requi re a minimum of computation, both in quantity and spphistcation,
and the procedures were simplified to the degree possible. The purpose
was to publish a procedure which would require no previous statistical
baclground on the part of the usetr.

It in assumed in H109 that the supplier has already inspected and
tested the lot in question for all qtiality characteo'ltics listed in con-
tractual requirements and that the data generated have boen made
available in detail to the consumer. It does not matter whether the lot
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was (%ýund acceptable or reJect•Ale, In either case, the consumer may
sample and test the same !lot for the -purpose of verifying the validity of
the data furnished by the supplier. 'He takes a sample-of such size, that
the ratio of the supplier's samaple to his is r, where r - 1, 2, 3, S, or 8,
as shown in Table It H109, The consumer inspects the sample and finds
a number of defects or defective$, say do. He compares d0 with do$
the number of defects or defectives found by the supplier in him sample,
This comrparison is made !in Table I which furnishes the lira it for do for,
any d. within the gv.n sM•mpla ratios, r, It this limit is equalled or
et.oo•4a .':. Ve ..p:bas4i-Aot. Ofay proceed on the theory that the supplier., I
data stie- invalid and that, -therefore, his quality inspection eystam should

,be reyiewed to detect the. shortcomming,•reiponsible, -If such shlawtcorm1 nS
is Adund, the consumer should rejobtftho supplier'es. .. i0Oa tb lotin
question~and esuctitute )ik sown asp. ba.ssto 4 e•ig th.cae l.te ,
acceptiblie or otherwise, The "action""limit of Table, I was computed ont,
a 5-percent level of statistical significan'ce so the change is s*Aeolent
that an"action" indication will result in. Aading a treue pitysical d sparncy.
However, the possibility still rem'nai' that no shortcomin$ 'really exists.
In this case, there is as much reason to trust one set of data as the other
but it is perhaps most fair to .request 'the supplier to peform:.a reinopeption
of the qu estionable lot under the direct surveillance of tho'coneumer, I
Inspector.

H109 also contains procedures to detect small biases or insidious
discrepancies which cause relatively small bias in Lhe results and,
therefore, would show up only in a sort of historical review of the evi-

sence frots a number of consecutive validations, Thus, Table I ýndicatos
iscrep•,it ,eit,14-n frw•,, a single validation, bitt the tendency for discrepant

vd~lidation r'wults to accuriulats in a sequence of validations is picked up
by Tables II and Ill, M109, Thus, from Table 11 (which has -!,fewent
xections, one for each value of r) we can obtain a so-called "check rati..4"
,.'r each pair of dc and de observed from each validativs 3es'tr"•rned,

The check ratings obtained from Table 1I are equally valid when different
r's are used or for different detects or defect clavesa. Its omnibus nature
toakes it quite flexible and valuable, The check ratings are adde.d tullether

and their sum compared with the "median" values and the "warning" and
"actioni" limits given in Table IlI for the number of lots whose check rating,
are summed, The median value is what ts expected it the supplier's results
are commensurate with those of the consumer. If the summed check ratings
reach the "Warning Critical Value" there Is reason to seek a discrepancy
in the supplier's qua'Oty inspection system. As before, this limit was
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calculated at a 5-p.rcont level of statistitt%.l significance and the action
to be taken ts that already described, However, if the "Action
Critical Value" is reachad (at the l-percent level of signifioance) the
consumer is justified in rejecting the supplier's data, whether or not
he has been able to locate the source o' trouble in the latter's system.

Whenever observed differences hL ve been traced to some shortcoming
in the supplier's quality inspection system and the system ham been corrected
to the cuniumer'a satisfaction, he can start on & now cyc'le of validation,
Until some shortcoming has been found and corrected, there is no reason
for starting a new cycle.

Cuite aside from the contractual nature of the agreement, the supplier
must always recognise that his quality inspection system is being -sold
as sa riervice to the consumer and, as such, must satisfy him as to the
propriety of its structure, procedures, and resultl, -the validity of Which
is checked by his product verification activities. The supplier muiri
always be willing to modify or Improve his systemn as requestid by the
consumer so long as the validity of his resultsis not NfteOtddVhersely
thereby, The supplier's willingness to please the consumer items from
recognition that the latter is paying for the system and uses the data it
generates as & basis for acceptance of the product.

j



ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF MISSILE TrAIECTORY
MEASURING SYSTEMS

Oliver L. Kingsley end Bernie R. Free
Range Instrumentation Systems Office

White Bands Missile Range
New Mexico

1. IMRBDMUTZ9b.. four flight toests have been conduptesd -for Lite,
study' of accuracy end precision of missile trajectory measuring systems at
White Sands Missile Range. Data colleoted from the first two tests have
been analysed# interim report! have been published, and high light' of the
results were presented by Mr. Kingsley atpieviul, nn,9fArandi on'the dAsign
of experiments. Data from the third flight test is in the process of being an•.'
lysed.

The purpose of this paper is to present a summary of the results from
the third flight test and to compare them with results from the first two tests.
The four tracking systems to be discussed are the ballistic camera,_ Askalni
ainetheodolite, DOVAP, and FPS- 16 radar.

The ballistic comner!, which isa fixed cammre, photographs a flashing
light on the missile against a star-trail background The plate from each oam-
are yields angular date end missile position is computed using the method of
over-determination.

Th: AkanLao r•trehe md.:lf.te is a tracking vanwmra, It photographs the
missile along with internal t.i0s which show the asimuth and elevation angles
,.f the optical axis for esiuh frame of the film, Position date io ý.,:,noutad using
tht, over-determination method.

DOVAP is a continuous wave eleotronic system whiulh uttle, the
doppler principle to determine position data.

sach rPn-16 radar muoaures rauge and :zimuth and elevation angles.
Data from each radar can be used to eatirnate the missile trajectory, or data
from several radars can be combined to give a oomposite estimate, The radars
from which date is combined form a oompostto radar slstem.

Although the term "system" is sometimes uoed in this analysis to refer
to one of the four trajectory measuring mystnrm, in a broader sense it means
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the end-to-end process of collecting, converting, redgoqtilrqndJ.porttng
position data. it is in .hka broader sense that the eptir1mtes ofiaaCurr&ioy and
precision have meaning. Zn other words, the data on whichanalyses were
performed contain the offeots of final dete reduction and reporting.

The analysis for tht third teat covewod three settions of th'.trijectory
as shown in Table I. Date were available from all systemso except IOVAP,
for all three trajectory sections. Date were Available from• the DOVAP system
for Section I only. The bias error analysis for each system Will be-presented
first. Then the precision analysis will be discussed. Significant improve-
ments in system performance will be pointed out.

TABLtZ I

: Seotion I Data Points Nominal Time Along
Sampled Trajectory (aecohids)," '

, 4S 34 to 60

i t 44 101 to 125

5 III bs 1 to 192

it.~~- BI.-. ER M&M-

A. Balliatt.. eamira. When properly located the ballistic cameraI
systom can yield very good unbiased trajectory date. For this twasu, 'ht
ballitu.o camera system was chosen as the bias standard for WIMR and bias
errors in the system are assumed to be zero. Using data from the baltlitin

omera iyetem, bias estimates for the other systems waze obtained &ts followal

A parameter measured by the jth instrumentation syttem at the iti t'na
may be expressed si%

xtj " xtt + bij + Go

Where xti - the true value of the parameter at the ith time,

bij e the bitis error of tho Jth system at the ith time,

and eij a the, random error of the jth system at t•he ith time,
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An error for the Jth system at the ith time is written as
*xij •x x1 30

where 80 represaents the ballistic camra system, This can be
rewritten Uau

Ax b1j +4 b + *, Do.), bij + eLj sjBO

since it is assumed thatb 0, Next, it is assumred that tho.,SUm
of the n random errors assatiateEitth the n, measurements made by the jth
system goes to zero. This assurnption is written as:

r a 0. a ny instrumentation system)

Now, if the Ax are surnined for the n measuremonts, we have

XLU bij +.~ej-~I

The lest two teo'k on the right go to zero under the Above aseumption
and the equation becomes:

n n

The sum of the left can be computed directly from data ,ruu. 'ý'q Ith
'.ystem and corresponding data from the ballistic aearnr system, It is an
ur,timate nf the sum of the n bias errors, bij, associated with the n moesure-
ments made by the jth system. On taking the merin as follows

n 1

n n t i1

the expremsion on the left 1'lelds a bias estimate for the jth system.

ft. Askanie Cinetneodolite. Table UIpresents bias estimates, in terms
of cartesian components, obtained from tho firaL Lhree tests. These estimates
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TASLE 11

RZAN RNTIMATRI POR ABKANA CINKTUR69OLITK1

'Vltlilt Askmans Componowu; Mi$nus sea# uco"Giot
lost(0 tima~le In heR)

1 4-7-2

2 3 1 030

3 4 - 2

TABLE III

BIAM RITZMA'TKI F6R DOVAP

Frlight IDOVAP Compomant Minus BeC. CompotlcnI
Test (latimatam in rest)

- M EL.- cast M5

2.46 .20 -80

2 24 7 -45

3 (36.9 n, Xi -, 12.

-3oB9. 13
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were computed using trajectory data from all sections. For each component
the bias )LhLwates obtaenhd from the three tests are alike in sign and similar
in magnitude. Estimates for the North and East oomponents are retsonablV
small, whereas they are consistently larger in the Up oom,)onent. Apparently,
the corrected elevation angles arm smaller than the 'true elevation angles.
Perhaps a better approximation of the refraotiun correction would yield a desired
improvement of the negative bias in the Up component.

For Test No. 3 all three component bias estimates were signifilant at
the 5% level compared to an expected value of zero, Also, the analysis of
variance of error data revealed a significant shift in the magnitude of lystem
bias over Slotion Iin the North oo'mponent, Saction It in all three components,
and Seacion III in the North and Up components.

C, DOVAP. Test No. 3 was instrumented with two DOVAP system-..
The standard system. operated at 36. 2 me. The se!.ond system, which operated,
at 36,'9 mc, was used to toot the Interstate Transponder, OVAP'date were
available in Section I only. Table III presents the component bias oetimate,
for the system for the first three tests,

(41

Each test revealed improved system blas, Eleotronic reading and
digitizing equipment was introduced Into the reduction pro•ess on Toet No, 2,
For Test No. 3 signal propagation velocities ýNore estimated ,rsing a table look.
.; teohnique which took into aooount the missile heiqhi above the tranimrrtktr,

These changes in data reduction greatly reduced the symtem bias. Further re"
.iuotion of system bias was investigated through improvemunts in start pint
dutarminetion and by making adjustments fo'r LhN tolativu locations on the
rL.tiile of the flashing light (ballistic camera system reference puint) and t",

DCOVAP antenna,

The bia.s etimatus for ',nst No. J were all significant at the 5% level
iuwpared to art expected value of zero, Also, there was a signiti.,•l9 ,hift in

th#A magnitude of system bias over the section in the North and East componwit

D. FPS-16 Radar. Bias estimates for three of the FPS-16 radars are
shuwn in Table IV. All of the radars operated in the skin track node. 'Ihe
estir,i4tes are, in general, larger than those for the Askenia and DOV'I systems.

The bias estimates for R-112 are smaller for Tests No. I and 3 then for
Test No. 2. They range in magnitude form 2 to 59 feet, For R-114 the estimates
are very good, except for the 66 feet in the East component of the Test No. 3.
They iange in magnitude from 0 to 12 feet, Radars R-I12 and R-114 are both
located at the southern end of the range and tracked the missile as it moved
north,
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BIAS BSTIMATRS FOR TK VP1-16 RADARS

ldart Flight Radar Component minus B.C. Component
Test {aLAMAUeeLn JAIe

.. . North -LI,• - U

R-112 1 -22 24 33
2 39 30 55
3 -A4 2 20

R-114 1 -2 6 4
2 1 0 -12
3 6 66 3

R-122 1 -11 18 -27
2 2 13 3
3 2 235 -34

TAJSL V

DIAS 35TItATXI FOR COHOUIT1C* RADAI IYTITI

flight Couoesite Cormpoi,ent minus B.C.
Tes nnen

S•12 17 4

2 21 14 is

3 "6 -6

tMelpective coaponepts of R-112, 114, and 122 averaged,
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The bias estimates for R-122 are more consistent In size tor the three
tests, partly because of its location near mid-range. On the average it wan
closer to the trajectory sections analysed than either R-112 or R-114. The
eultnfAw oinge in magnitude from 2 to 34 feet.

Table V presents the bias estimates for a composite trajectory obtained
bV averaging the respective components of all three radars. These estimates
are very similar for those of R-122,

With allowances made for the akin track mode most of the radar bias
estimates for the North and Up components were significant at the 5% level
compared to an expected value of zere. Also, there were significant shifts in
the magnitude cf system bias in all three compnnents over Section I for R-1i1
and R-1i4, and in the Up component over Section III for R-122.

Since their installation at WSMR the radar systems have been used
extensively, A series of calibration and evaluation tests have been proposedi
these tests have been planned for the near future,

111. PRECISION ANALYSI¥S, Precision is defined as a measure of
variability of a random variable about Its mean. value. For this analysis it
is synonymous with the statistioal term, standard deviation. Three methods
were used to obtain precision estimates for the four trajectory measuring
systems, A brief description of each method foiluw.,

1. Over-determination Point Estimate of Preoirtor- Ovar-detemination,
$,y the method of least squares, of spavo, points on u itcjautory yields, as a
s-11, product, variance estimates for each spaoe point. When the vnrwuaiue
cetimates for a sanirro -,c apue points are pooled thm ra.zit is a point estimate
cf pr.uiwion, A major disadvantage of this method is that it ts sensitive to
sytem bias errors in the input date. However, for thli rialysix there are
ways to isolate a biased aymtom for investigation,

2. Multi-Instrum..nt Estimate of Precision - This method, vomet inies
referrod to as the Simon-Urubbs method, requires a mImiltanoous 4ample of
trajectory space points from each of three or more instrumentation sy.t4t :,.,
T!,a muthod yields a preolsioti estimate for each system involved. It Ls insen-
sitivo to constant uystem bias errors in the input date, but shtftliig system bias
errors will enlarge the estimates produced by this method.

3 . Variate. Difference Estimate of Precision - Successive differenoing
of a sample of trajectory space points determined by a aingle system proceedM
until the mytematic elements of the data become nuevligibie end the randcri
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TABIL VI

PRACISION RU8TIHATRS FOR BALLISTIC MARAS

Flight Componet~e Stanidard Deviation
Test(|Jm~| J ei•

2, 6 to

2 4 6 .9

3 6 4 6

TAOLE VII

PlRCIIIOI E18IATE O FO.R ASKANIA CUI3TIhODOLITII

Flight Corponent Standard Deviation
T est (h iS&L':L u U.p

2 10 15 12

3 8 S 12
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element osomes dominant. Thu precision estimate for the system is based on
the residual random element. This method requires a dat saample with points
equally spaced in time and ascumes the date can be approximated by a poIynon•dl,
All linear trends, which are first degree elements, are filtered out and thus.the
precision estimates by this method tend to be smaller thani those obtained by
the two methods mentioned above,

A. Ballistic Camera. Preoision estimates for the ballistic camera
WyýtLQn a1e bhUWn in Table VI. The estimates were obtained by a multi-instrument
method whore valriances were pooled over the three trajectory sections, The
precision estimates are ten feet or less in magnitude and similar, for the three
tvowt, These estimates correspond to an average eballistic camera anguttlar
precision of 1011 of are. The new 90-4 b&alistic camerai., of which four have
boon installed at WSMR, are designed for an angular, precision of P, of arc,
This will lower the precision estimates by a factor of ten. Hopefully, the
BO-4 system will become the standard for the' range in the near future.

S. Askania Olietheodolite. Table VII presents precision estinmates fur
the Aikania oinetheodolite system for the first three Luoti. Thews are also
multi-instrument ewtimates with the variances poolmd over the seotions. tn
general, thiesr estimates are about twice as large ai thoe.olbtained for the,
I.iilistin carera system, rhey are similar for tho three tests and aorrespond
to a system aeklular prenision of approximately 36"' of arc. These precLsion
estimates agree very well with those computed for the iystom over a numnber
of years of operation.

C. JOVAP. Preuirvt_,i estimates foe the DOVA.13 zyeiem are shown in
Table ViJL. Thnse worm nhtuireed by th.:q varieto difference taohnique. Except
for Teat No. 2 the estimatd are 16.z than 0.6 feet, They are nomparable to
pr.icision estimates expected from the BC-4 ballistic camera system, %r 'l
thisee tests the DOVAP has been the most preciee system at WBOMR. The multi-
i';.trument method was aloo used to obtain estimates of precision for this
system. However, !aome of the variances wera negative in sign. Since these
arm less meaningful for the purpose intended ano more difficult to Lntsrp'-.:, they
are aot included in this paper.

D. FPS-16 Radars. Precision astimaates for three of the FPI-16 radars
are shown in Table IX. These are multi-instrument estimates. Variability in
tnlu iadars is considerably larger then in any of the other systems. Generally,
it increased over the three tests, especially for R-112 in the Eait and Up com-
ponents, The estimates for R-114 eae smaller than thuu fur R-112. Thu
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Test in~~N~f4AUfY OA

01.2 0,4 0,3

F2 2-00 0.0 1.0

K3 (36#2 m)I 0.2 0.1 0.0
(3 mtc)~ 04 2. .

?FZOIION ISTIWlXU?~ 'Pl~h' ??54 M-6 DAI'S

Y.4v light I~~n t. San8ard De.viation
Test ~ s~.

334 1SAI 70

so 21247
R1422 1 29 29 21
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largest change is in the Up component for Test No. 3. For R-122 the precision
estimates are more consistant than for the other two radacs. Bias estimates
for R-122 also had this characteristic.

Radar system cartesian component variability, shown in Table IX, must
be viewed in light of the variability of the measured parameters, namely range
and azimuth and elevation angles. The computec. -:trtesian components depend,
in various degreeb, on these measured parameters. For instance, for both R-1f2
and R-114 the range measurement is essentially a measurement of the North
component, whereas the azimuth and elevation angle measurements account mostly
for the computed East and Up nomprnnents respactively. This relationship arises
from the fact that both R-112 and R-114 are located at the southern ejid of the
range and the missile moved, in general, North. For R-122 the relationship
is not so evident since it is located near mid-range. Table X presents preci-
sion estimates in terms of measured parameters for the three radar systems.

A comparison of Taholes IX and X shows that the precision estimate of
154 feet in the East component for R-112 on Test No. 3 corresponds to the
large precision estimate (0.55 mils) obtained for azimuth measurements made
by this radar. Likewise, the estimate of 73 feet in the Up component for R-114
on Test No. 3 corresponds to the estimate obtained for elevation measurements
f-r this radar. The precision estimates of Table X reveal more directly the per-
tormance of the radars.

Following the installation of the first FPS-16 radar in 1958 a series of
£Tvhluation tests were conducted. In a report1 covering these tests the gen•-r•l_
c(,nclusions were that the Axoected variability of the radars w.uld b- on the
order of I0 ynr#• !n 7a'agj and (1.2 mils in azimuth arnd eievation. The range
precision est'.%•ates of Tabic X meet thl expectation. One might suspect this
Pirge angui.;r variability t- be caused by glinting since the radal.: nperated in
t0,, skin track mode. However, for the three tests being considered the rn.:t-
mr:m, component in the precision estimates attributable to gliit~ng ;ý only about
0.69 mils and is therefore considered negligible. As stated Ln the section ol
bias errors a series of calibration and evaluation tes.s have beten planned for
the radars. Hopefully, the angular variability will be reduced.

See Reference 6
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TABLE X

"PRECISION ESTIMA'iES FPOR fl'S-IS6 ADAR!S

Rader Flight Standard Deviation for Measuread
Tost - ___.. .. . .

Range Axinuth Elevation_ vdj). (mill) (Mils)

R- -112 1 , 1.2 0.42 0.52•-2 4;. . 0,.37. 0,. 3 t2: .
3. 7.3 0.54.: .0+ " ,o+3z 1 ..

.R-114 1 3.2 O il7? 0.4.
2 4.8 0.260 0.2
3 4.2 0,2, 033

R-I 2 1 1.4 0,0.' 0. a
2 2.6 0,23 0m. I I

3 7.8 0.60 0,26

IV, SUMMARY ANDOONOLUAlWN.

A. The DUJVAP oor.tinuwos t. be the most preoits trajeotoy measuring
system et WBMK. With improvenrmts in tcr'hniquc3 of start point determine-
tion, and with nontinued reftnement of prr:pasvtion velocity estimates, the
DOVAP .cen also become one of the least bliaed systems.

'a. The preasnt balliatio camera system to the second most ,rsci,6,i
system at WaMR. The new 50-4 sYsterm is experited Lo be ten time-4 more
previse than the pre~ont system,

C. The angular precision of the Askania oanetheodolitos is esrtima•ed
at 36" of arc. A large bias still exist.- in the Up compohent. Better approxi-
mation of the refraction correction will probably improve elevation determination,

D. The radars did not perform. as well is was expected. System bias
needs to be reduced. Also, Improvomento are needed in system preolson,
aspeciilly in angular date.
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ASPECTS TO CONTROL LIQUID PROPELLANT
SLOWING BASSE UPON EXISTING THEOR.Y,

W. R. Eulits
Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

SUMMARY, Liquid propellants usually caried by a launch vehicle
in cylindrical c•ontainfrs, represent one part in a complex of several
coupled spring systems (missile bending, bulking. ate, ). by external
forces, the liquid spring system can be excited to heavy iLquld mals motions
which can be ducrimental to the performance of the launch vehicle, The
vehicle control motion may be consid~red the most influential factor for
exciting liquid oscillativns,

During the last decade, many attempts have been made to ascribe
the response of a liquid to exciting oscillations, Although principally a
nonlinear problem, the theory has been confined to the first order terms
only, due to mathematicai difficulties. This linearised theory has been
discerned in satisfactory agreement with many experimental results at
least as far as the first liquid resonance is concerned which iLkwi-se is
the most adverse nondition for the vnhile control systeor,

The interpretation of the existing theory lead4 to dimensionless para.
meters which, incorporated in a nomograph, provide quick orientation on
liquid behavior under varying oscillatory conditions, Such data hell, to
define critical vehicle flight periods and to predeterr|ine propor design
narameters.

Th&w iurvvy uf the pa .:.aotare of oic 4 ,lato)'y lhquiC. motion suggoe ts
possible moan. of suppre.dIng liquid aloshing, The pr-iQs and Uwis of
%everal methods are discussed and furthermore, the proepeo.b 1- omper
nwasurenrents of liquid surface motion aru indicated in. the pape r,
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ASPECTS TO CONTROL LIQUID PROPELLANT
SLOSHINO ]ABED.UPON EXIITIN0 THEORY g

W . mullit
Mrxhsi&dl Spi.; hriht Center

Iluntivills, Alabama

SUMMARY, Liquid propellants usually carried by a launch vehicle.
in cylitdric•l •contLinere, represent one part in & complex of 6everal4
coupled spring systems (missile bending, bulking, etc. By external
forces, tht liquid spring system can be exacted to heavy liquidnmas Mbtons
vhich can be detrimental to.the perfnrmance of the launch vehicle. The
vehicle control motion may be considered the most influential factor for
exciting liquid oscillations,

During the last decade, many attempts have been mods to aidcibi,.
the response of a liquid to exciting oacill&tions, Although pnp.Aiy"
nonlinear problem, the theory has been confined to the first s2dewr•in Y.,, .
only, due to mathemati•al diffioultiso, This linearized theory has been
discerned in satisfactory agreement with many experimentWl reoslts at
least as far as the first liquid resonance is concerned which likewlie is"
the most adverse condition for the vehicle control system,

The interpretation of the existing theory lekds to dimensionless .pA,,-motors which. incorporated in a nomograph. provide quick nrieitatiott on
liquid behavior under varf'ing oscillatory conditions. Stich data h01,i to ,
define critical vehicle flight periods annd to predeterr.ilno proper design
na&r~reters.'l

The survey of the pa.:-.Aiaters of oenillatao'y liquid motion ulugosts
possible ine an uv i uppree..4 g Inluid sloshing, The pros aud cone %%I
,leveral methods are discussed and furthermore, the prospeout •,- ooper
mneasurements of liquid surface motion &re indicated in the pipo,.
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"DEFINITION O SYMBOL$

Symbol Definition

"Liquid amplitude

Liquid ampltuds under sp1IskA c•ndtion

. X Forced amplitude oa transverse oontainer mttioo[

S'Forced frequency inaod/leac

"Wt First resonnitvfq•ienoy in r.d! e.

. Forced frequency in, ,ps

fl First *eoonant frequLency in ape

W , Radis of container

Diameter of container

r, fo Wujan cLirdtnateos of points ot h, liquitd sQlface

e o Longitudinal soceeoration of container
TI .1 Besial function$ (S. F.,

0(n. Zero's of first derivative of A, F of first order
end first kItnd

n a.o.n Acceleration ratio (So a ace, due to 8ravity)
So

K" tanh 2. Ch
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Syinbui Definition

h Filling height of liquid in the container

F Force exerted by the liquid toward the tank wall

W Weight of liquid in the container

INTRODUCTION, In recent years, comprehemnsiv studies, experi-
mentally and thoorotiually, clarified the response of a liquid under forced
vibrations to such an extent that the effe.ct of slosh motionlis predictable

y theory under simplified conditions. Nvevrthelessn, the'appIlcatien of
the theory for pvautical purpolos 'ts alwaya been a
As the consequence of these difficulties, connected with some okepticianm
in the dependence on theoretical predictions in this particular field, extvirne
S conbervatiorv In vehicle design has sometimes been practiced as. thelasiier"
native,

Thiso uncertainty stimulated a study on the. limitationsl o the exli'iiho
theory and on the effectiveness of the pars-metest lhvivv 'adn. oder 't•o di
cern the prvatial peloibilitielolof suppreiAini liquiJd slosh 6on.o• and thiar

?pplicebilities with respect to container configurt•@iun and (light condttion,
The results of this study are presented in this paper.

"r' RNINQJ LIQUID QLRMIJ M241QNil JHe bpt 1Q~h g6t S l-QRHdo.iia~,
,:Tep be bf Utjuld cocillatioi~s

i lrin.lxlty a noilh'r p•ublem like sl probilem.i •f lkydrocynamis.
Due to matheematical diffintiLtiue, tLc thoaty has been linearieed in order
to solve the problem, The iincajiastion of the thurxy ia pmrmlskbls if the
e:wclting acceleration of the system (xo W)2 is very small compared w L
the longitudinal acceleration (gn) of the liquid cuntalner, (sko Rpi, I throuth
4). This is one limitation nt the exioting thoary.

With theme assunmptions (small accele-ation of excitation and itr,,-
,,rksatlon of the theory), It has been possible tn deduce the equation "t

the resonant frequencies of the liquid syltem in a flat bottomed circular
cylindricel container and the equation of the liquid surface under forced
lateral sinasoidal oscillations,
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The general form of the squ~atiao of the liquid IuAface n rk motion to
(Rei. I and 5)

a~e)
SGoAl

S• j Zi~ ) C~n) ,]c se

The surface equation aacribse the elevation (of ay point of the liquid

surfate with polWr coordilates (r, 9 at aiy inotant of the cycei (toi'-r Wt)
above the esro level.

*rrom this theory, an well as from.the experiment, it followe rigorous-
ly thati

(1) Th• maximum iamplitudes of liquid occur.in the plane of mogon.
at the tank will during the ft••t p'ioA4 of'resonanue (&wve length about a
tank diameters) At higher r44onknaie the rneuirnum liqOigd'splitudee
* ,,,s,,p at the interior of the :liquid surface (wave length smaller thaioaMe

(•) The larg•st liquid amplitudes rver possible in iu• oscillating
liq.Ot system 1.lso Occur during the first resonance period, 4

(i) TmI l4"Ap.ML iiquid an-ltudooe are reeheod *hen the lonlitudinal
acceleration of Llie liquIid ( ý J' "I •e • u•hu • t •e•i ff • c l r~i r
dua L.o gravity (go) or thrust of the vsh|€o (hie), Under this conciilo"•:
the lituid starts violently splauhing (slosh or splash conditiun, see Ro. li
and 3), Thic., imultanew•ely, is the upper limitati•n of the valicti, 0? the
surf;e equation following from the linearized theory (Ref, 1).

(4) The lower lin•itation uf the theory concerning maximum liq,,i,
smplitudes in beyondany praotical consideration as discussed in detail in
Ref, I (Nery large exciting amplitudmil),

(5) Thle theory to strangly valid for flat bottomed cylindrical con-
tainers only,

5
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Since the maximum liquid amplitudes (comtt u 1) at the container
wall (e a a m d/ 6) in the plane of motlon (cor 0 u 1) during the first
resonant period (W ) are of moat practical ir.6evest because of the forcee
exerted toward the ienk wall, aid it the frequency ratie squared is expressed
by the Greek letter W2 b9 L./j , W designating the forced frequency,
the liquid surfaco equation simplifies (Ref, 4)

or dimensionless

(1) a LA[ + (~l1*

The first resonant frequency W,1 which t, one factor of

A 2 ) follows from the theory am
U),

2 L- t•.no 'O c n K
I dd

",ýhere ,K •dentifies the hyperbolic tangent torm which depends on the file
1lag height - diameter rati.o h/d, The term K approachet4 unity Ut h d.

The lItuid starts splashing, if the acceleration of liquid alonq tý,
tank wall (T 5 W) is equal to the acceleration due to gravity (go) or
thrust (6n n go), ae pointed out earlier, or (Ref. 4)i
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nago • 1. I d

and

( 3 ) d. z i
*xo K x

The general equation for the net forjes on the tank wall which Li
the integration of the pressure distribution, (Resf 5 and 6), also simplifies
if considered under the moot critical conditions (splash condition) and
the amourrnptions above, Then, forasa (F) can be expressed in ternms of
the total propellunt weight (W) acccrding to the following equation (see
Appendix)t

F , _d + X0  K' d _.

W aOZh d1 h

EquA'.ono (1) through (4) represent the fundar-.usntal formilation of liquid
propellant response to Ainu~c)ill tank oscillations under th* £f"lowing
conditions of practical importance: Maximurn liquid amplitudes (cos WtJ
w i)in the plant of motion (coon Y 1) it the tank wall (r m a) during the
first .-esonint period (Wi) under forced vibration@ (xo 0) in a cymi,-&'.6al

flat '•,,ttonmed container (d) under varying condttions (n, K ) Slid ,Qcaueration
equilibrium (ýW 1 ngo), Thesu equations cover al& e.ntainer site, ad.
all flight conditions.,

Equation (1) ind cateb tlat any fraquency ratio ). is coupled wtth
,i special parameter /xN K which may be designated the "liquid ampli-

t de coefficient". Kdowing this coeicient, the actual liquid amplitude
Scacnobe concluded by multiplying 4 icK with the exciting amplitude

X0 and the ternm K which is a functio of the filling height.
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1quation (3) shows that each parameter pair, i/-xoK and . .,e the*

splash paramneter pair for *a "design parameter" d/xo K& which vattflies

this equation. Thin consideration leads tn a .tomograph (Figure 1) which,
has been explained In detail in an earlier report (Raf, 4). \ The dolesponie-
ing parameters, /XoK and X , according to equation (1), are plotted

versus the curresponding design parameters, d/xo K2 , following irIom
equatioi (3).

For a container oi d go0nm (u 400 in) filled to a height largor thin
the diameter d( K a 1) and oscillated with an exciting amplitui• 4cý ..

c (a 4 W), the design parameter would be d/xoKZ. 100, Te 64j
(Pigure 1) indicates fni' d/xe K2 - 100 an amplitude coefficient of ,xo

Z9. At this condition the liquid starts splashing if the frequs.ny ratio,'
Rf ,t/f (square root otf ) is about 0, 97. TYhe same situatialn wot|1d
exist for a tank with d:iS0 cm (- 20 in) operated with an exciting Mg aL plituda

0x -- O. 5 cm (a* 0. 2 in). In the first case, the actual Itoid'amplitilo ,WO4ul4
S be •a 29-x 4AoZ, 95 mn (a 116 in) inthe second case (, 9x' 0, 2N 14,. er,3
(a l, 8 in). If the frequency ratio In both cases is enafier than 0, 910, thrh.
the liquid surface swings smoothly; if the frequency ratio is larger than
0. 975, the liquid is violently splashing.

In Figure 2 the K values are tabulated for dtfferent filling height
ratios h/d and the nomograph gives the first resonant frequenci-s ft for

ainy flight condition (right side double scale) in dependence of the parasneter
O/n K according to equation (2), A straight line from the point indlai...,

We exciting frequency f (I-,icale) to the first resniant fedqueney f, ot

the system (right scale) provides the frequency ratio Rj w f/f1 ¶tntersection

with central scale). With '%his value the amplitude coeffictlat /,x.K for

this particular condition can be found from the nomograph of Figure 1,

In a 51 ,- 1 ar way, the largest forces possible on the teonk wall ut asi
udciliating liquid system (splash condition) a.r• plottes in percentage of the
oi•utentary propellant weight (F/W) in Figure 3 verSUi the desig" Fnra-

meter d/xo K" for different filling ratios h/d according to equation (4),

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR LIQUID SLOSH CONTROL FOLLOWING
FROM THEORY, With the nomogrephu dismussed above, the response
of liquid propellant to any vehicle flight condition can be estimated with
fair approximation, From the fundamental equations (1., , and 3). is
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well as from the nomograhp Figure 1, it follows immediately that the
liquid amplitude coefficient /xoK increases with increasing design
parameter d/xo K 2 . The design parameter can increase either with the
tank diameter d, or with decreasing exciting amplitude x. or diecreasing
filling ratio h/d (K). However, since the amplitude coefficient curve is
almost a straight line at least for the higher design parameters (see nomo-
graph Figure 1), the effect of x. and K on the actual liquid splash arnpi,-
tudes es (highest liquid amplitudes possible in the system) is small be-
cause the amplitude coefficient is approximately proportional to the pro-
duct xo K . Thus, the most efficient factor on the design parameter is the
tank. diameter d. The lz.rger d the larger are the liquid amplitudes to be
expected in the system, and consequently, the larger the forces on the
tank wall.

The nomograph Figure 1 also shows that for design parameters
d/xo K ?'> 70 the frequency ratios Rf = f/fl are very close to unity

(Rf.! 0. 965). The differences in the critical frequency ratios (splash

condition) are small among large container design parameters. This
means, a slight increase of xo which reduces the original d/x, #'Z, would

audde,,nly create the detrimental splash amplitudes because the critical
,.-. .tency ratio under the varied condition is smaller than the applied
frequency ratio.

This suggests that frequency larger than 0, 9 should be avoided in
any case. A frequency ratio of Rf = f/fl = 0.85 may be c nsidered "safe"

for ail practical cases in order t3 provide a smooth oscillp,_Cn of the liquid
level. As the nomograph Fig%.Le I indicates, ýuch a frequency ratio cor-
responds to a design parameter of d Kc0 K = 11. 3. The propellants in a

conta.-ner of d:2-10 m 1= 400 in) would start splashing. (highest liquid aip"-
tud& ossible) at this frequency ratio if the exciting amplitude Leou~d he
xo.Oj0 cm (= 35.4 in); (dixo K 2Z = 400/35.4"&10:0.9 = 3- Kassumed

iknity). However, such an extreme exciting amplitude is very urdikely in
prart~ce. For a Z. 5 m (= 100 in) container, the exciting amplitude x,,, 'vod

be about ZZ. 8 cm (= 9 in) to achieve the splash amplitude under the same
extreme conditions.

Fortunately, during velticlc flight, the frequency ratio decreases
.:-,-..atia!ly if the exiiting frequency is maintained constant. It follows
from equation (2). and the ,,omograph Figure Z shows, that the first resonant
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frequ:,icy &. (f1 ) increases with increasing vehicle acceleration (n).
Thus, the frequency ratio X decreases and the liquid amplitudes decrease
too (Equation I and nomograph Fig 1). The decreasing height of the liquid
( K<4 1) during drainage, however, increases 2. again so that splashing
toward the end of the powered flight is very likely.

R

On the other hand, the natural frequencies of the liquid system (first
resonance) are small for large diameter containers; they are inversely
proportional to the spqare root of the diameter d (Equation 2 and norno-
graph Fig 2). This effect is aggravated if the vehicle acceleration ratio
n is small (upper stages). It is easy to understand that small resonant
frequencies are easier to approach by any vehicle motion than are larger
resonant frequencies. In other words, liquids in large diameter containers
are more sensitive to any movement thar. those in small diameter containers,
or, slosh control by vehicle control frequencies is more difficult to main-
tain if the tank diameter is large and if the vehicle acceleration is low
(near zero g).

At higher exciting frequencies the situation changes. Figurc 4 shows
the pattern of the curve of liquid amplitude coefficients versus higher
frequency ratios • , the peaks indicating the resonances. The other curve
intersecting the amplitude curve at the belinriing represents the splash con-
dition for a particular parameter d/xo K_ . Thi;s graph illustrates that,
at higher resonances, splashing of liquid starts before the theoretical
amplitudes of liquid are obtained. This means, at higher rcsonanctes,
f-t.ere is always splashing and the theory according to Equation (I) is in-
. 'fective. No theory exists yet which ascribes the liquid surface und,-r
these conditions. Thp only fact we know is that liquid LAnplitudes at this
stage are lirnfed by the equilibrium' ofL,, accelerations acting on the
liquid (splash condition).

Another important fact concerning the container design foi'OwO !L011
jiigure 3. It shows that the force - ratio increases considerably with
decreasing h/d - ratio for a particular design parameter dtx K2. This
.'ffect, of course, i. .fairly compensated by the decreasing propell-nt
.veight during the drainage process. However, if an equal pl'opellznt volumc
is considered in two different tank configurations, first, in a long but
small diameter tank, and second, in a short but large diameter tank, it
can be concluded from Figure 3 that the forces the tank wall in the first
case are much smaller than in the second case. This again suggests the
deign of long but small diameter containers rather than short bu-ut large
diameter containers.
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PRACTICAL METHODS TO CONTROL LIQUID SLOSH MOTION.
The interpretation of the theory of liquid slosh motion during the first
resonance period in the previous section already illustratedthat the basic
container design is of importance for hpndling this problem. Large but
small diameter containers are preferable for two reasons; first, the very
low resonant frequency of liquid in large diameter containers, and second,
the larger forces toward the tank wall to be expected in large diameter
containers. These requirements following from liquid slosh characteristics,
however, contradict (in most of the practical cases) design requirements
which suggest containers to be built as short as possible in order to avlid
bending, or for Ather structural reasons. To serve both requirements,
longitudinally compartmenting the large diameter containers might be
considered a fair approach to an optimum. Attempts in this direction
have been made by the design of so-called "scallop" or "multicell" tanks.
Even though the first resonant frequency of the compartmenLs will not
correctly be in agreement with Equation (2) because Equation (2) applies
only to cylindrical containers (Ref. 1), it will be higher thar. in the single
tank and thus, be more advantageous to control liquid slosh motion as dis-
cussed in the previous section.

The cluster principle as experienced in SATURN I may be considered
Pn r'ncidental modification of the compartment concept. Here, in addition,
the effect of long but small diameter tanks is advanced hy a combination
of -iquid systems of different resonances. If the center container with its
lower resonant frequency is excited to the extreme splash amplitudes, the
liqui. ýiurfaces of the outer containers are still smoothly swinging because
the fr-.quency ratio ? in the center container is high (low resonant frt:-
quency) while the freo,.'-nzy rau.o in the outboard conta•.--cs is relatively
small (higher rezaiant frequency). This combination certainly stablizes
one nertion of the available liquid propellants while the other pozti,-* is
u...... and the net furces on the tank wall are reduced accordingly.

Equation (2) shows that the resonant frequencies are ecrsentially
dcpenrlent on the n/d ratio, and at "shallow water" conditi-ns also on the
h/d ratio (K ). This means that the first resonance frequency is very Iow
ui thc vehicle a-celeration is small (n--)o), whic-h concerns upper stages
after separation. Since such stages usually are designed short (large
diameters) for structural reasons, the ratio n/d and thus, the natural
freq..ency uf the liyaid system is extremely small. Any vehicle motion
will immnediately create the critical splash condition: the liquid portions
thrown up under these conditions, but dropping back to the liquid surface
very slowly. The consequence would be an enhanced heat tranafer from the
'ow t(-nperature liquid to the higher temperature ullage gas which could
ivopardize th,! ula~icr ,r,'"surc.
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This consideration suggests the design of honeycomb containers
for upper stages, the cells extending in longitudinal direction with dia-
meters srnmall . nutjii ,; provide a larger n/d ratio (higher resonance)
for each cell in spite of the low vehicle acceleration (n). .qrh a honey-
comb container could be made of very light-weight (small wall thickness)
because the pressures toward the cell walls cancel each other except
on the outside walls.

It should be noted that from another point of view the honeycomb
concept is also advantageous for solving the problems of liquid behavior
under low gravity conditions. It is. known that, at low g, the influence
of the surface tension becomes more and more effective on the shape of
the liquid surface. J. T. Neu and R. J. Good, in an interesting study
on this particular subject (Ref. 7), also arrive at the conclusion that a
honeycomb container, according to their suggestion of conically shaped
hexagonal cells, would be the proper solution for controlling liquid pro-
pellants under low gravity.

The characteristics discussed so far provide design criteria for
preventing violent liquid slosh motion on a natural basis. They are de-
duced form the existing theory which is in good agreement with the exper-
,rient for the most critical conditions formulated earlier in this paper.
Although there are many other effects, especially during vehicle flight,
which can change the liquid motion considerably (interference by engf ne
vib'rations, bending, tank breathing, etc.), the conditions discussed above
a"e always actual.

In the past the procedl.re almost ev.e-.yLime was to design a container
which satisfies all structural and -eight requirements, and to conside.r
.-. lid slosh motion as a secondary problem. This led to the inst -t -' nn
oI so-called anti-slosh or slosh suppressing devices, which som.-timnec
u:. based un rather c;ccntric ideas, Only few of those ideas z.re sonmehow
reiated to theoretical facts. One of them is the floating can-type anti-

Ioseh device (Ref. 8) which has been successfully flight tested some y..-rs
a•o (Fig 5). The function of this device is based upon the pressu. e ýcua-
t.....hi..........h.t only the upper portion of the liquid down to a depth
of about one-quarter diameter of the container is in motion, which deter-
rmines the length of the cans, and based on the fact that the spring constant
of the liquid system in motion is increased. The friction between the fioats
and on the tank wall cannot be considered responsible for the damping
characteristics; as sometimes erroneously anticipated. This anticipation
is disproved by the fact that can devices of too light weight where the
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friction is supposed to be th eamre, are not fersible, The floating bull
which covers the total liquid surface can be considsied an extended can
devire, The floating lid which also covers the total lqtuid surface actually
provides for all liquid levels &.ýIfull tank" condition. The liquid is enoip-
suled dreineR, and thus, acts like a solid body. These drvies. of cuuree,
are feasible only fur containers Which are long compared with the dia-
meter,

For conceivable reasons, all floating devices have many opponents
particularly among designers. Mrmphasis is placed on so-calle9d fixed
devices, Some of them are shown in Figure 6, In most caso., th4.•,
devices are ringlike, rnntintoid at theotank wall. Many-teste proved that
simple flat ri~ngs have the saerne effect as the other more complicated
devices shown it, Tlu.ou 6, The function of those devines actually.has
no cotrels0tlon to the existing theory becaute the damping oharaeterintita
of such baifles ioo Avidently a nonlinear effect, a problem which is not
solved yet, As a stop-gap, a linear damping factor has been introduced
into the liquid surface equation in a esimlar Way aorcustomarily imple.
mented in equations for mechanical vibrations. The dtmptng fiotol ,-
thenv Is determined by experiment. It has been found that the ratio bet-
ween the ring width (w) and the radius of the tnnk (r) prnvides a damping
factor within a satisfactory margin. The ratio of w/r * 0. I may be
considered a practically useful average. This means that the ring width
in large diameter containers is considerable, not to mention the nenessary
structural strength of such rings because they have tu consume all the
u rces exerted by the liquid in motion.

The :olid crw,•s dovico, rhown in Figure 6 iv r. uompartmentation
of the liquid buik which chang*. the natural frequency of the liquid within
e.ach compartment, as diecussed earlier. lithe walls of the cu.•e ee
p.ii1-forated, the natural frequency of the liquid will not change considerabi,,
but the doniring will Lo satisfactory (R4f. 9) . All those Utxed #ivi'em
vý:¢.ept compartmentation are comparablh with "break-waterwl' in the
ocuan, They break the liquid waves which evrlv. wi~hlh% the tank accord-
ing tn the theory, Fraon this point of view it follows again that no t._-
relation between the linearimed theory and the behavior of the liquid due
to baffling can exist, The baffles actually disturb what the theory des-
cribes,
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In recent years, another effect has been applied for controlling
liquid slosh motion, If a tube is submerged longitudinally along the lnk
wall in the plane of motion, the phase between the oscillating liquid out-
faces, inside and outside.the tabs, changes. It the submerging depth-of
the tube opening is about one tank diameter, the phase shift is approxi.
mately 180 degrees. This means, at this stage the liqiid level inside the
tube oscillates inversely to the level in the acntaizer, The phase shift
takes place whils the opening of the tube pass*s the spaa.ý setWlln &,depth
of one-quarter and throe-quarters of the tank diameter below the sore
liquid level. At a constant exciting frequency the liquid suoface in. the
tank oscillates with amplitudes according to equation (I), while the, liquid
level inside the tube is joing up and-down as na U.ntubt bt-.W$ahdi.feret-
phase. The sequence is i.lustrated in Figure 7. Here, four semi -annular
tubes are attached-to the container wall, one pair in the plane O.ftnrotihn i
the other pair normal to the directioo of motion. The longitudinxl arose
section indicates the differently oscillating Levels in tho tWlik"&nd i&ý the
tubes, The reason for the phosme shift has not been clarified yet, theorsti-
cally. Qualitatively coneidered, this configuration rellmbleslthe anti.
rolling tank principle which, has biorn applied to large shipg by ý•Mnm'
in 1902 (Roef. 10). The tubes shown in Figure I. nmay-be a'onsidered the
"absorber system" which is attached to the "ship".(ve hiole container).
In contrast to Frahm's concept, the "small in our easels inside the "ship"
and excited by the "ship" motion. This principle has been succelsfully
model-tested. It is quite different froam the principles applied so far,
and should not be confused with compartmenti•g th.o tank or with baffling.
Praotieelly no forces due to liqUid motion are acting on the tube wall i
The pressures inside and outside the tube* nancel oauh other, Thus,
Lhe tubes can be ratdn of vary thin, lightweight material, By this method,
the liquid Is dividod in at Least two ineroeriLig oscillating systems which
do not disturb the coherece cli the liquid as Laffles do (vLulc¢- Wlashing)
%nd which can be applied to the most critical areas of the container.

The principle Illustrated by Fig 7 also can be nombinod with 4 float-
ing bell device am shown In Fig 8. The double-wllmd cylindrical porLiun
of the bell is compartmented so that each compartment acts like ,- t6oe
nn ;lhIustrated in Figure 7. Due to the phase shift discussed earlier, the
liquid flow in the open area within the bell and in the double-wall section
of the bell, compensate each other as indicated by the arrows in the
sketch Figure b.
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,LIQUID SUR ACE MEASUNINO METHOO•S DURINO SLOSH MOTION,
Aohrproblem closely conneetad wth daping tii sash motion, is

the meas~urement of liquid ourface deformation particularly during vehicle'.
flight. The mothods developed and utilied ma far., hoWdjer, .ive ohny
poor, and even misleading information, The m•st common method@ at*
differential pressure and capacitance measurements, Since these moass-
uarements are only point. ieauurenents, of the liquid su, ,.,,mpre'
henuivs knowledge on the real shope of the surface at any inisant i .nt
possible.

*This excperience stimulated a study, contracted roc'eotty iqymrq:
to SPACO, INC. . Huntsville, on the feaslbiiit I t aei is* tora~ivision.
principle for monitoring the shape of the total liqqadsour•foe during .45oh
motion, This study carrie up with the interesting imsult that itWi*-I be
possible to soon the liquid suriace with a TV-ohMrIj andi to ni6%itn.&nd,,
convert the data into a contour mapping of the surface atiny instant.
Such contour mapping of the liquid, sutface chLrgateri.ed by contour lines.
of equal liquid level. would providm rospectable in*formatl~ln.:on liqd•ubi. ,
havior under varying conditions which would help not only to olarLiy'tht
froequency spectrum acting on the liquid, but also could be utilieed ga an
improved method to solve the problem of exact propellant loading,

• • • uI
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adhe general equation of the forces toward tho tank wall tn (Rýef. 5and 6)1.. :i;i

1 t h h 0[1

*For the amplitude of force (I 0 )l Warn, vla t.he took wall (roa)i
Ma~anh j&n ,and the fLirt resonance of liquid junwal WnUwl),

* ~I slp w + --. w r -- l'(a U.. ..
n~owewI and W?a LI

On the other hand

r 1
a a~Mo + UWrw

and undes the splash condition

Rile d

Mquallting (3) and 13) and tranefuorming

~d I (4)

•mi . ,) {l_,,),), , 4e~),l •
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Equationl (5) if. the basis for the nomcgl*,ph ril 31 X if Nat'*c~n

of d/:oic .acoowding to sq~ti~tof (4).
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BASIC CONSIDERTIONI FOR THS PRULIMINARY 03810N'
OF A SHOOK TUBe FOR THU INVUIIGATlON oris'H

ACTION OF A NUCLEAR EXPLO8ION WAVE UPON A MISSILE

Dietrich 1. audsent* .
Struotures and MeOOKhihic Labbritoy AriMy Missile Command'

Modern warierl makes it necessary to inolude all those:environmental
conditions whioh are expected to be impossd on all types of misills'aIn flight
and prior to leuno•h during a nuuOtr attack, The essential effectt of a nuclear
explosion ore:

(I) The blast,
(2) The heat raditaton, and
(3) The nuclear';rdiatib•n.

From the point of view of the Structures end Meohanics Laboratory, Army
Missile Command, all three effects are important A The blast and the hoot
radiation endanger the integtity of the aintsll•e structurea lt ,nucle. maitio '
A3 well as the heat radiation can change the proap.rt ie oif moterials •to. an un-
bearable extent, Little is known as yet 0f the I,'i defcets of ihock Wave* and
the accompanying extreme temppratulewgradent, the tadiation of the firehbil,
and th* nuclear decay on missile structures. In order to .meet .the extreme en-
vironment of a nuclecr explosion it appears extremely eceaSsaary to Investigate
the fundamental characteristics of response of the missile structure uwder such
clxcumutanoei.

Sines the Dynaniiu.e A'talymis Branch of the Str"itr,ýAs and Mechanics
lAborato'•j la iirlmrtly irtcr-iitad in the dyiimloal response of missile struc-
tures to a nuclear axplosion, ihic raper Is restooted to the bls•t effeots.

The problem of predioting the characteristics of dynamil ioading on a
w~allle atruuture, given the peak overprosiure and the duration and shape of
tile positive and negative phases of the blast wave, can be appruauh"ei in four
wayer

(1) Theoretical analysis,
(2) The use of high explosive charges
(3) The tull-scale nuclear test, and
(4) The shock tube.

'The author is now at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
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It would be Ilke".arrying coal to Newcastle to question the usefulness
of the theoretical analysis. The theoretical analysis should deliver a moths-
matieel model uf the cvents when a blast wave pasmpm over a missile and
should also develop a nmodel for the structure mathematically, based on. struc-
tural response characteristics. However, the analytical methodsare not yet
developed enough to relinquish experimental investigations. Among the ex-
perimental methods the shook tube is admirably suited to studies of Oils nature.
It provides a laboratory controlled safe method for obtaining shook, waves of
desired peak pressures in a relatively inexpensive manner; these shook waves
may be imposed on ntruptural models of arbitrary. shapes, and uf aourse, of
limited dimensions. Accurate pressure-time m .easurements can be made on
each face of the missile model, Naturally, the shook t4be hits not only advan-
teogs but also a few disadvantages ouch as limited control of the shape of the
proessure pulse following the initial pressure, and a limited duration of the
pressure pulse. However, despite these small disadvantages, the shook tube
has been in the past an extremely powerful tool for the design of bleat-resiteant
"protectivii structures and should also usefully serve in the future for the inves-
tigation of the effects ul shook waves on missile structures.

Please let me give you first a brief survey of the phenomena after a
nuoLinr explosion in the aLmophere. Almost immediately after the detonation
occurh, the expansion of the hot gases Initiates a pressure wave in the our-,
rouAing air. As the pressure wave propagates away form the center of the ex-
plosion, the following (or inner) part moves through a region whioh has been
previvoly compressed and heated by the leading (or outer) parts of the wave.
The di a',irbanoe moves with the velocity of mound and since this velocity in-
creaeeu with temperature Gonri prb.ýow-e of the air through whioh tha wave is
moving, the inner p.rt of the wave moves nore raitldly and catches up With
the ojutpr part. The wavefront thus gotb ;tlespelr and mteopOr and within a verl

short pvriod it becomes abrupt. The advancing shook front providew a vs,';I
ludder. Increase of pressure from normal atmopohetio to the peakt ihbok pfisurs.
The shook front thus bahiivws like a moving wall of highly uumprerisfid aid.

As the expansion proceeds, the pressure diest ibution In the rogion
behind i;he shook front gradually changes. The overpressure is no Ionrge u.n-
atait but drops off continuously toward the oenter. At loter times when the
shock front has progressed some distance from the conter, a rarefaction wave
develops at the centor causing a drop in pressure below the Initial atmospheric
value, Thus, a suction phase develops. The shook wave weakens ao It pro-
gresses outward end its velocity drops toward the velocity of sound in the in-
itial cooler air.
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If the bomb is detonated lit a distance h above the surface of the earth,
the shook wave will have the general configuration indicated in Figure . (Figures
are at thq and on this article) uuring the brief time Interval before it Impinges
upon the surfAee,

A short time later the radius of the shook front becomes greater than n0
and that protlon of the incident shook wave which impinges upon the earth's
surface is rofleoted back forming the reflected shock wave as illustrated in
Figure 2, The ayrnbol rA- represents the angle of Incidence of the shock wave
with the earth's surface, The reflected shook wave overpressure P, Is a
function of the inoident shook overpressure Pg and the angle of incidence
but always

Pr ! P I

The reflected shock front travels through the atmoephere at a higher
velocity than the inoident shook and gradually' overtakes and merges with it
to form a single shook front called the Mach stem, as shown in Figuro 2. The
fused shock front thus formed is normal to and travels parallel to the earth's
surface. 'Eno Moult utwiwa •OrMation is initiated when the anglo of incLdonce of
shook wave becomes greater than approximately 46 0 . Onoe formed, the hbight
) the Mach stem gradually increases as the radius of the shock wave beoomas
qruater.

The importance of the Mach teom phenomena is that it causes two
. ,ck waves to fuse into a single shook wave of higher overpressur'i aen of

gjreater destruotive powl t:, .truotures located In its rit!,.

The peak overpresiure PR 6Aisting in tho shock wnva mdeaoent to the:
wround surface is a tunction of the distance from the point, of burul' a ".d .
ytvld of the weapon; its value is plotted in Figure 3 for four wPpnn sizea,
20 KT, 10 KT, I MT, and 20 MT.. These curves are weapon hurcts at ground
surface. The shook front velocity U is a fNotion of the peak overpreeoure
P,, (rFigure 4). Its value is given through the following equation:

U Cn( + + .L...L P1/
2 2 P0

whore
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CO ambient speod of sound

"6'rati.o of the specific heat cf u~r

PO " ambient pressure (ahead of the iihock front) of the atmosphere.

With

' (Shook Mash Number)

the equation simplified to ,iA

M8 w'(7 + )•.'L ),
7P0 i

where the velocity ai- the 'hook front is expiessed as a multiple oý the ambient
mound speed,

After a reflection, 6he shock wave ;)aoomeA stronler and ths,refteaotd

overpressure raio., P\/Ps , is piotteg in r'igure 5as a funotLon of Ahifle of
irs~i.( •e, • , of the shock front, This figure appl•es to both ri Inalined
sholcj front striking the suftcoe of the earth and a shook firtgit striking any muv"
fao• ?it an angle of In,3.idersoe 1 ,

In the deoond part of my paper I went to discuss the design ariteria uo
a shoco- tu.be in order tu 2imuiate a nuocler explosion. Please, Let me give y.c.
first a brief swir~my of tho alt¢on;,%ry snook tube theory.

Vigure 6 shows the most. simple sliock ýubv ascembly. The shook tube
oonal.to of a rigid cylinder divided Into two sections by a gastight d'aphi%..r
Gns-hlA, of the tube, known to the compreision chamber, contains % gaz at a
presmurm P4 , which is in' exIeIs of the pressure p of the gas In the otim"
half of the tubs known as the expansiun oiamber. TRe iasea on sithur Ft(Me
of the oiaohragrn need not r.euessarily be of the iAme chemical type

Whin the diaphragm ti oauied tu shatter, a shook wave traveks into
the expansion chamber arnd a rarefaction wave travels back Into the oompreablon
chamhx. A flow of eas Is behind the shook frcut end, in order to avoid pressure J

I
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variations building up, the flow veloity is uniform in the region between the
shook front and the tall of the rarefaotion wave. This is also a region of eqon-
stent pressure, The distribution of pressure along the tube before and after
the diaphragm has shattered is also shown on the picture,

The.dottod line denotes the position oocupitd by that gas which was
otigiraliy at the diaphragm, The gas to the right has been oompressesd and
heated by the shook wave but the gas to the left of this line has expanded from
th6 oompression ethamber and has, therefore, been cooled. At this position
there will be, thoroforo, in general, a change of type, temperature, and densityl
vwIcditins are thoi same on both sides, Suoh a pol=.t in known as a u•cnLeot
disountinuity.

Figure 7 shows a plot, in the iw, t plane (x corresponds to the length
of t.ae shook tube with. x a 0 4st thI diaohtlgmMnd t is the time) of the pro-
oosseie ooourring in a shoch tube witn bot6 ends olosed, The shook front posi-
tior is represented by thr.line CA with slope dt/dx a l/U ( U a, volocit.,
of the shook wave) and the contaot aion.ontiftuity by 08 with slope dx/dt , 1/u'
(U'a velocity of the ooonteot disoonlnuityi . -This meets the reflected shook
,A8 at B : where the shook wave once aIqih undergoes a reflection (not shown
in ths plot). The slope of the contaot-ulfaoe curve in the x, t plane is then
vory steep beocuse the flow volociLy Li low in this tkion. The head of thm
rarefaction wave travelling from the d~aphragm is roprorented by the oharaotwr-
iltica 0 D and the path of the refleoted rarefaction wave is denoted by DE

Figure 8 shows the situat on in a shook tube a. short time after the dli•.
piraqrm wae removed. The 4trong line V •ea the pressure di itribuLlwn verous
distance, the daah6 lcne th- original pritisure dtiLioutLon, and the deshed-
dotted line the contact murf:i,•,.

Finally, the next equation will yield the static pressure ratio k.14
u,.ross thm diaphragm neoessary to give a pressure ratio P1u itorcs the hahck
font: r (Y

( L 4 -4-P1 P21 4T -1
2.Yl~~ ~ P1[P12
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For 4 7/5 and A14  1 /6 4 - 1 follows

12 aaP TFi . ~ 1

It is clear from the first equation that the starting preosiurt Ma*io tk4
required to produoe a shook of preoA're ratio P12 ao a function of threein,.
dependent parameters, A Y and A j is the ratio of the
speeds 'f Sound in the reo6n I ani 41 Y• I I th S•ectific hieat in
region I 4nd 4. The theory may, )f oourali be Annuitehd i 6teri iA bther
parameters: Suh as internal eatirgy., for e*.Y'am , The primary a nditin (or ' .
producing a shhok -it the differenoe in pressure acrOsp the diaepragm and,
having fixed I( and "Y by a choice of geses, one still'hag a free par.-
meter which becomes fLxeJ when the•t•mperature ratieo in pecified. In prao-
tice it is found very advantaqoase to ume i 11ght gas t9 drive a hov.y q.,,
Suoh is helium on air, because thi, oombtnatioa giweas sm&1i• v•i -e6-.f Ao`4f
without change.in temperature and rqeuul ine stronger sijck', Without In-
croesing the pressure ratio across the MIepirigm,.

Figure 9 shows the relation botwoen the shouk Mo4h number Me ahd
the pressure ratio P4 l scrohs the diiiphrngm Lui several values of A41For a strong shook the Iuilowing equath)n yivlds the shock Mtoh rnuobort

Ms &r -- + I+ ( J+ 0pip- 1/

Using; a nertlin substitu•tion yiLslds I)
+14

Figure 10 shows the variation of the shook pressure rotwo, .1, with the
diaphragm pressure tatio, P41 , andJ Figure 11 the variation 50 th%• Snook Mboh
number, M, , and pirtiln velocity ti2 , with diaphragm prosouro ratio, P4
for the gas combination air/air, He/air, ar.l H2/ air.
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Before any design data can be given, it is necessary to dicids which
specifiL conditions shall be simulated, Any point around a nuclear explosion
is chavaoteriaed by overpressure and duration of flow. Hence, it must ber detor-
mined for what overpressure and flow dutation the shoeik tube shalM be designed,
thouCh the flow duration is oW minor importance since epeoial instrumentation
and theoretical oonskderatios elminate the need to simulate the full duratioil
of flow,

Although present mkovines oan ortly endure a very Amall overpreseure,
It appears rea=onable that future missiles should bear a much higher over- :
pressurw in the magnitude of 100 psi, 100 pit to almost equivalent to A pressure
ratio of the shook wave of hS.

Formerly given graphs have slhown immediately that the desired pressure
ratio of the shook front P21 8 is obtained by a pressure ratio across Athe
diaphragm

Y 41 w Z00 for air/air

P4 1 a 26 for He/air

P4 1 a 16 fkr H7/air,

The notation air/air, He/air, end Ht/air nisanl that mtr, holliue, and '.ydrogen
nre used as driver gasoo in the high pressure chamber, respeotivaly, and only
..;r is used as driven gee in the low prittuwure Qhamber.

The rr'msoure ratio t - 8 ayields a velocity ratio of the shook wave
M - 2. 6. If the shock tube is duewLined to bear an ovarproaskire of about 3000
!.111 (P4 w 200), then it is possible to attain shock pressure retio "21 ' ",S
wlth he1 iuM And P2 1 - 23 with hydrogen instead of air as driv'r Oss which
is equivalent to about zJ0 psi and 345 psi, respectively,

The numbeirs given above show clearly that is is easily possibl , o
A Lrmluate the peek overpressure of a nuclear blast with a bhook tube built'with
moderately stronu material,

The length of the shook tube is a very important factor sinue the dura-
tion of the flow dcpends on it. Figure 12 represents the course of events by a
time-distance plot which can be used to determine the length of a shock tube.
In the potourm the nrloin tm trkmmn it the noCtirnn nf the dlerhreafm and a! the timu
it breaks. The abscissa X 0 x t io distance along the channel divided by the
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length of the pressure chamber The ordinate Y ", t/L in likewise
diminsionless end, hence, the plot tq applicable to any thouk tube, The
velocity of the shack front is considar•d as constant Nnd has been previously
preoented in the equations. Its path is represented by the straight line a,
The contact surface in represented by the straight line b. The. rerefaction
wave is designated by d and after reflection on the cloied end by a.

At any particular X the length of a verical line within a zone which
it crosses represents tho dutatiun of the flow in that zone for an ideal shock
tube, The verical line through the point B extending from point B to the
Lntereogtion with the line a at B' represents the longest possible time of
flow 0 between the shock front and the arrival of the contact lurfane before
other disturbances given by the rarefaction wave may occur,

Zn order to calculate the very important point B for any given parameters
a,, and a4 the following equations can be used:

XB" (YB - YO) ( _ + A4 ) aX

y3 .Mp 2 a A41) -

? .I + A4
2 al 41

where

X Y C -4+ 4

2~2 &1 i

Y4 + I"YC galA4 !" •4- '• u., A 14 T(Y-4)

14 2. ...

~~~~ . ... . .. .1•
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The following equation yields the length L of the compression "hambsr ex-
pressed in the same sys%em of units in which a, is given:

Y B Ms a XB

Consequently, the overall length L of the whole shock tuue iu given by:

L* ir XB4 +

Assuming a pressure ratio P 0.15, &flow duration t'. 3 moo, anda
velocity of sound in air a w 32 nV/sec, the esu~tions yield the overall length
of a rhook tube to 6.2 kilometers. Stronger shocks as assumed or use of
helium or hydrogen would lead to even longer tubes. From these resilts it
becomes obvious that it is prectically impossible to simulate the full duration
of the overpressure phase but as already mentioned, the need for this can be
etimInaLed by special arrangements,

I the eqLuations are solved for It , the flow duration behind the
4hook wave in a shook tube of given length of the compression chambe, can
'•n computed,

Assumino aqanr P .- 0,15, a, a 332 ra/seo, ar'h tle length L a 30 m,
tho quatiot: ,.talds - U,'lu seconds.

No princip4l considerations can be given for the diameter ol ,ho shook
I;:ihe inca no primary physical factors depend on this parameter, Moverthete.s,
in order to :.-void bouulary layer effects and as far;.as possibie to eear, tho
measurements, tho diameter of the shook tube should be as largoe ati Jutifiahbe
from the standpoint of general design and econumies,

It has been shown that from the environment of a nuclear explosion the
most important part, namely the blast wave, can be simulated with a shook
tube. Other parameters as flow duration and the shape of the positivo phase
of the overpressure are diffi'nult to simulate, yet the need for this can be
eliminated by special instrumentation and theoretical considerations,
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In order to meet future requirements of missile structures An respect io

blast loading it is neoessary to produoe' a pressure ratio across the shook
front P.a 8 which Is equivalent to ar, overpressure P2 a 105 pat. The simplo
:-.ock tHe theory shows that this requirement can easily be achieved by a
pressure ratio P n 200 (air/air) across the diaphragm of the shook tube.
Length and diamereter of thu i:hook tube should 'be as large as justifiable from
the standpoint of general design and economics.
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RELIABILITY OONOEPTS FOR MISSILE OAT!U RIES

Nicholas T. Wilbti.rio
U. S. Army Electronics Research and Development TAbot;tbry,

Fort'Monmouth, Mrw Jersey'

This session presents a long-awaited opportunity for a diboussio~i o;
methods of determining the reliability of one-shot battery power suplItes for
missiles, Approaches and suggestions are lurgently required to to apprepri-
atO toot design.; the nature, extent and qmnerat advisability of making're-:,
li ability predictions based on analysis of limited amount; of toot data; end'
the cuurt4uuuuwvJe uf r nadii in rragard to diotributiona arid Vari-
since of the battery resiponses, I

The batiezies we are dealing with are one-shot types, insta1lea in
missile t', Nrnish power to quidance, control, orl warhead systems, They
are stot . in an Inert condition in the missile end, itpon command, must be
activated almost inistantansousiy to provide pow#er, Due to the' inert state
prior to activation, there is no way to teot the operational readliness of an
I ndividual battery. The necessary reliability must be engineered Into the
I -Attery durin~g its development and maintained In pro'duction by adequate
q4uality assurance techniques,

The problem areas in making reliability predictions may best be under-
L4 ' od by firit considering a typicsAl missile battery and its electrice.l azau
environmenetal requiremailvts. Liectrical requirementm m.ro Liiuetrated in
Figure I (Figures are at the and of the crtiale).

The shaded area is the time-voltage envelope which defines tne,
o'cctrical requirements. Following the activation impulse at tirre Pero, the
battery voltage must rise to the minimum under I-Dad b~y the #,id of the actl.-
vtIIurI ptalud, gaunerally onu iieioad or less. Thu voltacte under nominal
reibistance and under high or low resistance pulses mnust then remain het-
wwan the minimum and maximum throughout the required service llfs through-
out the opecifiod temperature range mnd while being subjected to dynamic
envil.onments such as shaook, vibration, acceleration, and spin. The
battery design should of courdu be Invulnerable to environments such as
temperature, humidity, and transportation and handling stresses during
long storaga prior to activation.
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Ass•umlng that a battery has been developed for a speolflo applica-
tion and that there is reatonable assurance, based on extensive testing
during devnlopmont, that the battery ts capable of meeting all operating

level eleettical requirements while being subjeatsd to the speoified thermal
and dynamic envIrotiments, the question is, how can the battery reliability
be tested for and thus assured? By reliability we mean a high probability of
the battery activatirng properly upon command and thaem fulfilling its mission
which is, basically, meeting all speolfiad requirements under any and all
specified environmental stresses. The requirements arm assumed to have

S beeoon accurately stated,

bli tgtre 2 lists some of the major problem areas. First are the relia-
bilt* y standards which must be established. These must, to be prctical,
represent some compromise between the desires of the missile people and
the battery state of the art. A reliability of 99,999% at a confidence level
of 99% may be desirable wherees a standard of 99,9% with 95% confidence
may be an achievable goal.

Onoe the reliability standards have been determined, the design
qualification procedures must be established. An adequate reliability test-
ily .i•noept Is the major consideration, This will be divoussed later at some
length. The capabilities of test equipment must be considered, how well
they will duplicate the misuilu unvironrments, Test equipment which will
simultaneoualy simulate more than one dynamic envhronnier,L IR normally not
avaiI.ble. The single test concept is intriguing in this respect, an artificial
envtinnment which will contain the resultant forces of all of the wmjor dynamst
forces--ghoch, 'Ibratic;,, auueier~tion, etc, Unfortunat~ly this ti just a I
thought at present. And finally, what is th• nature kif the statistical distri-
butic•, of the battery responses to the environments? The sample te" 4esults

will hov used to make reliability predictions based on the response distribution.
whini :%re generAlly unknown, the nature of which must themselves Le doduced

frorm 0'a sample results,

Dtnally When the desifn has been qualified and is ready for producio,i,
thero are many important considerations to assure that no potentially defective
units reauh the field. These are, however, beyond the scope of this paper.

The major concern at present is the design qualification, testing a
sample of batteries to determine if the reliability it adequate in order to go
Into Production and field use, or if additLonQl development is required to
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obtain the desired reliability. At this point I would like to describe briefly
the various approaches that have been proposed and, in some instanoas,
used by the military to determine "reliability". These are outlined in
Figure 3.

The first method, testing at the "four times operating level", is a
non-statistical approach which evolved as an eariý alternative to test-to-
failure and which has been applied with conuiderahle sucaess, It involves
testing a small sample (10 to 20) at four times the specified g level of a
dynamic environment (shook, Vibration,- eta.), The method searches out
mechanical weaknesses which can be corrected through redesign. The four
times factor is arbitrary. It was felt that batteries capable of meeting this
requirement would certalhily have a high probability of meeting the opecifiod
g forces, Only one dynamic environment is applied at a time. The total
sample size depends upon the number of different critical environmental
conditionas high temperature shook, low temperature shook, high tempera-
ture vibration, eto, Temperature safety factors are investigated by testing
beyond the specified temperature range in the unaotivated condition, One
serious disadvantage of this method is the inability to make a statistical
prediction of the probable failure rate of the battery. Reliability must be
expressed somewhat vaguely as "high, enoineering confidince in the design".
14.condly it may be argued that if adequate safety factors have been consi-
dered in establishing the environmental requirement#, then forcing the
battery design to operate at higher stress levels may unnecessarily strengthen
the design, possibly increasing cost, weight and size, Thirdly, testing
cn.ly one dynamic environment at a tinme overlooks potentially destructive
fo'.rbes resulting from combinations of environments which are Mctually

Fxperienced.

The second mathod, presently being applieh in the devwlcnment of a
,iksile battery, contains all of the elements of the first plus an analysio ..
the variaca of performance parameters such as service life, nltivattrn time,
nrmimum vnltagn, minimum voltaqe under pulse*, otc, It is aosauied that
these responses are normally distributed, Therefore a standard may be
estahlished for the number of standard deviation units which a small t.st
sample (iS to 25) must demonitrate between the sample mean and ihe operating
requirement level for each performance parameter. This number, the k
factbr, is related to sample size, the desired maximum failure rate, and the
confidence level used in making the reliability prediction. Thf total program
thus gives a high engineering confidenoe in the battery design from a meolc-
onical itandpoint and also a high statistical confidence in the battery design
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meeting thl electicaol op 'aertlaiq requirements while being subjecoted to Stioh
environMent, Senhdynarnic onvironmatoeis studied asepitoet~ly at either hiloh
or low t~wposratute and at four tirries Lhe specified g' level. The possible
disadvantages of tht method are thorse as litatia for the previous msthod
Olut the foct that an arronmtous as uropttnn of normality may weaken the
v~alue of the reliability predictions.

The thirdimeththd to similar to the one, just desortb~d excopt that in-
stead of using an arbitrary umultlp,16 such. as four, thp v~Osified g forcesa for
the dynamic 6nvir oiiinens ars.&Oplle~d, The r.;4th4 jhas the same potential
di~padVanteoq's as the previous one tri.ovsr~pokipgq po0ibis interactions bet-
woon .forces and in assuming norraihty of response dastribution..

The fourth concept approaches the proolem of reliability by determining
the Actual inean tailure pointoeof the bu~ttjry design with respect to each
arivironment, thaftiIl, or dynamqic, dietwitinintg the variability around the mean
failure poini'and making a ipridiohbn ,of~ths bottqry capability at the roquire-
ment i4vel f~r~the indidvidual snvkrpnmerni, A method of ýthis type was dil-
cussed by Mr, H. I. Langli# of the Fo .rd Motor ý,Ompiny?,~t the eight~h con-

ierrio ~t.'NA3. lst earand w th ij~oqt'.b muchý of Professor Ohernoffli
iva talk, In this approaoh the individu~l sn'~ironmenta1 test conrditions

are lnvestigAtod in sequenne. Thus intoraktions between en1vironmental
Mtbirhois Are not considered. Tho assumption of normality is made in regard
to thu distributrni of failure points in order for predictions to be made with
smnail .jmplos in the order of 15, Th6;method can be appied only if the
test ovii.rpMent range is capable of inducinig failures, This hois proved to
be a rrohlsm Im rnpknv inltnn-:cs.

The last method whiuk has boon pjroPosed is arain btsed upon deter-
minino tioan failure paints and, barsed. on analyuis of varlanco, predictin, Ithe picoabilitv ot failure at the requirement stress levels. The methodvisuelizss the doitrimorttat effects of increasingly higher environmettVa btress
ieveliu on thij battery performancea responses %uuli that each performiance
paranintter may be expressed as a function of the environment, thermal or
dynamic, or as a function of as many environmental variables as may b..
studies simultaneously in accordance with thu capability of test equipment.
Toletance intorvals about the response surfaces thus generated can then be
used for predicting the probability of lai-lure at the requirement levels or at
any settings of the vkr'.Gblem throughout the test region. Actual failure need
not be induced. The problems with this method are, again, making assumptiotis
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of normality and of uniform variance throughout the environmontal test regions
as well as the difficult problem of developing statistical techniques for ob-
taining multi-varisto tolerance surfaces and being able to rely on predictionsmade from the testing of relatively small samples.

This general background of the attempts that have been made to deter-
mine the reliability of one-shot items should serve to illustrate some of the

problems confronting us. The goal, basically, Is to develop techniques with
which we can comp up with meaningful reliability prediction numbers from
the testing of one-bhot items where the sample sizes are necessarily samll
diiP tm thA rmlativsly high cost of the individual items. An important queatkon
tn determing our approach is, If we can't duplicate the specified missile
environments In the testing laboratory in all respects with all of the impacts,
vibrations and accelerations ocouring in natural sequences or combinations,
then are we deluding ourselves in the reliability statements we make and, In
effect, playing a numbers gdme ? Or can the statements we make following
testing of bits and pieces of the total environmental picture have a real
meaning which can be valuable in assessing the adequacy of a given design
and assuring us il-tt wu have procsqded far enough in its development?

Next, if the reliability numbers we obtain can have some meaning,
%vw do we get them? What is the best rellAhility testilng concept? Do we,

tur example, study tI,.- variability of the bcatcty performance lovole at th'i
sp:.r~led environmenrtal stress luvels or do we find the t~ilure points with

o,:. -act to the environmonts and then determine that theisa failure points arc
,.týLiciently abokl, the roqit.w,,.r'nt levale? What statintiual M:u~huds do we
u..j or deveiop r how do we %,.%,iie the problerm of the types of distributions
we are dealing vith, generaliý unkn-wn particularly when dealing with high
q.-"ironmental stresses? What are the consequences of aesum_.,, -t''t.lin
IIIL:Ibutions? How du we express the reliability? In facing these questto,..;
w.: nust buia in m!nd thz*. we don't went to farce the developirert of ." ý.nait
which is far hfeyond a reasonable and necessary slao and cont. And, in our
trtntiny programs, we must remember that samp'o :izes must b- lIm lied by
cno- A the batteries, seldom less than one hundred dollars a piece.

Thc.';e, then, are. the gonerol questions about reliability which wo
urgbnt i) nueti dnswurs tu. If the answer is that thero, I1 no answer, this
iou is hiiportant to know.
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MONTE CARLO APPLIOATION FOR DEVELOPING A DESIGN
RELIABILITY OA,. OQMPATULE WITH SMALL

SAMPLL REQUIREMENTS

Ray Henthoock and Dal* L. Burrows
George 0. Marshall Space Flight Center

Propulsion & Vehicle Engineering Laboratory
Technical & Scientific Staff

U . This report desoftbes the application of Monte Carlo sin-
ulation to the construction of empirical sampling distribution of reliability
estimates obtained by sampling from the classical itreisshd strength (load
and fUilure) distributions, which are assumed Gaussian. Typical stress/strength
distributions, representing specific values of reliability, were stored in a
computer. From the distributions various sample sizes were taken and the
resuliting estimate of reliability computed. Iteration of this process resulted
in the construction of empirical sampling distributions for specific values of
reliability and specific sample sizes. Emphasis was placed on very high values
of reliability (.99 to .999999993 arnd on very small sample sizes (2 to 8)
because a high reliability requirement coupled with a limited number of test
articles is commonly imposed on space vehicle development programs.

Since the sampling distribution of reliability estimates was found to be
vi,/ sensitive to the ratio of the standard deviations ot the stress and strength
disLrillutLons, sampling distributions were constructed for specific valus.8 of
thilr ratio. Since the true ratio of standard daviations vwill seldom be known,
w.- variation in the sampling distribution due to this ratio introduces a c~r';i;
weakness into the api Uf the analysl3. This weak",.a is liscussed
fully in the body of this rnpoL4.

It is concluded from this inveitigation that the sampling oksL.".6,utionll,
con4tructed by Monte Carlo simulation, may be utilied to aid the designer
in ujtabllshing a designi toliability qoal, place a oonfid•nos rjoiflilolunt oir
reliability estimates, and to determine if sample stress and strangth dale
don onstr'ates a specified reliability at a speoiiwU confidenoe level.

The primary purpose of this report is to present a method end examples
of the use of the method. The ogives given in this report may be used in
actual application, however, not Indescriminately, since ,he eglves contain
small inaccurocies duo to the curve fitting procedure,
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I. INRQJQ N .

A. Background. In large space vehicle development, and in many
other fields as well, a delign.er is often asked to deiign his equipment knowing
that later a very small sample of items Will be tested to determine if a specified
minimum reliability is demonstrated at some fairly high confidence level. The
designer is often quite perplexed as to the methods and reliability goals he
shoula utilize in formulating his design, His own training and experience make
him favor the saiety factor approach, and yet statistioians and reliability
engineers advocate ,safty margins, stress/strength relationships and other
statistical approaches. The publiuatLonw of Robert LUaser advocate the safety
margin approach, (Ref. 1) while ARINC Research Corporetion under contract
NASA (Ref. 2) has advocated the use of stress/strength relationships as a
reliability prediction technique. There are many other papers and publications
which propose the use of statistical variations in stress and strength in design
and subsequent analysis of the design. The application of a single distribution
(strength) and a reliability bounday (upper limit of stress) is discussed in
references I and 3.

B, Scope, This investigation attempts to shed some additional light
on problems concerning the use of stress/strength statistlas in design,
relimbility demonstration, and confidence limits. It is primarily concerned with
the solution of statistical sampling problems which havew no known theoretical
biu:alon and with Lhu application of the data provided by these solutions. In
this analysis, very small sample sizes In the range of 2 to I and high reliaLility
valur, Crorn .99 to .99999999 have been purposely used because space vehicle
davclk,.inent programs are restricted to small samples and require,high raliaLibtty
valuct,

Thm authors wish to a'*nowledge the very capable aselntarce of
Mestrn, Robert rCrafts, Joe Medlock and Matt blue of the Computation Liuo•
story, mvSFc, for programming the Monte Carlo simulation sohenie, and of
Mr. F,. L, Bombers, Engine Projoets Office, MSFC, whose technical adviou
and su-ggestions were very helpful,

1., P.JI.LPTJ•.Q.

A. Analysis. The reliability of many items in large *pace vehicles
from piece parts to large structural elements, can be approptiately oonsidered
to be a function of a stress distribution and a strength distribution. A stress
distribution is defined as distribution of stresses to ,,which the population
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of items veill be subjected in actual use, and a strength distribution is defined
as a distribution of stresses which will cause failure of the items. This
analysis applies to the general problem of pitting e distribution of "what a61
item will do" against a distribution of "what it; is required to do" In any per-
formanoe parameter. The analysis is not restricted to the more common applica-
tion of structural stress/etrength analysis,

An namplm of the relationship between the stress and strength distri-
butions of a typical situation is shown in Pigure I (Figuresareat the end of this
article). The diRtributions are assurned to be normal, an assumption which to
retained throughout this paper.

A randomly chosen value of stress (X2) subtracted from a randomly
chosen value of strength (X ) gives a varlate from the strength minus stress
distribution. By repeating t&is proceas many times, a distribution of strength
minus stress may be lormed. it will appear as shown in Pigure 2. The mean
of this distribution is the mean of the strength distribution minus the mean of
the stress distribution. The standard duvlation of this distribution is the square
root of the sum of the varianoes of the strength end stress distributions. At
some point on this distribution, stress equals strength and a sero point appears
on the X, - XZ axis. Since any negative value of strength minus stress re-
presents a failure, the area below the zero point represents unreliability, and
oi,. area above the zero point represents reliability. Mathematicelly this may
b,, stated as foliows (Ref, 0

R " Pr(X1 X2)

R -Pr(X , X2  - Mxl #. Mx 2  -MxI * lx2)

R - Pr(1 - M2- M +Mx -. .

MX, - 2X1 X
R -P(Z 2.) since Z is a normal deviater -
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In actual practice the parameters of the stress and ntrength distributions
will rarely be known and must be estimated from sample daei, Small sample
estimates of the parameters may be used to estimate reiiability as follows.

Ret~'Pr (Z 1• which can be obtained from the norrial

table of areas,

Sinai an estimate of the reliability of a partioular situation can now be
made, the next logical step tu to describe the variations expected in this esti-
mate due to sampling. In order to make use of the stress/strength statistical
relationship•, the sampling distribution of reliability estimates, based on this
relationship, must be developed. Since there was no known theoretical solu-
tion to the description of this variation, a computer program was developed
using Monte Carlo simulation to derive the empirical sampling distribution of
tho quantity

•812 +
X1 x 2

Very briefly, this simulation technique consists of the following steps:

(1) Store hypothutina. ?ýLJS find strength dintributioný •n Lhe computer
(2) Genmrr& a pseudo roadom number
(3) Use this random number tu ;at a random value ur strength (X1 )

repagLkig this procoau N times
(4) Compute a samle mean and standard deviation for strengtth
(5) Repeat the process for stress
( 6 ) C o m p u t e 7 , 7 1

K . ÷ 8 2
xx 2

(7) Form a histogram of valhms of K, which represents the sampling
di.tributton, As many values of K as desired may be obtained from the pro-
gram, dependent on the accuracy desired. 1000 values were used to obtain the
information for this papimr, Tho sampling distributirn mnay be put In a curmut.tivp
form, terrisad an oglve, in order tu be abli to read K vales corresponding to
selected valuLes of p". h,•htiit',
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B. Results. The factors which influence the sampling distrlbutLons,
of K will now be discussed. First, sample size, of coei.vs, *Lll ioltuenue it,
An empirical sampling distribution must be gpneraetdd for aoih hsmple ' t
will be used in actual prautioes, To give an Idea of how the sampling d'Jori-P
bution variels, an sample sle varies, same ogives for various NOMple sites'
have been developed,

The ogives in Figure 3, from left -to right, represent vaLues of rfltas-'
bility from . 99 to , 99903999. In other words, the first curve to the left ra-
presents the variation inherent In estimating a true ,99 reliability usin~g a
specified sample size This figure represents the oase.-hero, N.,Le 8 *id
Nx - 8 .ie, sample site# ;Z 8 fimn each of the strength and stre:ss. distri-,
utiono. The standard deviation~s of ltrlso and strength ea" equal in thts case

The affect of varying these standard deviations will ber:discuossd later. Ct
ogives for various sample sizes and equal sigmas appear in Figure 4 througW .

As may be observed from Figure 3 .hwough 8, the ogtvea vary quire,
radically with sample size, especially ir the very ssnall sample mimes used
here. In order to use this type empirical data, ogives for the specific larWS
sizes used in a partidular application must be developed.

The second important factor which causes the imrnpling di tribu.tlon to
va'ry is the ratio of the standard deviations of stremu end strength. This ratio
's defined as the smaller standard deviation divided by the larger ýtand-rd
deviation, Early in this program Monte Carlo results indicated that the sigma
ca*aoihad an Important effect on the variation of the sampling distribution, ,u
1-mor, the theoretinal appiicoL'.rn of referenco 5 &ierved to .-•.iy this conclusion.
The results or thre teoretical kpliicatton showed tnnt for equal sample sizes
the degrees of freedom of this ,un-ccntral t distribution is a function of sample
1• and the ratio of standard deviations of the stress and strength di urll.•]ttona.
lyure 9 shows the variations in the sampling distributions for various ratios
of tie stanUard deviations with a fixed sample else of NX1 = ?42. b, H.ro

only the upper portion of the distributions ae-ohOwn .!ri',4o most applic'tions
v,'iJI be concerned with high confidence and because the variation ti r,.st pro-

nru.,:cod In this area. These curves were obtained b-, holdinu all variaules in
the computer program constant except the sigma ratios. The sample i2es5 were
equal for stiess and strength. As the figure indicates by convergence of thle
curves, there is little variation in the sampling distribution of "K'' atrribw-
table to sigma ratios below the 80th percentile Point of "K". Above this
point there is considerable variation; the higher rotor result in sampling
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d•stilbutioni whichare skewed to a greater degree, Although ratios up to
1/100 were run on thle Monte Carlo program, the practical range is probe.bly
between I and 1/10 for most applications. I•van at the 1/10 ratio, however,

there is a large variation; therefore, separate curves for the specific ratio must
be utilized in actual application. A weakness, however, in this proredure Is
that in practice the actual ratio will seldom be known and therefore must be
estimated from sample date. An F test for the ratio of two variances could be
used to establish if there is any significant difference between the sigmas end

posrible, ocinfidence limits for the ratio of two variances could be utilized for
estimating the limits of the ratios. Further work is desirable In developing an
approach to establishing a ratio from sample data which could he used for enter-
ing the appropriate set of curves.

Mnother important factor to consider is the case of unequal sigmas
(stress and strength) end unequal sample sies. The most skewed condition
(long tail to the right) in the sampling distribution of 'It" will repult when the
smaller sample Is taken from the distribution which has the larger standard
devi•tilor, For instancio, assume that the standard deviation of strength is
twice that of etress and a sample of 8 is taken from the stress distribution
and 5 from the strength distrbutinn,1n IA. , thm mmaller sample is taken from
the distribution with the larger sigma, What would happen if a reverse prome-
durv ,,- used and the large sample taken from the distribution having the
larger st.ma 7

-ho oaive for this came is shown in Figure 10. The bruken llnf reprenui.ta
,he ogll"' for the large sample matched with the large sigma, and tho solid
lirn rej.;-,,.,-nts a rarun of thn same c,•se with the small sample with the Lerle
sigma. As can z. acr,, L!,,aie is a simnifiuaat variation in th., Lwo onnditions,
It is onrncluded, thcratore, that thl, 14 anothea condition which must be lniiluded
in the MUrt-M COari. output in order to utilize the results effiolently zni oncurately.
This ptlaint. no problem, however, if the sigma ratio-is known since Monte
Carlo rtn,ý for the required conditions can be made, It is being presenfedl

erely ', th. Ilatrato thot it doeo have an influenuu.

The. itacussion. thus far, has dealt only with the mechanics of obtain-
ing the sampling distribution of "K" and its variation as related to opeoutt;
facitors causing it, It is appupriate to discuss the application of such data.

C, Application. The criteria for determining whether sample data
demonstr~t.es a given rollahility at a specified confidence wiOl be developed
Ini turms of "K" whireh t, normal deviatn corrmporiding to a spmnifimd area
,indnr the normal curve,
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Thp ýaa for developing the demonstratlon criteria is shon n2J4ge 11
which depiots thot distribution of X1 - X2 and X1 - X2 - KLjJc[ x ' ÷ iX2

The Z shown in the figure is a normal deviate, the area above whiohAobtained
from normal tables of areas) represents the reliability whioh it ti required to
demonstrate. K. reproventa a normal deviate greater than Z which must 06
found and when applied will assure a demonstrated reliability with confidence C.

If a Kc that satisfies the followinq inequality

(Rat. 3) can be found and applied as a criteria, a decision can be made asto
whether or not the sample data demonstrates a specifLed reli4bility (Z). This
inequality may be roduced to

Pil (X1 - X2 - Kc ]Sx4 8x2 lk0 Binoe MX - . 2 Z ' zVNino

in this nituation, because the Monte Oarlo program was run on this basis.
Manipulation of this inequality, as follows, mathematioally, giveU the criteria:

Pr(X 1 -X2 h KA + a / Sx ) + S

1 2

P1.( -1TO 2 •:ý Kc) aC

Now K0 can be found by referting to the Monte Carlo devoluped

oijvua for the oonditions of the problem (specified Z, Nx , N, 2 , O,, )

Once KO is found, the otiteria for demonstratir'n is as.iollows:

If the sample quantity 1" . 0 reliab,,tty - Is cc-

monstrated with the desired oonfidence. As an example, suppose samples
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of NXI 8, NX2 8 gives X1  80,000, X2  60,000, Sxl 3000 X, 3000

and the problem was to determine if .9999 reliability (Z u 3.71) was dumonstrated
at the 90% confidence level. The 90% point on the ogives for .9999, Nxa NX2 N 8,

0'xI - OCx2 is found to be 4.95 which is Kc

-x +X22" - 4,7 thmrefore miaicO 4,7<4,95 reliability .9999 Is not

demonstrated at the 90% confidence level. The accuracy of the answer obtained
is dependent on how ciose the true sigma ratio isito unity, since it was assumed
that 0' - c7 in thin example.

Another application of the Monte Carlo results is the establishment of
is entered with the reliability estimate (relability estimate expressed in terms

ot a K value) and a uonfidenoe it read for each reliability value represented by
curve, If sample data (Nx I a 8, 0 `x1 a O'x2 ) gave a reliability esti-

mate expressed in terms of K w 3,5 for a given sigma ratio and a given sample
sikt,. pioneed as follows to arrive at a lower confidence limit:

(1) Refer to the strins of ogives (fILre 12) representing the sigma ratio

and sample sizes applicable to the problem.

,2l) On the hortzontal sotir lecate a K value of 3,5 which was tha
sampie -stimatc and draw a vurtictal 1.1ie through the point,

(3) Where the vertical line intersects a curve, read a oonficiwti:-. for
the teotibil~ty represented by that curve, For thee example, Figure 12 shows
95% cnfidence In .99 reliability, 70% confidence in .999 rsliability, elc
By gmnma.ating a sufficient number of curves, a confidence uoeffictwrvt for the
roliability estimate in question, or at least close e.o)iqh tu It for practical
apolic.:tion, can be obtainod.

If in the initial design of an item, a designer knew exactly the stresa
distribution and knew exactly what strength distribution he could get, designing
wuuld Lu a simple problem and thero would be no need for demonstration.
Iiuwuver, Lhl i.h no.t th. .rse, and the designer has to make 3etimates of the
di stributions.
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Assuming that the deaignwr knew exactly the strength & stream distribu-
tions and was to design, knowing that a small sample of him items was to be
tested later for demonstration purposes, it would be to his benefit to over-
design so that he would have a good chance say 90%@ of having the imall
sample demonstrate the specified reliability. In order to arrive at how much
he should overdesign, he can consult the Monte Carlo developed ogives and
find a K0 suoh that if the sample K is greater than K., the esaple date hal
demonstrated thr. toquired reliability at the desired confidence. Reference to
Figure 13 will aid the reader in following this approach, If the designer wants
a 90% chance of having a sample demonstrate the required reliability, he miiut
design to a reliability represented by an ogive 90% of which 4! above the .c
point. This logic saenim to he non senslual mince if a designer knows the dis-
tributions he could just design to the reliability he desires and there would be
no point in a demonstration programl however, this logic can be applied to the
situation where the designer does not know the distributions but has some know-
ledge of them from experience or design caloulation. Assuming a designer
wants to design so that he has a 90% chance of demonstrating a specific re-
liability with b specified sample siss, it can be concluded from the previous
discussion that he must design to a reliability above that which gives him a
90% chance of demonstrating it with the specified sample mlie. How much
above is a matter of engineering Judgement, and depends upon how well the
designer thinks he can estimate the distributions. This conclusion vividly
P(liLtl out the fact that a design goal (inherent design reliability) must be
higher than the specific reliabilfty which is to be demonstrated at a high de-
gres of confidence, There aro, of courts, other faootQ~u ,.•,h" influence the
eatmbliahmen• of reliability goals, Weight, cost and performance all shoul(
io,•'ienoe design decisions and must be properly co. .luered am tradwulf factors
against the statisticelly iuv.ioped goal,

Since much of the forfigoing discussion of reliability has L:,.n in terms
of t14a normal deviate, Z, Figure 14 has been provided to enable tho reader .
determine Z directly from a numerical value of unreliability (I..R).

111. GONULUSIONS & REGO MAN.AIQNAý

A, Conclusions, This investigation has revealed that the utstistical
information afforded by very small samples from a stress/strength situation
(even as Low as 2) can be useful t.j the designer and the relikbility engineer,
It has ciao revealed that the sampling distiibution of reliability estimatin
made by taking samFie data from the strens/strength distcrbLitions is very Men-
aittvo to sample ,tze nnd t0,hý reti, -l Ih-, .tinderd devrations of the str, MR Mnd
vtaength distributions.

. _a
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It is concluded that the empirical sampling distribution of reliability
estimates can be utiiLsed by the designer or the reliability engineer as follows:

1. Reliability Demon tration-Given sample data from stress and
strength distributions, a determination can bo made as to whether the sample
data demonstrates a specified reliability at a chosen confidence level,

2. Establishing Confidence Coefficients-Given sample data from a
stress/strength situatLcn, confidence coefficients for various values of relia-
bility can be estimated, limited only by the number of curves that have been
generated by Monte Oarlo.

3. Recommend Design Goal-One can establish and recommend to the
designer a design goal such that if he designs to It, a pro-chosen sample will
demonstrate a specified reliability at a chosen confidenc, level, a specified
percent of the time.

B, Recommendations for Future Investigation. In view of the numbwi
of promising applications discovered during this investigation and the weak-
nmoses and limitations that are inherent In the nature and extent of this ana-
lysis, it is believed that the following areas are worthy of further investigatton:

1. Since the ratio of standard deviations of the stress and strength
distri•utions has a large affect on the variance of the reliability sampling
distribution (Distribution of 1K11) wiard sincu in practice this tiu will seldon
be knovu-. but must be estimated from sample data, a method should be derived
for ee'.aulishing a ratio whch rcvu1 . he used for entering the apr,, ;riate set of
ernpirioal curves.

.E, tLmiiu=,i of the analysts to varlouu combinations of differii' ,osi.
of distrL'utions, other than normal, should be investigated hy the Montm 0arlc
prooear rinne Lrn theki areas not even approximation to theoretical solutitLi
are bvailable,
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EXACT CONTINGENCY TABLE CALCULATIONS

Dorothy Bwrg, Morley Leyton"'. and Clifford J. Maloney
Division of Biologics Standards

National Institutes uf Health

1. INTRODUCTION, The greBt Dane Is known throughout the civiHlized
world for him famous rhetorical question: "To B or not to B 7?1 But he
had a predecessor, equally famous, who 2000 years ago and muoe divided
the univurse not surprisingly into the even prior dichotomy A and not-A,
These pioneering efforts were continued in many lands while Europe slept
with the result that not 200 years ago science was able to divide the universe
not only into A and not. A, but almo tinmLultaneously into B and not-B, We
show this model in table 1, except that w6 have substituted the letters R
and C (from row and column) fur the Aristotelian labels A and B. Every
element of the uniwrse of discourse is presumed to be unambiguously
assigned to one of the four celld in the body of the table,

We need not tell this audience that the probabilhty of any given set
of four cell frequencies among the s.,t of all four-fold tables with speci-
fied row and column totals is given by the hypergeormetric. distribution

)Pi ! C! r! RI

Accordingly, reference (19) can be umed to obtainh significanrc
lvels for testing obmp.'.jJ Aemults. Tables fcr exa.!t raobabilitien wh~ra

N - R + r and r 1 R 1 30

-rd ltes. completely where.

31 -' R ! 40, r !' R

Now at the School of Public Hvgiene, Johns Hopkins University
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have recently appeared, (6). More exact and more complete tables are
avails1jle in the UMT file of Mathematics of Computation at the David
Taylor Model Basin, WashingtoiZ =,, C. , covering with t6) the range

r d R 4 45

with table entries Lo four place accuracy, Tables for 2 X 3 contingency
tables in the special case that all two cell marginal totals are equal, in
the range 3 (1) 20 at lev00ls nf signif1ance 0. 05, 0. 02, 0. 01, 0.001 have
recently appeared (3), Robertsom (25) ha: r.•ihlished a computer program
by the use of whichexact probabilitias can be calculated for uny 2 X 2
contingency table. The computer program for handling the 2 X 3 came
presumably in available from the authors (3),

Freeman and Halton (7) have published a computing method for
caloulating exact contingency probabilities for tables of any size, They
treat Aso the calculation of interaction probabilities. Unfortunately the
proiedure is more theoretically than practically adequate,

It was early realised by Karl Pearson (23) that this probability could
he approximated by the chi-square distribution provided the individual
c#4l1 entries were not too small, Yates (32) suppliedl a c:orrection which
Nvould make use of the chi-square approximations appropriate for smaller
ceal entries than would otherwiie be possible, but pointed out that, wh -re
tIr cell entries were extremely unequal, even this correction would notbc -dequats until the minimum cell entry of the table sl~ould become quit-

A long series nf authors, amoa' whom Haldane (9) was particularly
prominent, have studied the question of developing adequate appru....Aa-
ti~n- to exact contingency probabilities when the chi-square is not ",seful.
O')thers have ceinidered various other aupects includil.% studia i oL Lhe
power function of the LeoL, Lhiu!L, of tests for interaetione, and measures
of the strength of the association between the itors when independenv.e
i* nut present, MPticularly important from the standpoint of the -x.%t
calculation of contingency table probabilities is the paper of Kinsball (16)
where it Is shown that the partition of contingency table chi-square can
he reduced to thi repeated calculation of 2 X I tables. A selected list
of these papers is provided in the bibliography.
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* 2. FIRST APPROACH, A table which arose in our work and which
actually gave rise to this study It given in table Z. A set of data in
which the reality of the three factor interaction warn the point of interest
is shown in table 3. The entries in table 2 are (some of them) too small
to apply the simple chi-square toot blindlyt yet others are much too large
for manual application of the Freeman-Halton procedure, The computer
program for the 2 X 3 came (3) had hot been announced (terms of avail-
ability were not stated) at that time, and a computer program for the
2 X 2 X 2 case has not yet appeared,

In an effort to devise a procedure for exact contingency table cal,
culations which might be generalised to the general A X C case and which
would be adapted to computer calculation, formrnla (1) for the probability
of the particular set of cell entries which appear in table (1) was- rear*
ranged in the form

(a) , (;) R( j + ( N
which brings out somewhat more clearly that the formula is a uompooite
of binomial cuefficients, The generating function ian hence be shown
in figure (1). [Figure I follows table 3 near the end of this article
It is well known that the exponent on X plus the exponent on Y is a
constant for all terms of a binomial expansion, In figuve (1)

f + a a r and h+k a A.

Farther, if "rc n.,.'..tpiy the, 1':n binomials torrn by cerm then for certain
Aerms

t + h * c and g +k n C

-11d the coefficient of this term in precisely the numerator of the
probability of the table in question, For tho particular case of a
product of two binomials the product nf one term from the first, Ir, a
unique term from the secornd yields tho only pair whose exponents meet
the marginal conditions, and hence is, by itself, (proportional to) the
probability of that particular met of cell frequencies,
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This suggests a very simple computtng rule for calculating exact
probabilities In a I X 2 contingency table. One wtites out the numerators
probability is desired. Lot this smallest total be designated by r, Then

the r + I terms of the expansion of this binomial aee written in a row. In
otar notation R will then se greater than a, We-njext write out in a rowRIbeneath the preceding terms the r + I terms of h in order, Atarting with
u - r as the value tor h under the right moat element of the precedingexpansion and proceedings to the left, These two rows are next multi.

the complete probability distribution of the given 2 X 2 table. The se

terms are summed and each divided by-that ura to yield the numerical
value of the probabilities, The sum of the probabilities for those terms
equal or more extreme than the observed table give the desired exact
probability by which the independence of its main factors is teoted.

The procedure may be illustrated by an example, Lot r a 6,
R -1 10, c * 7, C w S. We set out the complete expansion fohe

nomial of the fifth degree and under it the six terms from

1 5 10 10 A I

120 210 252 210 1zo 45

The respective probabilities fu. aarh table with k given value for

f a i f 0 1 2 3 4 5

,f) 120 1050 Z520 2100 600 45
R-3 645 V436 4-35 64 35 64-35 64-35

For a two-tailed test, the probabilities for testing any observed
table where the marginal totals are 5, 10, 7, and 8 is then a function
of its entry in the cell defined by the 5 and 7 marginal totals only.

• . teq
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45

45 163 765 1815 3915 6435
p 1 R35T M 35 T4~ 635 6435R WX 743-

A one-tailed test for a 2 X 2 table would be exactly analoguis, Exact
probability calculations are, of course, not needed if the entries in
every cell a&,e large. lf one marginal total is small and one large
(nn the same margin, may r< < R) the calculatione can be greatly
simplified by expressing each in terms of one of their number. Fore
example, if

- X1

then - r c - r + a +

c-1

(3) " - r +

() C -r + I X

A3 an exaer Ie of these calculations, consider table (4), Her,.
r - 9, R U 681, 0 a i .1 9, Since XI will eventually cancel out ,

set it equal to one. The calculations follow:
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1 9 36 84 l%6 1Z6 84 36 9 1

342 343 344 345 346 347 348 L49-x 350340 X8 3B X7 TR X 6 .-3- -xS -3-3Tx 4 x-5 X3  3=4X 2 
3 313

In systematically calculating the proba'iflities, a triple product is requiredl
each element is multiplied by its right hand neighbor at wll aa by the number
jnst above it in the preceding row, The term and cumulated frequencies as
functions of f, the entry with smallest joint rnarginal total$ Can be .i-pwe1Sed.

f 0 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

p(f) 0,002 0,019 0.075 0,171 0,2l 0,244 0.157 0,065 0,015 0,002

Pi(f) 0,002 0.021 0,096 0,267 0,518 0,762 0,918 0,983 0,998 1

The procedure can be systematically extended to Z X n tables, though the
work involved quickly increases with n. The general formula for the
probability of a specified Z X ni contingency table with fixed marginal
tntAia, as 'given for example by Freeman and Hentrni, can be rearranged, as

Where N is the table total; r, s, t, , , Rare the n' marginal toti•.:

in th.ý long direction; and C is one of the 2 marginal totals in the other
dire-.rion, In thiij form, it is obvious that the calculations are of the
sami type as thoee required in the Z X Z c-twe but that now the product
of a" appropriate Lerm from each of n binomial expansions will be
requLred, An extension of the generating function of (3) makes clear,
the terms from each binnmial expansion emlmissabls in each product,

II
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For the 2 X 3 caue, the calculations proceed a. follows. Assume
again that f in the smallest entry in the table and that r and o %rc
the smallest marginal totals for rows and oolumnas, (Of course, this
to no restriction on the appllcability of the method), Now f will range
from 0 to r (assumed less than c), Each value of f will determine
one call of the 2 X 3 table exactly and thus reduce the rema,ýnin& cells
to the form of a Z X 2 table with adjusted marginal totals (on the 3
cell margin).

Consider a Z X 3 table* in which the 3 cell margine are 5 and 5
and the 2 cell margins are 2, 3, and S. Then f can be 0, 1, and 2,
We must calculate a 2 X 2 probability distribution for each of theme
values, Let now b play the role of f in tho reduced table. It may
tko the values 0, 1, 2, and 3 (since the smallest remaining total is
3). Hence, in exact parallelism with our previous calculations, when
f m 0, the qualifying marginal totals are 3 and 5, so that for I s 0, as
b ranges from 0 to 3, h takes the values 5,4, 3, and Z. In tabular form

b 0 1 2 3

f(b) 1 3 3 1
£(h) 1 6 10 in

1 15 30 10

1h se are the numerators of the probabilitt, s as they stad, mince

t.1.c factor fronm thm blnoniq- expansion of( I) is unity, WMisr, next,

i takes the valhe 1, the tnarginal total 5 Is reduced to 4 so that
fhe calculation becomes

b 0 1 2 3

f(h) 1 3 34
f(h-l) 5 to 10 5

-9a- Ile -. "

+'Table S.
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Now, however, the numerator in the expansion of is 2, so that

each of the above entries must be doubled to yield

ia 60 60 10

Finally, when 1 2, the only remaining value, the contribution fromrj &&Ki n %aai nity and we h~ave
lf h 0 1 ,

f( .) 3o 3 1

f10a Br IT -

These final products are proportional to the complete $et of'probabil-
Wites for admissable tables, They may be set Qut as in table (6)i When
divided by their total these cntriles ave, ot course, the probabillilus
themselves, Extension to A X 4 and higher tables, while increasingly
laborious, is straightforward, Another option exists, however, From
equation (4) it is obvious that the equation, beinj'a r-'Aning produut of
binomial coefficients can be broken at M point in the reduction process
rut merely after the first column, as was dorse above, Thus, a 2 X 4
couiud be "factored" into two 2 X 2 tables rather thun successively into
two I X 2 and one Z X 2 tAIae, A uomputer routine should he easy to
devine to handle all cases up to a X 6. Further work along thla line
has been temporarily held up, however, since the approach seums
leih promising for tables, 1nth dimensions of which exceed two.

3, OENERA,. R X C TABL., The epproach tndopted in lectinn 11,
wi,,h treated several instances of the 2 X n contingencr table O.ant
prob:tbility calculations was to exploit the fact that th. talculalaone
coutil.i be rcdlced to the product of binomial coefficients, The genmral
R :X C table may he discussed in terms of a 3 X 3 table to sirnpdrF
the notation. An asmignment of symbols is shown in Tahse (7), The
prubahility for any specific set of numerical values of the symbols is
well known to beI
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(5) Pi r nCj dl Riall'bl. c! ISO a', f! &I hi i! N.

In a manner exactly analogous to the reasoning used in the Z X 2
case, this can bn reduced to

( I g__gR(6) Ri I R at-i • R 3-' p T -
a Ib Ici delI

so that the generating function becomes

3 Ri
(7) 0 a f (x + y + a)

Thiv approach could serve as a straightforward method of calculating
all probabilities for any 3 X 3 table, and could be extended in an
obvious manner to the general R X C case,

The method suffers from two drawbacks, The nuniber of possiule
terms grows rapidly, so that the amount of calculations grows even
.a'iter. Most of these tables will have extrermeiy small probabilitleb,
due to their very nnr4 'gr, Hence, it secems wipp1 tr,' dlvixe a method
of approatr In which oLly tables of ippreciable probability will appear.
This will be easy to insure provided (a) the 'trioum tahlep -.an be
calculaited in the order of decreaming p.robability and (b) a running a,-,
M, the probabilities of all tablea calculated so far is maintained, By
w.etting a criterion, say 0, 99999, and terminatien ealeulaticor, when
this total is reached, it iS obvious theft the las6 criterion Its oasy LO
onsure, Furthermore, even if a few tables oi low probability are
calculated, no harm Is done other than the lose of machine tinme sj
that thp method of ordering the calculations need not be perfect, A
drawback, if perfect ordering is not achieved, is that additional
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machine time must be devoted to sorting to make the final output
useful,

The procedure adopted in our current approach i. composed of
two portions, First, a single table, known to be of high probability
is constructed, Further table@ are constructed as perturbations in
the entries of this table so selected that the resulting table is also
likely to be of high probability, The starting information is the set
of row and column totals, Hence the exact probabilities for an
R X C contingency table in a table of Rt + C - I entry, Non-computing
implications are discussed below, It is from these R + C given values
that we construct three sets of tables needed in the calculations and in
the output. First, as noted above, the initial complete table of known
high probability Is constructed as the only member of the first et, It

nmAst, however, always be held in memory whereas the members of the
following sets may b* sent to tape when calculations on them are com-
pleted The calculation uf this basic high probability table is done by
first calculatingthe "expected" cell entries in the usual manner in
applying the chi-square metho'i:

(X) 
X •

These entries are in general not integers, 'he nexL ,ioep it to reduce
mII of them to integral form, but in such a manner that they mum to the
given margijial totals. The second class of Rt X C tables consist a~t
tables vi vdjuautents by ir..%np of which oth* roa.in"ganc-. tables with
the specifiud row and colurrt totals arc formnud by addition of the
,4J,lstment matrix to the criginal starting or basic matrix, r"- this

purpose the rows and columns of the adjustment matrix itself must
oum to Aero, Individ"tl entries may be small positivo or n&Sattve
integers o0 zero, T'he third class of matrices is uomposcd •: •hese
imm matrikes themselves, I. c, the set of Pdmismihlwle matrices other
than the starting matrix itself, This is the set of matrices that met
appear in the output if it is to be in most convenient form,

This approach has just now (July l9(64) been programmed for
the general 3 X 3 case so that, together with the approach of the
preceding section, we should now be in a position to give exact
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.ultingency table probabilities for any Z X n or 3 X 3 contingency
table. An actual 3 X 3 table required 10 meconds of Honeywell 800
computer time so that, in this range nt least, the approach looks
hopeful. In the current program, even for the 3 X 3 came, we
compute all admissable tables atad have so far made no attempt
to minimise memory requiremento or computer time, As the pro-
gram in extended to highoe values of R and C thin will become more
necessary, On the other hand, as the dimensions of the table increase,
the possibilities of adequate approximating formulae increase. The
list of reiereneen mt the end of this paper will indicate that no poussi.
bility of modifying the simple chi-square formula to extend the lower
range of tabular cell frequencies has been overlooked, Unfortunately,
no means exists for choosing between them in the absence of exact
probabilities. One purpose, which we hope our studies will serve.
is to permit such a definitive evaluation of the available approximating
formulae.

The nub of the present computer technique in the forrmation of the
met of adjustment matrices in the order of decreasing pro~ability.
This last is required if the calculationn are to be truncateq when all
tables having appreciable probability have been calculated, Now'the
rows and columns of every adjuutment matrix must suin!rto zero.
This means that the sum of the positive adjuotments mutt ba balanced
by the sum of the negative adju.tmontm. This, in turn, means that
the minimum number of adjustments in any row or column (if it cotntainm
an adjustment at all) must be two, On thei other hand, any table formed
by the minimal number oi minainial adjustments (U 1) would seeM. to 'e
itself a high probability t.le, To exploit these pr.,%A.'ites systematic-
ally it is intencded to no .a.range thn row. and columns of the table that

(9) Rd R + C C I +

for all i and J, which is obviously no roemtriction, on the generality
of the method. This can always be done at the row and eolutn'n sums
are the input to the calculation, Second, all possible correoutiluns of
zL I in at most two cells of any one row and column will be calculated
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first, Then all in at most four, 'hien six and so on until every cell is
adjuated up or down by one unit, If the probabilities of these tables di)
not sum to the cut off criterion, then all oamee in which one cell is
adjusted by two units will be simllarly calculated systematically.
During any one of theme minor cycles it iany prove worthwhile to intro-
duce an individual table probability teat equal say to 10' so that when
a table with this low a probability iW encountered the minor cycle
(shifts in the row and or .olumn of the adjustment) is terminated and
the next adjustment formula applied, In the case of the 2 X 2 table,
it is not difficuilt to distinguish between a oan-tailed and a two-tailed
teat - - despite the fact that this is seldom done, In the general R. X C
table it becomes necessary to select among the possible definitiuns
of a one-tailed test. However, whatever the definition, from a com-
puter standpoint it reduces to deciding what terms to include in a
summation of probabilities. For this reason we hope to print out
probabilities for individual tables and rtudy the sensitivity of changing
the definition on acceptance levels. The results of this work will be
reported subao-q'iently,

I"

*1
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Table I

f V

h k, R

o C N

Symbol au.Lgnmen, for 2 x 2 contingency table,

Table 2

Population II
Treated 23,973 1Ol0637 56,bLJ

lnfeoaed 349 5

Typical actual case of vaccine trial results in three treated acttes,
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Table 3

--- N2Ujw ton,

Treatment R N X, N

A • p 0, 20

1 0 20 2 18

Actual 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table data

r!
- teXfye

-- Xhyk
h!" k!

IFigure L.. Gentating function for itsdivi~dual table frequeoncies of



Table 4

2 338 340

1 143 330

9 681 690

Hypotheti•al Table to illusratee exact probabililty calculation Sor
asyatrric conti.nency table, For explanatLon see text.

?able 5

t b h

- - -

a 3 5 10
[F J

Hypothetical 2 x 3 table. For explaskotion, mie text,
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TLable 6

S0 1 2

0 1 10 10

s1 60 30

2 30 60 15
•-'" "-' -I -.,, .

3 to 10 1

Table 7

W- --. RN lm
, a b a

d

* h I I tU

01 02 01
--- - - - Il
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ABSTRACT,

A consideration of non-destructive analytical procedures (or the

assessment Qf clfents produced as the roeult of energy abeorption by

cellular (biological) systems.

NOTE.,

This paper could not be released in timie tD appear in this publi-

cation. It is the hope of the editors of the PruceedinsA that this articlce

*,A, alppear in the next iesue of this eeries,



DESIGNS FOR THE SEQUENTIAL APPU.ATION OF FACTORS1

Bidney Addelman
Research Triangle institute

Bome experimental plane that are appropriate when the levels of the
factors of the 2 factorial experiments are applied sequentially are presented,
These plans permit the estimation of the main effects and two-foator Interact-
tons of the 2n experiment and also the effects of the different possible order-
Ingo of the factors.

1 .QjQ;g., When an experimental procedure involves the deter-
mination of the effects anc interactions of several factors, a considerable
advantage is gained if the experiment is designed-so that the effect of ch'heging
any one factor can be assessed independently of the other factors, The effe'ct
of all factors on a oharacteristic of interest may be investigated simultaneously
by varying each faotor so that all, or a suitable subset of all, possible com-
binations of the factors are considered, An experiment in which this-.pocoe
dure Is used is known as a factorial experiment, A factorial experiment con-
sists of applying the chosen combinetions of feotors!to the exprImehtal units
In a random manner and recording the yield of the response. valijble.

The standard statistical analyses of factorial experiments are appro-
priate when the factor levels of any treatment combinatlon are simultaneously
a,:Lied to an experimental unit, There are many situations when it is either
im:)oesLble or impractical to apply the factors almultaneotisly tn eftch experi-
mental unit. Tn , elL.atLong the factor levels maI bw applied sequentially.
If theiv is but viu possible wrav to order the sequence of factors, or if tho
ordar in which the factorm are, applied does not affect the raspuwa' the experi-
r.oA can be analyzed am if the factors were applied simultaneously. Hovv",,
it 4re factors can be applied in several possible orders, and if the rospnnhe
due to the application of a combination of factors depends upon is.e particular
order in which the factors are applied, the experiment ahould be planned so an
to permit an evaluation of the order effects. The order in which factor- a;e ap-
plied to experimental units may affect the response due to differences in residual

IThis research was supported by a grant from the U, B, Army Research Office-
Durham.
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or carry-over effects. A residual effect will occur when a fector to applied
to an exptrimental unit before the effect of a previously applied factor has
worn off. Thus, it is quite possible that the opplication of factor A before
factor B will lead to a different response than the application of fector A
after factor B.

This paper to concerned with the co•struction and analysis of experi-
mental designs for the sequential application of the factors of a 2n factorial
arrangement. Throughotut the paper it will be assumed that residual effefts

are permanent, L.s., if the effects of two factors are order dapendents the
application of one factor will influence the effect of the second factor, no
matter how many other factors are applied between them',.

The experimental plans developed in thiti paper may be quite useful
when the factors are environments. In laboratory simulation experimints it
is often inpoAsibla or uneconomloal to simultaneously apply all the environ-
ments to which an item may bo nubjeoted, in actual use. If the factors are
ipplied sequentially in a simulation experiment, important information on the
residual effects can be gained by varying the order of the sequencec. If, there.
are alternative sequences of. factors to which an item is subjected in actual
use, one may determine the order of the sequence which Is sleast detrimental,
%Q thoi item under test, by varying the order of ths sequence in simulation ex-
periments. These plans may also prove useful in experiments where items
art treated with a sequence of chemicals to improve some characteristic
(hardness, rust resistance, etc.) of the items.

PJN C W &Qki1SE2 &OD In this scic.tion
we will conmidtl| oxw|eimental p!,a for the V fOctl5rial arrangements where
the order of only two of the n tocttrs will affect the response. dome of the
pla~r- are constructed in such a manner that all factor effects of kri.:'sst arid
the order effect are orthogonally estimable. for some plans the factor and
ordor .3ffeoti arnd the interactions are partially correlated. It is Lkesuromd that
Lhu Ljw level of a factor (0) indicates that tha factor was Cplhtid to the ex-
perimental unit at a level lower than the high le•,sl (1) , i.e., the low leail
st a Leoeir does not imply the absence of the factor. It is also azsum'~d thet
If a factor has a residual effect on any subsequent faotor. this effect will
occur no matter which level of the factors are applied.

When only two factors are order dependent, the effect of ordering can
be Introduced as another factor. If the two factors that are order dependent
are denoted by A and 4 , the ordering factor, X, maV be Introduced as
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followi. Let the 0 level of X indicate that factor A is applied before
factor B , and let the I lovel of X indicate that factor A is applied after
factor B, The experimental plan for a 2n factorial arrangement where two of
the n factors are order dependent may be deduced from a full or fractional
replicate of a 2nkl arrangement. Consider, for example, an experiment on
three two-level factors A, B, and C, in which A and B are order depen-
dent. Lot X be introduced as the order factor. An experimental plan may be
obtained by utilizing the 1/2 replicate of a 24 arrangement with the defining
contrast I ABOX 0 , The treatment combinations for this plan aret

A B C X
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
o 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 I

Henoe, the eight treatment combinations of tho •a' arrangement in the order in
which the factors.are applied are: a0booo, b0 0aol, blaoco,. a.Obll, bObloo,
&,boo,# albleo; blalc:l. If the order factor, X, Uoei not interact with A,
B, or C, and all three-factor interactions are negligible, orthogonal 4itimaLees

of AI4. , A, B, C, X, AS, AO, and BC may be obtained 14y a st•aight-
L.oward analysis,

If X lait.,Ai with A, 3 or C, a 1,/4 replicate plan defined by the
three defining contrasts

I a ABCO0 CX 0 M ABX0

I w ABC 0 - CXI - ABX1

I aABCI i OXI ABX 0

will permit estimates of these interactions, where, for example, ABC, denotes
the treatment combinations for which the sum of the levels of the factors A,
B and C is equal to I modulo 2. The twelve treatment combinations in
the order in which each factor is applied arei
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a0b ooO, boaooO, aoblol, bIaols, 41boal, boalal, aebleO, blalco, ao b ool,

blaoco boalco, siblol, The estimates of the effects of interest are correlated
S A# Ago A AlA A 4 ; AA A A.

in four sets of three: , X, A iX i, A61, 0," X, A.
The method of analynim fnr 3/4 rAplioate plane to prenented in Addelmen [1J,

.PLANS WITH BETS OF TWO FACTORS DEPENDE=T ON ORDER, When
the repponse is affected by the order within each of k sets of two faotors,
the 2K possible orderings may be accommodated in a 2n factorial arrange-
mont by introducing k ordering factors. The experimental plans will then con-
sis.t of & ro&utional replicate of a 2n4,k factorial arrangement. Consider a
24 arrangement with fautorb denotAd by A, B, 0 and D, where A and B
are order dependent and 0 and D are orcer dependent, In this situation
there are four possible orders, ABOD, BAOD, ABDO, end BADO. Two
ordering factors may be introduced as followst
Let the 0 level of X denote the order AS,

the 1 level of X denote the order BA,
the 0 Level of Y dnoate the order OD, and
the 1 level of Y denote the otder DO.

It none of the factors A, B, C end D intara¢,ts with either X or Y, end
if XY and all three-factor interactions are negligible, a 1/4 replicate of the
26 %rrongement defined by I a ABCX0 a ABDY0 a ODXY0 will yield orthogonal
km,.Laates of A4 , A, B, C, D, X, Y, AB, AC, AD, BC, 8D, and CD,
The treatment combinations of the 24 experiment in their anproprtate orders,
as do'!,t mined from the defining contrast, arq:

* 0 b0o 0 d,9 h'audu 0  b o6do0 o al bl~or i

S0 b0 dla 0  ble 0 o0 i1  b0 clold 1  aidbldlc0

; 0 o~ood, a b d c1  a I)bdoO bla 1~d 0

boslodal aMoblldi albocid1  b1a41 11 ul

If it is expeuted that the treatment facturm inlerect with the order fac-
tore, a 3/8 replicate of the 26 arrangement will permit the estimation of
these interactions, as well ac the main effects and two- actor interactions
that could be estimated with the 1/4 replicate of the 21 plan. For the irregu-
lar fraction plan to yield meaningful estimatis, the interaction XY and all
three-factor interactions must be neglLgible, The three i/8 rnpliotex of
the 20 syytem are defined by

:1
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I w ABCDXI M ABY 0 "CDXY 1 - AODY0 a BXY1 a BOD 0 a AXI,

I = ABCDX1 0 ABY 0 M ODX I a AODYI M B)lY 0 -: BD 1 4 AXO,

and I a ABODX1 a ABY I QDXY0 a ACDY1 a 3XIt a BOCDO a -X1

reapeotlvely, The twenty-four treatment oombinations of the 24 experiment
in their appropriate orders of applilcation are:

boo0 0 0 0  a0 b0 0 dI b0 a0 d0o0

b0 a0o 1 dI aob 0 aId0  b0 40 dIcl

baaodb0 aob do 0  b ,eo~d1

bzaod~o1• aobldlo1 bla~o~do 0

e1bo0 od 0  b0o 1 0do0  Ibmo Id0
bIa b0 d 0 I a b I d 1  a I b II0 a IdaI ,b 0da 0 0 bo041dI o a, I bo0 0d

a b 0od b ao d0  a b dao0

I¿b I d 0  b1e1 o d1  a1 bld0 •1

TI- leant squares esltimates of the estimable parameters are partially con•ro,;ed
in sets as follows:

kI n A;: #A, &ý and CY i, AŽ, 1c n 'ý ni6
,and Bi: £?3, 6k, trid D\: SYP AD, and

Whon the response to a treatment oombuisition of a 2 factorial exparl-
mtunt it dependent on the position of one factir rele ve to k of' tho remaining
n-I faotors, Un the sequence of application, the 2 p,.;sible ordrfe may &o
acoommodated by the introduution of k ordor factors. This type of plan oan
be illustrated by an experiment on four two-level factors, A, B, 0, and D,
where A is order dependent with B, 0, and D. The three order factors
X. Y, and Z may be defined am follow.,
Lot the 0 level of X denote the ordor AB,

the 1 level of X denote the order BA,
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the 0 level of Y denote the order AC,
the I level of Y denote the order CA,
the 0 level of Z denote the ordvl AD, and
the 1 level of Z denote the order DA,

The eight possible orderings are ABCD, BAOD, CABD, BCAD, DABO, BDAO,
CDAB, and BODA.

The 24 arrangement with three order f[utors may be considered to be
arrangement. A I/8 replliate o, the 2 arrangement defined by

I a ABXYZ 0 a BCXY0 - ABCZ0 a ABDX0 - BDYZ0 -, ACODY 0 - ODXZ0 consists of.
the following 16 treatment combinations with each factor applied in the appro-
Priate order.

a0b0c 0 dLl b 0d a0 cI dIaIb0a0  b 0aIcId0

a 0bIcIdI bId 0a0 o0  d 0(Ib 1 1  bIa 1o 0dI

CId 0 a 0b 0  b 0c 0a 0 d1 o1aIb 0 d1  b 0o0 d 0a1

U0dIa 0b3  b1 o1a0 d0  a0aIbId 0  bIoad 1aI

If all Interactions involving at least one order factor and till thiee-factor and
higner order interactions are negligible, the above plan pwermits orth,)gonal
estimation of P-# A, B, C, D, AB, AC, AD, BU, DD, CD, X, Y, andZ,

With thr t•nmp .aura'tcLonaI qs above, a plan ney 'a constructed for
the 25 arrangement on factu,ý.i A, , C., T, and C where factor A is order

aepen,lint with factors B, 0, and D. This plan is derived frum .4, 4 :'5at-
nmin. co.,mpbinations of the 1/8 replicate of a 28 arrangement defined by

I - ABrGME 0 a IABC.XYo - DE)XY 0 - ADXZ0 a BCEXZ 0 a BODYZo0 A•YZ 0 , whra4

X, 1', end Z ere the urdu frautci. If it is In Toltant to estimate ,ii the tw,-
factor Intereolionsl, a 3/16 replicate of the 2 Wul/d provide those eastiS
rnmtel, '4rne of which are partially confounded in setm of two or three. ';hau
generctors of the defining contrast of the three 1/16 replicates which define
such a plan are ABODE, AUXYZ, AOX end BEY.

PLANS WITH THItE• FACTOR4 DEPfNDENT ON QRDIER. In this section
we consider plans for experiments in which all six permutations of the ordeting|,
uf three feooors may influence the responce to a treatment combination. If the

3
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three factors that are order dependent are denoted by A, B, and C, the six
orders in which these three factors occur are ABC, ACB, BAC, BOA, CAB, and
CBA. When there are more than three factors influencing the response, the
factors other than those denoted by A, B, and C may occur any place in the
sequence without affecting the response. The slw orders may be ac(commodated
in the experimental plan by introducing three order factors X, Y, and Z as
follows:
Let the 0 level of X denote the order AB,

the I level of X denote the order BA,
the 0 lhvel of Y donoto the order AC,
the I level of Y denote the order CA,
the 0 level of Z denote the order BO, and
the I level of Z denote the order, OB.

The order fectors can be treated like three two-level factors. Of the 23 -
treatment combinations of the three order factors, two combinations, 010 end
101, give impossible orders. Whenever these orders ocur in the plan they must be
changed. If the experiment consists of three factors At B, and C which are
all order dependent, an experimental plan may be obtained from the treatment
combinations that comprise the V4 risplicate of a 26 arrangement defined by
I - ABXY0 a AOX20 " BOYZ 0 , namely.

A B 0 X Y Z
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 A1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0

-0 1 0 0 1 0*
0 o 0 1 U
n 1 1 U 1I
0 1 1 1 0 0
1 G 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0
1 U 1 0 1 0

10i 0 J*I

1 0 0 1

11 0 1 1 0

1 1 U 0 0
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The four treatment ccmbir na marked by an asterisk lead to impossible
orderings and hence, the combination of the X, Y, Z levels must be changed
in theme treatment combinations. This can nimply be accomplished by reversing
the levels of Z in the four treaiiment combinations. The resulting treatment
combinations uf thm 23 arrangement with appropriate orderings of the factor
levels are:

&OCo0 oaob 1  o0 alb0  alcob 1

0bobA0  bIa 0c0  b0aso 0  bIc 0 a 1

aOlcb 0  c1aObh I :Ia b0  aIb o1

b0C100  b igtc b0 oalO oIbla 1

This plan permits orthogonal estimates of all treatment effects, the
order effects X and Y each buing partially confounded with Z , The esti-
mates of the treatment effouts are simplyl

A r

A , -(B] L " 0 , AB =(B , AO [AC ,

8C -sLDCI ABC - -'[ABC],

where ! - (sum ol • mnt combinations with 'azLor A at I level-" sum of treatrmi-nt comblitations with factor A at 0 level),

IARI•" (•um of treatment combinations whose expectaLlcr," con-
tain'AB positively - sum of treatment combinations wp•.•pxpeotati 'ons contain AB negatively),

and so oil.

The estimates of the oider effects are given by

_ 3 .I16 Y
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The above estimate a are vaild 1. ll interaotioni involvi'Ag at least one
order factor are negligible. If the tw6-taotcr Jt~teraoctlons Involvine one order
factor are not nmgli~ible, the sixteen treaoment combinations of the provkolls
plan are not adequate, When oil two-factor intevections among the order fac-
tors and all throe-factor and higKat'drder, Lteraatiokia(invoVing atn least one -order
faotor.arb.negliqiblo, a, 3/8.-tplLoat.e of:the 261armmnginmait will parrmrtetinates
of tha remalning parometeis, From the three 1/8 reptlcate, defined by

I a XY0 "Z0 a XZ0 0A ABC0 -COMI - ABOYZ1 "- ABOXZ ,a

I " YZ0 XZ. ABO0 - A3BXy is ABCYZ0 - ABOXZI , and

I - XY0  YZ• - XZ1 "' ABC0 a ABOXY0 1 ABOYZ, a ABCXZ1

the treatment combinations of the arrangement la tho appropriate sequences
of application may be deduced, Some care was taken in selecting the three
1/0 replicates to that no treatment combination that resulted from the seleotion
of the defining contraitt would involve impossible ordering@, The 24 treat-
ment combinations in their appropriate orders are:

a 0 b0c1  ctbia0  boa 0 O0  O0 aOb0  b0o 0a0  a0o0 b0

a 0 b1c 0  co0ba 0  bla 0o 1  ola0 bI b oIa 0 a 0 olbIm

alb0o 0  co0boa bo0 61 c.. lalb0  bue.lei alplb0

alb l o1  oihleb bIs1 00 o 0a1bi bic 0a 1  ae1 00 1

Tno cstimateR &•r,. given by

_L. [l 3, 1 where T denotes the sum of dil treatii, r~

Scombinations.

L ~ ~ A 3B 1 3 LBJ LbIL L

I1[AB31
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2p FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FACTORS

APPLIED SEQUENTIALLY

R. R. Prairie and W. J, Zimmer
Sandia Corporation

ABSTRACT . In the application of factorial experiments in industry, it

Is often necessaxy to apply the factors sequentially. For 2p experiments

in which (a) multiple testing on each expw.&lhiental unit is possible and not

degrading, (b) the effects of the factors are rinianent, and (a) the low

level of a factor is the absen'ce of that factor, a design and an analysis are

presented which allow the estimation and testing of order effects as well

as the usual main and interaction effects of the factors.

INTROTfITCTION, In the usual application of ýactorial experiments, the

factor levels are applied simultaneously to the units and a response is

recorded from each unit, Howtver, when the factors are environments

(e. g. , vibration and mechanical shock), it is often impossible to appl) the

fr, tor levels simultaneously, In this situation, the factor levels are

app;lied in sequence,

When the factor levels must be applied sequentially, the orO.X of

application becomes a matter of importance, It is possible that thi, final.

perlormance of a unit that has been subjcctes4 to two factors ini.y be very

sensittve to the order in which the fx-tors are aiplied,
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In this paper Zp experiments are considered wherez

1, PFmrh unit mity be tested (p + 1) times (whore p is the number

of factors) without the tasting itself having a degrading

effect on the unit,

z. Tho high level of the factor is the applicntion of the factor

and the low level of the factor means the factor is not applied,

and

3. The effects of the factors are permanent,

Thus, the magnitude of the reaponse from a specific test will be affected by

thu factors applied to the unit up through that test plus the specific order

of application of those factors, A design [ ealled the Factor eoquentcitg

rl'sgin (FSD) I and an analysis are presented, which allow the estimation of

thaes order effects as well as the usual main and intexaction effects of the

factors,

-ZSION AND MODEL, Each factor Vi [ * I .1, p] has a high level

h fi h- been appllodl AtU ,it 10lW Ievel [ V. has not heetn ippited, Thus, when

a unit has the high level of V applied LQ, it, we shall say that it has received

the V , factor or that the V factor has been appliedA Since the effects oA

the factoro are assumed to be permanent, a unit which hae reciAved th,:

VI factor at some point must be considered from that paint on as having

the high level of VI . Further, each unit will eventually receive, in ... ,le

order, each of the p factors,.

' The remainder of thin paper has bean reproduced photographically from
the author's copy.

C
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Te type of deA~n cosidered is one vhets r unitsm a ubJeoteA to eaoh ot

tho pi possible orders at the p tutotaa V11 V2# *.0P VV* 01 74 ptutors ats

Appliea In sequence mnd sach unit to testea (p + •1) tmmap case prior bo the

applioaton of any factor and one Mol.1ovin the anpioation of eadA of the

p facors. Thus a notation tot the rmsponse an bhe bh test (U. 3.8 ...*

P + 1) of the I•uft (Un i .t ... ,( ) within oa, in other wivo# , ventue2

subjected to the thP-w&Y ord~er (k Is to-# . PO) LAI

S...,

whete a ... a Indicate the 3-1 tactota wh~ch bmt been mja2I*A up thr'ough

the Jth test anA the osadr of, sapud.Ltimo. Zt j m 10

L.e.) no factors have been &=UtLeA the reseponse tos y"b2Ised by m.)
A•i:lugh this notationu Is tetaaoant it vae e.eaoetd becoause at its eovemAemee

vhon describing the ana3ysisi, An axanle ot the dusign to given for & a3

eylloriwet in Table 1.
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TAXIS I

Design at a 3 M In SIx Diffeinalt Owewa

Order .It

UniLt I Name X11(3.) VI "1111.(41) V9 xIVL3(S1G1  V3 X141(6jselo)

Order I3:

UnitI Samew lXul(l) V,.  X10(4 1 ) V3 xm(43-e3) va x~g4:G%

Unit~ v Nowevaa l

Order) 6: XA6.43@Voi
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The mocL- i. thats Is used to represent a test tar the 2 10 M t

A*~ + u I + 14 a + (a.)

.a 1p 2p ... p+r

-. 1 ) 2j 6$,0 p +

khe 1p• u e 2jw!a iJ..t.A to .tt

kw p.vo o14zv o4 t4rifestuu. wsen

of the •3,, fiotoows ap3.%eA p tbhrvugh tshe
+,th bea.

tbb

I+• + ~, . -e wlto Uepoo
, 4kt ot. the al",o obtailne an ,th test fm

.h th o , ,. o ( 3.

teI W,1,th ~yu"n aae we to t(he)

ofi t 6ldC wiwor apootied vm th tuegtho the

t th =it ev*nte.iy Sbjeso•o• to to

owde" o r pe teoftohse.
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]?or the 93POD cIQ" uPeOitfa exu'Mlo& *t tbh tora of the 10A 420 t

+ + 4 0

-U(1 +~.''.. + ((I +

X13 + +. IA1 (3  2 4.0 133

X14 (9ý 3) A. +13 #'2 3 3

X126(63 ) .a +. UIM *1I I
3.6('32 % (6) 01 36

it v:.I. be gsedm that

N=i(0, u 0 -j M~(o,
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and that uach is themum of tvo pairmeO, crm Ot assoclated

wi~th the factors ±involved and, on wth the order of the factors1 i.e.,

'"0a *... ....

where 7Yjg' I., o l , is the parameter associated with the 71- factors
ju2

.. ane the 'a3,., C 4. odered from tho smoL~sst through the.

largest) eM G. a t the paesmeter eassociated vith the specific

j * ** I ,

order at .go1oato • ot the J-1 ctuor.

It isalsso asumed that the C's Ova to sere.

has~ squatioi I. It 0iA be $seel that

0 U), t " X a j" k k' )

S0, otherwimse

Since the mode3 assmued is 11r p the propoaed snlysi•e I% based on the , %thod

of Iv2ast squ&',s. From AI qtioC . it I• ap )arent that 2(X) n A4* whene X ii

the r•(+ ,)pI x I. oolum eOtor of abservation Ap to the r(p + 2)pI x

design matritx an g' to th 2 ,x I oolumn
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vector of pa t.-te.rs. Now the rmnki Of i~s whicoh to one less

than the number of~ paaees Since the nmlbJ' of stabepmnr is

equal to the rank eo ADa repremste Atsoho must be pertorme,. To aaoopL,,h

4..this a nev, vector (is defined. Then I(X) r AOe v here

'is of order M to i the matrix or. WeLee~at~i n AN4 has

rank

b is not yet possible to obtain the beat eetboito at

be-aus the 0Cuss-Msakov (0-4) theoremes not qA oebe,• sa the X's are not.

indopendantly diatrlWtea Jsee 1aquvaun a).

Zn Mat1-x notation Iquation 9 is w.ittemins

where I is the Identity matrix of order (p +. l)rpl end di• gUI : is a •quaars

.tsaonsl, rmatwx of order (p + l)rpt for vh.oh esach dionml. elemt tos she

submatrix U, a squae matrix of oefr (p + 1) all of whose elmmnts lar 1.
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To u•a•iý't• wA condtbions at the G-M theoe, m a lnear txMtltouica)hoa

can be tound sucoh that var (z) 001 where

sinee

y.. (z) *[va (x) [ A. i. I.,]-#

a catrixp go %hioh possesese the proefetles W' Z all 11[I* 10113' 0,

v±i.1 vielA va (Zl) a h A partleQUc MatwU that Yle2Aa bbs 4uuszd "gsuit
i.s a ri x k * + .)PI atriwx a vhe "

r(p + I .)p o i

ooIo)

1 [ 1 ... (01

to] (01 (01
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0 ~ 0

*() [ xl - a¢ a,

on ,• •ofrt *~mo ae o a aec e

Then&

in (Z) Bill (x)), .AA~

and m±1iar tho first~ ae3m of BOXN Is OJ zeros, 10%

I (Z) - A4

where A is a 1? a 1-1 as~trix eAd. Is BOXK with the first co2.ima,

vhioh to a oolmn of zsero, delted &Ad 16 the pas mater v•eybs reduaeesd

by delesting the first elemnt.
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Since Z ?X Is a linear transtora•a•on at nor•sUy distributed variablea, the

2's awe norgl3y dstr.ibuted. As va, (Z) 0 0X1 the Z'i sa k*of thwe Oeattiom

of the 0-M theorm. Thus, thc beat linear .biue ests.ite i of t io

"• ,(A'A)-'A'Z,()

An analysis of varianoe assoa•ste4 with qi&tioa c an be given. s mu analysis

of vuizae appews in Table 1,.

TAMA3 1

Prelivi=:jr Anayuiva of Variance Xnauolaing AIL. Parameters

Sour** of
Vaarl.tiw Degrees oa t eedi , Ba 0or ftu'

ordawa)

rIV I

- _ - - --.- 2

• 1, I.)D, '). ,,"11'%1420 %3 V1( •]
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The beat estim,4e of q Is

(6)

wiher'e A1 isI. p x 2- I] matrix and is hA,141 w±ih the fi.rst column doletedp

where sA ±e the desip matrix assoai~ted with 1 and N1 is the matrix of

reparameterization a%.Fociated with In

The oorresponding aaalyris of vaiance isi given in Table ZII.

-TAMAIIfI Z

Pe. ~u4r Aratnais of Vwiraice
Disregerding Order Paxametore

Ve. t SI e .tects 1 
-. M,, Z[AI(AA .).A. .Z

-- , -- U aL

Tinst, ," mAcn of the principle of ocrnditional error, the avis ot sqUq•e, due

to the factorial effects) the order effectp and the ecro can be obteIzA.A j

shown in Table TV.
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Anal~yuis of Varanc tarFatorial and Wi~er %Vfe*8

leotora Op I ,(jj A

&AW (i1p .1), 1 # 2]*(r Op so~u (')'AJ

It sam be ohm~ that the su of etutea ane V *Andiatl distAV~bx AG

K adA the oa~ of 84'"em &ae to swoe to SU.M at factorial3 Otoett s ft",&
tilatutiee s6f o fma thesiu w ay esoto earn Ue imetd by the us-, A

7-iwat aM If afterOa fet@ ane auSS1161ba the faiucie3. effeest eAr "3m be t~tuea
by tla 7-teat.
In the cue vhex or~ar effect le ok w@a4g Iat.M op an y Oven itaetorisa etftea s ay gyp

vouWt be estimated by

vhoro ist given by sq~uation 6 aa 6, is the vesatQr, whioh gives then &Wappiaae

lUnat GoffbInattllorn A Usai P~ttth eune . ftO DUE Of aa4aawe ecwvePOSr410 to

that effect is (0,011/0 a
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In the cuae where the order of appleation ot th factors has a ignit•'iaot

, •.. efroect one woul• presaumably Investigate different contrasts among parameters

of 4, am estimated by Equation 5, to determine vhIch ewe a onributing to lhe

"order effect. This can be done by calol.ating expressions ot the form at)

whcre gLa a vector defining a espacif.t ordear contrast af Interest. 1: order

±to niiarMioent, one ahould be careful about infearnces conaerning factorial

Z, sin taroting -Lo noto that when 9 4 tho numbor at .un.its n~aeda for the

1'SD (VI, or 214 when p w 14) to greater than the. number (por 16 vhen p. w '4)

teeded. for the usual 2Pfactorial. In this cer,, however, the &&atvabe Of

the FSD over the usual factorial. is the Inforuaticoh obtaime& an the Order

effects, and. the Increased efficiency, ot sptimatioia due to the removal of týnit

vaiation, tram the error. Futhorinores it is bellevad. that a fraftionsl

replicate ot the 76D, using fewer units than the usual faat.rislp would atIAi~

provido asti.mates of both the factorial affoota and the order eftleets. This

wipact of the 'IN= !a pi-uently be;L.'4 investigatod.

Alau, for the cune where there is, no order efIfeetp It is possible to constrenta

uL dasitgn whioh requir~es only p units and tor which it is possible to catimate

all 2P- I factorial effects.* This design Is simiezs~ to a Latin squae, vhsyý.

each unit in tested p + I timws.

The Gen~eral FBI) technique described above will now be illustrated by two

examiples of a 23 ezpetment.

%0
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~cq3.1of 23 ND

Cowider a 293 POD whose Gulg eMd resultO An ShOft iu Tlkblg V'

llen~iate From One Repication of & S3 M~

3-AYOXAZ PLIR UL 1MMhZ IL ZILL ~ZK ZiLA

Unit I. Nowe 56.248 Va. 56.579 Va so.661 V3  51-31

Order 2

unit 1 Nall? MOW0 V', $7-461. Vý 5'T.4"T Va 00.306

Unit I None 58.51,. Va 56.323 V3. 6R.023 V 3  61,673

Orde~r 4

UnIIL I Nofli 56.383 Va 16.9,A v 3  56.3u11 it, (4.085

Orda: vI

U."t I. None 514.117 V 3  9559114 vi 53.9714 V2  49.7;4~

Order 6

uni~t I lowe 56.0314 V 3  5T.805 Vg $5.3440 V, 60.863

The modal used to represent any response Is liveS by lequa*tIo L~

x VA+ utIt) Ir'* a
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whar , [-0 3-P .2, 3, 4 k lo.16 So 4, 6.

T I (56.25B 5 6.579)

($6.258 5 6.579 as. 6i)

m z. -V=(56.958 * 56479 *. 5A.6f - 3(15311))

(56.034 + 57-895 +. 55440 - 3162.8631)

and

Z' (-0 e27 3-06B, 3.335, -1.387, -0.812P 5- 1556o 0,O -3-7391 -2.3Mj

.Then thn best eat±Umte oft

:' [4 M3. ' (.• -4(),.O( 3]

is losee Squeati±o 51

MA-

v
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•' [..A,, -o.W, 1-.7n9, -3.187, 4-11.4P 1..5651 -o.,M,

.1.1.0%, -0.6%5 -4+.$33, -5.0A40 3.7910 4.80, ""MPI 6.T88| a

An analy•is ot Varinae ausooiatd with Equation I• aM oormresp ding to that

of Table ZX Is given In Table VY.

TAKE VI

lilminvy nala~aof Variamnce for
S g3 MP• Znlud.ing All .1. iateo,

Treatments 15 ,.A(A'A) 15 9 0
(tfatoam anM orders)

Eror 3 z'Z , A(L.'A)O'A'jZ'. PAS

Total I$ as. 1118

By nsSglaeot.nD order# ma analts of varmince corrmeapoaS to th.n f bU.e ZZZ

oa;, %. owz ardA oauto as show In Table V•.
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!AKA MZ

OV4.hA'VA,*t*t2

rectorial Nthocts1'I Adl)l5U

In Table VZZZ the aftemvs at vahme w ooOPWAS6~ to TbhLo ZV to OtaoG,.uL

and order' sftts to Os iw.

TA5Z3 VZI

MA1AP1. at Vuxlaao for Faeorlale

31~atars 7 '%()'i 69

"o 3 9'11 - A(A'A)w'A'j 2.28o

Total. 18 L'S.4h45
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The Uug or. signifoenoe fo order eftecta is

*e, " * :.,60.

which in cinificnt1t at the 0.025 l2e.v..

Xf o•der ettecto art Judged ml tnoiMtpe one could make aiesolw ns eucug the

or~dr parameters ,A ia futher step in the aMelyal. OPA poshible "et ot

op.l:s,,ors would yie.d. ino.rmatio an Viva versus VAVIO V1V3 Vesus Y3V2., MA

verA~su VV. Dliuue e*Mobs coul.d be estimated by ~

resnpectively, wihere

00 0 1 -4 0 0 0 0 2. 041 0 1 -4

0uj.t 0 0 0 014-10 00 111 -140

L031 "0 00 0 0 0 0 1-1 1-2 0 o- 0 1.

Th,., amputed value oatei,

Ot. 0.134+

L o.469

with epti',•a•od vartnoe-oovaea ae matrx

1. (9• . .0.253 -0.253

4a'? (Ce) O(AAY dOa 1.09? -0#.53

I 2..09TJ
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Teasts of 8Ganitfcnce fo these paurtcuar order effeos ooaul, be perfcaMed

by th oo "Y" test Op eqle±VSk•lit2•.y by the usual3 "t" test whens.

t~,ealimated efc
at*•d)a"d er,• or of esatim se

and n is the number of dogroe. of freeadom asociated vith ezrvo. The tests aen

V eIV2w su Vll~t(S) N * *8,5T

VI ersus *iilo 0 iIL -0.19

%2V3 vew 3Vt(3 ) V si o..N M

It Ls apparent that thene Is a large *Maet resulting tram, V en Mus v2Vl.
With tM merge ordur effect the Intera.oststlc. of the tu:torie•l effaca. is

d iffi wIt,. 
)xv U 2a t a 23 YOD

Oonsider a 23 ND, the design amad results of •ictht we sh••vn in Tshb3 ZC.

I
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Rtsugts Fam on-P 1pa~huction of a 23 MI

ALkAtz Ore UI DA b=z h" ZMIK Test I UU
Order I.

unit I. meo. 9.33.9 VI 33,061 V2 IA1,910 VS 17.5.50

Ordert 3

UnLt 3. Nwv 0513.9 V2.  ".591 Vl 3$0 V3 3140"a

Order 3

AIt 3. None 9.5143 V3  81.4a V1  9.5.10 V3, A3..3

unit I KNam 9.0115 V3  '9.13 v~ 114836 Vj 3k1.70'.

Order 5

3n."I Nft. 3.3.596 V 3  9-M6 vt 3.0.593. -11 35.8"6

Th* w~aow~o

yields

(' -14.131., .i.91., -3.80#4 -3.1413a -1496). 0.000, 06"346 -5000400 -2.4110g

-1.683p 0.968, -3.-(Ao -0-0931 -.4.6T6# -3.390* 0.340, 0.2610 .4.3!61



Then the best #- '.izaze of

is [see Equation 5J

' A'A)'IA' Z(8

[5.356, o.678, -1.621, 5.488, 6.523, 4.8o, 4.916, -o.846,

-1.130., 8.088, 3.181, 5.232, 4.198, 4.781, 4-.0851

The analysis or variance corresponding to that of Table IV for factorial 8z&

order effects is given in Table X.

TANZE X

Analysis of Variance for Factorial

and Oider Eft.-.ts 23 rD

SV DF SS

FactorL T ZIA, A2A.k) AiIz u1iX

Orders 8 ZfA(AkA)'A'- Aj(Aj'Aj)-I-'AjZ 11.001

Error 3 - A(A'A)'IA Z' - 6.193

Total 18 Z'Z - .58.394
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The Lest of signJficance for order effects,

3 3 (i.001) = o.666,
o,3 8(6.193)

irdicates that thc effect of order is negligible.

Since the order effect is concluded to be negligible, the bert estimate of

[T6,- 1() T 62~ - -I1) ki)Th3

is

and

0-584 -- 31 .8,1.2,-.9,49t

The estimates of the factor effects are then provided by

or
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1 1 1344 1 0.326

The VAAGlaaee if * il eatasell

0.3 0.189 -0.189 0 0 0 I000
0.636 0 0 0 -0.0"6

0.1.79 -0-M.1 -0.11 0

0.1479 0.2
0,179 -0,11 0-3
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Testa of 3gsnifiaence for the factors and interact•ons are

-• 6.939

VlO,636
So.3•7va:..(3) V". 636

v3 :t( 3 ) ' " .0.938

v v2 :t(3 ) - ,"

v3Iv3 t(3) . ()o.803

V2Y3.'(3) - -.0.169
VV2V3 t ( )

VIV273"t(3)" V'y- 3"

f1 thG 0.05 1n': ,. of alpif1:imance ue%,e .wod, the only signiticant afet vould

be the ma~in effect Vi,

Tt in onlientening to omaare the usua. 23 factoriLa dsaugn (IPD), Or =Lits,

,ith an FUD, 6r units, where, for each design, a unit is testse tokxr t±.nes.

The varlance of the main anM interaction effects for an FD " dasarlbeA ts

[ 2 +N 

14 

2
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Tho varance of main effects for an, Mf ts r a , enee the relative

erficiency of the POD to the ID for Win eOfets IN

'If v-&-r "' 11 a

Hance, 0.3T% the nD is more e nt. The yawaea othe ILtew-

action effects for e*a D wae less than the vaamoa of the maIn effects. Thusp

the aeveAtasg of the 7BD is eyen nore powunoAa -for the aIterastion effects.$,

I

I



ESTIMATION OF ERROR SPECTRA FROM THE
CROSS-AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF DIFFERENCES

D. B. Dunoan

Johns Hopkins University

and

W. T. Wells
Pan American World Airways

Guided Missiles Range D,vision
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida

I. UNROUC.•L., The problem here is that of estimating the error
(noise) spectra of several tracking systems all of which are simultaneously
observing the same trajectory (signal). It extends the work of a previous memo-
randum (Duncan and Carroll, M ) from procewses of one dimension to prcessese
of several dimensions. The basic principle is similar in that the estimates
are obtained under the requirement that they be independent of the trajectory,
A slight change In approach is madej the estimates are obtained through dif-
ferences between the processes rather then through their average processes.
Either way loads to a mathematically identical eatimetei the chatige has been
inade es a matter of convenience.

The basic ideas can be formulated in a relatively aimple oontsyý as
follows. Let

Y1 = m +el, y2 = m ;,o 2 , y3 m m + 3

bit three urioorrelated observations, all with the samine expected mean m ana
wil:h errors having the variances

v, - v(ed), v2 - v(e 2 ), v3 - v(e 3 ).

In this simple context the problem is that of estirnatng vl, v2, v3 without
knowledge of m *
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Form the differences e

d d,

d12Y" 1 Y2 'e"1 s 3 I d 13  Y" Y3 0 1"

end then the product I
(1.1) pl - d12dl 3 " - - (a1e2 - 13 + 0203,

Since the errors are uncorrelated it is immediately apparent that p, is an un-
biased estimator of v and is not dependent in any way on the common ex-
pected mean m . 1imalarly

P2 - d 2.1d2 3 and P3 a d3 1d3 2

where die - d, - dj provide corresponding unbiased estimates of v2 and v3 .

This approach, the essence of which ts due to Grubbs W , is the basic
fiaL. re of the method he, a considered for etimating the nolie spectre of three
or more systems independently of the underlying common vtinal.

ihe variances or standard errors of the spectral estimates obteineri
Lndirec!!y thrcuah the differ<rvoa are naturally not as low ar. th-ves of the
estima&,.s which wcuu.l be obtained, directly from the error processes them-
uelves If the lattu" were known frje of the trajectory. The variances of the
indire(:t 1stimate, can be obtained by a technique which in the simple coni~eg
work au "~ollows,

S~ince the errors theimselves are uncorreiated, the to.rmrn in tha right
hand sidA of (1. 1) are all ,nocrroleted and hence

v(p) - v(ed ) + v(e6e 2) + v(e6e 3 ) + v(e0e 3).

Woiklng further with each term

I.
6
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V(61  1 * - V1

v(eLeJ) - vivj P each i1, !,

and thus

2
v(P)) 'M 14 - v+ vlv 2 + vv 3 + v2 v3

If the errtrs are Gaumeian, the fourth moment m14 is and v(p2) end

the other corresponding varianoe b~come

v(p1) • 2v1 + VlV2 + vlV3 + v 2v3

(1.2) v(p 2) . 2v 2 + vl v 2 + VJV 3 + v~v3

2vvv(p4) - 2.v3 + "I v2 + vlv3 + v23v

II..11. TH . The main problem will be n~ow stated in more detail.
Let t 1,,.., n

n it .It} * d -2t " t ' 2t Qnd +U3

oc- three processes of obsetvatLonw. Eaoh has the same un MerIy5Lo M1,3c61s of
o~cpsoted means 1m3 The error procoacooc 'ýiolwt, _s (e and e+tm.*
rnenas utro (as th'e r nemne implies), are statio•ary with 0s8otrai da,•artT eo
aJ(f), S9(f) and 83(f), and are unnorralated one with another. boh process mr,
a vector process with k components. That iz

F:::: mtLY 1 .2t 
M 2t

ylt 
I mt 0 1

Yl1kt 1I1kt
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etc,, which without loss of generality, we will often discuss with k a 2 or
k w 3 . For k> 1 the spectral densities at each frequency form kxk mompltjx
matrices which we shall write as

(3.1) Si(f) - Ri(f) + lQi(f), i w 1, 2., 3

or, in more detail Zor may a two-dimenaional process with

Si11 (f) O1 12(f) IRill(f) Ri12(f) +iQ 111 (f) Q112(f)

5131 (f) S1 22 (f) R12 1(f) R122 (f) Qi~(f) Q12(f)

The I coefficient for the imaginary c,,trix Q(f) is not to be confused with
the subcoript I for the Ith systemo

The problom is to get unbiased oestimates

for t~i densities (3.1) which depend in no way on the mean process &J3
A se•c.,dary problem is that of estimating the variances or standard errors of
the elements of the estt'u and Zj(f), L - A, 2 3.

III. THE MEHQQ .D The. method for the main problem Ls firet to get
the di÷ierence procesLes

d12t m -lt - y2t' dL3 t " Ylt - y2zt t -1,..., n

and then to compute the cross-autocoveriances,

r1
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n-h
0 11h " ý E dl 2td'l 3 (t+h)tu 1

C12h E di3td'12(t+h) h 0,..., In
tot

each of which is a k x k matrix.

Then following a k-variate generalization of the Blaokman-Tukey W]
spectral density estimation method (with Hanning smocthlng) the autgOovarianoes
are next transformed to raw spectral density estimates

r11) - ir iJ U)

where

10+ E (C 1In + 012h)ooshm + oos(rrJ)]

U)2Lt rnI (Oi C, h)ain

11h12 M

Thh real parts are then, :r.d-ched to the final forn,

110{) . 0i+4fj)÷ +L,+I, j-t,.., m - 1

h i (mn) -Lrt,•- e1) +jUted h Wr,.h o n)
2 2

The imaginary partu are smoothed In the same way. The combined follus

+ O ~U
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at j , 0.,,, m cyoles per reoord length of n points estimate the spectral
densities

.? s z 1 , l x ( f ) + L l z ( f )

at f - Atj/2m , cycles per second, where At is the time interval between
data points.

Similar estimates are next obtained for '0(f) and 83(f) . The atertino
difference prooewse using the same notation are dilt , da2t, and d31t, d32tI
the orois autocoveriances are C2lh, C2 2 h, Ii-ftd 0 31h, 0 32h, h a 0, .,, in
and the final Putimates are

12(fW - W2CU) + 012(f) Pind 1§J3 ( u 3(f) + iý3 (f)

respectively.

IV. A "R "L6,. Three independent stationary GCuassian error 3x4
vector proesoou Alt , i(42t3e -e3t3 , of n - 2, Ooo time points each
were generated using the recursive formula

et " Awt " B lilt " I. . et-2 " B30t- 3

3x3 3x3 ?:,3 3x3

The p•oceosaG wt from which these warm derived consisted of iadtportdeiont
aeusiian isLandard white noise 3 x I vectors, The values of the noeffioiernt

matrices for each prooess were as shown in Tabh" .. II
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TABLE 1

Coefficients for Generating

Error Processes

Procosi Proofss Process
(1) (2) (3)

1 00 1 0 0 1 0 0

A 0 1 0 0 1.1 .2 0 1.1 .2

0 0 1 0 0 1.2 0 0 1.2

-. 6 0 0 -. 4 0 0

B1  0 0 -. 7 -,1 0 -. 45 -. 06

0 0 -.5 0 0 -. 35

-. 4 0 0

B2 0 0 -. 45 -. 05

0 0 -.

.16 0 0
0 0 0 .1, .'9'

0 0 .15

Error process I is itself simply standard white notes, The oth';, two
*i, autoregressive processes of order I and 3 respeativuly. Tu g•t Lhizgs
started in the latter two cases, values of at for tl 0 were filled with white
noise. To eliminate transient effects as much as seemed desirable, 40 vector
observations wern "Jisgarded from the beainning of the procuss#)s, The compot-
ing wurk for generating the white noise, the error procasses, and subsequent
calculationls wtil be written tip in rpportm by D. B. Dunoan, B. E. McGehee
and S. B. Burkett, and by 1.- B. Collins and A. Rinaldi who have been cooperating
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in the programming work. (As currently planned, these reports will appear
as Pan Armerioan Technical Staff Memos and RCA Data Reduotion Programming
Memos respectively.)

Three sets of opectral density evihi•atel a 1(f), S2 (f) and 83(f) were
obtained by the cross-spectrum-ofb-dferences method described in Section I11.
(In the example no mean process tmt3 was added to each of the error processes
ainoe the differences could be and were obtained just as well directly from the
errors, e, g. fdl2 t ' Yit " Y2t eOlt - 9t23 The maximum lag taken in the

oxwiriple wadn m a 20; the time interval assumed was At = ,05; estimates of
density were thus obtained at f . 0, .5, .... 10 cycles po. se on4, The
results are shown in nine tables for each of the processee, I 1 eat0 ' and

_ .•e3  . Tables IA,,..., 1.9 show the results for the spectral dene tites of
p ro as one, Table 1.1 is for the 1, 1 element, Table 1.2 for the 1,2 element,
and so on up to Table 1.9 for the 3,3 elementt, The oolumns oerked (6), In-
direct Estimates, 82 , show the real part of the estimate P2 (f) under the
Fortran notation SR 2 and the imaginary part 12 f) un~der 8 12, for each of
the frequency f, denoted in Fortran under V, Uolumn (1). Tables 2.1, _., ,2,9
and 3 1, ,,.. 3.9 in Column (5) show the corresponding results for processes
two and three,

For oomperivun, the columns heeded (2), Expected Values, 8, show
the ioal, OR, and imaginary part, SI, of the spectral density, S(f), being
esttmato•d the columns headed (3), Direct Eetimates, 51, alsow the real, Ski,
and 1rvnminary part, 311, of the estimates obtained directly from the individual
prooo',iss, which are availabe, In a simulation study like this, but whI'0, of
course, woulU ,iuIL L,= u'vdllbke in n real problem, Tho dircQL estimates represent
an optinum which one could not hona to imptove upon. The standard errors for
the roal -and imaginary parts cf both the direct estimates and the indiridrit estimates
have bruen computed by the lormulae developed in the subsequent sections anl
&re shown in columns (4) and (6) under the Fortran notations ERI, Ell end ER2,
E12 rwujil.9IVely.

V. ,XPECTATIONS AND VATNCQES OF-ESTIMATE . In this section wi,
derivo the expectations (showing that they are unbianod) and the approximate
veriences o, the spectral density estimates obtained through the differenoe
procesGes. In so doing, to help introduoe the methods, we alao first derive
the well-known expectations and approximate varionces of the direct estimates.
In each, part the work is considered In detail for the cane r w i, where r is
the ratio r a n/rn, in which cons a spectral density estimate can be regarded
appioximately an the squared modulus of a zinril complex random variable.
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The results then carry over to the case r> I by virtue of the fact (Imktno CA )
that an estimate In this case can be expressed approximately as thle mean of r
unoorrolated estimates of the case r a I form. Thus the expectation ic the
same and the variance ts obtained simply by dividing by r.

5.1 DIRECT ESTIMATES. UL4VARIAT& PROQgES Aim: To sho, that

E V),, v (f)- A ' 82 (j)

where U(f) represonts a. direct, say, Blackman end Tukey [i estimate of any
one of the error spectral density functions.

Came r wL'1. Here we con write

~(f) - a

where

a -•-(x + Iy), E(x) E(Y) 0, v(x) v(•S(f),

andc(x, y)- 0, (usinga( , ) for c(' , *)).

LNote In poasing: This tr'mF.es

E,] r(z) ,, k2 Ox) .+ I. Em( - 0,

V(z) - E(. - .(x)) (z -- E(z)), by definition

E E(z) x.(x2 + yZ)

-½ (s(9) + s(f)) - s.

Thus,

E [1(f)]" E(zS)" v(z) S(f)
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which established the first result. Next,

If x and V (and thus z ) are Uauuuiari, which we shall' almo assume, we have

*~2 - *2 2 (12 (f),

Also x, y era independent 'from which o(x 2 y1) Al 0 HSIA00

[V ] (2 82(f) +2 82(f)) 82f

which establishes the socorid and final result.

CQare .L* It Here the enxpectation io the some as for case r mI the
vawn~ is obtained approximately by dividing by r m' r/n. thus

~~~8 * [(f)

A 2 IZTLTLjjkW Ainj: Put
81(1 W 1 (f) +i tij(f) fox the dl',ict asitlinfte of thes ijti corss-ispeotrsl

danwity S8j(f) -R 1j(f) + L j~)for any one of the error prooseseio. Theni
it is di,.sired to show that

Fn Rj(f ] - L R~(f), E [ iU ]*qij(f)I

v (A) I)
Zrj
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where

A w R11 (f) RjI(f) and B3 Rij(f) - Q (f),

[Note. Strictly apeaking, the development here for r 1 1, t0 not correct for
the extreme frequencies ý w 0 and f = m/2 , At each of theme frequenotes
the spectral variable z is real and may be written as z x,

From thi s

E [ (1) v(z) - S(f)

end 9(f) is unbiased as before, However, for the varianoe

"v ) v(xa) - 28 2 (f)

which is double the previous value 82 (f) . The standard error is 4T,(f)

Because of the smoothing used in the more general type of spectral
estimate for the cases r> 1, the standard errors (1/,).(i) fn -, 0 and
-/2 are not low by nearly as much as the factor 1/14T and this formula has
b,,dn used for all frequencies.

Remarkz of this type apply to tho derivations of all standard errors in
thi report at the extremit frroquenoies f w 0 and m/2 In looking at 'Tables
I, . .... 3.9 the standard errors shown for both the dir ot and Indirect i.t!,nate
at f - 0 and m/2 are on the low sido for this reemon.

~r. a ll Here we can write

where
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5k *r(Xk + Yk)l E~xk)O 0v(xk) V(yk) - Rkk(f).

ThusA

*j Re(k Mf) * Xx ~j

(1 I *i W) (x 1yj + Cj Yj)

Now

E W1(f (-E(x Yd + E(Xjyi)) * 2Q Wf) Qjf

%ihich establishes the result on uribitaodness.

v R f) ] * v(xixj) *. 2 a(x1 x, Y1YJ + VYy)

Tou bxpond this we will "up rumulL 1wo Wu lukoisclla quoted, tor Aig5mple,
by Alackmen end ukay 14, 1. 100 a, b, o, d are tour Gauistan vurf-
ablp-j with zero moons, ohnI

oNab, od) *E(ao) E(bd) + E(ad) E~bo).

First,
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v(Xixj) = c(xkxj. xixj)

2

- RiI(f) R W (f) + R ij(j),

alxLxf, YiYj), 0- 2~l)

Combining, we get

J f)- 1(2 R11(f) R~f M + 2 R 2(f) - 2 QLf) (A +4B),

which establishes the first result on varlanoes,

Next,

v [ i,()]-4(v(xiYj) Q 20(XLYj, xjyi) + V(Xjyi))

Inwhich

v(xiyj) - R (1 (f) It + Q2(f) - V(Xjyi),

c xy1 X 4 0,

which concludes case r I.

IJase r> 1: Hera the results -arc the siime as for r I oxcept for
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the addltional 1/r factor in the variances, establishing the diesired results.

Diagonal terms- For these it is noted that

v ^R(f)l J(2 0R(fa)L - 2 (fI
v [0.•] -

which agree, as they should, with the univariate case results,

5,3 MjRECT Z3,T,•*E.'\K-VRIA7E PROGEBSE, Aim,. Putting

§ijk(f)"m Wljk(f) "4 i(jk(f)

for the indirect estimates defined in section 3, for the J kth spectral estimate
at frequency (f) for system I, I - 1, 2, 3;;j, k 1# ... K, It is desired to
show thi

E. ]-Mjk(f) R • jk(f), ~ )~-~j

( I . e . E R ' R~f M '" i k ")•

an~d that

v. WR (A +B +C)

ij k W(A- B +C)

where

WR1, iR kk, 03 -2 2 k
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and, for i - 1,

C - R1jj R3kk + R2 jj Rlkk ÷ R2 jj R3kk

for I -a 2,

C . R2jj R3kk + RljjR 2kk + Rljj R3kk I
and for 1a3,

C - R3jjR 2 kk + RljjR3kk + RljjRZkk

qaaq r n It Here we can write for system 1 [i. . -1

"rljk~f) - z12j'13k - (211 - ZZJ), 21k - zk

-Z ljlk- Zij"3k - z2 j'2 1k + 12j"3k

where

), x j Zij (x .

and the real x's and y's hiave the same rnians, wr!icaes and covaelnces
within each system (, a. , for h - ) as given in this previous subqeO'LLjn,
In addition all covarlances across systems (i. e., for h 0 I) are zero.

First, dealing with real and imaginary parts Logether,

E(SEjk(f)) - - 0 - + 0 = Gljk
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which establishes the result on unbiasedneess Next,

-v(z,)"1k) + v(zIJ '30 + v(z~jZllk) + 92

all cross product terms being zero because of the zero crosaproducts betwuen
systems. Dealing with just the real parts of the right hand side, term by term,
we have

v(Re(xlj.•klk))) (of. previous subsection)

- • A+ -B, ( -1),,

V (Re (z J 0)) V v(•Xljx3k + ylJY3k))

L " (RIjj R3kk + 2(0 + 0) + Rljj R3kk)

4 lRjJ Rkk

Si m! iirly

v (Re -( R2Jj Rlkk

v(Re•z2jF
3k)) 2 R2 jj R3kk

Collecting terms

"V( ) 7A+ 1 B + ( LC,
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This establishes the result for v(RlJO). Similar steps lead to the corresponding

results for I - 2, 3.

Finally, for the imaginary term.

v(Im(zljiFk)) - v(k1jk) (of. previous subsection)

. 2 . •D, (i=-I),

v(Irn(zljT3k)) v( i (xlJY3k +YljX 3 k))

- (Rljj R3kk + 2(0 + 0) + Rljj R3kk)

S•Rljj R3kk eta,

Collecting terms

v(1jk) - -•A- B + -•C, ")

This, and saiilar ate;:i for f - 2, 3 esdablish th (,' 1) - case result

r-in variances.

..Qj.Ž The (r - i) - case result on ex:pectattons tog.•,0.4ýr with

thro variance results divided by r, establish the full (r > 1) - case results.

5.4 SMMARY OF R98I.LTS ON VARIANCES , 'rhe results of this sac...

ticn which have been used in computIng the stadiard errors (square rootn of

the variances) in Tables 1,1,... 1.9 May be summarized e.s follow.e:

For direct estimates

- -(A + 8)
v(Rijk',f)) -A+ )

2- rj- (A - B)
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whore

A- ik(f)R1 f(f), B- Rjk(f) - jk(f)

L - 22, 6 J, k 1,.,., K

For a diagonal term (J - k) or a univarLate (K = 1) process these
appear as

V( jjj (f)) - M-R2 (f)

V(O M))- 0

the letter being reasonable since 0, 1 1 1, 2, 3

for the indireot ystimates

)- •(A + RB + )

I . ~A - B 4

wheo, A and B are as alrAady defined and for I 1,

C - R jj R3kk + RZ•.j Rlkk + R~jj R3kk

for I - 2

C • R2 jj R 3kk + R k R1jj R3kk.lJJ Rkk " ljjR~kk
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and ior I w 3

C R3jj R�2kk + R 3jj R~kk + Rjj R2kk,

i -1, 2, 3; J, k- 1..., K,

For a diagonal term 0 - k) or a univariate K - I process theme appear as

v(R,,()) - !(Rpj1(f) + -10)

411(•tf)) 1, .. 0
2r

where

C " R1Ji R2jJ + RIJ R31j + R, 2j R3jj.

V, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS. The numsriao& results
in Tables 1.1,..., 3.9 serve to illustrate and emphasize the properties of un-
b1imedness and the theoretical variances for the indirect estimator o btailj:- iii
.. ctLon V. ThAse beer out the conclusions of the prevlowu. jLudy [21 in the
univarlIOn '-nc K - I , sh,.",,ing that they Alsuo apply ii Lhe more gelrali cases
K> 1.

The Indirect estimatoc V (or 82 avl they appear in the tahlnr) are
wijod (hAvn a relatively low standard: error) it most pcints and espuoirilly tL
frnquenoies at which powers in the other systems are lower than the orle befog
,'stimated, They are not no good however at fr-quencLeS at which the ro-erse
iu truer At frequencies at which the powers in the other systems *-vu mutch
larger than the one being estimated. The noise added to the spuictrul estimate
from the other systems by having to work through the difference. involvingj
the latter can be seriously la•ge at such points.

Work is proceeding on an Iterative approach to minimize this diffirculty.
This can be briefly indt.;ated in ptinuipie as folluwb . ALer untu wLep uUnsisting
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of the above procedure and on the basis of the knowledge so gained about the
error spectrum in each case, each 3ystem is filtered to give individually opti-
mum independent estimates of the trajectories

i t: 1~ . . , 2, 3.

The indirect spectrum estimation procedure can then be repeated in a second
stp based on the dlifferences

d it Y -3t' a 1, n for system 1,
1 21t "" y n. d t, it y t

"- 2t- Yt d 2 3t Y 2t Y3t' t i it... n for system 2,

dltY3t - Ylt, d 3 '- Y3t - Y2t t m I,, ., n for system 3.

If the new speatral estimates show much oha )ge, the same step can
be rqp,'nted again and several times thereafter if nouissory.

The same method expressed in terms of residuals (as in (,3 ) extends
readtil,, to cases with more than three systems. The greater the number of
Systeri, the less the cross trar~sral,"sion of noise to the indirect r-.-ýutral wetimate.

To sum up, the given metho. will. in itself, providesa good spectral
elstLin.4Li hI many situations, in most of the remainder it promSn, . to ,'ide
a valuable first stop in iterations leading to a good estimator.
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REALISTIC EVALUATION OF THE PRECISION AND AGCURAC'f
OF INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION SY~iLMS*

Churchill Eisenhart
National Burenu of Standards, ~Washington, D. C.

ABSTfAC - Calibration or instruments and standards is a refined
form of measurement, Meti9urnment of vorne property of a thing is an oper-
ation that yields ast an end result a numbsir that Indicates how much of the
property the thinq has, Measurerment Is orciinmtily a repeatable operation, so
that it is appropriate to regard me.nourement am a production process, the
"product" beinQ the numbers, I .e , the Mfeasurements, that It y~elds: aind to
apply to measur~ment processes in the laboratory the concepts and techni-
ques of statimttcal process control that have proved so useful in the quality
control ot Industrial production.

Viewed thus It becomes evident that a particular measurement operation
cannot be regarded as constituthig a mmasurement process uniess statistical
stability of the type known as a state of statistical control has besin attained.
In order to determine whether d particular measurement operation is, or is not,
in a state of gtatistical cuntrol it is necessary to be definilte on what variations
of procedure, apparatus, environmnental conditions, observers, operators, AtO.,
.:ire allowable in 'rUPo0't~f` ApnDiictIoi1'1H of w'*'.t willt be ainsaLdetud to be the
niame medsurement process Applied to the measureme~nt ui the same quantity
under the same coriditions, To be r'qallttic, the "allowable variationpl" musi.
b't of sufficient scope to brackut the cIrcumstanueb likely to be met in practice,
Vlrthermore, any experimental program that alms to doeisrmtne the gtandrl. 1 ;-
Adlaton of a infa.sur 'meri o ' -"ress as an Indication of ktai -%;Usion. must be
based on appropriate randoi., keiiapliqo of thin lik.qly range of clrcumate.ncea,

Ord~inarily the accuracy of ta measurement process mey uw c'-racterized
i~y giving (a) the standard deviation of the procoan and (b) credible bound,, L_
1,Ls likelyi uverall systcmatic error, Determination of credible l:-oui,&.i to 1,11v
uombinad effect of recognized potential sources of mystemati' error always
involvew some arbitrariness, riot only in the placing at reasisnable bour,?is on
,hý. systematic error likely to be contributed by each particular as -iwjnabla

Presented at the 1962 Standards LA~boratory Conference, Nai~tonal Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, Ccl. , August 0-10, 1962. Published in the Journal of Re-
search of th~e National Bureau of Standairds--C, Enginteering and Inatrumonta-
tion, vol. 67C, No. 2, April-June 1963.



470 Design of Experiments

causu, but also in the manner in which these individual contributions are com-
bined, Consequently, the "inaccuracy" of end rri,.lts of measurement cannot
be exprnsped by "confidence limits" lorresponding to a definite numerical
"confidence level," except in those rare Instances in which the possible over-
all systematic error of a final result is negligible Ir. comparison with its im-
precsion.ai o

1, Cal.ibration of instruments and standards is bas.-
Iclly a rafined form of measurement, Measurement is the assignment of nunt-
hun, to material things to represent the relaticns existing aronng them with re-
,poaL to pardoular porperties, One always measures properties of things, not
thu thhtrj themselves, In practice, meAsurament of some pruper~y af a thing
xcrdlna';i,-y takes the form of a sequence of steps or operations that yields am

an tnmr rasul, a number that indicates how much of this property the thing has,

for so -one to use for a specifto purpose, The and result may be the out-
corno or e single readlny of an instrument, More often it ti some kind of aver-
age, w.g., the arithmetic mean of a number of independent determinations of
the same magnitude, or the final result of a lees, squares "reduction" of measure-

ments of a number of different quantities that bear known relations to each
uthem in accordance with a definite experimental plan In general, the purpose
tc'r which the answer ti needed det-Jrmtines the accuracy required and ordinarily
alo[, 1.1.m method of measurement employed.

Specificeation of the apparatus and auxiliary mquipment to he used, thf-
operationu to ba performed, the sequence In which they are to be ex~cuted,
and thc ,.;onditions under which they are respectively to be carried out--these
Inatrutli.ons collectively ser-A " ,., uttine a method of meassure L.;, A measure-
ment proceco is tho -)Alizatton of d method of mreburement In terms of perti-
cuiLr apparatus and equipment of '.,he preiaribed kindi, particular conditions
that an. bist only approximate the conditions prescribed, and particular pt=,s 3as opera';ors and observers,

It has long been recuynirud that, in undertaking to apply a partioular
method of measurement, a dogree of consistency among repeated nmeasuremeo:tt
of a uikglei quantity nueds to be attained before the method of mesasure rm..nt
c('nnurned can be regarded as meaningfully realized, i.e., betore a measure-
ment prancess an be said to have been established that is a realization of the
mothod of mesurement concerned, Indeed, consistency or statistical stability
of a very special kind is required: to qualify as a measurement process a
meMsuremert operation must have attained what is known in industrial quality
control langueigo a- a atmi t' -,f .,tntlstical nnntrnl. Until a meaomnr•ment npP*rr-
tion hab been "debugged" to the extent that It has attained a state of statisti•~l

NE

.a
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control It cannot be regarded In any logical sense as measuring anything at all,
Atnd when it has attained a state of statistical control there may still remain
the question of whether it is faithful to the method of measurement of which
it is intended to be a realizatl,-n.

The systematic error, or bias, of a me a~urrfl.%nt proccui refers to its
tendecy to measure something other than what wan I .ended; and is detarmrired
by the magnitude of the difference t - -r between tho prouc;L awvraqe or limit-
ing mean A associated with measurement of a particular quantity bV, the measure-
ment process conrc.trned and the true value yr of the magnitude of tnis quantity
On first thought, the "true value" (f the magnitude of a particular quantity
appears to be a simple straightforward concept, On careful analysis, however,
it becumou evident that the "true val1e" of the magnitude of a quantity to in-
tWrnatoly linked to the purposes for which knowledge of the magnitude of this
quantity is needed, and cannot, in tne linal &nalysis, be inmaninyfully Gid
usefully defined in isolatiton from theme nood .

The precision of a measurement process refers to, and is determined by
the degree of mutual agreement characteristic of Independent rmamurements of
a single quantity yielded by repeated applications of the prouuss undar specified
conditions; and its accuracy raters to, and is determined by, the degree of

r-reament of much measuruments with the true valsis of the magnitude of the
quantity concerned. In brief "accuracy" has to do with closeness to the truth;
"precision," only with uloi4•n•ss toqether.

Systematic error, proclaion, cnd accuracy are inherent characteristics
,if A measurement process and not of a particular measurement yiel•anId by the
prc'oes. Wq may Ats:) ;ptuk of the systematic torror, peioislon, and accuracy
ol a particular iitthod of mo,.surement that has the capability uf statlstlial
•r.introl, But theme term1t .rve not defined for a nitiasuritianl. oparntton that is
,,,t in a state of statistical control,

The precision, or mý)r, correctly, the j.preclaion of *.i nmo#isuremenr
proess is ordinarily summarized by the standard devietion of the process,
wnlch expresses the charact,,ristic disagreement of repeated measurr.men.,
u1 d single quantity by the process concerned, Lnd thus serves to indicate
by how much a particular measurement is likely to differ from other values that
the same measurement process might have provided in this inotance, or might
yield on remeasurement of the same quantity on another occasion. Unfortunately,
there does not exist any single comprehensive measure of the accuracy (or
1paccuracy) of a measurement procob. Aiidlogous to the standard doviatLion as
a measure of its impreoision,
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To charactesiLze the accuracy of a measurement proLuces It Is riscesrnary,
therefore, to indicate (a) Its systematic error or bWas, (b) its pro iirlri (orI
t.Lmprocision)--and, strictly speaking, also, (c) the *.orm of the distribuititil
of the irdivirual measuremitnts about thm process average. Such is thin un-
avoidublo Ultuation il one is to coneorri one a self with Individual mieasure-
menfts yieidcd by any particular measuremnent process, Fortunately, however,
"final risuuts" are ordinarily 3ome kind of avecrage or ad~uutett value derived

ftlýurtof Inch'perdant nmea burrjmerit L, and wheti four or moru independant
't.,eourumuntn are Invoivo'd, suuch adjusted values tend to bre normslly distri-
hNt.'d to a very aciond wuroximmitionr t~n that the iccuia-.;y of such final results
k~~i or dlinar ly bo r-haraoturized sati sfactari ly by incilcating (ij) thIrm iprLmoktion

an vixpropsed by their standard error, and (b) the systematic error of the process
b..y which they wore obtairied.

Thu error of any sing li measurement or adjusted value of a particular
4uonnlity is, by definition, the difference butween thu measurement or adjusted

V0iUH concerned and the itrue vals of the magnitude of this quantity, TheI
titior of any particular measurement or adijumtet va1w' iii, therefore, a fixed
rnumber; and thin numbizer will ordinarily he unknown and unknowable, becosuse
tho truie value of the magnitude of the quantity conoerned to ordinarily un-
known and uniknowable. Limits to the error of a shigle measurament or ad-

ILUJLI.ý ,Okine may, however, hie Inferred from (a) tho precirriur,, and (h) bound$
Lin the myntemitic rtrror of the manesureinent procoss by whtich Lt was produced--
ho'. not without risk of being Incorrect, bocause, quite apart from the inexact-
rir,,-, with which bounds are commonly placed on & SVyAtmWtL; error ot a meas.-
utron-!ri process, muoh lImits are applicable to the error of the ninglo measure-
ment -t Ardublued 'ralu", not as m '.riqua individual ouutoome, but ronl',' na I

pIuiCO -.4110 ol thil.. L:u-clid CotPH-lr Of suoh innelseurteinnjrLs of thu name
quontiniy that might nwin bouni, or hr)~¶b. yvioderi by the samne measure-I
mont p.-cass under the nammti c'.ndltions.

~nco tLho ýrecieluii of a mneasurement prccos~ is determined Uý, tho.
uharlco,-j-irtlo "closeness together' of succuessve tIndeputident minr*furo-

ment) oW a single magnitude generated by repeadted PPoILCcar. Of the processI
under zpandfied conditions, and its blus or nystematic error is duterminant 1-,- tkW
direction and amount by which such measurements tent; to differ from tho truff
value of the magnitude of the quantity concerned, It Is necessary to be clear
oil what variations of procedure, appanatua, Lenvironmental conditions, ob-
sot-vora etc., are allowable in "repeated applications" or what will be con-
nnideoid to be the eane meeeurement procesrn applied to the measurromont of the
,,zmo quantity under the samtic conditionv If whate~or mea0sures of the precision
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an b~as (it a mimasurement procees we may adopt are to provide a realistic
indatlon of tile accuracy of this procesa in piautice, then the "allowable vbrla-
tktioa"l must be of sufficiant scope to bracket tile ra~nge of circumstances com-
mohly met in practice. Furthermore, any experimental program that aims to
determine the prnciiiion, and thence the accuracy of a inwasurement process.
must be based on an appropriate randomn sampling of this "ratigo of circumsatancesi,"
if the usual tools of statistical anaiyaIr6 are to bo strictly applicable,

When adequate random sampling of the appropriate "range of circtim-
stances" is not foasiblm, nr even possible, then It Is necesuary (a) to Compute,
hv extrapolation fromn available data, 8 muor or lass subjective estimate of tho
precision of the moasuraimont process concerned, to serve ass asubatitute for
a direct experimental measure of this characteristic, and (b) to assign morni or
lWao subjective bounds to the systematic orror of thm measurement process.
To the extent that auch at least partially subjective computations are involved,
thle resulting evaluati~on of the overall accuracy of a measurument process
"is based on subject-matter knowledge and skio~, general information, and
Intuition- -but not onl statistical methodolugy' Coachran let al, 1953, p. 6931
Conisequently, in such cases the statistically p'iecisc uuncept of a family o)
"confidence Inteirvals" associated with a definite "confidence level" or 'lo
firiatic coefficient" is not epplicabe.,

The furrngoing points and certain other reldatcd matters are discussed
I. reater detail in the succeeding sections, together with an indication of

prcO.,~duros for the realistic evaluation of procl~i-in and mccuracy .f wstuo.lkshad
procedures for thu calibration of Instruments and stanclerds that minimise as
A.iti" arn possible the subjective elements of such an evaluation, To the WAtent
that complete el~riffirnelin o nt uý subjective eclams it Is r,ýt ..Iways possible,
the reopcnsoibilLtv fat an important and ,arim'dtimer the most difficult part of the
evaluation It shifted from the erioult.hlrs of thin Statictician tn the. shoulde~rs
ol the subject matter "expert.

2. 1 -Nature end Object. Measurement Is tho assignment ofnm~.
to ni.icrial things to represent the relations existing airoig them wi~k r~ao.ient
to particular properties. The number assigneid to moms particular prcoiwcty serves
to represent the relative amount of this property associated with the object
concernad,

Mearaurement alwitye partains to properties of things, mot to the thinca
thomemlAves, Thus wu cannot netisure a mieter bar, but can and usually do,
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measure Itt length; and we could also measure Its mass, Its doritty, and per-
haps, also Its hardness.

The object of measurement iu twofold. first, hymbullc representation
of properties of things as a basts for conceptual analynis; and Jiecond, to @ftact
0h1 representation in a torm amenable tu the powertul tools of mnathumiatial
analysts. The decisive feature ts symbolic representaticri ut properties, for
whwuh und nutnerairi are not the only usable symbols,

In prautiou the nssignment of a numerical magnit.l.ide to a partirular
pri•prty of a thing is ordinarily accomplished by uomparLs•n wILh a met of
standards, or by uomparllaon ciihr k-, the quantity t.solf, or uf tomo transform
of it, with a previously calibrated meals. Thus, length meosurements are us-
Lally made by directly comnparinq the lungth concerned with a calibrated bar
ur tape; and mass measurements, by directly comparing tnu weight of a given
mass with the weight of a set of standard masses, by moans of a balence• but
ftrco ineasurements are usua~ly carried out in terms of uomu transform, much Qm
by reading on a calibrated scale the extension that the foroe produces in a
spring , or tha defleotion that It ptuduuas in a proving rLnq; and temptiraturs
nmoar,urements are usually partrired in terms of some transform, such as by j
madingq on a calibrated -uaie the expansion at a culrmn of rnroury, or the
oluc,.; ., Iresistance of a platinLn wizu,

2,2. QulUtIvo and Quilltotiv.q. Ag=.t., As Walter A. Siawhert,
father uf qtatiottcal control charts, has rumarkod:

"ft is important to realizp.,, that there are two aspectq of ,rn opert'tkoll
ot mnea,.&rement; onr: iU '4!!ihetLVW, mnd the other qualitatl,,,, une, aonsists
of f enib or pointer readings such mg the obhrved lengths in ] measurements
ot tho (.ngth of e line, and thc other cunsiats of thn .
of phý,rial things by .1g)1e. In accord with Instructions that we shall asus•,:
to bc= dw.cribable in words constituting a Text." [9hewhart 19J9, p; 1

Mora specitically, the qualitative fatctors Involved in thp m,.,uremoert of a
quantity Qri%- the * .-2Aq.V• L and auxLiar~qy e&=D&t.3J (a. 9., reagenlts, betterlr,or other source of electrical energý , 11to.) empl.ye,'; the 29.2erLU. and UecUL.Iee[,

if any, involved; the .a.a_ l t.q performed, together with tho jL2.(Ugj in
which, i.nd the qnU=LL under which, they are respectively carried out,

2., 3. Qua•s9Q.l_.A4,',Wtment gf abA2.U.tion, The numbers ubtained

as "readingo" on a ealilhr.td .qrnmr,, (r N r-rdlnmrily thr! ,nri rroduct -f everyday
nmasursmant in the trades and in the huonm, In sucintIlic ,,'ork there are usually

SI I I I I I ...... ... .... ... .... .. . •d I p
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two im.portant additional quantitative aspects of measurement: (1) correction
of the readings, or their transforms, to compensate for known deviation,• from
ideal execution of the prescribed operations, and for non-negligible effects of
variations in uncontrolled variables: and (2)adjLultment of "raw" or corrected
measuremerts of partic'ilar quantities to obtain values of these quantities that
conform to restrictions upon, or interrelations among, the magnitudes of these
quantities imposed by the nature of the problem,

Thus, it may not be practicable or economically feasible to take read-
ings at exactly the prescribed temperatures; but quite practicable and feasible
to bring and hold the temperature within narrow neighborhoods of the prescribed
values and to record the actual temperatures to which the respective readings
correspond. Insuch cases, If the deviations frnni the prescribed temperatures
are not negligblo, "temperature corrections based on appropriate theory are
usually applied to the respective readings to bring them to the values that pre-
sumable would have been observed if the temperature in each instance had been
exactly as proscribed.

In practice, however, the objective Just stated Is rarely, if ever, actually
achieved. Any "temperature corrections" applied could be expected to bring
the respective readings "to the values that presumably would have been observed
if the temperature In each instance had been exactly as prescribed" If and
• .y if these "temperature corrections" made approp.: Late allowances for AU
"7f the effects of the deviations of the actual temperatures from those prescilbed.
"Temperature corrections" ordinarily correct only for rrticular effects •f the
deviations of the actual temperatures from their prescribed values; not for all
±' •he effects on the readings traceable to deulatiuns of the actual t.mpera-

taies from those proscribud. lahus Michelscen utilized "t•,pIperature corrections"
in his 18/'J investigation of Lhe speed of liyht; out his results exhibit a de-
pendence on tpemperaturp alter "teriiprature corrcction." The "t.'moerature

•¢ rections' applied corrected only for the effects 6f thermal expansion u-,,

to variations in temperature and not also for changes in the indev ot refraction
oa the air due to change iii the humidity of the air, which .n June and Muly
ut Annapolis is highly correlated with temperature. Qnrreg_9jn9_lltdfl
nr,:tjice are usually of more limited scope than tne names that they er,,L-•.
aprcdto indicate.

AdJustment of obsorvations is fundamentally different from their "cor-
reo.ton." When two or more related quantities are measured individually, the
iesulting measured values usually fail to satisfy the cornstraints on their magni-
tudvs implied by the given interrelations among the quantlties concerned, In
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such cases these "raw" measured values are mutually contradictory, and
require adjustmenln order to be usable for the purpose Intended. Thus,
measured values of the three cyclic differences (A - B), (B - C), and (C-A)
between the lenqtha of three nominally equivalent gage blocks are mutually
contradictory, and strictly speaking are not usable as values of these differences,
unless they sum to zero.

The primary goal of adjustment is to derive from such Inconsistent
mnwa•t•rements, if possible, adjusted values for the quaintities concerned
tlhat ýI satisfy the concsruints on their magnitudes imposed by the nature of
the quantities themselves and by the existing interrelations among them. A
second objective is to select from ali possible sets of adjusted values the
buL Ohwl. i Lhu "bubtL"--ui , t• lwat, a sat that is "goond enough" for the intended
purpose--in nome well-defined sense. Thus, in the above case of the measured
differences between the lengths of three gage blocks, an adjustment could
be effected by Ignorinq the measured value of ona of the differences entirely,
si".y, the difference (C - A), and taking the negative ol Lhe sum uof the other
two as Its adjusted value,

Adj (C -A) (-[(A- B) + (B- C)1.

-:1-,' i'll certainly assure that the sum of all three values, (A- B) + (B- C)
SAdj (C - A), is zero, as required, and is clearly equlvaient to ascribing all
o. the excess or deficit to the replaced measurement, (C - A). Alternatively,
one might prefer ,o distribut' the necessary total adjustmeiii - [(A - B) +
(3 - :) + (C - A)] equally over the individual measured dif0terencees, to obtain
the fi''owing set of adjusted vwlues:

d (A-B) ( -B A - B) + k 0- C) + (C -A)]
A1l(A- B) 2 (A- B)---

AdJ.(B- C) - 2 (B - C) (A- B) - (C- A)]

Adl kC -A) -=3(2( - A)- (A - B) - (B -C).

Clearly, the sum of these three adjusted values must always be zero, as re-
quired, regardless of the values of the original individual measured differences,
Furthermore, most persons, I believe, would consider this latter adjustmelt
the better; and under certuln conditions with respect to the "law of error"
governing thn oriqinal measured differences, it is indeed the "best,"

S. . . " " • = I ! I IF P•
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Note that no adjustment problem existed at the stage when only two of
these differences had been measured whichever they were, for then the third
could be obtained by subtraction. As a general principle, when no more ob-
servations are taken than are sufficient to provide one value of each of the
unknown quatntities involved, then the results so obtained are usable at ieasi--
they may not ba "best." On the other hand, when additional observations arlo
taken, leading to "over determination" and consequent contradiction of the
fundamental properties of, oi the basic relationships among the quantities
concerned, then the respective observations must bo reajarded as contradicting
one another, When this happens the observations themselves, or values derived
irom them, must be replaced by adjusted values such that all contradiction
is removed. "This Is a logical necessity, since wc ,,ot ac pt for truth
that which is contradictory or leads to con~radictory results," C5hauvenet
1868, p. 472.]

1.4, 5.hedulngVjlh.Tk.!.ng. oLMeasurements. Having done , liat on'
can to remove e.traneous sources of error, and to make the basic measurements
as precise and as frew from systematic error as possible, it is frequently pos-
sible not only to increase the precision of the end resiults cf major Interest
but also to simultaneously decrease their sensitivity to sources of possible
systematic error, by careful scheduling of th, measurements required, An
Instance is pr vided by the traditional procedure for calibrating ihquid-in-,.ilass
thermometers jWaidner ano Dickinson 1907, p. 7UM, NL 1157, pp. 29-30;
Swindelis 1959-, pp. 11-12 ; Instead nf attempting to hold the temperature of
the comparison bath constant, a very difficult objectl,'n to achieve, the heat
;,put to the bath is so adjusted that its temperature is slowly increasing at a
7ready rate, and theni readinqs of, say, four test thorrnomn.ter4 and two standards
cra takl" 1n __rl .ut with the schedule

SIT IT 2 'r 3T4 S8 2 'T4 T3 T2 T 8

tl,o rseaiiiyt beLng spaced uniformly in time su that th.v arithrrl. ir. ,1,0arrn rf th(.
two readings of any one thermometer will correspond to the temperatuie of th-
romparison bath at the midpoint of the periotl. C~uch scheduling of neas-reament
l*-ikig operations so that tre effects of the specific types of depi.' .ui F, from
perfect control of conditions and procedure will have an opportonity to balance
out is one of the principal aims of the art and science of tik..ttaLq de.iL.L

ekepeiflpt - For additiona physical science examples, see, for instance,
Youden 1951a; and 19s4-ig•9gj
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2.5. MajskLaLjJ ,PrcAungL Process.. We may summarize our
discussioni of measurement up to this point, is follows: Measurement of some
property of a thing in practius alweys takes the form af a sequence of steps or
operations that yield ac en end result a number that serves to represent thle.
amount or quantity of some particular property of a thing--a number that indi-
cates how much of this property the thing h&s, for someone to use for a specific
purpose, The Fnd result may be the outcome of .A single reading of an instru-
ment, with or without corrections for depertures from prescribed conditions,
More often It Is some kind of average or adjusted value, e.g., the arithmetic
mean uf a numbor of independent determinations of the same magnitude, or the
finil result uf, 3ay, a least squeres "reductiun" of maszuranmutq of a number
of different quantities that have known relations to tha quantity of interest.

Measurement of some property of a thing is ordinarily u repeatable
operation. This is corteinly the case for the types of measurement ord;.iarily
met in the calibration of standards and instruments, It Is instructive, Laerefore,
to regjard mvu..surement as e.poQJctiyn procajj, the "product" being the numbers,
that is, the measurements that it yields; and to compare arid contrast measure-
inenL processes in the laboratory with mass production processes In industry,
For the moment It will suffice to note (a) that when sucoessile amounts of
units of "raw material" are processed by a particular mass production process,
th' "•iput is a series of nominaliy identical Items of product--of the particular
type produced by the mass production operation, ie,, by the Mg.9ipLg-
.•j.ron. concerned; and (b) that when successive objects arn measured b' a
particulni measurement process, the individual itrms of "prjuct" produced
consisý ,.,f the numbers assigned to the respictive objects to represent the
relative .mmounts that they possess of the property dntermined by thm m
af me= s,.rement.. nvolwoci

2. 6. Urishods ol MfgW~t,.T, r~L@_ n•j .Mt,=.sp,_tq ,ire,(1erýP~rg..Lp ,,• .O-

to be p,- r;ormed, the sequence in which they are to be carried out, ar•c. thu

Conditio,,i under which they are respectitily to b. carried ou.t--thce Jdl~qUtag.
collecti-,ely serve to define a m.ethod of megaureMjnt, To the ,xtent that
Qurrections may be required they are an integral part of measurement. The
types oL corrections that will ordinrirUy need to be mad0, and specific ptoce-
dures for making them, should be included among "the operations to be per-
eormnd. " Likewise, the essential adjustments required .,houLd ba rioted, and
specific procedures for making them l,•iorporated in the specification of a
method of measuremont.

I I IIP
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A j~jurnf.jiMt.Process is the realization of a method of measurement
in terms of particular apparatus and equipment of the prescribed kinds, parti-
cular conditions that at beast only Approximate the conditions prescribed, and
particular persons as operators and observers LASTM 1961, p. 1758; Murphy
1961, p. 264 Of course, there will often be a question whether a particular
measurement process is loyal to the method of measurement of wnich It l' in-
tended to be a realization; or whether two different measurement processes can
be considered to be realizations of the same method of measurement.

To begin with, written specifications of methods of measurement often
contain absolutely precise Instructions which, however, cannot be carried
out (repeatedly) with complete exactitude in practice; for example, "move
the two parallel cross hairs of the micrometer of the microscope until the
graduation line of the standard is centezed between them." The accuracy
with which such instructions can be carried out in practice will always depend

upon "the circumstances"; in the case cited, on the skill of the operator, the
quality of the graduation line of the standard, the quality of the screw of the
micrometer, the parallelism of the cross heirs, etc. To the extent that the
written specification oF a method of measurement Involves absolutely precise
instructions that cannot be carried out with compl.te exactitude il practice
there are certain to be discrepanoip between a method of measurement and
its realization by a particular measurement process.

In addition, the specification of a method of measurement often includas
o r-uinber of imprecise instructions, such As "raise the temperatura sloý.ly,"
"ectr wall before taking a reading, " 'rmake sure that the tubing is clean," etc.
Nnt only are such instructions inherently vague, but aliso In any given in.einoe
thuy must be understood tn %ir;s of thet general level of rtLiiement characteristic
of the contiexti whoch they '•cuur, Thus, "iidka sure that the tubing is clean"
It not an, absolutely definite kiutructlon; to some people this would mean
bLnply that the tubing should be clean enough to drink liquids througili I.:
soaje laboratory work it might be interpreted to rawan mechanically washed
an- scouted wo as to be free from dirt and other ordinary solir matt:er (but not
u.(ansed also with chemical solvents to remove more stubborn uontaminents);
tn on advanced experimental phvsiuist-it may mean not merely meohanioa'ii
wc,-r,rd and uhamically cleansed, but also "out gassese" by hoLng hwated Lo
and held at a high temperature, near the softening point, for an hour or so.
All will agree, I believe, that it would be exceedhigly difficult to meake such
instructions absolutely difinite with a convenient number of merds. To the
extent that the specification of a method of measuremeot includes instructions
that are not absolutely definite, there will be room for differences between
measurement processes that are intended to be realization of the very same
wltt huod of meauurement.

S.. ... II |
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Recognition of the difficulty of achieving absolute definiteness In the
specification of a method of measurement does not imply that "any old set"
of instructions will serve to define a method of measurement. Quite tbe con-
trary. To qualify as a specification Ql, a method of measurement, a set of in-
struct.ions must be sufficiently defirnte to insure statistical stability of repeated
measurements of a single quantity, thAt Is, derived meosureNent processes
must be capable of meeting the criteria of .t tistiggi conl.•. Shewhart 1939,
p. 131; Murphy 1961, p. 265; ASTM 1961, p, 1758 To eluoidhtkon of the mean-
Ing of, and need for this requirement we now tun 2.

3. £�U LPN_ MLA8SURgMENT PROCSSIES

3. 1. Reguirement of Statistical Control, The need for attaWning a de-
gree of consistency among repeated measurements of a single quantity before
the method of measurement concerned can be regarded as mneaningful has cer-
tainly been recognized for a long, long time. Thus Galileo, desoribing his
famous experiment on the acceleration of gravtty in which he allowed a bell to
roll different distances down an -inclined plane wrote:

",., si lasciava (conio dice) scendere per il detta canals Ia palts,
notando, nel mode ohe appresso diro, II temp ohe consumava nello scorrerlo
tuttt,, replicando il medesimo atto molts volts per anshcurars) bane della quan-
teta dal tamp, eel qualo non s. trovava met differernza ne anco della decime
p.pe.,tu d'una battuta di polso. FeaLe a stabilita precisamente tale operazlone,
facemmn~o soendar Ia me isima palla solamente per la quarts rarte delý a lutighzza
di ess canale s. , G L[alileo 1638, Third Day; Nat'l, ad,, p. 213.1

Somethitn mnro t',nh mcr,g uoneistency" is required, hs:.,ver, as
Shewhart points out iloquently ip his v ry l'pOriant oqapter on "The Specifies-
ticn cf Accuracy and Precision" '13hewhar, N49, ch IVJ. He beqlins by noting
that Ui', description ytven by R. ). MIllikan. [1903, pp. 195-196 of a msm,,.i
for dewumLnl•nn the sutface tension Z of a liquid from meacure ionts of tha

I am.-joateful to my collegue Ugo Fano for the following Itieral tifnSlation:
"... we let, as I was saying, the ball deso-.d 'trough said channel, .eoord-

lng, in a manner presently to be described, th, time it took In traversting it all,

repeating the same action many times to make really sure of the magnitude of

tiniO, in which one never found a dfferentce of even a tenth of a pulsebeet.
Having done and established precisely such operation, we let the same ball
descend only for the fourth part nf tho length of the same ohannel,..,"
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force Qf tension F of a film of the liquid contains the following instruction
with regard to the basic readings from which measurements of Z- are derived:
"Continue this operation until a number of consistent readings can be obtained,"
Shewhart then comments on this as follows:

"the text describing the operation does not say to rarry out such
and such physical operations and call the result a measurement of .1. Instead,
it says in effect not to call the result a measurement of I until one has
attained a certain degree of consistent; among the observed values of F and
hence among those of T. Although this requirement is not always expicoitly
stated in specifications of the operation of measurements as It was here, I
think it is alwaya implied, Likewise, I think it is always assumed that there
can be too much consistency or uniformity among the observed values as, for
example, if a large number of measurements of -the surface tenuion of a liquid
were found to be identical. What is wanted but not explicitly described is a
specific kind and degree of consistency.

". ,, it should be noted that the advioe to repeat the operation of
measuring surface tension until a number of consistent readings have been
obtained is indefinite in that it doeb not indicate how many readings shall be
taken before applying a test for consistency, nor what kind of test of conslstency
Is to be applied to the numbers or pointer readings .... One of the objects of
,.!iLi chapter is to see how far one can go toward improving this situation by
pruviding an operationally definite criterion that preliminary observations
rnu.st meat before they are to be considered consistent in the sense imp:'.ed in
the. instruction cited above.

"Before doine th ., however, we must give At*,.Lon not so much
iLo the consistenny of the n uoserved values already obtained by J! rapeti-
tions of the operation of measureni.,,,t as we do t,' the_ d.•.c.ioL e_ ChIL
pp, U as determined by 'he numbers in the potentially intinite seo -m't.
cnresponding to an infinite number of repetitions of this operation. No one
w.•lild care very much huw consistent the first n preliminary oiiiurvativni:
were if nothing could be validly inferred from this as to whet future observe-
tionu would show. Hence, it seems to me that thie characteristics of the
r•iiitrioal aspects of an operation that is of greatest prictical interist is its
r g;producibilitv within tolerance limits infinite seatuncen. The
limit to which we may go in thiB direction is to attain a state of statistical
control. The ,attempt to attain a certain kind of consistency within the first
. observed values is merely a means of 9ttaining reproducibility with Ij limits
throughout the whole of the 9equence "Shewhart 1939, pp. 13-132.]
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The point that Shewhart makes forcefully, and stresses repeatedly
later in the same chapter, is that the first a measurements of a given quan-
tity generated by a particular measurement process provid~se aluyjicsl b*1is for
predicting the behavior of further measurements of the same quantity by the siame
measurement process if and only If these a. measurements may be regarded
as a random sample- from a "population" or "universe" of all conceivable
measurements of tha given quantity by the measurement process concerned;
that is, In the language oi InaLhumatical statisticis, if and only if the a~
measurements in hand may be regarded as "observed values" of a sequence
of random variablesB characterized by a probability listributlon identified with
the measuremant process concerned, and related through the values of one orI
more of Its parameters to the magnitude of the quantity measured.

It should be noted especially that nothing is said about the mathema-
tical form of the.j uiublit dlsrbul of these random variables, The im-
portant thing io that there be one. W. Edwards Doming haie put this clearly
and forcefully In these words:

"In applying statistical theory, the main consideration is not what
the shape of the universe is, but whether there Is any universe at all, No
unlvorso can be asislmed, nor ,... statistical theory ... applied unloss the
ob.7''rvations show statistical control. In this state the samples when cumu-
latnd over a suitable interval of time give a dittriluiifon of a particular shape,
aA. Lhils shape is reproduced hour after hour, day after day, so long as the
process remains in statistical control--i.e. ,exhibits the -gioperties of ran-
dormný;s. In it state of uuntrol, ja observations may be regjarded as a sarlipi,)
from t'hri universe of whatever ah&oe it is. A big crnough sample, nr enotgli

s1mall ccmlot -bi- tliw ;Ldi~stirlian to make mearlinCfuil and useful pro-
dictionai atiout fur.,,i samples, This is as much as utatistical theory aan do,

... Very of en the experimenter, Instead of rushing in to apply
Btoti~t.'oCal mathods should b e more concerned about attaining stati~tical
ontroi end asking himself whether any predictions at all (the cirity pulposer his expuriment) ' by Sait theory or otherwise, car, bo made,'

'eig1950, pp. 502-5 031c

Shewhart was well aware of the fact that from a set of 11 inearevroemritis
in hand it is not possible to decide with absolute certainty whether they do or
do not curnisitute a Lq~j 4fl...j~MDj from some definite stati stIca --poplatlon"
iliaracterized by a probability distribution. He, therefore, proposed Sehr
i939, pp. 146-147] that In any particular Instance one should "devide ~o aot
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for the present as if" 2 the measurementb In hand (and their immediate successors)
were a simple random sample from a definite statimtical populetion--I. , in
the language of mathematLcal statistics, were "observed values' of Lndegendent
identLoally distributed random variables--only if the measurements in hand met
the requirements of the smll-sa mples version of Criterion I of his previous
book rShewhart 1931, pp. 309-318J and of certain additional test of randomness
that hý described explicitly for the first time in his contribution to the Univer-
sity f Pennsylvania Bicentennial Conference it. SipLumber 1940 LShowhart,
1941 f. In other words, Shewhart proposed that one should consider e measure-

ment process to be--i e., should "decide to act for the present as if" the
process were--Ia.*, state (jerjg2.je) statitial controljonly if the measure-
ments in hand show no evidence of lack of statistical control when analysed
for randomneas Jn the order in which they were taken by the control chart
techniques for averages and standard deviations that he found vo valuable In
Industrial process control and by certain additional tests for Iandomness based
on "runii above and below average" and "runs up and down. "'

Simpson 3 did not prove that taking ul thu Arithmetic Mean was tho best
thing to do but merely that it is good. However, In accomplishing this goal
he did something much more important. he took the bold step of regarding
errors of measurement, not as unique unrelhted magnitudes unamenable to

2This very explicit phraseology Is due tu Jolln W. Tukt 1ij bU, p 424'
3 '!homas Simpson, in his now famous letter ISimpson 175,J to tohe President mf
tl-,w Royal Society of London "on the Advantabo of taking thr Mnan ui a Number
of Observations, Im pn.,.tlua,. Astronomy," was tho flrat to consider repeated
neasurements u! a single quantity by a given measurement process as observed
vAlue, of independent random variables having the same probab~I';, dilstribu-
tion . Hi s conclusion is of Interest In itmulf:

"Upon the whole of which it appears, that the takIny uf the Mean of
a number of observations, greatly diminishes the chaiic~s for all the smrriLier
errors, and cuts off almost all possibility of any great ones: whch ' ..AoL con-
siueration, alone, suem sufficient to recommend Lhe use of the mathod, not
only to astronomers, but to all others concerned in making of experiments ut
any kind (to which the above reasoning is equally applicable). And the more
observatiuns or experiments there are made, the less will the conclusion be
liable to err, provided they admit of being repeated under the same circum-
stance s"
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mathcmatical analysis, but as distributed in accordance with a probability
distribution that was an intrinsic property of the measurement process itself.
He thus upand th0 w~y to a mathematical throry of measurement based orn thn
mathematical theory of probability; and, in particular, to the formulation and
development of the Method of Least Squares in essentially its present day form
by Gauss (1809. 1821) and Laplace (1812).

"Student" (William Sealy Uo~set 1876-19371 pioneer statistloal con- I
sultant And "fathor" of the "thecory of small wamples, " wae certainly among
the first to stress the Importanrce of r ndomrnes In rncrarement and experi-
motitition. Thus, he began his revolutionary 1908 paper on "The probable I
error of a mean' with these remarko;

"Any experiment may be regarded as formirg an individual of a 'popu-
lation' of experiments which might be performed under the ainea conditions. I
A nrAres of experiments is a sample drawn from this population.

"Now any series of experiments Is only of value in an far as it enables
us to form a judgment an to the statistical oonstants of the population to wnkch
the experiments belong." [Student 1908, p. 1.]

None of these writers, nor any (.of their contemporaries, however, pro-

d'1''1 "an operationally definite criterior. that pteliwlnuay ubservations must
meet" before we take it upon uutselves "'o act for the present as If" they and
thniT Immediate successurs were random sampils lioun a "ý.Upuldlt.n" Ur "oLIl-

vcr,'.j" uf all conc-livethle measurements of the glvon quantity by the measure-
mertt, of the given quantity b',' tht- measurnment piocess ccrnoFrrned, Pr-rvibiun
of •tueih a C ,Lu= i i,ý m,•,wwrlt ot cor otributiuiun

Experienoe shows thet In the case of measuiement proukiz.-o.d the Ideal
ol stii-t statistical control that Showhart. pre.•crlbes Is usually very diflicu', r.
attain:, Just on in the cA'4p of Industrial production processes, Indnerl, many
muujurement processes simply do nor and, It would ýnrcm, cannot he made to
conform to this ideal of producing successive m•mms remcants of a vingie qu.3n-
lity, jivt% can be considered to be "obsrorved valuer" of Independent identincr.ij

0I
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distributed random variableB. 4 The nature of the 'tiouble" Was stated succinctly
by Student in 1917 when, speaking of physicr.1 and chemical dotermInations,
he wrote:

"After considerable experi ence I have not, incountered any determina-
tCon which Is not influenced by the date on which it is made; from this it follows
that a number of determinations of the same thing made on the same day are
likely to lie more cloeciy together then if the repetitions had been made' or:
different days." I Student 1917, P. 415.]

In other words, production of moasuremants seems to be like the production
of paint; and Just as In the Case of paint, if one must cover a large surface
511 of which is visible simultaneously, one will do well to use paint all from
the samne batch, so In the case of measuroments, If a scientist or metrologist
"lwisjhes to impruss his clients" he will "ar-range to do repeti~tion analyses as
nearly *a possible at tho same time.' Stu~dent 1927, p. 155.1

Fortunately, just as one mat! blend paint from several batches to ob-
tain e morm uniform color, and one which is, presumable, closer to the "pro-
cess average do 01c aloMay a scientist or met rol gist "if he wishes to dimikn-
Is~h hitreal error, separate his rn ~alurementB by as wide an interval of

tmaspossible": Student, tol, cit. and then tale an appropriate average of
Lh~l a his deei nation. Oonsequintly, If we wou to permit such averaging
.is an allowable stop in a fully specified m'man!uremritn PrOCOBS (Bse P1, .
ahove), than we are obliged to recognize both withlnýasy and bi~tween-day
'-,:npvnents of varl~tlon, and accept such a complex rneasuremri~t process as
b..ýng in a state of statistirial control overall, or as we shall say, H' a 14Mi

~ljQQta~,t t~tf~et ljuýqi, when the cmp.ineritt, ci within-day and between-
day variation ý: W both In d Pstate of stal.lsaticai control in Shrwhart' b striat
sfsnse, which we shall term a Ica~,L~ *..qqnqj In more nomple'x situa-
Uoiii, une may be obligHLd to recugnica morfi than two "layers" of variý., r

'4Juoklng at the matter from a fundamental viewpoint, porhaps we should say,
not that Shewhart's ideal of strict statistical control Is unattainable in c,
c~s of such measurcrinont procoaosoa but rather that the degree ot apl~rOXLMa-
tion to this ideal can be made as close as one chooses, If one Is willing to
pay Llie price. in othL~r words, how close one chooses to bring a mc'asuroment
procqns to the ideal Of strict stntistical control Is, In any given Instance,
basically an economic matter, taking Into account, of ucurse, not unly the
Iimnediate purpose(s) for which the Measurements are Intended but al o th(Iother u~s tnwihte a ept Cmpare Simonr1946, p. 566 land
lEis4nhat 1.9 2, p. 554J)
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and, sometimes, more than i single component of variation within a gLven
"layer.

Adopting this more general concept of statlatical control, R. B. Murphy
of the Bell Tel phone Labor torkea In his essay "On the Meaning of Precision
and Acouracy"| JMurphy 1961 , published in advance of the Lsnuance by the
Americatn Sociaely for Testt"' and Materirol of its Tentative Recommended
Practice with respect to the "jUse of the Terms Preoision and Accuracy as
Applied to Measurement of a Proper y of % Material" (ASTM 1961] remarks:

"Following through with thiu lLnn of thought borrowed from quality con-
trol, we shall ado a requirement that an effort to follow a test method ought
not to be known aa a muinsurement process unless it Is capable of statistical
control. rlMn-AbI ty of control means that either the measurements are the pro-
duct cf an Identifiable utatistical universe or an orderly array of such universes
or, if not, the physical causes pioventing such Identificntion may themselves
be identified and, 1.f desired, isolated and suppressed. Incapability of control
implies that the results of measurement are not to be trusted as indications
al the physical property at hand--.n short, we are not in any veriflable sense
measuring anything .... Without this limitation of the notion of measurement
process, one is unable to go on to give meaning to those statLqltioal measures
wl.c ,) Fre balic to any discussion of precision and accuracy." IMurphy 1961,
po. 264-2.65.]

3.2. Poistulate of Melaur l4t01 1i JA=JVlM,1
A rcc,mnpiauous characteristic of measurement is disagruamont of repeated
meas irementa of the same qvmrtity. Ex.perience shows that, when hlg:1 accu-
racy ;. sought, ropcatz.d mdntsutiements of the same qua •*lty ny a particular
muasurement procuss does not yI1^ld uniform~ly the uarmA number, F, Wa x
pkilLi these discordances by saying that the individuel measuraniait" are

5The qualification "when high accuracy is sought" ke emsentlal; fur if uuin'J
an ordinary two-pan chemical balance we measure and record the mess of a
small metallic object only to the nearest yi,,4, thv'. wp would expect GI& 'if
our measurements to he thn !amn--except in the equivocal case of a mass
equal, or very nearly equal, to an odd multiple of L/2 g, and such equivocal
cases can be resolved easily by adding a 1/2 y mesa to one pan. Full accior-
dance of measurements clearly cannot be taken as lnconteatable evidence of
high accuracy; but rather should be rfqarded as evidence of limited accuracy.
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affect .4d iy eros which we Inteipret to be tile 1mallifestatic::s of variations
in the oxeoution of the process of measurement resulting from "the Imperfec-
tions of Instruments, and of organs of isense, " and from the difficulty of achliev-
ing (or even specifying with a convenient number of words) the ideal of per-
fect control of conditomie and procedure,

This "cussedness of measurements" brings us faeo to face with a funds-
mental questIoni In what sense can we say that the measurements yielded by
a particular mmasizament process serve to determirsa unique magnitude, whon
experience shnwr that repeated measurement of a single quantity by this pro-
cess yields a sequence of nonidentical numbers, What is the value thus
determincd ?

The answer takes the form of a kqIJJALL" about measurement processes
that has been expressed by N. Ernest Dorsey, as follows:

"The mean of a family of measurements--of a number of measurements
for a given quantity currlad out by the same apparatus, procedure and observer--
approaches a definite value as the number of measurements is indefinitely
Increased. Otherwise, they could not properly be called measurements of a
given quantity. In the theory of errors, this limiting mean is frequently celled
the 'true' value, although it bears no necessary relation to the true quescitum,
',o the actual value of the qu~ntity that the observer dosiresa to mee urn. This
has often confused the unwary. Let Lis call it ~he limitirig mean," Dorsey
1944, p. 4; Dorsey and Eisenhart 1953, p. 0.

In my lectures at the National Bureau of Standards, and elsewhere,

'luvs termed this--or rathor 14 slightly rephrased veruion of 'I. the Postulate

nf LrgeNumers a heoer" inthematemakun thoryof propability dis-

i~uooeusion of "raw" readings, but rather a cur',easion of adjusted or copreoted
",alues which, by virtue oi adjustment or correction, can rightfullý. bo con-
sidered to be detertrinrationsm of a single magnitude.

a. Mathematical Formulation

Tho foregoing can be expressed mathematically as followas on some
particular occasion, say the Ujh, we may take a number of successive measure-
ments of a single quiantity by a given measurement process under certain
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spoe'ified ciinumstances. Let

(1) ~ Xil, x,2, .. xi,,..

denote the sequence of meaturements s0 generated. Conceptually At least,
this sequence could be continued Indefinltely. Likewise, on different occasions
we might start a new axrquence, using the aiaem measurement procedure and
applying it to measurement of the same quantity under the same fixed set uf
circumstances. Each suh fresh "start" would correspond to a different value
of L . If, for example, the measuremen, process concerned is statistically
stable in he Isnse of being in a state of statistical control as defined by
Shewhart|k9:9 , then the Strong Law of Large Numbers will be applicable
and we m& y exeect the iiequenoe of oumulative arithmetic means on the 2h
occasioan, namely#

(X I I' n I't + X 1,2 + , , , In )/ n , (n -- I , 2•, , ,,.

to converge to* , a number that constitute@ the Limiting mean associated
with the quantity measured by this measure•ment process undes' the circum-
stances cennerned, but independent of thi "occasion," that is, Lndependent
of the value of "j.." The Strong Law of Large Numbers does not guarantee
thai •t.'• Mquwnce (2) for a particular value of "Il' will oonverge to,4 aq the
nu,,'bcr of observations n on this occasion tends to infLni•ty, but simply states
that among tho family ot such sequences corresponding to e large number of
different statis, (L - 1, 2 .), the Inntances of nonoonv3rg.ng~j.t., will
be rLt In other words, if the measurement procees with whicn
one lL uunoerned satisfier the u,,toions for validity of the Strons TLaw of
Large Numbers, then in praotioe nce Is almost certain to Uw workLrig with o
"uvu'd" sequence--one for which (2l woold converge toU If thn number of
observa=lons were continued lnduflnitely--but "bad" occasions can •u•.r,
thlouigh, irely. Thus, tie Postulate of Measurement expresses something
better tCran an "wi-the-avoragal" property--it exprminse an "Nn-alnplt-i.4I- g
caski.' property. Furthermore, this limiting meanm , the value of whion
each Individual measurement x is trying to exprect, nan wý, egarded not
only ai tio JMel or "center of gravity" of the infinite conceptual popuiltir n
ct all measurements x that might conceivably be generated by the measure-
ment process concerned undei- the spuiw•led oreuumstances, but also asl Ithe
value of the quatity uonoerned as detmrmined by thWI measurement process,

u, Aim of tle Postulate

The sula aim of '.he Poatulate of Measurement is axiomatic acceptance
:i the e-xistence of a limit approached by thm arithmetic mean of a finite number
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n of measurements generated by any meaIburement process as n-*w It says
nothing about how the "best" estimate of this Ilimiting mean is to be obtained
from a finite number of such observations. The Postulate is an answer to the
need of the practical man for a justification of his a esitu Lu consider the se-
quence of nonidentical numbers that he obtains when he attempts to measure
"a quantitt "by the same method under like circumstances" as pertaining to
"a singie maqnitude, in spite of the evident discordance ot its elements. The
Postulate aims to satisfy this need by telling him that if he were to continue
taking more arid utlil :iiure measurements on this quaiitity "by the same method
under like circumstinces" ad infinitum, and were to calculate their cumula-
tive arithmetic means at successive stages of this undertaking, then he would
find that the successive terms of this sequence of cumulative arithmetic means
would settle down to a narrower and ever narrower neighborhood nf some de-
finite number which he could then accept as the value of the magnitude that
his first few measurements were striving to express,

o. Importance of Limiting Mean

The concept of a lmiting mean associated with the measurement of a
given quantity by a particular measurement process that is In a state of statis-
tical control is important because by means uf statistical methods based on
,he mathematical theory of probability we can make quantitative inferential
,.tatements, with known chancus of error, about the magnitude of thir limitinq

mean from a sot of measurements of the given quantity by the measurement
process concerned. The magnitude of the limiting mun e•ssoctated witn the

,,easurement of a given quantity by a particular mpasurement process niAst
'-,i carefully distinauished from the true maunitde of the qL,'ntitl .neavured,
41out ,.,.'h ,c -.. y be temnrtd to make timilar in'cientiai statements In-
sofar as we nidke statisticO. Inferencar, from a set of measurements, we make
iiLm with respect to a property of the measurement process inv-'ved under
,loe circumstances concerned. The step from quantitative inferential s8L..;-
mr.ents ehnut the limiting mean associated with the measuromot of a cftvqn
quantity by a parttci,lar measurement process, to quantitative 3tatements
about the true rnagnitude of the quantity conoerned, mny be bUsed on sub-
junt matter knowledye and skill, generul information and Lntuttion-- ,utr not
on statistical methodology, (Compare Cochran, Mostealer, and Tukey1i953,
pp. G92-693 .)

a
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3.3, Definition of the Error Qf a Meosurement, and of the Systematic
Error, _Ew..••ion. and Accurgy~ of a Magsuremant Procap.

u . Error of a Sinyle Measuremen~t or Adjusted Value

The err~r of any measurement of a parlicular quantity is, by defini-
tion, the differavice between the measurement concernLd and the true valu.L
of the magnitude of this quantity taken positive or negative accordingly As
the measurement ls greater or less than the true value. In other words, if
x denotes a single measurement of a quantity, or an adjuste(; value derived
irom a specific set of Individual measurements, and le is the trueI vlue of
the magnitude of the quantity concerned, then, by definition,

the 2o of x as a measurement of'r x -1T.

The error of any particular measuremEnt or adjusted value, x, is,
therefore, a fixed number. The numerical magnitude and sign of tnta number
will ordinarily be unknown and unknowable, because the true value of tho
magnitude of the quantity concerned is ordinarily unknown and unknowabia .
Limits to the error of a single measurement or adjusted value may, however,
he inferred from (a) the precisionl, and (b) bounds on the syste•itic error,
oi t.!,(, measiurement process by which it was produced--but not without risk
o/ LK:ding incorrect, because, quite apart from the inexautrness with which
bounds are commonly placed on the systernmtic error of a measurement
proceea, such limits are applicable to the error of a singlý measurement or j
adju;'id value, not au a unique Individual outcome, but otily as a typical case
of tho errors characteristic of m;setsurements of the same quantity that might
havo been, or mTrLhL be, yieldedý Ib the qame rneasurmtnt process under the
e~me oonditiuns.

b. Systematic Error of a Measurement Process

V)hen the limiting mean/,. associated with measurement -)f the magni-
tude of a quantity by a particular measurement process docs not agree withn the

true_ ayt of the magnitude concerned, the measurement process is said t•o
have a systematic error, or blus, of magnitude /.A - or.

The systematic error of a measurcment process will ordinarily have
both constant.and varzble components, Consider, for example, measurement
of the distance between two points by means of a graduated metal tape
[Holman 1892, p. 9 ], Pcssible causes of systematic error that immediately

Sp.i
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come to mind are:

(1) Mistakes in numbcring the scale c'visioori of the tape;
(2) irregular spacing of the diviions of the tape;
(3) seq of tape:
(4) stretch of tape;
(5) temperature not that for which the tape was calibrated.

For 0nv sinalo distance the effects of (1) and (2) will be constant; and the
effects of (3) and (4) will undoubtedly each contain a constant component
characteristic of .he distance concerned, Sume of these effects will be of
one sign, some of the other, and their a!lgebralc sum will determine the c
stant error of this measurement process with rti.spect to the particular distance
concerned. Furtheimoiu, Gih "constant error" of this measurement procesei
will be different (at leeast, conceptually) for different distances measured,

In the case of repeated measurement of a single distance, the effect
of (5), and at least portions of the effects of (3) and (4), may be expected
to vary from otte "occasion" to the next (e.g,, from day to day), thus con-
tributing variable coponentLjto the systematicmer jj of the process.

A large fraction of the variable contribut•uns of (3) end (4) could,
and in practice no doubt would, be removed by stretching the tape by a
3pring balance or other means so that it is always under the same tanion.
The stretch corresponding to a particular distance would then be nearly
the same at all times, arnd a fixed correction could ba made for most of t$-"'d ,
,.;orresponding to this dict-.rnc. Furthermore, the effeat of (.) vuuad, and in
praotiuu 1iu~Libly would, bt, ieduced by determinihig the temperature of the
tape at vatious points alur,, Its loingth and applying a temperature correction.
.ly comparison of the tape with a standard, the error arihsing frg.,, (1I could be
climLinated entirely, and corrections determined as a basis for e~iminattn,, -r
.t leant, reducing the effect of (2).

As in the foregoing example there arc ,sualiy uertain obvious
scurces of systematic error. Unfortunately, there are generally i'-i-
tional sources of systematic error, the detection, diagnosis, and eradication
of which call for much patience and acumen on the part ot the observer. The
work involved In their detection, diagnosis, and eradication often far exceeds
that of taking the final measurements, and is sometimes discouraging to the
expeilenced observer as well as to the beginner, Fortunately, there are various
statiati.cal tools that are helpful In this connection, and Oi.mateod [1152]
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has found thAt of these the two most effective ant universaaly useful are the
average ( 2 ) and range ( R ) charts of Industrial quality vaontrol. (For details
on the construction and use of ;- and R-charts, see, for example, the STM
Manual on Quality Control of Material 4ASTM 19SI, pp. 61-63 and p. 831,
orAmerican Standards ZI.2-1958 and Zl.3-=1958 [ASA 1958b, ASA 1958c

c, Concept of True ValueIn the fureg,;Lrig we have defined the e of a measurement x to be
the difference x - r between the measurement and the J.U.. jL.& T of the
magni,,uJe of the quantity concerned; and the systematIo error, or kLM of a
measurement process am the ditierence).4. - V batween the limiting mean
associated with the measurement of a particular quantity by the meagurement
process conroeined, and the t.vjy.LM -r of the magnitude of this quantity,
This immediately raises the question: Just how is the "true vdlue" of the
magnitude of a particular property of snme thing defined? In the final analy-
.lcý, the "true value" of the magnitude of a qu.ntity is defined by agreement
among experts on sn 9ZSZ&Iar method for the measurement of Its magnitude-.-
it is the limiting mean of a conceptual qxe6i lar process that is an Ideal
realization of the agreed-upon exemplar method, And the refinement to which
one should go in specifying the exemplar process will depend on the purposes
for -. ,iý.rh a detemmination of the magnitude of the quantity concerned is needed-
-nr.t 'Jist tho Immediate purpose for wnich measurementa nre to bz taken but
ai•o the other uses to whcLh these measurements , or a final adjusted value
derived therefrom, may possibly be put.

Consider, for example, the "true value" of the length of a particular
gage block. i, Q.r mlr,-,ý vvI. Vnvismge the gage block as a sar..,|gular parallel-
epipud. and its lonath i, of coLWnP, the dL3tance batwesn its two "end"
face.:. But It in practically certain that the pattioular gage block in questior.
Is noi an exact rectangular parallelepiped; and that its two end faces ano ...
plucs-, nor ecven absolutely smooth surfaces. Shall we define the "truclength" of this gage block to be the dtst.ene between the "tops" of the

highnEt "mountains" dt each ( ad, Ie.,, the distance between the two "outer-
most polnts" at each end? If so, Is this distance to be measured diagonally.
if necessary, or parallel to the "l1engthwise axis" of the gage blce*k? 7.% tu

latter, then we have the problem of how this "length-wise axis" is to be de-
fined, aspecially In the case of a thin gage block whose l corresponds
to what would ordinarily he considered to be its thickness. Or shall we be,
perhaps, more sophisticated, ard envisage a "mean piane" at each end,

i ii II i I I I III i I l I l I I i l • I I • U-
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whih. In general will not be parallel to each other, and detine the
n:'th of this gage block to be the distanne between two particular points

on these planes. If we choose the "outermost points" we again have the
problem of the direction In witch the distance is to be measured. Al-
ternatively, we might define the length of this gage block to be the die-
tance between two rtrictly parallel and conceptually perfect optical flats
"Just touching" the gage block at each end. If so, then is the "true distance"
between these flats defined In terms of wavelengths of light via the tech-
niques of optical interferometry the "true length" of the gage block appro-
priate to the puLpoeeg for which the gage block is to be used, namely, to
calibrate gages and to dctermine the len;gths of uther objects by machanL-
.jLcomparisons? Furthermore, it is clear, that the intrinsic difficulty of
defining the "true value" of the length of a particular gage block is not
eliminated if, instcad, we undertake to define the "true value" of the
difference Lyj Ignat of two particular gage blocks, one of which is a
standard, the aciceptedvalue of those length is, say,j microinohes
exaotly, by industry, national or international agreement.

Similar' difficultieo arise, of course, in the definition of the "true
value" of thea mJasof a mass standard, one of wnich has been resolved
by international agreement. In defining the "true value" of the mas
of a particular metallic mass stanidard, shall ths mass of this particular
standard be envisaged as the mass of its metallic substanae alone, rela-
tive to the International Prototype Kilogram, or as thu mass of its metallic
substance plus the mase of the air and water vapor absorbed upon it4
surface under otandard conditions? The difference oniounts to about 45
,A y in the case of a platinum-iridium standard kilojiram, and become!
critica in the ccse of 500 mg standards. ThL..maLL uf A mnuss standard is,
theref.r-, cvUcliL.d in m,,',urement sciem"e to be the mass of the metallic
substance ut the standard Zu. the mass of the average volume of air ab-
sorbed upon its sur'ftue under standard conditions. Definitioni ;,,' ,"

"true value" of the mass of a mass standard, and aI flior, of tho
Alffer inr.,nmgss of two mass standards ic, therefore, a vw.,i ur~ipIeQ.'.
matter.

W. Edwards Deming uses the expression" preferred procedure." .)r what
we have termed an "exemplar method, " ana very sagely remarkm that "a
preferred procedure is distinguished by the fact that it supposedly gives
or would give results nearest to Whdt are needed for a particular end; and
also by the fact that it im more exponsive or more time consuming, or
even impossible to carry out, " adding that "as a preferred procedure In
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always suhi,. Lo modification or obsolescence, we are forced tu conclude
that neither the accuracy nor the bias of any Procedure can evir be knownl in
a louicat senMo" [Doming 19S0, p~p. 15-17. 1

It should be evident from the foregoing that the "true value" of the magni-
tude of some property of a thing or syalem cannot be defined with complete
ab so~luLt exactituide,

As Cassius 1. Keyser has remarked, "Absolute certainty is a privilege
of uneducatedminds--pnd fanatics It is, for scientific folk, an unattaLn-
able ideal." 1Keyser 1922, p. 120.| The degree of refinement to which one
will or ought to go in a particular I fstance will depend on the uses for Wh Loh
knowledge of the magnitude of the property concerned is needed, The "true
value" of the length of a piece of cloth i n everyday commrcero is certainly a

fuzzy concept. "Certainly we are not going to specify that the cloth shall
he measured while suspended horizontaily under a tension of x pounds, at

n ambient temperat re of y degrees and a relative humiditi of s percent"
Simon 1946, p. 654 , On the other hand, a moderate degree ot refinement

N. necessary in defiling the "true length" and "true width" of the recessed
u.,o in a window sash to which a pane of gloss is to be fitted. Considerably
greater refinement is needed in t~ie definition of the "true value" of the lanat
of a gale block, of the mass of a mass standard or of the t of a
fii.ý,-.nny standard--and In the last mentioned case there is not today, I under-
stand, complete agreement among experts on the matter.I

Indeed, as is evident from the foregoing, the "ti-ui ýilue" o the magrI-
tudo ýf a particular quantity is intimately linked to the purposes for which a
valua of the magnitude of thin quantity is needed, and its "true value" rannot,
in tht final eneilVy'e, d- :Lou mpaningfulLy and usefully in asojatLon from
these needs. Thvitifore, ac this fMet beoornas more widely reoognised in

a cLec.m arid engineering, I hiopi that the traditional torm "true v.luc" will
be diacarded in measurement theory arid practice, and replaced by some inoi•.

. • i m m I 11 I I I~m
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approtimate term such as "target value" 6 that conveis the idea .of being the
value that one would like to obtain lor the purpose in hand, without any im-
plioatlon that it is some sort of permanent constant preexisting and transcend-
ing any use that we may have for it. I have retained the traditional expres-
sion "true value" in the sequel because of its greeter familiarity but ehall
always mean by it the relevant "target value,"

d. Concepts of the Precision and Accuracy of a
Measurement Process

By the precision of a measurement process we mean the degree of mutual
agreement characteristic of independent meon urements of a single quantity
yielded by repeated applications of the proceem, under specified oonditionsl
and by its accuracy the degree of agreement of such meisurements with the
true value of the magnitude of the quantity conoerned. In other words# the
accray of a measurement prooes s refmrs to, and is determined Ly the degree
of conformity Jo the truth that is characteristic of independent measurements
of a single quantity produued (or producible) by the repeated applications
of the process under specified conditionsl whereas Its aaracsion refers solely
to, and is determined solely by the degree of conformity to e char-
actorimtto of such measurements, irrespective of whether they tend to be
close or far from the LUuth. Thus, Annurac has to do with closeness to the

6"We admit the existeno of systematic error--of a dtffarence between che
qunntity measured (the measured quantity) and the quantity of Interest (the
te'"et quantity). We ask the observations about the measured quamtty. We
auK our subject mattor kyw•wludge, intuition, and tiqenerl intormation about
the relation batwe.ji the msaeured quuaity and the target quantity." LCochran,
et al, 1954, p. 33.7

". .... Some people prefer the term 'true value', although othors excoriate
It is phiiosophioally unnound,

"We uould also call the reference level a 'target value'. In a way ilis
it a bad term because it implies that it is bomething we watit to fUna through
the measurement process rather than something we ought to find because,
like Mt. Everest, it is there. Unfortunately our desires can influence our
notion of what is true, and we can even unconsciously bring the latter into
agreement with the formerl my use of the term 'target value' is not meant to
imply that 1 think It legitimate to equate what we would like to see with what
is there." LMurphy 1961, p. 265.]

L0
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t~•r.re'olojgin, only with os.ntJU.12cathe.

This distinction between the rr, enmga of the terms "accuracy" and
preiso~nlon as applied to measurement procese~s and mneasuring instru-

ments to consistent with the etymological roots of these words. "Etymno-

logically the term 'accurate' has a Latin origin meaning 'to take pains with'
and refers to the earn bestowed upon a human effort to make such effort what
It oughj to be, and 'aucuraoy' In common dictionary parlance implies free-
dom from mniLtakee or exact conformity to.trjAh. 'Precise,' on the other
hand, has its orLgin In a term meaning 'cutoff, brief, concise'; and 'precieion'
Is supposed to imply thp property of detsrmrLnatp limitations or being exactly
and sharply defined." IShewhart 1939, p, 124, Thus one can properly speak
of a nationaL, state, or'local law as being "pr'ctse, " but not an being
"acourate"--to what U can it conform? On the other hand, If one spoke
of a partLouler translation as bving "accurate" this would imply a high do-
gree of fidelity to the original "attained by the exercise ot car.," Whereas,
to speak of it as being "precise," would imply mo~ely that it is unambiguous,
without indicating whether it is or Lu nut correct.

In spite of the distinot difference between the etymologiucal meanings
of the terms "accuracy" and "precision," they are ,reetld as synonyms in
ni-..•,, ntandard dictionaries; and Morriea-Webster 1,19421, after drawing the
helpful distinctions quoted in the foregoing footno 'a, p,•mptly topples the
;.:,*Lucture so carefully built by adding "sorutpulous ex•ctnems" as an alter-
native meaning of "precise." Consequently it Is nnt surprising that "Therc
ate -,s".)bebl7 few words as loosely used by solentists as precision and
GQ'!09L.--It is not unusual to find them uiued interchangeably in iaviontific

wrItti'Cs." [Shrnck 1950, r).

7 it* Isometimes helpful to distinguish between "orrreat, " "acaurat," 1c anI"lfexn,'l.;: "CORRECT, the most colorless term, implitns scarcely mora tnan
freed,:•n from the fault or error, as judged by some (usvrally) convenitionai or
aockn(uwledged standard:. .. ACCURATE implies, more Ipv'o-tiveLy, fidelity to
foot or truth attained by the exercise of cars;... EXACT ,.mphasisss the
strictness or rigor of the agreement, which neither oxcoeos nor falls abOtL
of the fact, standard or truth.. PRECISE streseus rather sharpness of de-
finition or delimitation... " tMerriam-Webater 1942 p. 203]

S
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CoL the other hand, as Shewhart has remarked:

"Careful writers in the theory of errors, of course, have always Insisted
that accuracy Inrv•.ives tn some way or other the difference between what Lt
observed and what tu true, whereas precision involves the concept of repro-
ducibiUty of what is observed. Thus Laws, writing on electrLcal meanure-
ments, says: 8 'Every experimenter must form his own estimate o: the accuracy,
or approach to thm absolute truth obtained by the use of his Instruments and
processes of measurement. He must remember that a high precision, or
agreem~mnt n(f Lhu ro'suits among themselves, is ro indication that the quan-
tity under measurement has been accurately determined.' As another ex-
ample we may take the foliowLgg comment from a recent and authoritative
treatise on chemical analysis-: 'The analyst snouid form the habit of esti-
mating the probable accuracy of his work. It ti a common mistake to confuse
accuracy and precision. Accuracy Is a measure of the degree of correctness.
PrecisLon is a measure of repj'oduuibi[Lty In the hands of a given operator.'"

[Showhart 1939, pp. 124-125.J

More recently, Lundell, Hoffman, and their associates at the National Bureau
of Standards have re-emphasized the importance of the distinction between
"precision" and "accuracy".

"In discussions of chemical analysis, the terms precision and accuraoy
"nrs often used Interchangeably and therefore incorrectly, for precision is a
measure of reproducibi)lity, whereas accuracy is a measure of correctnesm.
Thri analyst is vitally interested in both, for his resultLs muwt be sufficiently
tat-curate for the purpose In mind, and he cannot achieve accuracy without
piocision, especially sirm.6r H i reported result is often bdr•.,l un one deter-
mination tind ituby on more tu:,• three deter-nintions, The recipient o0 the
analysis is Luterrpsted in ac;.,-oaay Alone, and oly In accuracy sufficient for
10 m purposes" IHillsbrand et al,, L953, p. 3.J

0 .rank A. Laws, Flectrical Measurements, p. $93 (Mceuraw.HIli, New York,
N. V!., 1917).

9 G. E. F. Lundell and 1. 1. Hoffman, Outlines of Methods of Chemical
Analysis, p. 220 (John Wiley end Sons, New York, N, Y., 1938).
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It Le most unfortunate that in everyday parlance we often speak of

"accuracy and precision," because accura..L requires Pi.j.iLa, but p3.gisLon
does not necessarily imply .rsrj.

"It in, In tact, Interesting to c-)mpare th4e measurement situation with

that of a marksman aLming at a target. We would call him a precise marks-

man if, In firing A Sequen u u[f rOUidl, he were able to place all his shots
in a rather small clrclu on tti tarcet. Any other rifleman unable to group his

shots in auch a smail cirn-le would naturally be regarded as less procic.

Mw.uýL poople would uccopt this characterization wnethSr either rifleman hits
the bull's-eye or not.

"Rurely all would agree that If our man hits or nearly hits the bull's-

eye on all uccaslons, he should be called an accurate marksman. Unhappily,

he may be a very precise marksman, but if his rifle is out of adjustment, per-

haps the small circle of shots is centered at a point some distance from the

bull' s-eye. In that case we might regard him as an inaccurate marksman.
Perhape we should say that he is a potentially accurate marksman firing with

a faulty rifle, hut speaking categurically, we 6ho)uId haviv to sm, that the

results were inaccurate.' I Murphy 1961, p. 26S.1

It follows frum what has been maid thus far that "if the preolsion@ of

two irocenses ate the memo but the biases are differant, the procens of

r;nliur bias may be maid to have higher accuracy while if the biases are
both negligible, the prooesm of higher precision may be 3aid to have higher

acouwiuy." Unfortunately, "In other cases such a simple comparisen may
be im-rnlsble," 1A,3TM 1961, p, 176Q.2

To fully appr-rmiats the prerjeding statmmen.--and especially the diffi-
cuit n(f comparing accuracies in some useo--iet us oonsider figures I and
2, In wnhich the origins of the scales correspond to the true value of '( ,•.
the qAantlty measured, so that the curves shown may be regarded as depicting

the cditributLono of errors oi the measurements yielded by a seleotion| oi.

dLfterent measurement processes- Consider first the three symmetrioat dis-

tributions in the top half of fIgure 1. All three-of these distributitna are
uentesic on zero, so that these measurement processes have no W&L. it Is
evidont tLat thA process of highest precision, c , io also the process of

highest anouracyl anu that the piocess of least precision, a, to also the
process of least aocuracy. Since curve b in the upper half of figure l and
curve d in the lower half have identical site and shape, thm corresponding
processes have the saetie gcgiLon; but proczess b Is without bine, whereas

S. .. mi l I | II I I I II... .... ...
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pruceas d has d positive bias of two units, to that process b is cleaily the
more .2 W.•, (In particular we may note that, whereas it is practically
certain that process b will not yield a measurement deviating from the truth
by more than two units, exactly one-half of the measitrements yielded by
process d will deviate from the truth by this muuh or more.) Similar remarks
clearly apply to procashea o and e corresponding to curve c in the upper
half and ourv. a In the lower half of figure 1, but in this instance the supe-
riority of process c rolatLve tn process e with respect to AgUIV= is even
more marked, (In particular, we may nots that whereas it is practically
certain that no moacuroment, yielded by process c will deviate frnm the truth
by as much as one unit, It in practicolly certain that every measurement
yielded by proeses a will deviate from the truth by more than one unit.)

fLgure 2, whi oh It, eassntially the same as one given by General
Simon 1946, fig. 1 |, portrays three measurement processes A, BD and 0,
ditferitg from eachi ther with respect to both precision and bias. Comparison
of these three proossues with respect to accuracy is not quite so simple,
rirat, it ti evident that, although process A has greater precision than pro-
osms B, process 3 is the more accurate of the two. (In particular, it 5e
practically certain thAt none ot the measurements yielded by process I will
deviate from the truth by morn then 4 units, whereas 50 peront of the meaq-
lroarints ttomn process A will deviate from the truth by four units or more.)
Nexi., ti process 0 more (or lose) . than process C which Is Lnbtasid
out has a very low precision? Processi B has a positive kjL of two units,
but has suffioiently greater 2WJI. than process C to usli have greater
jL,'Lr.ý_ than process 0 . (While approximately 50 percuit of tho measure-
mont..., ielded by process 0 will deviate from the truth by more than two
unilt (in eithmr direaticti). Aml v..;:otly 50 proretit of the mesaurum,,enuls yielded
by procecs B will .1mviats from the teuth hy two unit% or more (in the positive
dirActiOn only), it cannot be ignured thct about 10 percert of the measure-
ment.9 yielded by process C will deviate from the truth by four urnt.,, "-

more whereas It in practically certain that no measurement yielded by 'ro-
cocos 0 will deviate from thu truth by te mush its four unit.") Blmi!,rlly, it
may he argued that process A, in spite of its bias, hat greater W$ .r.ff
thMil pinless C "sincR the range in i *easuremeiit of 0 mare than covers
tha .L.rrasponoing ranges aof A or 8." sinion 1946, p. 654, hile thi,
ooncluslun that of the three moeon ittrmnt proesses depiot d in figures 2,
piocass 0 hea the Least gjugy, may not be entirely auceptable to some
persons, It is consistent with Gauss' dictum, in a letter to F, W. Bessel,
to the affect that maximizing the probability of a tare error i Less im ortant
than minimising the "avera.9e" Injurious oftects of errors in generus, IC. F.
Gauss, 1839, p. t46-147,j

n i i i i i i i li l PN
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Before leaving figure 2, we must not fail to Join General Simon tn re-
marking that "the average of a large number of measurements from |rc cessJ
C will be more accurate than a similar average from either A or B" Simon
1946, p. 65!41. This point is actually illustrated in our figure 1: th three
curves in the top half of figure I portray the distributions of errors of single
measurements (curve a) of averages of 12 measurements (buive b) and
averages of 144 measurements (curve c) from process C ; and curves 'd and
e in the lower half show the distributions of errors of individual measure-
ments (curve d), and of averages of 12 measurements (curve e.) from process
B, respectively, It is evident that averages of 12 measurements from process
C (curve b in upper portion of fig, 1) have not ncly greater accuracy than
individual measurements from process B (curve d in lower portion of the figure),
but also greater accuracy than averages of 12 measurements from process B
(curve e !n lower portion).*

On the other hand, it is obvious that, if our choice is between in divi-
dual measurements from process C (curve a) and averages of 12 measurements
from process B (curve e), the latter will clearly provide greater accuracy.
In brief, a procedure with a small bias and a high precision can be more
accurate than an unbiased procedure of low precision. It is important to
reAlize this, for in practical life it is often far better to always be quite close
to the true value than to deviate all over the place in individual cases:but
strictly correct "on the average, " like the duck hanwter who put one swarm
of shot ahead of the duck, and one swarm behind, lost his quarry, but had
the dubious satisfaction of knowing that in theory he h-ad hit it "on the average."
'his we must remember: in practical life we rarely make a very large number

measurements of a given type--we can't wait to be right on the -'veraye--
-.-,,r measurements must ztat.cd up in individual cases as uton as possible.

Despite the foregoincj, freecaom from bias, that is, fredorm from "large"
h.as, is a desirable characteristic of a measurement process. After at-
-.'nt our mcasurements to yield us a determination that we carn use ds a
substitute for the unknown value of a particular magnitude whose vajue we
"need for some purpose--we don't want a determinat!nn of the value of some
othier magnitude whose relation to the one we need is indefinitely knowr..

In view of the difficulty of comparing with re.pect to accuracy meas-
urement processes that differ both in bias and Precision, some writers have
elected to take the easy way out by defining "accuracy" to be equiv.'.•lent to
absence of bias, saying that two measurement processes having different
blase',;, the process of smaller bias is the more "accurate" regardless of the
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relatign of their rp pactivo procl%•lion. (See, for esampL., Beers[ 1953, p, 4),
Ostle /, 154, p. 41, and Schenck 11961, p. 4, p. 14 j.) While the adoption
of the concept of 'accuracy" cartIbiny makea the diecutsion of "accuracy"
and "precIsilon" simpler foa the authors concerned, this practice ks contrary
to the principle of "conservatLon of linguistio resources," as R. B. Murphy
puts it, adding: "It seems to me that the terms 'bias' and 'systematic error'
" re adequate to cover the situation with which they are ooncerned. If,
neverthelesl, we add the term accuracy' zo apply again in this restricted
sense, we are left wordless--at the moment at leawt--when it ou mea, to the
Idea of over-all error. From the point of view of the need for a term it Is hard
o d fend the view that accuracy should concern itself solely with bias.,,

Iandl there Iv overwhelming pvidenoe that we nood a terT at least for the
onc pt of over-all error," ýMurphy 1961, pp. 265-266,j

3,4. Mathematil S.pecification of the Picci•on o!fAj_9.•Npeajnij3m
Process.

a. Simple Statistical Control

Let us now constder the mathematical definition of the oroggiLon of a
measurement process under a fixed sot of circumstances. By definition,
Ui&'* •'r•nislon of a measurement process has to do with the "elosenesls to-
iethmr" that is typical of success•ve measurements of o &ingle quantity gen-
erated by applications of the proc'lss under these fixed conditions, COther-
wise expressed, it has to do with the typical "closene•s U;oethwi" of Lhs
two I•,Avidual measurements constituting an arbitrary pair, If the expres-
sion ', o 'losteness together'" is to be meaninuful, th.; meastireran•rs
gonertuLed by ropoated aplickuon nf the process to tne mez..urernent of a
Fingle quantity m=t be homogennias In sonme senwe. Therefore, for the
rnom(.nt, let us assume that the measurement prooess is in a stao of oiL.lMi ..
jjtLALLLqg=,g. so that the successive measurements in each of the

UUOuE'IUO5 (1), (I - 1, 2, 3 .... ), generated by the pro".uso may .L h'e %is-
oardcd. as "observed" values of Independent identicaliy distributo.d "•undom
varidblav,

Just as we may regard each individual measuremimnt xU in a partioular
sequence (1) as striving to oxp'oss the value of the 1mltinq gmean .4 , so
also we may regard each Individual difference xLI - Xik , I # k, as Strivinq

to express the characterIstic spread between an arbitraiy pair uf measure-
ments, x' and x", say. For this purpose the signs of these differenves are
otoorly irrelevant. Therifore, ny analogy with our use of a sequence of
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cumulative arithmetic means, (2), to a-,levi a mathematical formulation of
Lne concept of a limiting mean assooLated with measurement of a given quan-
tity by a particular measurement process, let us adopt the sequence of cumu-
latLve arithmetic means of the iLr of the phl - 1)/2 distinct differences
arnong the first j) measurements of a particular sequence (1), for example,
the sequence

'3 (-7')1n a .i__-_ t N~J " xik ,
n(n) (d i. V k +I1

(n - 2, 3 .... )

as the basis of a matutematical iormulation of the concept uf the precision
of a measurement process.

The necessary and qufftuiert. condition for almost sure convergence of
the sequance ,3) 'o a fanite limit, say A2. is that the Strong Law o.Z Large
Numbers be applicable to the 7'equenoe.

(4) x2 11, ,2, L• * tx2J '

consisting of the squares cf the oorreohpunding terms •.i thts original se4uence
', ,(Boundediness of the Wes in addition to statistical control is, for example,

ýifftcient to ensure that the sequenue (4) will also obey the Strona Law ji
L~irge Nutmhprsi.) T( Stc'• ony Law of Lr~rgs Nui-bers I.: lippLicable to the

sequence of -- luareB (4), and it the |ntasurement process is in a state of
elntopis statistio.il control, then the cumulaLivt ,•iLiutweLic mc-...*s of t.hi squares
A' the meacuremerts, tn-t Is, the sequence

n 2  
(n 1, 2,

will almost surely tend to a limit, say 6, the magnitli le ot which will depend
on the quantity measured, the measurement process involved, but not on the
"occasion" (identified by the subscript 'I"). By virtue of an algebraic identity
that is well known to students uf mathematical inequalities, namely,
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(6) n &j E2 (a -± a ka)2,J~l J I2 j k i

(n 2 2)

and of the fact that the right-hand side of (6) to always positLve except
whelthe a'. are all equal, It Is easily seen, on dividing both sideai of (6)
by n , that S will .Always exceed / tILe square of the (almost sure) limit
of the sequence (2), so that we may write 8 - A2 + 0•2. with d 2 > 0.
Furthermore, applying tiie algebraic identity (6) in reverse to the right-hand
side of (3) yields the following relationship between the corresponding Lerms
of sequences (3), (5), and (M)t

(7) (dr)in " 2( (I(x)in - (xln)1 0, (n2 2).

Hence, if a measurement process is in a state of simple statistical control
and the Strong Law of Large Numbers is applicable to a =a~jUfna of squared
iw.;:LAurements (4), then the sequence (dV)in, definedby (3), will, in view ot
(7), tend almost surely to a finite limit 2 - 20"r, Thus we see that "',
termed the Yetisatne of the measurement process, is the m,.;An value of one-
hnIf of the squared difference between two arbitrary meas,.,roments A' and ;2',
thný La,

2 .-1 x.

and kaovLdes an indication of the imprecision of thc proceas. The square
roet of the variance, 0Q, Is termed the standard deviation of the proceio,.

It is natural, therefoke, on the basis of a single sequence oat. miýaa-
suurenents of a single quantity, to take

I n -I

82 1 -xj -) ,i-
2 n(n- I) k= xk) n
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as the hsample estimate of the underlying variance C"2; and the square root,
1, as the sampli6 estimets of a-0 10

From (9), since R a R. tends (almost OureGy) to4. It in evident that
0r Lz also the meo.n value of the squared doviattone of in lvdul sure-

mants from the limiting mean 4J. of the process, that ts C I (XJ2, so
that the standard deviation a' may be regarded, in the language of mechanics,
at the radium of gyration of the distribution of all possible measurements A
about 14 , the limiting mean of the process.

B•a•k•: Mathematicaliy the foregoin'i discussion can be carried out
equally well in terms of the absolute (unsaigned) values of the differences
Inmteao of in terms of their squares. Such an approach Is, mathematically
speaking, somewhat more general in that it requires for Its validity merely
that the Strong Lawof .Large Numbers be applicable to the sequence
Ixiii , Ili .... , x1 I ... of abso•ui•e values of the xil rather than to the
sequence- 4) of thater quaroe. From the prautical viewpoint, however, this
greater generality is entirely illusory, and tre mathemattis of absolute values
of variables Is always more cumbersome than the mathematics of their squares.
For example, the arithmetic mean of the absolute values of the n(n - 1)/2
. ~atina differences among j measurements, i.e.,

Mn-I n

n(n- 1) j 1 k J~l

i. _qot expressible am a multpie of the murn o.f tht •nsolute deviations of the
measurements from their me•|mi'x - I , Pnd for large values of a the

1OFtom the algebraic identity (6), it is evident that the 'areitloe !!. some oirclh,.

of iivding (X - i)2 by n, instead of n - I, amounts to includirl oach

of the ditnc squared differences (Nj - xk) 2 , j 1 k, h in the summation,
together with n identically mere terms (xj - Xk) 2. J . k, each included once,
and then dividing by n2 , the total number of terms (real and phantom) involved,
Viewed in this light it would seem that division by n - I is more reasonable,
in that the inclusion of Identically zero terms in the formulation of a measure
of .y"•Sj Is a bit, unreascnabla.

MII
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evaluation o0 (10) presents computational diffioulties. The approach in terms
of the absolute values of the differences also ham the disadvantage from the
practical viewpoint that,.as we 1hall see in a moment, comaoRents of Impra-
cinion are additive in terns of squeu'd quantities such as 4 , so that In
this sense the v al is a more appropriate measure of the dispersion
of the x's abooit their limiting mean .k than is Oitseif.

Ordinarily, the magnitude of 0'2 (and, hence, of W' ), unlike that of
p4., depends only on the measurement prooess concerned and the circum-

stances under which It is applied, and n:tot also on the magnitude of the
quantity measured--otherwLse we could not speak of a measurement process
having a variance, or a standard deviation.

Sinoe the e jj2. -if the process obviously deoreames as the valuu
of 0T (or, of O')inureaSes, and vice versa, it is necestiary to take same
inverse function of (' as a measure of the precision of priess. To conform
with traditional usage it is necessary to regard the precision of a measure-
ment proce., as inversely progortionaL to its standard deviation Qr.whioh
is, therelore, a measure of the JMgRj.i of the prq.ess. Thus, Gauss,
writing in 1809, remarked that his constant h , l/O"V•-oould properly be con-
siderete to be a measure of the precision of the observations becatlse if, for
exampLe h' - 2h, that is, if 1a L 1/2 0 , then "a double error can be com-
mnvud in the former system with the same facility as a single error in the
13t~e, in whioh case, according to the common way of speaking, a doubLe
dagrs4 of precision in attributed to the latter observation a.,'

"The fact of the matter is, however, that: A#

"difterent fields have i.-rtioularly feavcrlte ways of expressing I
precimion. Most of these measurwa arc multiples of the standard deviation;
it. is nrwt alwayu clear which muLtiple is meant ....

11
"Cýterum constans Jb, tamqkamn mensure prascislon! s observationum con-

;idersr,'i poterit . .. Quodsl igitur e..g., h' -m a4, aeque faci~e in syetvur..t•
priori error duplex commAtti potertt' so simplex la posWriork, ir quo Otsu
ohbervationi ibus p9sterloribus secundum vuLgarem loquendi morem preocisio
duplex tribuitur." [Gauss L80,9, Art..178, 1671, p. 233; .English traaslation,
1857, pp. 2b9-260.]

Ii

'-' •~ ulr i | • i l l I I
0iIil
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"Some consider it unfortunate that precision should be stated as a
multl.tpe of standard deviation, since precision should increase as standard
deviation decreases. Indeed, it would be more exact to say that standard
deviation is a measure of imprecision, However, sensitivity, as we have
previously Indicated, suffers iirom this logical inversion without hurt. Per-
hapi we can best avoid thiij by saying that standard deviation ts an index
of precision. The habit of saying 'The precision is ... 1 Ie deeply rooted,
and there would be understandable impatience with the notion that standard
deviation should be numerically Inverted before being quoted in a statement
of procision." (Murphy 1961, pp. 266-267.I

In consequenoe the ASTM has, at least tentatively, taken the following posi-
tion:

"The numerical value of any commonly used index of precision will
be smaller the more closely bunched are the individual measurements of a
process. As more causes are added to the system, the greater the nume caml
value of the index of precision will ordinarily become. If the sameo index of
precision it used on two different processes based on the same method or
interded to measure the same physical pioperty, the process that has the
smaller value of the index of precision is said to have higher precision.
Thus, although the more usubl indexes of precision are really direct measuaws
of .k nprocision, thia inverseoi of reference has been firmly established by
ý:ustam, ThA value of the selected index of preoist.n of a process it referred
to simply as its proicision or its stated precision." [ASTM 1961, p. 1759.]

As we have remarked previously, in practical work t.. ond result of
moasuring some quantity or calibrating an instrument for a standard rarely
cunsists of d single measure,'.ant of thin quantityr of irnor,•., More often
it is some Kinri nt evero!ge ut adjusted value, for example, the arithmetic
mean of a number of tndepenuent riecasuremente of the quaitLty nf Interest,
Lot Lie, therefore, consider the statistical properties of a sequence o "*4-.
*ivliLQMg= of successive nonoverlapping groups of n measurements esah
trnm a tiquenfo (1) of adividual measurements yielded by a measurement
pioceds on a particular occasion. In other words, let us consider the 'e-
quence

(1i, xi 2, '.' im,

of distinct arithmetic means of n measurements each
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- mn
(12) Rim n Xgj, (rn-I, 2 ....E)i

-(rai-l)n+1

derived from a sequence (1) of individual measurements of a single quantity
produced, or at least conceptually producible, by the measurememit process
concerned on, say, the ith occasion. If the "underlying measurement process"
giving rise to the Individual measurements xij Ls ina state of simple stutintical
controL, then the "extended measurement process" giving rise to the averages
XIM will also be In a state of simple statistical control. Consequently, the
mathematical analysis of section 3.2, but with the averages Aim in place of
the individual measutrements xK, will carry through without other change.
Let Jp. - denote the limiting nmean thus associated with the "extended meas-
ureme•n process" giving rise to the averages Rimes its "individual" meas-
urements. Since the cumulative arithmetic mean of the first m terms of the
sequence (11) is the same as the cumulative arithmetic mean of the first
mn terms of the sequenco (1) of Individual measurements, it is clear that
the Limiting mean/.4; associated with the sequence of averages (11) is the
lam6 as the limiting mean assooited with the original sequence (1) of in-
dividual measurements, that is,

(13) A P..

Similarly, the mathematical analysis at the beginning of the present
settion, but with the individual measurements Aij in (3) thtu (9), replaced
by th,4 itverages R, carieLs through essentially as before. Let a• de-
note nthu variance Mea asrociatO.d •ith the "extended measulement praceta"
giving rise to tliw sw.ukonua o av•e'".gs (11), As In the Gcave of the variance
W2 of individual measurements, to slco may y2= be interpreted as the

overall 'jean value of the square deviation of "IliLvidual" averages . I
from tho limiting mean MI of the "extended process," that is,

(14) a, R - )2 (

By virtue of the algebraic identity

-• • i I ,, " u ll l IIi l
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n 2(x - )2 +x -2./

2 1 (xNJ / 2 ÷kj (xj- . )(xk - p)n j j k k j 4-

It is readily been that

(1b) .72 -
n n

(The mean valuo of a sum is always the sum of the mean values of ats LndLvL-
dual terms, so that the overall mean value of the first summation Inside the
brackets in the last line of (15) is simply n 0, 2 . Furthermore, in the
case of independent identically distributed measurements, tne overall mean
value of the term Involving the double summation in 0.)

lince, from (16), T'. O-/4 , it is *Aoen that the precisioLof
the arithmetic mean of n.Jp2aogjn measurements is proportional to .V
Hence the arithmetic mean of A independent measurements hasO . the
precision of a single measurament; the mean of J inaspandent measurements,
thriee the precision of a single measurement; and jIj. independent meass,.¶t.
mente will be required if their arithmetic mean is to have i iai inorease
In prec•c!n zver a aingis " asurement. (fut •io amk for a 12-fold increase
In preoisiun is to ask for e. ,,qry considerable improvement indeed, as can be

been from a comparison of curvos a and c in the too half of hf. I )

Tn serve as a reminder of the distinction between the sta,•derd A'evia
tion of an individual measurement and the standard deviatiun rof a me•i i,
It is customary to refer to 0 as the "standard deviat kM of a single meas-
urement x, and to C R as the "standard jt .11 of the (arithmetii) .46an R1
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b. Within-Cocasione Control

In the foregoing It has been assumed that the individual measurements
oomprising the sequenoce (1) oorrespoalding to the rspusotLve "oocasions,"
(1 w 1., 2, . .), couLd jjL be regarded as "observed values" of Indeandent
ideritioally distributed random variables, that is, that the measurement pro-
cess concerned was in a state of simple statistioal control, When such is
the case then any subset of n measurements is strictly oomparable to any
other subset of n measurements, and any two such subsets oan be combined
and regarded validly as a single set of 2'n measurements. Unfortunately,
aa Student's comment quoted on page 484 above clearly implies, such com-
p~sta homogeneity of measurement is rarely iL ever met in practice. More
often the uitUaLion is as described by Sir George Biddell AirLy, British
Astronomer Royal 1835-1881, in (to ery knowledge) the first elementary book
on thu Lheory of errors nd combination of observations in the English lan-
guage (.iry N61Sl, p. 921t

"When successive series of observations are made, day after day,
of the same measurable quantity, which is either lnvariable... or admits
of being reduced by calculation to art Invariable quantity., ; and when every
known inetrunientel correction has been applied,., I still it will sometimes
be found that the result obtained on one day differs from the result obtained
on atiotlwr day by a larger quantity then could have been ontioipated. The
Ld.' thon presents itself, that possibly there hes been on some one day, or
on every day, some cause, special to the day, which hes produced n .
stant ErrQL in the measures of that day."

Sir George, however, cautionr ug.-*.,,4t jurtping to conclusions -.I tlu basis
of only A few obserVtitonst

"The existence of a daily constant error ... ought not to be lightly
asNumer, When ,bservattons are made on only two or three days, and the
number of observations on eaeih day is not extremely great, the mer4 feat,
of accordance on eaoh day and dispordance from day to day, is not au•-
flioient to prove a constant error. LAnd we should inteijelc here that under such
ciruumitances apparent over-all e*-cordlne is not sufficlent to prove the
absence of daily constant errors either.J The existence of an acoordanue an-
alogous to a 'round of luck' in ordinary changes is sufficiently probable..
More extensive experienoe, however, may give qreater confidence to the
assumption at constant errors.. first, it ought, In general to be established
tnat there is 0o sibility of error, constant on one day 5ut varying from day
to day..." Alry L861, p. 93
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The most useful statistical tools for this purpose are the control-
chart techniques of the Industrial quality control engineer. If in suuh a ait-
uation, a series of measurements obtained by measurement of a single quan-
tity a number of times on each of several differtnt days or "occasions" by
a particular ma surement process is plotted in the form of a control hart
for |Lyidu ASTM 1951, pp. 76-78, and pp. 101, LOS the individual
measurements m plotted will be soon to consist of "meutions" identifiable
with the subsequences (1) oorrespotri.ding to the respective "ocoaslona, "
(I a 1, 2, 3,., ,), with the measurements within sections pair-wise closer
together on the average than two measurements one of which comes from
one section and the other from another. Such a series of measurements is
clearly "out of control." If now parallel A - and p-oharts are constructed
from these datea, based on a series oe sampics of equal mise from yjIthin
the respective "namasions' or "sections" galL, i.e. , exciuding means £
and ranges R of any samples that "streadle" two oooseions, and the poLnts
on the resulting A-chart are clearly "out of control," then we may Infer the
existence of day-by-day components of error, constant, perhaps, on one day,
but varying from day to day.

If points on the R-chart constructed as described are "out of control"
also, then the measurement operation concerned is in a completely unstable
condition and cannot be described validly as a "measurement process" at all.
On the other hand, if the R-chart ti "out of control," but the li-chart is "in
v..ntrol, " then we may regard the measurement prnness as being in a state
of wthlhl-nocceatons control. ("it is usually not safe to enriclude that i
mt,%te of control existp unless the plotted points for at least 25 suocessive
"'b-hgroups fall within the 3-sigma control limits. In addition, if not mo.,;.
tiian I out oe 35 sucOessWivo prjints, or not more than 2 nu,-t wl 100, fall out-
side the 3- pWlma control Imint q, a state of wu,uhil may ordinarily be aesumed
to exist." |ABA 1958o, p, 1,b) 'In such a situAtion lw0 pnetulate tht oxist-
ocie of (at ýeast, conoeptuallf) different V mitini means Aý'A for tnf .,e a,'mtive
":ocesions" (I - 1, 2,..,, and a common wlthini-o uoo ity on w Ali ,".'.

An unbia sed e stimate of the &UL-riga sird dqviatalon-. Cw
can be obtained, if desired, from the average |onge bused in constructtmg
"r'a R-chart, by means of the formula

(17) unbiased estimate of Orw TVd2
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wherc. d2 is the factor given in the d2 column of table B2 of [ASeTM 195l, p. i15J
corresponding to the sample or subgroup size n uped in conitructing the
R-chart.

Alternatively, if desired, an unbiased estimate of d2 can be ob-
tained directly from the measurements involved by means of Wthe formula

k n
Z x -X h)

(18) unbiased estimate of a ' . 11 h ....
S(n - 1)

wh ere hJ denutes the Ith measurement and h the arithmetic mean of the U
measursiments of the hut subgroup, respeotive6ey, and k is the number of sub-
groups involved in constructing the R-chart.

a. Oomplex or Multistage Control

When a measurement process is not in a 3tate of simple statistical
control that setisfies the criteria of wLthin-occasions control, that is, when
the 'A. ihart (and control chart for individuals) are clearly "out of control,"
huit thn 25 or more subgroup ranges plotted on the R-nhark exhibit control,
then it is umually of Importance to ascertain v'.'ether the measurement process
concernod is possibly in a state of complex or multi-ace i•ltic~l ogntroi,
For N •t purpose four or more measurements from each of at least 23 dfferent
ocoenkins will be needed, TekMrc one sample of n successive massvUrep'nts,
(41g ns!0), f•.'i;, the a.uiicvfld m tiurements correspond•ng to each of, siy,.
k(j 7,S) different "ocosions," evaluabt the arithmetic m•anr !! ef those
sampi.on, (i m 1, 2 , ,.., k) , dnci tratino these averages asJi T_•..
ZMjLlUIM~nU construct a oontroe chart fot these "individuete" &jL d Paraliel
"7- and R-charte as described in I ASTM 1651, Examrple 22, p. IN , . If the
points plotted on these three control charts exhibit control, thon Wt. 11i
for the present as if" the measurement process concerned is in a sltte of

m _$. Let.rn staae statistical contrml and regard the limiting means
j~j. foi' the respective "ooccalons," (I a 1, 2,.. ) as being in a s.ote o1
Fl1 6e statkstiloa control with a limittng mean t and variance 'r ,
termed the JLt.Ujl ggnAj= component of variance.
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11 in such a situ.ation we were to form oumulative arithmetic means
such &a (3) of tho squarie of all distinct differences between arbitrary pairs
of measurements from l.lthin eauh of the respeotive "occasitons," thin such
cumulative arithmetic means of squares of diffarenoes would almost surely
tend to Z Cr2 in the limit as the number of pairs Included tends to infinity,w
where a 2 is the "within-oca Mtons variance" mentioned above in connmbtion
with "wityin-cocaaions control." If, on the other hand we were to form
similar cumulative arithmetic mins of Vhe squares of differences between
arbitrary pairs conoisting iv each instanio of one measurement from each
of two different s,,otions, then suoh a cumulati e arit.hatic mean of squsred
differences would tend almost oertainly, to 2( (1 + ) as the numbeew2
nf "enoasions" tampled tends to infinity, where 'Y is the above mention-
ed "between-occasions variance," i.e., the varlan'e of the limiting means
b4, for the respective "oonssions" about their limiting mean i. ,

If in utilising measurements from a meapurement process that is in
such a state of aoonplax statistical control, one forms an avsraye RN that
is the arithmetic mean of s total of N m kn measurements, composed of n
measurements from each of k different "occasionh," then the variance of
RN will be

(19) CVN-(XN -M

!'1o1 (19) it Is cleat that, if O'r2 is at alil sisabi compared to a'2 , then,b wi•:r fixed N - kn, 'N will "ave greater priecision .jI,. m.l.a,, on o
whem based or• a large numbwir k of different uccasions, with only a small
number n of measurlmentl trom each occasion, Finally, setting k w 1, we
soe that the mean i of n measurements all taken on the same occahý%r
rnsidered pal det~rmintiopt~ of the oVarall LimitinA mean .L has an .Mjr

CiLADI A~ + (- a V'n) 1 but 9n~2t~j.AjjU inltý
the limiting mean for the.1th oca sion, its variance Ia only ity /n. IT, other
wurd,, the "standard error" of a mein such as Ri is not unique, hut dwpmnds
on the purpose for whioh it is to be used.

• i • I I ! l I OWNl
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An unbiamed estimate of the overall standerd deviation Ial; of the
arithmetic mean of n measurements taken on a single "occasion" may be
obtained by the procedure of formula (17) above, If desired, using the average
range I employed in constructing the R-chart corresponding to the groups of
averagesm ln .

Akternatively, Ln unbiamed 00tirtAte of the overaLl variance CrO k can be
obtained directly frcia the r•eans Xj used in constructing the I -chart, by
uming the formula

k
E ox - •)z

(20) - 1 k-I

where * lithe arithmetic mean of the n lmteselve obmervetions from
the Ith "niclarton,*' (1 - 1, 2, , k) and F is the arithmetic mean of
thoes k means.

The foregoing concept of a state of .gmalex gr mufllmage stsilmtiggi
.o.t.ol can be extended readily to more oompiex truly "muitistage" situetlons
Lr.--,IvLng three or more "lIvelm" or random variation.

Finally, it im evident from the foregoing that when a mesmurment
process is In a state of com-lex or multistage statistical nuntrol, then the
dlf,•ronce between two Individual meamurements (or the arlthmatlc medne of
n mr,.murements) oorresanondhi I' two different "ovoauiunl'• '.,• include the
differenco. - P- M=j, uetween th1o limiting m.e,"- c•iresoondLng to the two
patrticrular occasion@ involved. I., so fr as such a comparnion Is regarded ias
a uititr'i individual came, the difference Aid- - M I, mi a fixed consuiht and
henuc a systematic error affecting this comparison. On the other henti, ifthe iffferen,=a between tliesi? two Individual measuremnentc (or thaaft two adlth,-

mtiLC means ) i regarded only as a typical instance of the outoowne that
might be yielded by the mame measurement proceao on Other pairs of orocamMmN,
theit the difference/.. - /.41' may be regarded as a random oomponenr
having a mero mean and varlunne 2 I ,

If goes without saying, of course, that if a control-chart analymsi
of the type deorcited above Ito undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the proomms Is in a atate of complex control, but the points plotted
on the R-chart are clearly "out of oontrol," then the measurement procems

I I ~I I
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concer.aeo caannot be regarded an statistically stable from occasion to occa-
sion, and should be used only for mgo.Mprati a measjurepa't with in-coccasCone.
Even when such a measuremont process is used solely for comparative tinc-
urement within "occamlins, " it needs to be shown that (;omparative meal-
urements or a 4jildijlren are in a state of (simple or complex) statistical
control, if this measurement process Is to be generally valid in any absolute
senime. Thus in the case of the thermometer calibration procedure men~tioned
In section 2.4 above, one needs to examine the results of repeated meas-
urement, occasion after occasion, of the difference between two standard
thermometers q.,and .52 of proven stability in order to determine whether
the process In or is not in a state of simple or complax statistical control.

3. 5. 12Ligf.iculty o sracteriuling ths Accurisot of S MeaaurtMafL3
Progesu.,. Unfortunately, there does not exist any single comprehensive
measure of the accuracy (or 10oicuracy) of a measurement process (analogous
to the standard deviation as a measure of Rts imprecision) that is really
satisfactory. This difficulty stems from the fact that 'accuracy, " likm
"true value,"1 seems to Le a reasonably definite concept on first thought,
but as soon au one attempts t~o specify exactly what one means by "accuracy"
in a particular situation, the concept becomes Illhisvel and I~n attempting
to remolvo the matter one comes face to face, sooner or later, with the
question: "Accurate" for what purpose?

Gauss, in his second development (1,821-1623) of the Method of
Least Squares clearly recognized the difficulty of cheiracterizing otharply
tho 'accuracy" of any particular procedure.,

"Quippe riumastin l""fii per risk naturam aliquid vaoi I mpliuat, quod
.--itmi !' nivl r':rincipium aliquliteitkis arbitrari'.m nequit. .

neque demonstra1 lonibus mcifhannatkuiM decidenda, aed libero tantum arhitrin
rii ittnds ,,1 IGmust 102:s, Port 1, Art.6.

ý,`f unmurateful to may colleague l'ranp,, Alt for the fuliuwing litcral translation
of theuse phrames:

"For this question implies, by the vary nature of the mattiwi, iumething
vague which c.nnnot be cleoarly delimited except by somewhat arbitrary principle
... nor can It lie decided by mathematical deinostrations, but must be left
to mere arbitrary judgment."
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Gauss hirmeif propool9d leo. ORt. that the muJqu errorj
of a procedure -- that i, 0'" + (p..- If ), where ' Is its g•Ajadj
deviataoin and p - T , Its b" be used to oharacterilse its accuracy,
While imoan s•ware arror ts a useful criterion for comparing the relative
accuraoies of measurement processes differing widely in both piecrsLon
and bias, it clearly does not "tell the whole story," For example, It one
were to acoopt the prinotipe that measurement procesoms having the same
mean square error were mqually "aocurate," then one would b, obliged to
consider the measurement proomesee oorresponding to the three curves
chown in figure 3 As heing of equal accuracy, whereas for many purposes
one would regard process C (portrayed to tho right) am the "moot accurate,"
in spite of the fact that the chances o0 scoring a "bull's eye" or "near miss"
are creator in the utwe of process A shown in the upper Left.

Alternatively, if one were to say that two measurement processes
were eqjially accurate when exactly the same proportion P of the measure-
ments of each lay within i 0" unite froin the true value, then for P a 0.5
one would be obliged to say that the measurement pioconsoe corrodponding
to rurvss e and d in the lower half of figure I were equally aucurat•, end
that the measurement process corresponding to curve a In the upper half of
tho came figure was slightly more acourate than eithere or d. Or, taking
P w 0.95, one would be obliged to say that the measurement processes cor-
rep-:',,dl•ng to the three curves shown in figure 4 were iiqually accurate.
rrom thsse, and'other ccoae easily constructed, it to rearlily seen that it
ii unsatisfactory to regard two measurement Drocesses as being equally
accurate if the sams specified fraction P of the messuramentu prud•ued by
,ari, iL, within th3 same distanue from ture true value.

* Thus one Ls ied by the forc;., ,f necaesLty to the inescapable conolusion
"Othat ordinarily (at least) two numbwoe aor.! needed to adequately uharauterise
the aL•c•raoy of a measurement process. And this has been reocogniseu i4',
the Aniteiican Society for Testing and Materials in their recent recommende-tion" AS',TM 1901, pp. 1759-l1760 1 1

"Generally the index of accuracy will coisL•at of two or more different
numburq, Since the concept of accurauy embraces not only the concept of
prtcisIon but also the idea of more or less consistent deviation from the
roforonce level (systematic error or bias), It ls preferable to doscribe accuracy
by separate values indLoating precision and bLao."

iI
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The fact )I lh mgatter Is that = nunibcir ordinarily suffice only because
the "end results" of measuremnent and calibration programs are usually averages
or adjusted values based on d number cf Independent "primary measurements,"
and such averages and adjusted values tend to be normally distributed to a
very good approximation when four or more "primary measurements" are in-
volved. This is illustrated by figure 5, which shows the distributions of
individuial measurements of two unbiased measurement processes with identical
standard deviations but having unifor -and normal "aws of error, " te-
upectively, together wi~h the corresponding distributions of arithmetic
means of 4 Independent measurements from these respective processes--
these latter two distributions are depicted by a. single curve because the
diff"'r~nneB botwoon the two distributions concerned are far less than can
bc, resolved en a chart drawn to this scale. Since both of the processes
concerned a3re unbiased, "accuracy" thus b~ecomes only a matter of "precision"--
or does it?--both curves for n - 1 have the game standard deviation, do
they reflect equal "accuracy"? Would not the answer depend on the advan-
trAges to be gained from the small errors balanced &gainst the seriousness
of large errors, in relation to the purpose for which a single ri.easurement
from one or the other is needed? But 'It'-_, ý'roblem'" dinappears nicely if
averages of 4 measurements are to be u~u~

4. EVALULION OF THE PRECISION. A?)'P OF CREDIBLE BOUNDSI..Q
-1 E gY'EMATIC ERROR OF A MEASUREMENT 2BZ~d

*'Iq we have just seen, two numberc are urdinaflly needed t;#. cha~iactcrizu
the accuracy ý.! st measurement process, the one indilcat'rv, - its ordi~n
ai-;.. the other its kWa._ In rrAnttici. henw-Ii'r, ','Il b~ias of a me~suremmnt
pr'1coess is unknown and unknowable because the "true values" of qt2'vntitits
rnc.sured ArA .A1MOPt &lw;3ym unitnown and unknoweble . Tliv principle exception
is whken one 1,G itasuring a difference that Is by hypothesis Identically zero.
If the bias of a measurement process could be, and were knoWn Axactoty, then
rii would of course subtract It off as a "correction" and thus dinposm 'A L
er.tUrely. Since ordinarily we canrnnt nxpect to know the exact transgi~ude
,.f ihe bias of ak reasureirnent process, we are forced In practice to settle~
for credible bounds to Its likely magnit'ide- -much as Aid Steyrnrng and the
totE.' In chapter VI of Kipling's story, Captains Courageoul: " 6teyninq
tuK, him for the reason that thn thief tuk the hot Ntove--bektiie for iiieru
was nothing else that season" . Consequently, neith~er the kJA nor the
acurc of anly measurement process, or method of measurement, can evier

be known In a logical sense, The R~aoLhipoj of a meas~trement process, how-
ever, can be measured and known. (Compare Deminig [1950, P. I'/4
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4.1. !v!uptlon of the Preulhion of a Measurement Proesas, In the
foregoing we have stressed that a measurement operation to qualify as a
mee',urement procesL must have attained a state of statistical control; and
that until a measurement operation has been "debugged" to the extent that
it has attained a state of statistical control, it cannot be rogarded Lu any
logical sense as measuring anything at all. It is also clear, from our dis-
cusslon of the control-chart techniques for determining whether in any given
Instance one Is entitled to "act for the present as if" a state of statistical
cortral has been attained, that a fairly large amount of expse'.snoo with a

particular measurement process is needed before one can resolve the ques-
tion in the affirmative. Ot~oe a measurement process has attained a State
of statistical control and so long as it remains in this state, then an esti-
mate of the jLtandard deviation of the process can be obtained from the data
employed in establishing control, as we have indicated above.

Since the precision of a measurement process refers to, and is deter-
mined by the chtracteristto "closeness together" of euccessive Independent
measurements of a single magnitude generated by repeated applicatLon of
the process under specified conditions, it is cLearly necessary in detprmining
%hether a measurement operation Is or to not in a state of statistical control,
and in evaluating its precision to be reasonably definite on what varlations
of procedure, apparatus, unvlronmental conditions, observers, operators,
Atri., are allowable in "repeated applioations" of what will be considered
to be the same measurement process applied tu the measurement of the
uoma quantity under the same conditions. If whatever measure of the pre-
cislon and bounds to the bias of the maasurement process we may adopt
are +o provide a realistic Indication of the accuracy of this process in prac-
tice, ,hen the "allowable variations" must be of sufficient snope to hesa ket
the range of circummtArovc .ornmonly met in practiotos. *5,1-wiuimt5 and an-
gineers commonl'y append "pro bablo errors" or "standard errors" to the re-
sults r-f their eGperirnents and tasts, 'Chese measurws of Inmprooeision re
supponted to indicate the extent of the reproducibility of these experiments
or tests under "essentially the same conditions," but there are grcat doubts
whether the "probable errors" and "standard errors" generally preso,.itod
actually have this meaniLag. The fault in most cases is not with the statisticaiL
fortrulas and procedures used to compute such probahle errors or standart4

error., from the measurements in hand, but rather with the limited scope o,
the "conditions" sampled in taking the measurements.
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a. Concept of a "Repetition" of a Measurement

As a very minimum, a "repetition" of a measurement by the same
measurement proasus should "leavo the door open" to, and in no way inhibit
change@ of the sort that would occur if, on termination of a given series of
measurements, the data sheets were stolen and the experimenter were to
repeat the series as closely as possible with the mama apparatus and auxi-
liary equipment following the mame Instructions. In contrast, a "repitition"
by the same method of measurement should permit and in no way inhibit the
natural occurrence of such changes as will occur if the experimenter were
to mail to a friend complete details of the apparatus, auxiliary equipment,
and experimental procedure employed--i.e., the written text opc; ificatlon
that defines the "method of measurement" concerned--and the friend, using
apparatus end auxiliary equipment of the larae kind, and follow~ng the prom
cedural instuctlons received to the best of his ability, were then, after a
little practice, to attempt a repetition of the measurement of the same quan-
tity. Such arm the extremes, but there is a "gray region" between in which
there is not to be found a sharp line of demarcation between the "areas"
corresponding to "repetitton" by the same neasurement croces., and to
"repetition" by the sams method of measurement.

Let us consider "repetitions" by the same measurement creoses
more fully. Such tepetitions will undoubtedly be carried out th the same
place, i.e., in the ,.me laboratory, because If It is to be the same meas-
urement process, the very same apparatus must be used. But a "repetition"
cannot be carried out at the same tims.. How great a lapse of time should
!)a allowed, nay reguird, between "repetitions" ? %niq is a crucial ques-
ion. Student gives pn anewer in a passage from which wA qt~otod above

"Perhaps I may be permitted to restate my opinion as tu ÷h" bremt
way of judging the accuracy of physical or chemical determinatinns.

"After considerable oxpailance I have not encountered eny determina-
tion which is not influenced by the date on whLoh it iz made; from this it
follows that a number oi determinatiorns of the same thing made on t- .ame
day are likely to lie more closely together than If the repetitions had been
made on different days.

"It also follows that if the probable error is calculated from a num-
ber of observations made close together In point of time, muck of the secular
error will be left out and for general use the probable error will be too small.

" • I lq
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"Where then the materials are auffioiently stable it Is wall to run
a number of determinations on the same material through any series of routine
determinations whion have to be made, spreading them over the whnle period."

Another Important question is t Are "repetitions" by thte same meas-
urement process, to be limited to repetitions by the iame observers and
operators, using the same auxiliary equipment (bottlea of reagents, ete.);
or enlarged to include repetitions with nominally equivalent auxiliary equip-
ment, by various but equLvalent)y trained observers And operators? I be-
lieve that everyone will agree that substitution, and nertainly rep~aoement,
of bottles of reaqentt, oi batteries as sourues of electrical energy, etc,,
by "nominally equivalent mater•,alk." must bw allowed. And any calibration
laboratory having a large amount of "business" will certainly, in the long
run at any rate, have to face up to allowing changes, *von replacement of
observers and operators--and, ultimately, even of apparatus.

A very crucial question, not always faced squarely, Lit in complete
"repetitions" by the same measurement proces,, are such "repetitions" to
bL limited to those Intervals of time over whizh the apparatus is used "as
is" and "undistu'bed," or extended to include the additional variations that
almost always manifest themselves when the apparatus Is disassembled,
cleaned, reaswembled, and readjusted? Unless such disassembly, cleaning,
reaioembly, and readjustment of apparatus is permitteed among the allowable
va',ations affecting a "repetition" by the same measurement process, then
there is very little hope of achieving satisfactory agreement between two
or rrora measurement processes in the same laboratory that differ only in
their identification with different pieces of apparatus of the same kind. In
praotice it is found that metai•|tlotil control uan be aytainoer 3tu maintained
under such a brn.-' noncept of "rapetition*' only through the use of reference
standards of proven stability...urther,=ure, by thus more Squ•rely facing
the I ,'.ue of the scope of variations allowable with respect to "repetitiotw"
by thc same measurement process, we shall go a long way toward narruwtng
the gap between e "repetition" by the same measurement prochis and by
the same method of mrasurement.

".,! we have said before, if whatevwr measures of the precision an,4
bias of a measurement process we may a•dopt are to provide a realistic in-
dication of the accuracy of thie process in practice, then the "allowable
variations" mist be of sufficient scope to bracket the range of circumstances
commonly met in practice. Furthermore, utty experimental program that aim*
to determine the precision and systematic arror, and thence the accuracy of
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a measurement process, must be based on an appropriate random sampling
of this "range of oiroAmetances," if the usual tools of statistical analysis
are to be strictly applicable. Or an Student put it, "the experiments must
be capable of being considerea to be a random sample of the population to
which the conclusions are to be applied. Neglect of this rule has led to the
estimate of the value of statistics which is expressed in the crescendo
'lies, damned liem, stattiscs'." !Student 1926, v. 711.]

When adequate random sampikng of the appropriate "range of oiroum-
stances" is n~ot feasible, or oven possible, then it Is necessary to compute,
by extrapolation from available date, a more or lest subjective estimate of
the "precision" of the end reaults of a measurement operation, ,to serve as
a substitute fqr a direct experimitntal measure of their "reproducibility."
Youdon .L962dJ Itplls this "approach the 'paper way' of obtaining an estiLmate
of the rpreoisinJ." tsi valitdity, if any, "is based on subject-matter know-
ledge 6nd skil4, general information, and intuitLon--but not on statistical
methodology" [Cochran et al. 1953, p. 693 ].

b. Some Examples oi Realistic "Repetitions"

As Stiudont remarked jL917, p. 415), "The bes: way of judging the
accuraoy of physical or chemical determination ... [when] the materials
dre sufficiently stable... iL ... to run a number of eterminations on the
same material thru any series of routine determinations which have to be
made, spreading them over the whole period." To this end, am well a -to
oovide an overall check on procedure, on the stability oi reference standards.
.ý.id to guard against mistakes, it is aomn,cn practice in many calibratir'n
procedures, to utilizA tyir, ,ýe ,nore reference st,•ndords # parc of the regular
~calihration prvnedure.

The calibration procedure for ligud-..._ hr er :ti',rrad
tr, in section 2.4 above, is a case in point, A measurement of the difforenc•.
between the two standards 81 and S2 is obtained as Ly-product of kho celi-
bration of the four test thermometers T1 , T2 I T3 I and T4 ir, terms of the
(corrected) readings of the two standards. It is such remeasurements o%.
the difference between a pair of standard thermnmeters from "oo(.siton" to
"occasion" that oonstituteb realistic "repetitions" of the calibration prone-
dure. The data yielded by these "repetitions" are of ecactly the type needed
(a) to ascortain whether or not the process is in a state of statistical con-
troll and if so, (b) to determine its overall standard daviatLon.
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Similarly, in the calibration of laboratory standards of mass at the
National ure uB o Standards, "known. standard weights are osliprated side-
by-side with jthelunknown weohts" tAimer et &I., 1962, P. 33|. indeed,
weights whose vaelues are otherwise determined 'are not said to have been
'calibrated'. That term is reserved ýor measurements based on at least two
mass standards." [loc. cit.# p. 43.1 In the specimen work sheets exhibited
by Almer at al., the auxiliary standirds involved are those from the Bureeu*a
'*NH I earies" of reference standards known by the designations NHS0, NH20,

NHIO1 respectively. It is the measurements obtained in routine oalibrations
of the differences between the values of these standards and their aocepted
values that not only provide valuable checks on day-to-day procedure, but
also serve ai the basis for determination of the overall standard deviation
of this calibration process.

A third example is provided by the method followed at the National
Bureau of Standards for testing alternatina-ourrent wathour meters. which
has been desoribed in some detail by Spiriks and Zapf 1•941, Four refer-
ence watthour metters are involved. One of these, telmed the Standard
Watthour Meter, "is located in the device portrayed in figure 1 of the paper
by Spinks and Zapf. The other three are located in a terpereture-oontrolled
chbtnet. A "test" of a watthour meter sent to the Dureau involves not only
a n umparison of this watthour meter with the Standard Watthour Meter, but
also comparisons of each of the Comparison Standard Watthour Meters with
the Standard Watthour Meter. It is from the data yielded by these interoompar-
tions of the Standard Watthour Meter and the Comparison Standar'd Wltthou.
Matere that the standard deviation of this test procedure is evaluated. Spinks
and L•pf'a section of "Precision and Acouracy Attainable" is notable for its
exceptionel lucidity an w'il as for its oompletoness with r•,.bjeot to relevant
details.

Sor e additional examples of realistic "repetitions" are distusseli
by YOA, 1969.

m I l I I 1-1I i I II I| N I
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'1.2. Traatmant of !naouraov Due to Systematic Error. of A3sivsiable
Orioies but of t?,kiow. Maanttudas As we remarked in seation 3.3b abovw,-
the systematic error of a measurement procass will ordinarily have both con-
sitent and variable components. For conventenoe of exposition, it is cus-
tomary to regard the individual components of the overall systematic error
of a measurement or calibration process as elemental or constituent "aye-
tematic errors" and to refer to them simply as "systematic errors#" for short.
Included among such "systematic errors" affecting a particular measurement
or calibration process are: 11,... all those eaTors which cannot be regarded
as fortuitous, as partaking of the nature of chance. They are chareoteristlu
of the system Involved in the work; they may arise from errors in theory or
In standards, from imporfections in the apparatus or in the observer, from
false &as pmptions, etc. To them, the statistical theory of error does not
apply." P rorsey 1944, p. 6; Dorsey and Eisenhart 1953, p. 104.]

The overall systematic error of a measurement proosea ordinarily
consists of elemental "systematic errors" due to both assignable and un-
assignable causes. Thoýse of unknown (not thought of, not yet identified,
or as yet undiecoverec) origin are always to be feareds allowances can Le
made only for those of recognised origin.

Since the "known" systematic errors affecting a measurement process
ascribable to specific origins are ordinarily determinate in origin, only,
their individual values ordinarily being unknown both with respect to sign
and magnitude, it is not possible to evalusite their algebraic sum ýand there-
by arrive at a value for the cverall systematic error of the measurement
ptocess concerned. In consequence, it is necessary to arrive at bounds
Cur each of the individual components of systematic error that may be expected
to yield mnnnagl4gLb:• ountributions, and ther. from these bounds arrive at
credible bou•ids to their combined effect on the measurement process con-
cerned. Both of these steps are Iraught with difficulties.

Determination of reasonable bounds to the systematic earrr likoilv
to be contributed by a particular origin or assignable ocauo necessarily
involves an element of judgment+ and the limits cannot be *at in exacotudo.
By assigning ridiculously wide limits, one could be practically ce"ita that
the actual error due to a partioular cause would never lie outside o4 these
limits. But such limits are not likely to be very helpful. The narrower the
range between the assigned limits, the greater the uneasiness one feels
that the assigned limits will not include whatever systematic error is con-
tributed by the cause in question. But a decision has to be made; and on
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the basir vf hohory, other related measurements, a careful study of the
situation in hand, empcially its sensitivity to small changes in the factor
concerned, and so forth, "the experimenter presently will feel Justified in

eaying that he feels, or believes, or Is of the opiniun," that the systematic
error due to the particular source in question does not exceed such and such
limits, "meaning thereby, since he makes no claim to omniscience, that he
hdo found no reason for believing" thsat it exceeds these limits. In other
words, "nothing has come to light in the couris of the work to indigato"
that the systematic error concerned lies outside the state4 range. tDormey
1944, pp. 9-l0; Dorsey and Eisenhart, L953, pp. 108-107.1

This being done to each of the recognised potential sources of sys-
tematic error, the problem remains how to determire credible botads to
their combined effect. Before considering this problem in detail, it will be
helpful to digress for a moment, to consider an instructive example relating
to the combined effect of oonstant errors in an everyday situation.

a. An Instructive Example

Consider the hypothetical situation of en individual who is comparing
his checkbook balance with his bank statement. To this and he needs to
know the total value of his chocks outstanding. Loathing addition, or per-
har,., simply to save time, he adds up only the dollars, nogleoting the
centi, and thus arrives at a total of, say, $312, for 20 chocks outstanding.
Adding a correction of 50 cents per check, or $10 in all, he takes $322 as
his estimate. Within what limite should he consider the error of this estimate i
to INt, t

The rourid--off eior oenno+ oxceed *50 cents pet check, so that
barring mistakes in addition, he c:n be absolutely certain that the total

error oN his estimate does not exceed 0810. But these are extremely ",-

*imisuu limits: they correspond to every check being in error by the max-itnum p.ussiblo amount end mIl in the same direction. (Aotdally the maximr,•u

pos iflAu positive error is 49 contu per check or4$9. 80 ht all.)

T7 be conservative, but not so pessimistic, one might "allow" c
maximux, error of *50 cents per chook, but consider it reasonable to regaid
their signs as being equally likely to be plus or minus. In this way one
would be led to conclude "with probability 0.93" that the total error lies
between ±17. 00 or "with probability 0.99," between. *$. 00, as shown in
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the column headed "binomial in table 1, for n 20, 'i•he "saving" by this
procedure is clearly not great,

Alternatively, one might conslder it to be more "realistic" to regard
the indLvidual errors as Independently and uniformly distributed between
-50 uorits and +50 cents, concluding "with piobability 0.95" that the total
error does not exceed +t$2,53; or "with probability 0.99," is not greater
then *53.33--as shown In the columns under the heading "uniform" in table
I, It la clear that a considerable reduction in the estimate of the total error
Ls achieved by this approach,

Strictly speaking, the forugoing analyses via the theory of probability
are both inapplicable to the problem at hand, each round-off error is a
fixed number between jk50 cents, mnd their |um is a fixed number between
.•$10. If It were true that round-off errors in such coases were uniformly
distributed between t50 cents, then, if one made a habit of evaluating limits
of error according to this procedure, one could expect the limits of error so
calculated to include the true total error in 95 percent, or 99 percent of the
Instanciss In which this procedure woo used In the long run. Round-off
errors in •uch cases are almost certainly not uniformly dictributed between
J50 cents, (Many items are priced themse days at $2.98 etc., end this will
distort the distribution of the cents-portion of one's bills but added Isles
t.,.%ws no doubt have a "smnothing" effect.)

Nevertheless, I believo that yotu will agree that if, In the hypoti,etical
caso under discussion, the checkbook balance, with an allowance of $322
for tihecks outstanding, failed to agree with the bank statement to within
$2.53 (or $3 .33), our "friun'V" would do well to check I nto hhe matter more
thoroughly, And, alternatively, if his cheukbook balance so adjusted, end

the bank statement, agreed to with .Y'2 53 (or $3.33), it would be reasonably
"1hcoe" for him to "act for the present as if" hip balaneo and the bank s.i-'.,-.
mennt were In agreement. (See Eisenhart D947a, p. 218J for diecsstiouii of a
smilar examplo reletiny Luo computation with iogarithms.)

b. Combination of Allowances tur dystematic Errors

The foregoing example suggests that a similar procedure be used
for arriving at credible limits to the likely overall effect of systematic
errors due to a number of different origins. A number of additional difficulties
iornfront us, howevet, in this case, To begin with, in %,lew of the inexact-

naes with which bounds can ordinarily be placed on each of the individual
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components of systemadto erTor, it Ls not possibie to say wIth abs&Lte
carteinty that their combined effect lies betwman the sum of the positive
bouinds and the sum of the negative bounds.

Sjcond, even If it were possible to scale the situation so that the
bounds for eaach of the components of systematic error wal the same, say,
.:A, there would still remain the problem of translation into an appropriate
probability calculus. Most persons would, I believe, regard the "binomial"
approach (corresponding to equal probabiihty Of maximum error In either
direction), as too pebslmistic; and the approach via a uniform distribution
of error, as a bit conservatives on the grounds that one intuitively feels
that thd individual errors are somewhat more likely to lie near the centers
than near the ands of their respeative ranges, Therefore, one might attempt
to simulate this "feeling" by assuming the "law of error" to be an isoaceles
triangle centered at sare and ends at -4 or, more daringly, by assuming
the "law of error" to be approximately normal with A corresponding to 2 "a'"
or evion 3" 0',"

Unfortunattly whatever "probability limits" may be placed upon the
combined effects mf several independent systematic errors by theme proce-
dures are quite :..Jitive to the assumption made at this stage, as is evident
from table 1. Therefore, anyone who uses one of theme methods for the
"Cx)r•Lination of errors" should indicate explicitly which of these (or an
alte'native method) he has used. When (a) the number of uystsmatic errorstc, be combined is larqe, (b) the respective ranges are approximately equal

In size, end (a) one feols "fairly sure" that the individual errors do not fall
outevin of their respective ranges, then my personal feeling is that the
"unifimrn" method is probably z •':e bit ,jonservative but "saf,"; the iglangular
method ida UIL "Luru datming"; the -.ormal method with ",'' u A b ordinarily
"much too daring"; but the normsel method with 0"' WO A /2, probably "not
too uweing." When (b) and (a) hold but ts small, then it will probsaL.y
be cato to use the "uniform" method with "A ." taken equal to the average
of thi -,ndividual ranges. (1ther casses, o.g., when n to lmrga but, say,,

one ui two of the ranges is (are) much larger than the others and Ltrvd(s) to
dornitiate the situation, requires special oonsideratln whi'4A is beyond the

aoopo ,jf ,he present paper.

4.3. Exuresmian of the Inahoauraav of a Measurement Process, By
whatever mwanR -redible bounds to the likely uverall systematic error of the
measurement process are obtained they should not be combined (by simple
addition, by "quiadretur&," or otherwise) with an experimentally determined

w, • ml l I 41 I k II I • I
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measure of its standard devialtion to obtain an oveyrall index of its accuracy
(or, more correctly, of its jpcocuracy). Rather (a) the standard deviation
of the procose and (b) credible bounds to its systematic error should be
stated separately, because, as we showed In figure 3.ga mesuzement process
having standard deviation em 0.25 and a bias A aVIS/ 6 - 0.97 is for
most purposes "more accurate" than a mcasurersiont process having zero
bias and standarci deviation ('- 1, so that a process with 0"- 0.25 and a
bias less than JU0.97 will a iortLori be "more accurate."

Finally, if the unoortatnties in Lhe assigned value of nt.ional
standard or of some fundamental conettnt of nature (e.g., in the .ojamj_
maintained at the National Bureau of Standards, or in the speed of light .,
or In the acceleration of gravity ,g on the Potsdam basis) is an important
potential oource of systematic error affecting the measurement process, no
allowance for possible systematic error from this source should be included
ordinarily in evaluating overall bounds to the systematic error of the meas-
uirement procas. OLnos the error ccnoerned, what ever it is, affects all
results obtained by the method of measurement involved, to Include art
allowance for this error would be to maks everybody's results appear unduly
Inaccurate relative to eachiother. Inutead, in suoh Instances one should
state (a) that results obtained by the measurement process concerned are
in terms of the volt (or the watthour, or the kilogjram, etc.) "as mainta a'ed
cit the National Bueeu of Sstandards" IMoZish and Cameron 1960, p. 0•C1,
or "correspond to the speed of light o , 2.9979Z• X 1010 am/see.
say; and (b) that the indicated bounds to the systome*0c error of the pruCeas
art exclusive of whatever errors may be present from this (or these) souboa(s).
C'ven such information, experts can make sunh additional all warieis, is
nay be needed, in Lundamen1;ol scientific work:, and oomw.eritive measurements
within science and industry witnin the rited •t•tes will not appear to be
less accurate than they very likely are for the purposes fnr whtnh they are
t,. be used.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the tiohnioal assistance of Janaee
A. Speakman in several phases of the preparation of this paper.
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STATISTICAL STUDY OF RELIABILITY AND ACCURACY

OF SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES

Bruce W. Sterner
Surveillance Group, Army Ballistics Research

Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

INTRODUCTION. The original paper prementeA at tne Ninth Conference
on the Design of Experiments in Army Research, Development and Testing
consisted of the presentation of a program for the statistical study of data
derived from troop training flights of Nike Hercules and Hawk missiles,
followed by a discussion and interpretation of the results of this study with
particular emphasis on reliability, failure modes, and the analysis of miss
distance data. The major portion of the paper contained classified informa-
tion which cannot be presented here. For access to the classified material,
which consists primarily of the results of the statistical study, the reader
is rieferred to Ballistic Rasearch Laboratories Memorandum Report No,
1487, July 1963, Reliability and Performance of the Nike Hercules Missile
Systeml and Ballistic Research Laboratories Memorandum Report No, 1113,
October 1963, Reliability and Performiance of the Hawk Missile Systeml
both of which are classified confidential. Some classified information which
was presented at the conference on the analysis of miss distance data for
Nike Hercules has not been published but will appear in a forthcoming BRL
Memorandum Report, The material which follows is an abridged paper
including the unclassified portions of the original paper.

PURPOSE. The statirl-b-al study of reliability and acurac¢ oa surface-
tcj-air mTceis ii Lart of tb,, overall surveillance program to evaluate the
stockpile of Army surlace-te-air missiles, The data used in this portion
of the program is derived i'rorn the Army's Package Training -,en'vam and
Annual Service Practice Program. The veaulti of this study will be into
grated wit1l other phases of the surveillance prograr' for the accomplieh..

i ent of the following objectives:
1. To provide a continuing evaluatimn nf the safety, reliability,

and performance of the stockpile of missiles,
1, To provide advance information concerning any degradation

in the safety, reliability, or performance of these missiles so that timely
action can be taken to maintain the required inventory levels and performance
etandards by either repair or replacement.

Other benefits which can be realised from the analysis of troop training
firings are such things as:
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1. The accumulation of basic knowledge of the characteristics of
current aurface-to-air missiles,

2. An increase in our gcr.eral fund of knowledge about missile
systems reliability, and

3. A basin for the prediction of expected reliability of future
missile system$.

All of theme benefi•8 will be valuable In formulating teot programe
and aiialysei programrs for future missile systems,

I'lL..'CP.AM FOR•STATISTlCAL ANALYSIS. The first step in the

analysis of tho datA consists of establishing-standards for classifying
each missile firing as either successful or unsuccessful, With suuh a
definition in hand, an overall reliability figure for the entire time period
under consideration can be obtained, However, in order to study reliabil-
ity as ^ function of time, it is helpful to construct a control chart for the
percent of successful flights, The data is divided into groups, ordered
in time, of n missiles each and the percent success is computed for each
group, The number of missiles to include in each group is arbitrary, but
should be large enough so that random runs of successes or failures will
not adversely affect the group reliability, Oroup sixes of 20 to 40 missiles
w•;•h :'r control limits have been satisfactory for this application. When
this data is plotted on a cantrul chart it is relatively MAsY to observe
whether any significant changes in reliability have occurred with respect
to tlms. Oroups out of control or trending up or, down, -ill indicate a I
need for a closer examination of the data to determine the cause, As
addtt.onal data becomes availnhle it may be necessary to recompute the
control limiti. *" to .,-nj, different control limlis for digsioent groups
depending on the sactors involved for each particular group. Differences
suggte~ted by the control chart ctn be tested for independence hy the use
of contingency tables and the X distribution,

In the analysis of failure mudos for a missile system, It is Lgatierally
satislactory to classify failures, as a percent of total missiles launched,
in u tw.-way table of failure categories and tine intervals, With such a
clascification it may be possible to show significant changes in faIllu..
modes corresponding to changes in reliability suggested by the control
chart for percent success. This table will also show the particular fail.
ure categories or matb-categoriee which contribute the most failu'ess to
the missile systemn in any given time interval, The magnitude of the time
intervals will depend upon the quantity of data available for analysis but
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the intervals do not necessarily have to be equal, The existance of
significant differences in failure rates between two time intervals or
between several time intervals can be tested by the use of contingency
tables and the 'A. distribution.

The analysis of miss distance data Lor a missile system generally
consists of presenting a frequency dictribution of miss distance and a
control chart for the mean miss distance and for the standard deviation
of miss distance. For the control chart the miss distances are ordered
in time and divided into groups of n missiles each, Group uines of 10
to Z5 missiles with 3o" control limits have been satisfactory for this
application. When group means and standard deviations are plotted on

the control chart, it will be readily observable if any of the groups are
out of control. Differences between groups or among several groups
can be tested for significance through the use of a t-test or one-way
classification analysis of variance,

In addition to the above ansly Am of wO v distance, it is desirable to
examine the frequency distribution of nlnso distance to determine if it
can be chLracterized by some theoretical frequency distribution. Several
typical distributions are fitted to the observed data. Tho "goodness of
fit" test is used in the comparison of the observed distribution with the
h•eoretical distribution to test the hypothesis that E particular distributlun
iLts the observed data,

Another point recently considered in connection with the analysis uf
r••ss distance data was the possible existence of a ralationship betwev,
miss distance and the targL.. paranmeters at the time of i•wtrcept. This
problem is inv,•stigated through a linear ,woression analysis of miss
distance as a function of the ranji., altitude, atd velocit,., of the target
at intercept. The equation used in this study in of the form

yOL+ 1 Xl + X +33

where y ts miss distance, X1 is range, X ib altitude, and X im2
velocity. The parameters O, 1 62 , and 6 are true values, tu

be estimated by k, b1 , b2 , and b 3 respectively, The method ol least

squares is employed vtich minimizes the sum of squares of the devia-
tions of the yk fIom the hyperplane

S,=lm 5
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y a+ bX + b2X2 + b3X3

The b values are then tested for significant effects through the use of
a t-tost,

REISULTS OF THE STATISTICAL ANALbW6, An mentioned earlier
in this document, the results ot the statistical analysi, are clascified
and cannot be presented here. However, it should be pointed out at
this time that the statistical techniques employed in this program made
a substantial contribuý,on toward the accomplishment of the objectives of
thm overall surveillance program to evvaluate the stockpile of Army surface.
to-air missiles, Furthermore, the results of the statistical analysis were
most valuable In providing several clues for improving the analysis program,

rONCLUSION. In conclusion, it should be emphamiaad that the current
program for the analysis of date derived from troop training flights of Nike
Hercules and Hawk missiles, and the projected improvements in the pi•u•ran1,
will not necessarily become, the final program to be followed for these or

any other surface-to-air missilc systems. No doubt there are some factors
dur tn aging, design improvements, etc. , which have not yet occurred
and wIh-h will affect the program, All of these factors will have to be
integrated into the program, Constantly changing data and improved me, hods
of analysis make it necessary that the analysis program remain flexible, so
that the rnaximum arniL.,L •f information can be gerurpted '.'von the basic
input dn'i

..... ... .I



STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY

Lionel Weiss
Mathematics Research Cunter, U. S. Army

The University of Wisconsin

Statistical deiusion theory can he applied to the following type of

problem. Xl, .... Xm, Yj, ... , Yn are Jointly distributed random vartableu,

whose joint distribution is not completely known, but is known to be one of

a given &et of possible joint distributions. Alter observing X1I .,., Xm,

but before observing Y ..... Yn' somebody has to make a decision. After

the decision is made, Y1 1 I Yn are observed, and a loss is incurred which

depends on the dociskon chosen and on the observed values of

X1 , Xm, Y1, .... Y n' The problem is how the dealucon is to be based on

the observed values Of X1 , ,... Xm, Az an example of such a problem, sup-

.ase we have to decide how large a factory to build to produce a certain

Wuinmudit. The X'a rnthc lw the results of a survay LaOln to examine po-

utitlal demand, and the Y's are the demands that will be ubsei•'- in the

va lous mo,'ountirng periods after the factory in built.

A decision rule atteches a particular dsrsnksoi, to each possible set

of X'i that might be observed. For example, li the case of the iactory,

we might use the decision rule that makes weekly capacity equal to 1000

mu~tLplted by the sum of the R's a More generally, a deatiion rule may use
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randomization: that is, it a&jigna a set of probabilitiae of chooMing the various

decisions to each possible set of X's that might be o0served.

We Introduce the following notation. We abbreviate X,. . ., Xm by

X, and YVI .... Yn by Y. We usn the symbol 0 as an index for the possible

juoit distributlons of X,Y: that Is, a particular vehe of e picks out a parti-

culiar distribution. We use the symbol D am an index for the possible decieionsl

a particular value of D picks out a particular deolsion, The loIs we incur

wheii X is ubservcd, D is chosen, and tho Y iL observed, is denoted by

W(Y;D;X). When X,Y are discrete vuriables, f(x,y;-U) denotes the probability

that X a x and Y a y when the joint distribution in given by e. When X#Y

are continuous variables, f(x,y:O) denotes the joint density function. A

dciksion rule s is defined by nonnegative numbers 4(D:X), where s(DIX)

dutiotes the probability assigned by the ducision rule a Lo ohocaing the de-

ciwon D when X is observmd, and therefore %(DX)a I for ."ech It,

We denctto hy i(;# ) the expertnd value of the lous when the declsion rula s

iV L-wed and the true joint distribution is given by 9 . Then it ti oasily soe,

,hp,, whan X,Y are discrete variablec, r( -~s) -
X Y D

Wi.ii X,Y are continuous, we i|place summation with respect to X mnrl Y by

integration.

Aw a numerical illustration of the above, suppoise we have to decide

whether or not to buy a nonguaranteud device for $50U. If we buy the device
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and it fails, we nust then buy a guaranteed device for $1000. If we dcnot buy

the nonguaranteed device, we buy the guaranteed devio for $1000. The propnr-

tion of defectives turned out by the factory which produced the nonguarantoed

device is unknown, but before making our decision we can observe two similaLi

devicea from the aame factory to sea whether or not each failed. We introlucoe

the following notation. Y in defined to be i if the nonquaranteed device fMils,

and 0 otherwise. XI is defined to be 1 if the first of the two similar devices

to be observed fakll, and 0 otherwise, with a similar definition for X2 in telrm

Ot thw ssuond device to be observed. e denotes the unknown proportion of de-

fectives turned out by the factory producing the nonguaranteed devices, Then

XL,X 2 ,Y are independent and identically distributed random variables, each with

probability 6 of being equal to 1 and probability (l - *) of being equal to U.

We label the decision to buy the nonguaranteed device am decibion number 1,

a.,d the decision not to hiw -.t as decision number 2. Th-,i late loss function

is swu,, to be given as fullovi.. W('jiljX) a $500, W(l:l;X) - $1500, W(OjZ:X) I
WIi2jX) $1000 no matter what X it. Then if the decision rule a) ic givwn by

i(lWO, 0) - L, a 1(l:O, " - 81(11, 0) -•4 sl(ll, 1) a 0, we find tiMat r(Olsi) - 50U

+ lMO0 B- 1000 .2. If the decision Nle s2 if given by sz(ilOO) 1, 53(L10,,) -

8 2 (il,1 9) , 2m(.ljl, ) - li,"rwe' ftd t•hat V(91%# 10 - .O•, _ 56 1000 2.2

From the above, It LIa Lear that in each decisinn problem there arn in-

finitely many decision rulen, and we need some way of comparing the goodness
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of one decialon rule to another. If mI and 12 are two decision rules, where

r(se1I) I r(Q;m2 ) for all possible values of a, and r(OisI) ( r(Q;a 2 ) for

at least one possible value of e then we say that "sI is better than s2"

and we would not use the decision rule m, I For example, in the numerical I
illuVration of the preceding paragreph, it can be verified tnat al Is better

than m2 - We may that a decision rule a Lu "inadmissible" it there Is a

better decision rule than a . If a decision rule is not inadmissihle, we call

It "admissible". How can we find admissible decision rulell for simplicity,

lot ,i% limit ourselves to the o". where there is a finite number h of possbllo

Joint dittilbutions at X,Y so that we may assume that the possible velues of

e are the integers from I to h Inclusive. If bi .... , bh are nonnmgative

quaeititiet adding to unity, thu decision rule s is called a "Bayes decision

rule relative to bi.. j b h " if bir(lWs)+. .,,bhr(his) I bir{lit)+. ,.+bhr(h;tj

for u%.,ory decision rule t, It a Is called simply a Bayes decision rulY it.

means that ther is msome set of nonnegativo quantities b 1,. o. bh adding

to uioty, such that a is a Bayeb deolILun rule relative to blj ., ,* bh. A

basic theorem states that every admissible decision rule is a ,ayes docision

rule. Therefore the class of Bayne deulsion rule. contains the class of elk-, I
inissible docision rules. Since it is computatlonally easy to find Bayes de-

cision rules, it is eamy to find admissible decision rules,

S.. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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Zn most problems there are infinitely many admissible decisiogn rulen,

only one of which will be chosen for uie, What principles can be used for

selecting one particular decision rule fiom all the admissible decision rules?

There is muoh dlaagreement about this, and we mnerely mention two of the

various principles that have been proposlld. One principle calls for the

assignment of 'subjective probabilities" or "dugrees of belief" to the various

possible values of e , and then using a Bayes deoi-i.,, rule relative to

*, .... bh, where b. ts set equal to the subjective probability assigned

to the value e . Another principle defines M(o) as max r(Ois), and then

proposes using a decision rule which minimisse M(s), which decision rule

is called "minimax".
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN

Boyd Harshbarger

Mathamatical statistics, including the statistical design of experi-
inents, is a new discipline. It was in the late 2O1; that R. A. Fisher began
his work in the design of experiments. In 1933 he moved to the University
of London where the field of design was greatly expznded. ind&utry was
-low to adopt many or thu ideas developect by Fisher, Yates. and others.

Dr. Walter RI'ewl•rL uf the Bell Laboratories .ilihst tbe considered
tile "Father .: Statistics in Industry" in this country, but it was the organi-
zation and promotion ability of General Leslie Simon that finallir catimed
tho proper recognition of statistics. Many of us romenber the ten-di-,
w.t'nder courses of World War II which Yere directed by Dr. Hoinrook
Working and Dr. Edward Olds.

Industr. and government installations moved quickly from qual4ty
control to the design of experiments. In this area government Inst•,lations
appear to have developed their own pttern for the organisatioti and appli-
cation of statistics. On the other hand, companies like Bell Laboratories
developed large statistical departments wvhere consulting is concsntrated and
where statistical research is highly developed. Aa an example of an indus-
trial company engaged in government activities, Hercules Powder Company
has been active it, the application of statistics to propellant research, As
early as World War 11. classes were set up at the Radford Arsenal and soon
after full-time btatiaticians were employed.
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Steel companies, like U. S. Steel, oil conpauMes, chemical industries,
automobile corporations, and most of the defense industi"es row employ
statisticians. Some companies in certain industries have been more success-
ful in the introduction of statistical methods than others.

IL is fair to point out that statistics would n -t h&vw developed as rapidly
or as successfully if it had not been for the interests of governmenit agencies.
In this connection it is well to note that places like Aberdeen Proving Grounds
nave been most successful in toe use of statistics. The Army Research

Center at Durham gave some of their earliest grants in support for research
in the design of experiments. Redstone Arsenal and White Sands Proving
Grounds have used statistical methods si,"re their itiception. The success
of these two installations in statistics his boon limited somew iat by their
ability to secure competent statisticians.

What I have said about the Army is true of other military installations,

includir.& the Navy and Air Force, as well as space programs.

I am hoping that the panel will outline the most efficient method for
the use of statistics and statistical designs. I am suggesting that they
outline thc best method of approach as well as to where statistics should

be located in an organimation. This will vary from organisation to organi-
zatin and from installation to installation. I do feel, however, that the I
panel should tell us wiat they are doing in their particular activities and
what they might think would be best for them to do.

I 1lave asked each of the panelists to give us a ten minute, and only
ten mirutes, summary of their suggestions, When this is completed, wve
will then throw the, prog.ani zpen tor discussion,

STATISTICAL PERSONNEL ASSOCIATED WITH
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

Edwin L. Cox

Statisticians are active in many phases of the work of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. The remarks which follow will be concerned
with statistics and statisticians principally from Statistical Reporting
Service (SRS), rorest Service (FS), and Agricultural Research Service,
(ARS). It is probably correct to say that the main involvement of 'a
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statisticiane with R and D problems will be located in these above mentioned
organizational unite.

Before commenting specifically on some of the differences in needs
and practices as exemplified by these different organizational units some
overall generalizations will be presented, The statisticlans presently
employed will be found in the main to have had education and training in
a field of specialization other than mathematics or statistics. Of necessity
through experieuces or further training this prior background has been
added to in the pursuit of professional activity in statistics. The reason
for this finding Is not entirely duie to shortages of graduates with statis-
tical majors, It has bearing on various ot:ier factors; historical, personal,
etc.

The Statistical Reporting Service conducts and supervises a program
of Sample Surveys. Communication with the Census Bureau has been ire-
qupent. The Research and Development Branch of the Standards and Re-
search Division has a program of interpreting and developing the practice
of sampling methods for production and other estimates. SRS has a definite
program of sending statistical personnel where they can pursue a program
of graduate training in statistics. As might be expected from die misolon
of the organization, the training received is mainly in theory and methodology
nf sampling surveys and censuses.

The Forest Service has placed or intends to place statistical personnel
at all regional laboratores. The policy has generally been to expect that
r-rh statistical personnel have training in forestry. Additional training in
etietit•s has in the past been accomplished in part by the provisic•: of
spiciai courses by ;Grc-zt dervice statisticians. The statistical contributions
from the Forc&L Service have been typiwally in the areas of technique und
methodology. Rather specialiaed techniques of sampling have r-ceived
statistical evaluation.

In the Agricultural Research Service most of tho statistical per-
sonnel are organizationally located in i unit called Meimetrical Services.
Except for those assigned to the four utilisation laboratories, the m-m'iers
oL Biometrical Services are stationed in the Washington, D. C. area.
Their statistical cons ulting service to field stations is provided by
correspondence. In addition to statistical aid to ARS scientists in Washington
and Beltsville and in the field a computing laboratory is maintained as an
integral part of the unit, Biometrical services personnel in the main have
not received their primary graduate training In statistics. Some have pursued
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additxonai sudy in statistics or have gained competence by experience,
The scope of the subject matter which may come under consideration with
respect to problems of design and analysis of experiments covers the com-
plete range of agricultural experimentation. Statictical contributions from
this group have come principally in association with subject matter special-
ists. Several bulletins of specially statistical interest have been produced,

It would seem from the experience of these wcrkLng organisatione that
a firm acquaintance with subject matter is Important for statistical per.
sonnel kesociatet! with agricultural research. A coordination of statistical
techniques with this foundation seems to produce a person who has rapport
with the scientists and can aid -%nd adv4se them on nuns rtcal problems.
It may b- that some areas deserving statistical tools ha%.! been ignored but
until there is a felt need for attention, these areas are likely to remain un-
investigated.

THE NEEDS OF THE STATISTICAL ENOIN•-XINO PROORAMS

OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU1OF STANDARDS

Churchil E•senhart

welcome this opportunity to review the staffing needs and recruit.
mert difficulties of the statistical engineering progr•u-un f the National
Bureau of Standards because I feel that they are symptomatic of the needs

and recruitment problems of mnany of the statistic.,,'Al =dvi:ary and iunsulting
grouup in Oovernment laboratories, To provide the setting for my story,
let Tot. begin with a few word,, a-oit tha programs and functicns c4 tho
three statistical groups at the N:.-Ional Bureau n( Standards,

The major statistical pruiram of the National Bureau of Stanci..I
is thaL of the Statistical Engineering Laboratory of the Applied Mathe-
matic. Divisiau&, c. the maiin "campus" of the Bureau, in' Wash4.gtlon,

M, 0, This grvup, of which I was the Chief from its formal est,,%blishmenr
,.11 J,,y 1, It, l47 until June 10, 1963, is now under the direvution of Joseph
M,. Cxncron, Chief, and Joan R., Rosenblatt, Assistant Chief, The rrl,.-
cipal function of the Statistical Engineering Laboratory is to serve in an
advisory and supporting capacity to the Bureau's scientific and technical
personnel on the application of modern probability and statistical methods
in the physical sciences and engineering, Its staff also conducts research
on the theory and techniques of statistical inference and statistical design
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ol experi,. ents, with special reference to problems that arise iii physical
science and engineering experimentation; and to a lesser extent, on maths-
matical and statistical aspects of the definition, measurement, andi speci-
fication of the reliability of components and asoumblie., with particular
attention to the evaluation of the reliability of electronic components and
systems,

There are two other, mucI smaller, statistical g- aups at the National
Bureau of Standards, One of these is located in the Polymers Division, on
the Washington carnpus; the other, in the Office of the Manager of the Boulder
Laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards, in Boulder, Colurado,
Both uf these groups operate independently of the Statistical Engineering
Laboratory. The Polymers Division group concentrates on development
of statistical techniques for the design, analysis, and interpretation of
physical and chemical data pertinent to the evaluation of the measurement
techniques in the field of polymers; P!ý', in recent y--.rv, has been actively
engaged in studies of measurement processes dealing with polymeric materials
from the viewpoints of interlaboratory standardiration and the nred for
standard ruforence materials. The Boulder Laboratories group epecialises
in adapting existing general statistical methods to the experimental work
of the Boulder Laboratories, and to developing mathematical models of
stochaitic phenomena of interest in scientific and engineering programs

hoi il Boulder Laboraturies,

Both the service and the research activi-ies of 1Il three of these grjups
would benefit from additional personnel. I shall, however, restrict my
Lomments principally to the needs of the Statistical Engi,,esring Laboratr,i,
am lhis is the group with whi-., I am most familiar,

To begin with, the Statis,;i.l FIn~inoering Laboratoey's service
acririties -- its provieionr of advice and assistance to NBS staff na, 1 '•zrs
on r,:atistical ampects of their calibrations, research, and development
pri'ams -- is continually hampered by shortage of pcrconnll. Thl
avAZlable "consultants" are frequently involved in four or five mnajor
consulting projects at one time, and therefore krced to reduce the time
spent on any one project. The Laboratory has continual need for a0"tional
specialists in experimental statistics to enable it to give some projects the
detailed thorough study they warrant. The background of these specialists
should include as a minimum a strong MS in statistics with some first-
hand experience in the design and aalysis of experiments. Second, both
the service and the research activities of the Statistical Engineering
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Laboratory would benefit if the Laboratory were able to attract a succession
of topnotrh young Ph, D's in mathematical statistics who desire to $ain some
firsthand contact with applications in the physical sciences and engineering

before devoting the remainder of their careers to teaching in a university
or college, or to working In industry or in one of the ever-increasing number
of non-profit research institutes. The scientific and technical programs of

the National Rureau of Standards, embracing almost every area of the physi-
cal sciences, afford unusual opportunities for gaining experience in the appli-
cation of modern statistical tools,

Unfortunately, both from the Bureau's viewpoint and from the long-
range view ot application of statistical methods in the physical sciences
and engineering in this country, the number of qualified applicants for
positions in the Statistical Engineering Laboratory at all levels is almost
nil, There are several reasons for this situation, Let us consider first
thu Laboratory's "red carpet" positions, its Postdoctoral Resident Re-
search Associateships in probability and mathematical statistics. 1

A recipient of one of those Research Associateships is expected to
devote his efforts entirely to advanced training and research in some
aspect of probability and mathematical statistics related to the work Af
the Statistical Engineering Laboratory, In recent years, research activities
of the Laboratory have been directed toward the evaluation of existing and
tl,. d"pvelopment of new statistical techniques of value for the applications
in physical science and engineering experimentation, with special attention
to "practical properties" of statistical techniques, including questions of
power, efficiency, robustness, consequences of misappLications, The
"advanced training" may consist merely of passively observing nature,
and t•,, manner In which we car-v out, our conoultative and rAdvlsocy ser-
vices in pruL4•,,Uii.Ld mathenw.tical statistics 'rho Research Asso-
ciate way elect to participate in :ne nf these consultative and advisory

The:u awa'da are part of a broad program sponsored by the National
Bur.eu of Standards, in cooperation with the National Academy of
Sciences -- National Research Council. Their purpose is "to Provide
youn4a rcientiste of unusual ability and promise an opportunity for fui.4k-
mental research in various branches of the physical and mathematical
sciences". Intended principally for recent Ph. D's and Sc, DO#, the awards
carry an annual gross stipend equal to the 0S- 12 entrance salary in the
U. S. Civil Service, Applicants' qualifications are evaluated by a board
of selection appointed by the National Academy of Sciences -- National
Research Council,
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activities tn gp.in insight, inspiration, and some practLCal experience -- but
he is under no obligation to do so. tn spite of the hvaor accruing to the re.
c ipiuu•La of these Research Aseociateships by virt-ue of the administration
of the program by the National Academy of Sciences -- National Research
Council, and of the definitely preferential status accordbd them in the
Statistical Engineering Laboratory, in 4 out of the 7 years of the progr•rmo
existence there were no applicants for the Research Associateship in prob-
ability and mathematical statistics in the Statistical Engineering Laboratory,
the present year being one of the "dry" years, and in only one year were
there as many as 2 candidates. In contrast, each year there have been
ample applicante in "pure" mathematics, and in many branches of physics
and chomis try.

Thoee are, I believe, at least four reasons for this dearth of appli-
cants for these Postdoctoral Resident Relsearch Associate ships in prob-
ability and mathematical statistic.: F there are far fewer Ph. D's
specializing in probability and mathematical statistics than in the other
branches of mathematkic -- and, a fortiori, than in the more popular
branches of physics and chemistry. Second, although the Statistical
Engineering Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards is one of
the principal center. nf research in the application of statistical theory
and methods in the physical and engineering sciences in this country, its
activities are primarily of interest to groups engaged in measurement,

isilbration, and testing in the physical and onginoertng sciences, and are
v very little Interest to -- and carry no special authority in -- the de-
partments of mathematics, where the majority of courses In mathema~ical
statistics are taught. In contrast, the work of many divisions of the
Na onal Bureau of Standards is vital to research and development progsians
in the physical-science %ed e•gineering departments ot .lieges and
universitien, Third, the preoent-day Ltaining in statistics at most of
tho universities or colleges in this country is so strongly nrimnted toward
theory, with little attention to applications, that the majority of the
av-ccessful candidates for MA and PhD degrees in probability and xnsthe..
ma.ical Statistics have already developed a strong distaste for appLications,
partly ft•m a the expreased contempt of "mathernatician's mathematicians"
towards anything "applied" in contrast to "pure", and partly from lack ý:
experience with applications and resulting fear of the unknown, Gonueguently,
even explicitly research-oriented "positions" in a government Laboratory
are shied away from, being regarded as having an applied "taint", Iourth,
the small number of individuals who do have the requisite training and interest
are, for the most part, either lured into industrial applications by the much
higher salaries offered by industry and the ever-growing number of "non-

• • de •l I
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profit' private research institutes, or take positions with universities
where they .an engage simultaneously in teaching and research under
the contract arrangements now generally available, for the most part
with Government funds. These latter are able to offer the usual induce.
meets of university appuintments and title*, less atrinsent working hours,

opportunity fre teaching and private consulting, for extra muney froij, tho
"outside", and now also in many cases equal or higher salaries as well,

Let us now consider the wituation at the lower professional levels in
the Statistical Engineering Laboratory. In comparison with other sections
of the NBS, and in rel:ltion to customary mniaaernment norms, the Statis-
tical Engineering Laboratory has always been 1Ltop heavy", that is, has
always had an unusually large fraction of its staff in the upper professioital
brackets, This, I believe. is characteristic of most conpulting groups.
In the 1950 a (" the good old days") when our recruiting at the PhD-levul
was mnore successful, the Laboratory was especially top-heavy with PhD'@;
and the median Civil Service grade ot the 11 pnrefesei,'nal members of the
year-around staff was GS-12, i.e. , one grade above the entrance level for
brand-new PhD's in MathemaAce and Mathematical Statistics, Today
(October 1963) the corresponding median grade of the year-round staff, in-
cluding myself as an"honorary member", is 05-13; i.e. one grade above
the entrance level for "quality" PhD' s in mathematics and mathematical
statistics - and only "quality' PhD's seem to be available.

'Th.: Statistical Engineering Laboratory has always managed to get

along with far fewer personnel in the lower professional levels than mst.
statistical consulting and advisory groups because it has never noeded a
mixchie computing group within the Laboratory itself on account of the
exi~tence and general avrailabill'v within the Bureau of th" corpI.uti&g ser-
vices of the NAS Loromputation L.A..oratory, The senioi, staff of the Statisi-
cal Engineering Laboratory, Un UL6e other hand, have been obliged for many
yearv to do for themselves various "chores" that normally would L.-. thA

ansiz•ied work of"graduate assistants" at a large university and of S-5 ano
GS-7 level pruressional aseistant@ in many other laborateries. Oiur rhort-
age of support staff at these levels has stemmed from the almout complete
lacW of qualified candidates for lower-and-middlu -za.k prufesaio•al positions
in an L-il-cal and mathematical statistics, a situation which, in turn, s.ams
from the fact that in the United States statistics is largely a post-graduate
field of specialization. As a result there are very few applicants for Statis-
tician positions at the bachelor' s-degree (05-5 or GS-?) entrance levels who
have training in statistics that is comparable in scope and depth to the train-
ing in physics or chemistry that is required of applicants for Physicist and
Chemist positions at the same entrance levels,

• mm m• im - e 5
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In other sections of the Bureau, where thu work involves the
traditional fields of chemistry, physics, and engineering, there is
a continual influx of "new young blood" directly out of colleges and
universities, at the bachelor's and master's degree levels. Theme
junior professionals assist the higher-uips with the more straight-
forward phases of the day-to-day operations of the groups concerned,
and a few, througn on-the-job-experienre and in-service training, rise
in d•e cotirse to higher popitions in the organization. To date, the
Statistical Znglineering Laboratory has been obliged to get along with-
out the "normal" complement of lower level assistants on account of
the peculiar cl rcurmnstances of the statistical profession. It nay be,
however, that in time the current trends in the undergraduate maths-
matics curriculum will produco ain inerwased numlber of qualified
applicants for junior positions.

The staff of a consulting group like the Statistical Engineering
Laboratory will, nevertheless, always tend to be top-heavy because
of the nature uf its work, A statisti.al consuitant has to be prepared
to handle a wide variety of problems: when a physicist telephones to
say he has a problem in least-squares analysia, it may turn out that
his real pr.LAllm (from thu professional etatisticisn's point of view)
is in experiment design, or numerical analysis, or components of
variance. The consultant who is assigned to provide advice must
have a sufficiently broad background to identify ihe problem correctly
and to be able to apply the relevant theory and methods. An especially
important part of the requisite background in the t|li 'uu-h advanced
tvaining in probability and distribution theory that enables the statis.
.ican to steer M safe course through the adaptation of standard t,.oh-
tiques for applirntior. in wie almost univorsal!r nrm. oLandard circum.

stanese that :.rise in physical sciencu i vestigations.

While it is not necessary that each consultant be an expert in evt,&1
field of statistics (this would be absurd), it ii alos true that consultinl
work will not suit the tastes of a narrow specialiwt who dcoon't care
to know about any field except his own.

In summary, our efforts to recruit brand.new college graduates,
MA's, and PhD's has been discouragingly unsuccessful in recent
years, I have summarized norrm of the factors cohtrihulting tr. this
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situation, Fcortvinately we have beer. a bit more successful in recruiting
MAI ' and PhD's who have been "ouV' for a year or two; and some of our
MA'I have grown into full PhD's right on the job, through on-the-job
experience and"outside" job-related course worki and at least two of
our present staff are headed in the same direction. We just wish that
more promising young men and women would "give as a try#" enroute
to their ultimate careers.

SOME THINGS THE STATISTICIAN SHOULD KNOW

Frank E. Grubbs

In continuing this completisly unrehearsed program, perhaps the first
remark that should be made concerning what types of statisticians are

neoded in R k D laboratories is that they should be good ptatisticianst
The next remark is that the statistician should know quite well or Learn
aij thoLoughly as possible the field of application. This is especially
de.irable or necessary in the engineering and scientific fields, or other
fieldp-, where physical, mathematical, biological, etc, models are in

many cases already available. To speak only in statistical terms is a
lost cause Indeedl Also, the statistician in many R & D l1aboratories
is a r.ermber of a team -- his methods are well worthwhile and needed,
althou,•, it seems to be a rather natural fact that the statistician is m'.e
prone to criticism than ary •-.fh&s colleagues. But this to c-i in the game
of thhigs, and we n.ust remember that the ;-ion-stat'Istical investigator is
often a bit jealous of the power und ussiulnoss of statistical method- In
mumA problems, on the other hand, statistics cannot help.

The types of statisticians needed depend very much on what thvy actu-
ally do in R & D laboratories, so we must examine this momentarily, There
is the obvious need for occasional otatistical analysla of data (lncludi, u "hc
comnlon tests of significance, regression analysis, etc.) and the statistical
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design and analysis of scientific experiments, Factorial experimentation,
incmnlleto block designs, Latin and Graeco-Latin Squares, lattices, etc.
are all of considerable importance, as is also the search for optimum
operating conditions utilining Box techniques. Intoerproetations of the data,
however, must always be in terms of the physical picture involved, al
this is the basic requirement originally desired,

At the Ballistic Research Laboratories ( andi no doubt R & D labora-

tories generally), curve fitting ij of importance. 1 distinguish between
the fitting of "physical" laws or curves in general and the fitting of fre-

q4uency distributions, In ordinary curve fitting, the physicist or engin-
eer is oftentimes trying to linearise his data in addition to trying to get
the "best" fit, He plots data on a logarithmic scale, etc. The statis -
tician could be especially helpful (if he can get his hands on the data!)

since he is us ually adept in the up e of transfornmation$, least equates
and testing the significance of parameLers. (Iteration is often required to
estimate parameters, )

There is also the need for fitting frequency distributions, The
Pearson system of frequency curves is quite general (includIng even
the Weibull die tribution of much current interest) and the method of
moments very us eful in practice as compared to maximum likelihood
estimatioi, which although theoretically elegant and efficient, is often not
.u watiety Ing prnctically. (I must remark that a tvtis ticians coming out

t:f the graduate schools now have most likely not studied the Pearson
syatem of frequency curves or the Gram-Charlier Sc;-ies, etc, 1)

The big, new field of endeavor in Army R It D work it that of
Operations Renearcli, skd 'n .his I include the ver,, i.Liportant field of
Weapon ystemsl evaluatiun In the latter cast, ag in much OR w0r)0,
we often get somewhat away from sognificance testing, experi,,.tal
designs, etc, and uome face-to-face with the requirement for probabi-
li• 'ic models. We predominantly speak of "hit probabilities, 11"k11ll
pl^'babilities," coverage problems concerning the ocverlap mwapon
"lethal areas" on the target area, distribution of thQ range of engage-
nment, chance of winning an engagument, etc. But again, the statI".
thtan is badly needed. The calculation of many probahilities of hitting,
for example, is closely tied in with the distributior of quadratic forms
in normal variables, the distribution of range of Gagagement is often
of thri Pearson Type III or Gamma class of frequency distribution, etc.
Also, for weapon systems evaluation problems, there i ever-present
the requirement for combining several frequency distributions to

. * - • . li m in
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obtain the s•gLTe or overail characteris ation of weapon s ystem perform-
ance, if possible, Reliability studies represent a very importeint facet
of the field of weapons evaluation and the statistician can be very valuable
here too, Some reliability theory mhould be in the present curricula for
statistics, Thus, the properly qualified statistician can do ri.-'.-,'h for this
new field and he Is a necessary purt of it,

Finally, my time is getting sho•t', but I must mention that a very
special, highly qualified type of statiAticlan in voey often needed, He is
the type that must be right up-to-date with the neat recent advance, in
the state of the art theoretically. He Is the one who is pushing the
frontier* forward in many areas. combining developments from many
areas a:ud, for example, includinii time series studies, varianeo-eomponent
analyses, multi-varlate normal theory, the treatment of error% of
measurement, precision and accuracy, etc. The practical typee of
prublems I s peak of are Rlteady with us and the demand Is moo t urgent
for accurate estimation p:,'••cdures , I refer to the tracking data
analysis problem for m~is•ile crajectories, which Dr. David Duncan
will discuss at the gent-ral session tomorrow, For suah problemB, we
see the need for the most highly trained statistician and the requirement
is likely to grow considerably.

f vmark and observe that many of the papers presented in thil con-
ferciico indicate the types of statisticians needed in R & D laboratories,

In oummary, therefore, in R. & D laboratories we need both the
apylLc,4 statistician who will analyse data statistically, carry out design
of ew.porlments, etc. anA he]p u•1.•rs do their jnb better, A1.1- we need
the theuretical statistician for ,*'&Anly very nompicaK problems crupping up
on the frontiers of knowledile, i. vither cabe, however, the statistician
mum t.,•ow the physical or engineering fields quite well in order that hL.
may muke the beo t contribution pos a Lble,
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DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES OF STATISTICIANS
IN R & D LABORATORIES

John L. McDaniel

The word "laboratory" in the Defense context has many meanings,
Used loosely, as we all tend to do, it encompasses the full spectrum of
weapon technology from basic research through production, Further,
each service hat problums unique to their miss ions) and thus have
discreet requirements for its laboratories, Naturally, my remarks
will be aligned toward our Army laboratories in general and our miSsile
laboratories of the Ariny Missile Command In particular, I believe
however my remarks will be sufficiently general to be useful in our
broad disci,,o ion of ReS earch L Development Laboratories,

The R lk D laboratories of the Army Missile Command are an
organic part of a Commodity Command, The commodity is mis silos,
therefore it is an intrins ic responsibility of our laboratories to concern
themselves with a nio iion which covers first, research; second, the
generation of new mis Sile concepts to fulfill the requirements of the
future Army; and thir%1 the technical support required in the fielding of
missile systems now in cievelopmunt, In carrying out this broad
mission the laboratories must be c~onstantly mindful of the system
characteristics which assure that the weapon will ftuniction reliably in
the environment anywhere in Uhe world that the Army is requested to
fight.

The formula for discharging this responsibility contains many
termo. One of the te-ne e men and it is this term t.ý we will dis.
cuss, The e-licessful ol•aration of IR R 0 labOratories requireb teamwork
of the moen. The team is rnade up of persons trained in the physical
aciences and in the various fields of engineering, The statiettciai, i:"
,*~u'w • ~ot, rather than a casual partner of this toam.

My first des irable attribute then for the statistician for R #A D

labraoresis n ndviualtow as& a team member i~n -Provis o!ýI
7-labewa~nsses To operate effectivl as a ~membot of this
team the statistician must have a fair amount of formal education in
hils field and a great amount of appreciation for the physical sciencem.
and for engineering.

• " " • • • • " , m u- •l mm
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The statistician plays a key role in the area of reliability. Reliability
is a function oi the Arny' a decision from beginning to end. Men experienced
in this unique business can look objectively at a development program, almost
botoro it begins, and identify the reliability problems we can expect to encounter,
Reliability must be built i•nto all the dicisions which hre inade through an "n-
tire program, thrnugh design, tests of successive stages of design, through
..urrections made during design, through further testing, through production
and the assurance of quality production, through supply and protection of
quality in the supply network.

My pcond desirable chakacterlstic of a statistician in the R It D labora-
tories then is an individual trained in the techniques of reliability as this
reliability relates to a weapon system throughout its life cycle.

Decisions regarding the inissile systems genorated by the R. t D labors.
tortes musst be made by men who have to stand-up and be counted. Stand
up and be counted by the men who must answer to the combat soldier who
takes the missile system into the battlefield with his life In his hands, We
cannot have those decisions nade by other people for us. These decisions
must be made on the basis of oar knowledge, v'einforced by the knowledge
of others in equally objective positions. In dealing with the computitive
commercial world we must be in a position truly to control our missile
business. We must have technically competent people in our laboratorius
who i, o conflicting interests and who therefore can afford to be objective.

T hird then the statistician in the R. & D laboratories roust be teirhniclAlh
coMpetent in missile technology and must have a full measure of obectivity,

There are those who baliev- tK,.t reliablc mnissile systearis ve.,; os pro.
vided to the user without governnis.ur competence l.n in-house RI & D lab-
oraLurles, This belief ignore# bon Y, vry basic principles,

First, the competitive commercial industry engaged In missile system
engitiec'ing requires control, To apply this control a capa&liity to •,on-
trol io rerqLuired, not just by suggestion but by direction when necessary,

Sec :nJ, the capability to control requires knowledge and experience.
Withotut this experiense vne must rely on faith and hopeful trust, The
ongineer cannot know whether his faith is well placed unless he has first
lihnd knowledge.

• " ° " • • w llll im • ii Ii
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Engineerlng and scienmific knowledge deteriorates in a vacdurn.
Unless the engineer has the responsibility for actual hardware work, for
gettir.g his hands dirty, he will become the kind of engineer who looks over

drawings and hopes he is right, but has a measure of doubt ts to his wis -

dos since he is not current with the statA.,of-the-art,

My fourth premise then is that the statistician in the A & !) laboratoreL'
must have confidence in his own knowledge, This knowledge mnust come from
working with the hardware, not just sitting in a staff position and waLting
for a problem to be brought to him,

in order to afford to the scientists and engineers the requl: ed knowladge
a small amount of our business muct be done in-house. Znouh to allow us

to controi the rest of our missile business. I have heard that a good many
years ago when Henry Ford started to build a small steel plant a committee
of the Congress called him and questioned him abuut monoply, "Isn't there
enough steel in the country for you", he was asked. "yen Sir" Ford
answered, "well theat", the committee asked, "why do youbuild a steel
plant?" Henry Ford's answer is maid to have beea, -- "Gentlemen, to
learn enough about making steel to know what I'm buying from the steel-
makers, "

Gentlemen, I submit finally we require statisticians in the R a. D
laboratories as a key member of the team to help Lin remain leaders in
missiles so we can influence what we're buying from the missile-
makers.

STAT15TICIANS IN AIR FORCT OI.CANiZATIONS

Paul R. Rider

In the first place let me tell you about some of the Air rorre org&ni-
rationu that are concerned with statistical uzaethods. How these orgatni-
.ations originated and developed is ably described by my colleague and
erficemate H. Leon Harter, in an article, "Statistics in the Air .1c-co
Research Programn," which appeared in the American Statistician for
October, 1962 (Vol. 16, no. 4, pp. Z3.a4) and was reprinted as Appendix
B in Harry J, Eisenmnan's History of Mathematical Statistics Research
at the Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Office of Aerospace Rese-arch,
United States Air Force, Washington D. C., 1962. Consequently I shall
not go into historical matters here,
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Two elements of the Office of Aerospace Research handle practically
all of that vrganisation'ua basic research program in statistics. One of
these elements is the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, also lo-
cated in Washington. It has as its principal function the awarnlng and
monitoring of contracts and granta for basic research. The subject matter
of the statistics contracts includes nonparamnetric methods, order statistics,

estimation theory, distributions of statistical functions, design and analysis
of experiments, decision theory, foundations of probability, limnit theorems,
stochastic proeessoe, Markov processes, and combinatorial analysis, as
well as applications of probability and statistics,

The other elvment in the statistics group of the Applied Mathematics

Research Laboratory, a component of the Aerospace Research Laboratories,
located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, This element performs
most of the in-house basic research in statistics; it also does a small
amnunt of consulting work and monitors a few contracts in areas closely
related tc the internal work. These areas include design and analysis of
experiments, estimation uf parameters, and probability theory. Specific
topics being studied are transformations in the analysis of variance, multi-
ple comparisons tests, multivariate analysis, the use of order statistics
and functions of ordt r statistics (e. g., range and quasi-range) to obtain
estimates of parameters, mixed and truncatod distributions, information
theory, circular error probabilities, and probabilistic models for applied
niLlLumatical problems. Members of this group have conducted courses
in bLatistics and sponsored masters' theses by students in the Air Force
Institute of Technology, although they are not at present engaged iri any
fori-nal instructional activities.

The Operations An.lyx•i Oi.lce at Headqtartews USA' ,se.s statistical
methods extensively and performs a certain amouat of research in applied
statistics,

The Atr Force Systems Command makes extensive use of etatistk.s ai:

a research tool and performs a fair amount of research tn applied statis-
tics, Among the various divisions of AFSC, probably the one haeing the
most oxtensive program of statistical research is tne recently formed
Bioa.tronautics Division; particular mention should be made of the wurl% of
the School of Aviation Medicine located at Brooks Air Force Base, Texas,
and the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio, At tho School of Aviation Medicine, research is being

performed or monitored on the statistical theory of epideirics, the sampling
distribution of the characteristic routs of Wishart matrices, the analysis
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of ropao-d neas•rements, classification statistics, and non-parametric
aeveral-sample tests. At the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratoriv%
research has been performed on distribution-free tests and considerable
use has been made of the design and analysis of experiments in their testing
of materlals, equipment, rations, physical endurance, etc, In the Ballistic
Missile Division of AFSC some applied statistical research has been ad-
ministered by the Air Force Missile Development Center at Holloman Air
Forco Base, New Mexico, and by the Air Force Missile Test Center at
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida, Naturally, muudi uf the work at these
two centers is concerned with reliability,

The Air Force Logistics Command employs statistical quality control
and acceptance sampling techniques.

Contract groups are the Rand Corporation at Santa Monica, California
and the Institute for Air Weapons Research at the University of Chicago.

I have tried to sketch i. picture of the present state of statistics in the
Air Force research and development program, and now I shall attempt to
say how I think the situation can be improved. I would not urge any change
in the overall organization. I do believe that many more statisticians could
be used in all of our fields of endeavor. We could use more research statLs-
.,eians. eO course, it is impossible, or at least difficult, to force the
direction of basic research, but some effort could oe made to assemble groups
of statisticians with common Interests in problems that would likely have
some useful application to Air Force problems some time in the future. I
W'oUld not, however, throw out any project simply because no possible
aplcation can be imaginutl fkr it, even in thu iar-distant fulure. it is well
knnwn thaL *aaA dlievrivo wh",;h at one tirna we!e .nsldered of academiic
interest only have subsequent-; been found to be of great practical utility,
For example, group theory, onct regarded as of no conceivable -,e his
become extremely important In the design of experiments.

But mainly I should like to wee more statisticians employed as consul.
tants in various fields. These persons should b- familiar with the parti-
cular fields in which their services are employed, whether this be thti
physical sciences, the biological, logistic, or other. Ideally, a strong
group of such persons with practical knowledge and sound theoretical training
should be attached to every important research or development organisatlon.
This would probably not be feasible because of the difficulty of getting a
sufficient number of qualified statisticians. The next-best plan would

el - u
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doubtless ..j to have a central bureau oi consultants whose services would
be available to those organizations desiring them. I do not want to bring
up the question of unifying the armed services, but I see no reason why

the advice and assistance of such a buroau should not be available to any

organisation within the Department of Defense.

In i|ummary, I think we need more statisticians of all kinds, and al-
though I ae connected with a group whose primary nAission is basic re-
search, I believe that the greatest need is for statistical consultants,

those who can give practical aid on important research and development

problems needing immediate solution,

DESCRIBABLE CHARACTERISTICS IN A STATISTICIAN

William WolMan

"What type of physicist is needed in a laboratory" or "What type of
astronomer is needed for an observatory" are questions which are rarmly
asked, Why? Because the prime and overriding requirement is for a
scientist with the highest technical qualifications. In considering the
question as to what type of statistician is needed, we are dealing with
s,.r.whnt of a different problem, What makits it a different problem?
To enumerate a few characteristics regarding a statistician, the following

points come to mind:

L. He must deal with other scientists and engineers,

z. Thu Livli l iiew and is -1 relatively unknown s.'ientific discipline.

Thure are many poople in the profession who got in throuj' theI

back door and who are technically not up to par.

4, He inust be willing to communicate and listen to other people's
technical problems.

As a basic requirement the statistician must have adequate technical

quaiifications, I would include a sound foundation in the design and anaLysis
of experiments -- the Analysis of Variance, Multipts Comparison Methods
and knowledge of some of the more exoti, designs, such as, "split plot".

"fractional replication" and response surface techniques, The level of
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underht;:.•ding should be that which Ls deocribed In such nxcellent books as
Kempthorne, Drowula.c, Sochran and C'x, and Schaffd, references i, Z, 3,
and 4. A knowledge of the theory of estimnation including confidence inter-
vals and the determination of annrces of variation as measured by variance
components is another technical area of importance for the laboratory
statistician. Furthermore, some knowledge of the various types of fixed
and random models for the Analysis of Variance is important, I would
like to recommend that if a laboratory desires a statistician that they hire
a professional. Today, there are at leant a domen first-class uAniversities
which have programs in modern statistical theory and its application, It
is not sufficient tQ transform a member of another discipline into a statim-
tician, The common practice of using a 'warm~ed over" engineer as a
6tatistician can only lead to undesirable consequences. I would like to re-
iterato that I am not speaking about many fine statisticians whose original
training was in some other discipline and who later in their career drifted
into sitatistics, I have frequently encountered individuals who make the
statement, "I am not a statistician" and then enter into a lengthy dis-
course on some statistical cquestions and consider their opening dioclaimer
a license to commit every conceivable kind of technical and logical error,
In closing this paragraph I would like to point out that the technical requive-
ments which I have enumerated above are only examples and should be
supplemented with a sound foundation in statistical inference and probability.
Forthermore, I am referring to a conQl|tknt statistician and not a research
Ptatistician, namely, one who doeo research in the theory and mnethods of
mathematical statistics.

Having sound technical qualifications is not sufficirot for a consulto, 5
ct..tiatician iu thi laboratovrv He must be able to comm•unu0Ate and sipeak
the Ian'gual. ut hli ,eilow mc:',,idttmto and enginestsa. dome understanding o0
the subject ruatter is also rric..,datnoy. lie must certainly find out what the
iivPsteigator whom he is trying to help wants to uncover or dete*.i'-, For
example, if it is a problem of determining which of two processed are sup.u.
ior. then h; must recornmend to the experimenter a proceduro whhich will
pr.•vide at least a 50:50 chance of detecting differences of a magnitude
which are ronsidered to be of consequence, A .. nowied•e and understanding
of iasoratory techniques and metrology Is certainly a most desira ltu know-
ledge for the statistician in the laboratory, Wilson's book, reference 5,
gives an account of some of the functions arid requirements for thu experi.
menter and statistician in the laboratory,

Ap a consultant, the statistician must also have certain personal
characteristics it he is to perform his job auccessfully, He must have a
desire to help his fellow scientists and he must be able to communicate with
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them freely. Hlis attitude should not be antagonistic or domineering. He
should realize that he is performing a technical support function which is
usually not in the limelight of an operation. I have found that if the experi-
mentors in the laboratory feel that .bu have somothing to sell, namely, that
you are able to help them in their work thatyou will soonbe in a position of
having more to do than you can possibly handle,

Some closing remarks as to the organizntional location for a statistician
in a laboratory follow: The statistician should have easy access to the
experimenters and should not be hindered by any organizational harriers,
It is usually desirable to deal with the experimenters in an Informal manner.
Cunstraints in terms of reporting and approval procedures should be hold
to an absolute minimum, For instance, keeping track as to the number of
contracts a statistician has with his colleagues is virtually meaningless, The
contributions of a consultant statistician are often very difficult to measure
and may consist of an acknowledgment at the end of an experimenter's paper
in a technical journal, or a statement of appreciation made at a meeting. I
do not consider the formal organizational location of the statistician to be
particularly important it he can perform his functions In a manner as I have
nultined above, It is only if the organimational location is concerned with the
remuneration that the individual is to receive that it may be an important
quo stion.
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TYPES OF STATISTICIANS NkLEDEDj

Donald A. Gardiner

The research and development laboratory needs two types of statis-
tician to occupy throe kinds of position on the statistical consulting staff.
1, would call the two types of statistician the externs' consultant and the in-
ternal consultant. The external consultant is the sl ,oisticiaan who talks
with the sciuntist or subject matter specialist about his problem and
atte mpts to work out a solution. The internal consultant is the statistician
who consults with statistici asn and mathematicians. The three kinds of
position may beat be explained by ref-renc n to the accompanying dilagr•i,

The diagram show a what I think the structure of a statistical consult-
ing staff should look like. The circled portion represents a basic "module"
or building block of the organization. I have shown two modules, but a largu
organimation may need more, A smaller laboratory ,nay need one module
ý'e only a part of one. The letter symbols ars interpreted an follows:

Wil MathA•,' | .4 or theoretical statister~ian
ES .paerimental or applied sLattsticiAn

S Statistician, eicher mathematical or experimental
PR Programmer

Although I consider the programmcr a basic arnd very important part of
the organisation, a discussion of his role and his caaracteri*tics is aot per-
tinent to this panel.

The external consultants are the S and ES statisticians, Both of theme
people treat directly with ilia customer, Therefore, they should be person-
able, they should meet people well, and have the ability to express them.
selves clearly in a non-mathemattcal manner, These qualities are desirable
in the internal consultant, too, but they are not absolutely necessary, While
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we are conseifcraig the internal consultant, it might be well to point out
how his position could be filled in the case of the laboratory which does
not have a full statistical saff. I think that in this case the services of an
MS statistician might be obtained on a part-tihnm basis--perhaps by hiring
a consultant from a university for a few days each month,

The S and ES statisticians should have a science background. This is
probably beat obtained by taking aBachelor of Science degree at a university.
The mathematical scientistician would need mathematics training equivalent
to a masters degree in mathematics, More important, however, is their
education in statistics. Both the 5 and Md statistician should have statis-
tical training at the Ph, D, level and the ICS statistician at the masters
level. I do not want to say that these degrees should be required, However,
the levels of training I have in mind can be obtained today only in the graduate
schools by courses of study leading to the Ph. D. and masters degrees.

I do not suscribe to the idea that A Statistician working with chemists
shuald have intensive training ts a chemist nor that a statistician working
with engineers should have training as a engineer. To paraijhase George
Box * in this ragard, there would then be little point in training chemists
or engineers -- only statisticians, But I would require that the statis.
ticians be willing to Phuw their igmnrance in the field of application, To
bc Qlei to help the scientist they must be inquisitive even to the point of
asking stupid questions,

*G. E, P. Box, "The Exploration and ExpLoitation of Response Sif'acestaI

Some General Considerations and Examples, 11 p. 16-60 in BlormEtriLs,
vol 10, (1954).

f
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AN ANALYSIS Ol' FACTORIAL
EXPERIMENTAL, DESIGNS

L. W. Kesting
U. S. Army Missile Command

Redstone Ar, unal, Alabama

ABSTRACT, A simple technique involving the analysis of variance is
propoe-fohe initial evaluation of data obtained from a iuctorial experi-
mental design, The application in prepirted fno a anaral two-factor
rectangle that could result from any factorial design. Equations were
developed that permit the use of a uniform, simplified work sheet. An
experimental design using the technique is proposed for studying the
effects of heat on the insulation barriers separating auxiliary rockets
from other missile components. A factorial design is suggested with
four factors at levels 4, 4, 3, and 2, "confounded" in the multiple inter-
actions, The type, thickness, and positions of insulation materials
and the type of str, uctural material supporting the insulation are con-
sidered, More test information and greater precision for less test time
and equipment are the advantages of factorial designs of the type suggested.
A numerical example illustrates the application of the analysis of the
,ariance technique at marginal conditions of significance,

SYMBOLS&

A, 3, C, D Positions

r, It Insulation type

o, a, b lasulattoo thickness

k# m, n, p Levels
Combirtationa

5 Sum of squares

T 'To tal

V Variance

X Data point or measurement

x y, a Support material type of
thickness
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SYMBOLS (CONT,)

d, i, Degrees of freedom

I, I . Factors

(1) (2). Material setm

W Estimated standard deviation
of a population

SUBSCRIPTS

C Column

E Error

o Combination measurement

£ Column measurement

j Row measurement

R Row@

S Subtotal

T Total

W Within groups

Variable I, J, or a

INTRODUCTION The use ot a factorial design with confounded
multiple interactions can improve preciwion and reduce the coot of testing.I
The varius comhinations, when collected iWto groups, form natural
partition,' of the whole program. Tests on the parts can often be ppiformed
indjjuiýt•ntly, kthua, diffcrant batches of raw materials, pieces of tent
equipment, and experimental environments can be assigned to the parts,
As factors are shown to be insignificant, the aseociated results and
degrcep mi freedom can be combined with other factors to more pre-
cisely determine th.fir effect. The investigator, in consequence, can
arhirva a systematiz examination of the data available.

I
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Factorial designs are applicable to many fields of study in which
observations are made, The principles are used extensively in biWo-joy,
medicine, psychology, economics, and sociol.3gy, In certain fields .,
chemistry and enginrsering the use is more :limited, To quote Dr. Ychiden
(Reference 1)i "Among chemists, the reception so far accorded thWs
experimental device is reminist.ent of the dilemma of the young man
seeking employment, No one will hire him until he ha@ experience,
and he cannnet got this experien~ce until someone gfivois him a job, 11

The conflict between the use of formal experimental deslljns, ad
the "shotgun" approach to research problems is well known. Formal
debigne will usually be attempted if time is available to select os
originate them and properly treat the results, For the average scien-
tist or engineer, who has only a nodding acquaintance with statistical
principles, the digging from text books for a method to analyze a
specialised factorial design is no small task, It boils down to a matter
of cost, time, and ability, but not necessarily naiveness on the part of
the investigator,

The purpose of this paper is to show in detail a simple application
of the analysis of vaziance to a general factorial experimental design,
This paper is intended for the scisentist or engineer who can see ad.
vantages in confounding but has limited time and resources for an
analysis of this type. Detailed steps are presented including a work
sheet and presentation form, The method of -pplicaton is based upon
ýundamental expressions derived in several texts (References 2, 3, 4,
and 5) and upon the solution of numerical examples in Reof*ence 1. An
example t4 gt," t.:at 1filusztrates the method for a ipocific research problem,

METHOD. In some scientific investigations an attempl l -n-de to
hold all factors constant except the one under immediate sttidy. Teots
6re run on the variable under immediate study, which is then heod' can.
spant while a second factor is varied. The procedure is continued until
all pertinent variables have been investigated, Each factor (.1, 11, 111,
'nd IV) may be varied at two or more levels (k, m, n, and p), The,
total number of different expeovimental combinations, 0, is

Q u kmnp.

Tests on every possible combination are usually prohibitively expensive
and time consuming or poseibli outside the scopa of the investilation,
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An investigation that includes the study of the effects produced by
varying two or more factors simultaneously provides the setting for a
factorial experimental design, These designs oiten have advantages
over holding constant all variables except one, For examplei

I, The number of telt runs can usually be reduced without
sacriricing important data.

2. The precision of the investigation can be improved,

3. The cost and complexity of test equipment can be reduced,

4. Investigations can be undertaken fnr which it is impossible
to hold constant several important variable.,

The advantages accrue from confounding factors and levels and eliminat-
ing certiain combinations on the toasis of prior knowledge or engineering
Judgment,

A general factorial experimental design is shown in Table 1, Since
the design is presented primarily to illustrate the application of a
method, no combinations have yet been eliminated, Under the heading
V,'.ttnple, to be found a few pages later one, the desigln is' expanded and
certain combinations are eliminated,

The analysis of variance is usually employed initially to evaluate
the .ata taken in n factorial experimsnt, The variance, as used here, is
the a..uare of the estimate of the standard deviation of the pnpulotion ý,r 2)
reprosenteo 'my the ewsi,.entaJ data, Variances are cwacula•ed of troupe
of data associatet. with the facto,'s and levelo, If the groups are all from
the m,%ie population, the ro.autts will be ussentially the same. Th- mroups
showinhg a separate influence on the data will have higher variancos. F
tables indicr .t the magnitude of the differences at va.rious confidtnctc o0
probability levels. The theory underlying the analysis of varianc;o arnd
the V tables is presented in detail in References I and Z. and a develop-
ment will not be attempted here, However, formulas and procedure A
are given to simlplify the comtputations. Fundamental expressions are
given in Table II.
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IBASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

souRCE SUMS OF SQUARES d.f.

COLUMN MEANS Sc= k-i

ROW EANS SR= km.( ij-.-)z n-I

INTERACTI ON = %J - 5c- R (k-i) (n-I)
SUBTOTAL Ss = m I (R-q.- .) nk-1

WITHIN GROUs Sw=ST -U nk (rn-T)

TOTAL T =•(X Lje- ... )1  nkm-i

TOE EXPRESSION FOR TNE SUN OF SQUARES Of TOE COLUMN NEANS CAN
lI RBEARRANGIE TO SIMPLIFY THE COMPUTATIO).S.

WHICH It S0QUARED TO OBTAIN

s n r -2 .. .+ R..:. +.
Tim LX- .. , ' ,

nrn
UNIN',

FROM TABLE 1. k

nm •.T,.. i T. lk,,m R... ;41
SQUARIN BOTH SI hL- A EARRANGING.

n L T..- - AND knm T1 .J (5)x . - -i"W knom"
" 5.j3TITITINQ EQUATIO•S (4) ANO .•. IN EQUATION (3)*IVES

wOICfl Is WONE COiII0f[NIItl FOR USE IN YNC WORK SHEET 1O`t4.
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Sw-is v*i squares for rows, subLoltalc, and totals can be treated in
the same manner to obtain the exprcsions in Tables III awd IV.

Table III

WORK SHEET FORM

, 5 NGL ROW COLUMN GRANDMESORE)h4TS REPLICATIONS TOTALS TOTALS TOTAL

SQUARE AND sum Tij* T- ! !*
*I lo JI I I

DIVIDE SI V m km "m knm

QUOT IENT k 26T! !XTkie TT.

I jl - I 2 2. I~-•m ll16 )GI. Tv"T

SUTRACT

I kfim

SUM OF SQUARES 2, 'I - T T .! .;

I
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ANALYSIS O' VARIANCE PRESENTATION FORM

SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES d.f. VARIANCE F RATIO

COLUMN MEANS S I - .1.k ri C

ROW MEANS SP • TJ-T'' Va. A.VR
. -VmI V

INTERACTION s .S s - S . s V- Sr .s.
___________ K S C .)(~IVIk-•XI) v

SUBTOTAL S m T Ti.-

WICHIN GROUPS S. S, S-S nk 6m.i)VW" 1m.

TOTAL ST11-on"(-

Table IV is the conventional form for presenting Lhi results of an
analysis of variance The F ratios are the final computations and are
compared with criticd values found in F tables in many references on
statistics (References 1 and 2). If an F ratio'exceeds the critical value,
a aignificant effect from the factor ig proved at th- confidence leve,
tielected.

The analysis of ,,-rxa,,e is applicable to any .-cýIgn for experiments
at two or rnm"'e levels provided thu following assumptions are acceptable:

1. There is no ititeraction between row and column fact.. -

at the levels investigaved.

2. The data relative to the factors have a homogeneous
variance and are from populations with normal distrib'.-
tions.

However, moderate violations of these assumptions change the analysis
very little and the validity of the assumptions can be checkcd from the
data to be treated.
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The first ratio to test is "interaction" over the "within groups"

variante. The presence of significant interaction inv&idates further

tratmant by the analysis of variance, and other methods must be used.

When the critical F value is exceeded indicating interaction, the following

conditions exist separately or in combination:

I. The row or column factors are producing eUc.ts when

tested together that do not occur when the factors receive

the sama test separately.

2. An additional factor is of sufficient importanro to be

included in the analysisI

3. The items in the subgroups are not drawn at random,

If no interaction is present, the sur,'s of squares for the "interaction"

and "within groups" sources can be added and divided by their total

degrees of freedom to provide a more inclusive error term, VE, where

V T - SC 
R IRVE nkm - k - n + a

Thb LF ratios for rows and columns, VC/V , are now more menottive,

A iesult higher than the critical value for F tables indicates a significant

influence from the row or column factor, The presence •: absence of

inteo t•.tion is in itself an Important result of many investigations,

Th•i test fer hnmn. rv.%±y ui variance requires the '.cL',putstion of

the ratio uf SC aC , SR to , ,. criticai F value is computed, and the

resu&t' are compared (Reference 2).

Av, exanspic Illustrating this method of applying the analysis at

variaxice to factorial designs follows, One ct%,e of interaction between

two factors is given.

EXAMPLE. A factorial design is presented with four factoris one

at four levels, wo at three levels, and one at two levels,, The analysis of

variance techniques are used to compute the desired probabilities. Hypo-

thetical results are used to illustrate the analysis at marginal conditions

of significance,
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Proret inssle designs usually include small auxiliary rockets that

perform various functions within the overall mission. Gas generators
cxhausting through turbines are used to rotate propellant pumps and
electrical generators. In some detsignm the Generators directly press.
urize propellant tanks and hydraulic s./tenms. Small * "Wet motors
are used to spin certain stages of the missele for axial .%ability.
Vernier motors are fired to adjust speed and direction, Restorocksts
usad on planet probes decreuse the speed of the datellite when entering
the desired orbit. The auxiliary rockets, located at many points on
Lhe missile, vary in sine, thrust, and burning time and operate from
solid, liquid, and gaseous propellants.

Firing auxiliary rockets often causes severe environmental changes
around adjacent missile components, High temperatures result from
exhaust gases and hot motor surfaces, Corrosion and erosion are some-
times caused by the discharged gases.

This example is a prnposal for calculating the probability of an
influence from materials of adjacent components in controlling the heat
from auxiliary rockets, The influence could originate from either type,
thickness, or position of insulating materials or the type of supporting
structure.

The proposed design may not be optimum when a free choica of
tA.tors and levels is permitted, In this case, the number and arrange.

ment of the factors and levels depend upon the scope, precision, method
of .eeting, and future test programs. Factors and levels are unique
o., a particular experiment, In general, designs with all factors Lt
the eamen level are uirnT-let, Other possible conbin.l ons are enumer-
ated in References 6 and 7.

ASSUMPTIONS. The proposed design applies to a particular
irvenigation chacterized by the following assumptionst

1. Eight sets of inuulating and supporting mltarial samples
are the maximum that can be placed around a single roc'*et
motor. (The arrangement may be similar to that shown
In Figures I and 2.)
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Figure 1. SATELLITE ANTENNA RODS GROUPED

AROUND A VERNIER ROCKET MOTOR

Figure 2. EXAMPLES OF MATERIAL SETS



2, Thermocouples are uniformly Initalled on the surface of
the supporting m.%terial on the side away tramn the motor
(Figure 3),

4. nl oe ocetmoor wll onlc~ with gien st of

material samples. Thermocouple outputs wll be rer,1o-
ed until the sawarples rladch ther stam frobility.

S. Fuur factors at levels 4, 3, 3, and 2, %am given in Tabl&
V, will be investigated.

ARRANGE MINT

For an investigation based upon the above assumptlonis, the design
in Table V is proposed for the arrangement of fact-irt, and levels,
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Table V

PR.OPOSED. FACTORIAL DESIGN

FAgTOR8 AD LE[V|LIAIUE[ . ..

FACTOR SYMBOL LEVAL
POSITION INIULATION SUPPORT MATERIAL A, B, C, 0
TYPE - INSULATION MATERIAL F, Rf
THICKNESS - INSULATION MATERIAL e, a, b 3
THICKNESS OR TYPE - SUPPORT MATERIAL p. p. a

Is • • , bg I b
- A X(i) N(i 11(s) K(4)

F I 1(I) '(I .(A) k(4)
0 Nii) 1(I 1($) '(4)

0 1(3r Im1

A Ail) (0) ,(il Is)
o *(s) l~) 1( ( org)

o 1x(s) (6) K(7 i(1)

The numbers in parenthesis refer to the eight sets of insulation
and support material samples grouped around the rocket motor (Figures
I and 2), Four thermocouples are uniformly located on each set repre-
senting the four positions, A, B, C, and D (Figure 3).

The analysli U.f variance for the factorial design shown in Table V
is sumnmnariasd inS Table VI

0
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Table VI

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

A B C 0 - POSITION. Of INSULATION AND SUPPORT MATERIAL 3
X y z - TYPE Of INSULATION MATIRIAL I

a a b - THICKNESS OF INSULATION MATERIAL I
F R - THICKNESS1 OR TYPZ OF SUPPORT MATERIAL I

TWO-FACTOR I NTIRACT IONS
A COveXya G
A•l C vee ab 6
AICOve FR 3

1 y ve 0 a
N y ve a b
y I VE b

FR A ve I

F R ye y a

FR yew a b
F Rye b

IA-----TOTAL.

NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS

The following numerical example (TPhlas VII through XIII) is given
to Illustrate the initial method of analysis for a factorial experiment,
The composite design is broken down into simple two-factor rectangles
suitable for the analysis of variance technique. The hypothetical data

are thermocourtfa readings in degrees 1.
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Table VII

WORK SHEET FOR ABCD VS xyz

PROPOSED FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT
4 x 3 x 3 x 2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

x y Z_
o0 & b o a b o a b

A 310I 361 '381 373
F a 337 355 375 372

C 333 320- 359 359
0 320 357 310 370
A 329 370 37Zi 379
I 351 330 361 360
C 31j 340 358 359
D, il 300 3 I1 2.9 I 347 1

x 5 • -' " ' 3 357

Ra 3D 0 3b1 31b 327

o690 706 635 58e - 2715
Fs 361 375 359 21C

Rb 375 361 358 1

_ 736 735 717 6 = 2828
Fb 373 372 359
Its 37 360 359 347

* 752 732 718 717 2919
752 732 718 717

TOTALS 2178 2174 2070 20 4 8462
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Table VIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ABCD VS xyz

24 12 TOTALS ROW COLUMN GRANO
READINGS DUPLSATES TOTALS TOTALS TOTAL

SQUARE 2,992.894 5.982,360 22,889,370 17,916.460 71,605,1444
AND SUN
DIVIDE BY I 2 8 6 24
QUOTIENT 2,992,094 2,991,180 2,986.i7i 2,086,076 2,983,560
SUBTRACT 2,983,560 2,983.550 2,983,560 2.983.560
SUN OF 0,334 7.520 2.,5!I 2.516
SQUARES

SUM
SOURCE OF SQUARES d.f. VARIANCE .F

COLUMNS 2516 3 338 35
ABCD

ROWS xyz 2611 2 1305 5.60
INTERACTION 24g3 6 u!5 2.9?9
SUBTOTAL '."1' II
WITHIN 1114 2 I12 142
GROUPS
TOT.L 933% 23

vE 2,493 . I•4, 233
E 18

.n:T:CAL F VALUJES (REF. 2)d~f i OFDNELEV

. I 95 PERfEENT F 9PRINS30 ?2
3-18 3.16 5.09

-iz ii .L_5 . 6.01

THE EFFECTS OF ABCO AkU xyz AkE SIcNj~iCANT AT TkE CONFIDENCE LEVEL Or 0 Am
BUT NOT AT 099 SINCE 3.16< 3 59.- 5.09 AND 355 -c 560-<O 6.01.
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Table IX

EXAMPLE OF INTERACTION BETWEEN ABCD AND x'7 z

A ' B C D
361 372 320 357

x 329 3O- 315 327
i-90 732 635 684 2741

"361 359 375 310
y 375 358 361 329

736 717 736 639 2828
373 355 359 370

z 379 351 359 347
753 706 718 717 ,2931 2 17 8 4 2 15 5 2 2 0 89 1 2 -" O G R N ,

24' "~12 - I °I "
READINGS TOTALS ROWS COLUMN TOTAL

SQUARE 2.902,804 5.982,360 23,880,114 17.913,230 71,805.444
AND SUN0 1 2
DIVIDE 2 24
QUOTIENT 2,02,8994 2,901,180 2,985,014 2 2,9 85,539 2,983,560
SUBTRACT 2,983.560 2,9Pe2,!8. 2,983,560 2,963,560
SU14 AND 970"' ",020 1,454 V.97A[SQUARE .. ....

SOURCE A NAM sin - " ¥ IANCE-IM I-U'S RATING Il E' IACTION

SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES d.I. VANA I - VC

COLUMNS 1978 63 59
ROWS 1454 2 727
INTERACTION 14138 6 90 -
SUBTOTAL 7620 11
WITHIN GROUPS 1714 12 1142
TOTAL 9334 C3

12TERACTION IS SIGNIFICANT ABOVE THE 99-PERCENT CONFIDENCE LEVEL SINCE
4.91 > 14.82 FOR 6 AND 12 DEGREE5 OF FREEDOM.
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WORK SHEET ABCD VS oab

PROPOSED FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT
4 x 3 x 3 x 2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

x y .

"0 " b o a b b
A 330 351 361 373

F B 337- 355 375 372
C 333 320 359 359
0 320 357 310 370

A 329 370 375 379

B 351 330 361 360
C 315 310 358 359
D 327 300 329 347

A c B - o
1 For J.•_.-U7 -37 Z33 320

Ry J._O 330 340 300
700 T667 673 CZ0 2660

yF 301 375 359 310
RE 32J 351 3615

890 726 674 837 P727
b F 361 355 320 35?

Ry 375 361 358 329

736 716 678 626 2816
21268 2109 2025 "F93 8203

L 1...
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Table XI

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ABCD VS oab

12 TOTALS
OF ROW COLUMN GRANO

_ _ ADIN! DUPLICATES TOTALS TOTALS TOTAL
SSUARE 2,31,20,07 22,4111.0B5 13,843,631 7.289,209AI SUN

DIVIDE By I 2 8 6 24
QUOTIENT 2,81,P27 2.810,035 2.805,248 2.807,271 2,803,718
SUBTRACT 2,003,718 2,803,7.18 2,803,718 2,803.718
SUN Of 10,509 6,317 1,530 3,553
SQUARES ________ __________ __________ ______ ___

SOURCE SUN f ARE.. d.2E VARIANCE F
COLUMNS 3813 1 3.03
ABCD
ROWS ogb !!o 2 785 2.54
INTERACTION 1234 6 205 0.50
SUBTOTAL 6317 II
WITHIN
ImOUPS Ri9o 12 3119

TOTAL 10609 23

VE a .123" x 301

TI'E FACTO7 ABCD IS SIGNIFICANT AT THE 95- TO 99-PERCENT CONFIOENCE RANGE.
ROWS AND INITERACTION ARE NOT SIGNIFICANT.

Table XII

rPROPOSED FACTORIAL EXPERIMrENT

4 x 3 x 3 x 2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

I- - .- -- I __o ab0 a bb
A 330, 361 373

337 355 375 372
C 333 320 359 3 .
a 320 357 310 371-

321, 370 375 3•0
351 330 381 360

c35340 35835
1 327 300 329 34-

A B c D
F x 361 "355 320 357

y 361 375 359 310

722 730 679 667 2798

R x 329 351 3;5 327

yb 375 361 350 329

70;, 712 673 656 2745
I111 I142 1352 1323 5543
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Table XIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ABCD VS FR

15 8 - ROW COLUMN GRAND
READINGS DUPLICATES TOTALS TOTALS - TOTAL

SQUARE 1.027.069 3,845,939 15,363,829 7,591,073 30,724,849AND SUM

DIVIDE BY I 2 a 4 18
QUOTIENT i,097.069 1,922,969 1,920,478 1,922,768 1,920,303
SUdTRACT 1.920,303 1,920,303 1.920,303 1,920,303
SUM OF 6,756 2,066 175 2,465
SQUARES ....

SOURCE SUM OF SQ d.f. VARIANCE F
COLUMNS 246S 3 822 2.19
ROWS 175 I 175 0.417
INTERACTION 25 3 a .02
SUBTOTAL 2666 7
WIT IN
GROUPS 4100 a 512
TOTAL 6766 15

VE a 375
THE CRITICAL F VALUE FOR 3 AND II d.f. IS 3.59 AT 95 PERCENT.
hD SIGNIFICANCE OF ANY FACTOR IS SHOWN BY THE F RATIO.

In the proposed dcsign,, two to four data points are available at
each combination of the factors. The points can be used as replications
to check for interaction. However, the points are not true replications
until the secondary factors in the combination are proved insignificant
tior instance, F, R, o, a, and b in the analysis of the prirnm•ry faczors
kBCD vs xvz). •rh'.n :econdary factors are siignif.cant, the test for
interaction i- valid b:it iegfi sensitive.

As factors are shown to be insignificant, the associated results ai,.
degrees of freedom can be combined with other factors to more preciseiy
,',etcrmine their effect. For example, in the proposed desi-tn, if the
insulation thickness factor at levels o, a, and b is shown to be insignifi-
cant, three data points for each combination instead of two bec'rne
:,,ailable for analyzing the remaining factors. Insignificance of ;;, y.
and z must also exist to provide extra data points £u'e ACD vs FbR.

The probability of an influence from materialp of adjacent ccrn-po-,
nents in controlling heat from auxiliary rocket motors can be determi.,ed
[rom the F titbles. Values selected frorr, the tables that bound the F
ratio are computed for the mnaterial factor. The probability is theii

ob'ained by interpolation of the corresponding headings of the F table.
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CcONCL.USION, Since the use of formal experimental designs and other

statistical principles is limited largely by funds, time, and capabilities of
the investigator, simplifaed methods of analyeis should be developed for
thoa e not thoroughly acquainted with statidsti.c, One approach has been
sattempted by orienting a computational procedure with fundamentalSexpressions tp r the analysis of variance and applying the tecy nique . o
factorial designs. An example is presented illustrating the techniqueS~for a research problem.

The use of auxiliary rocket motors on misesiles often creates space
and weigtht proolerno in insulating Adjlacent components from hot motor
surfaces and exh=._-iot games, An ex.perimental do:• is proposed for
computing the problability ul ,iti affect from material fac:tors, such as
insulation type, thickness, position, and support material type.

The arrangiement of factors and levelm ie based upon limitedi test

conditions, including eight sets of materials, four thermocouple positions,
two types and three thicknesses of insulation, and three types of support
material. The arrangement provides the following characteristics:

1. The four factors can be varied simultaneously,

2. Two to four data points at each combination of primary
factors are available as replications to test for Interaction.

3, As frctors are proved insignificant, the ;ssociated results
car, be combined with other factors to increase the sensi-
tivity of the remaining analysis,

4. Tnhe inherent aelvantages o& general factorial designs apply,
such Lis oatu••al partition of the whole test program,
redtchtion in the numbtur of test runs, and an improvement
in scope and precision.

-S n
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RELIABILITY ES0I1MATION FOR M'JLTI-COMPONENT SYSTEMS

J, R. Kiles
Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

INTRODU 'ION, The U. S. Army must maintain a world-wide stock-
pile of war reserve ammunition for both combat and training. This
ammuniti n must be kept in a constant state of readinesel and it is,
therefoW, important that the quality and reliability of the stockpile be
estin2r%!ted periodically.

,The Surveillance Group of the Ballistic Research Laboritories periodi.
,cally analyses the results of tests conducted on samples taken from the
/ stockpile. In the came of conventional ammunition the items are usually

tested ballistically by means of some type of statistical destgn, and the-
samples are destroyed or consumed in the tests, In the case of nuclear
ammunition, it is usually impractical to evaluate the quality and relia-
bility of the stockpile through ballistic tests. Therefore, laboratory
test data are obtained, where the major components of the particular
item are tested statically and usually non-destructively. In these tests
each component is tested as an inividual item, and it is assumed that
the functioning of one component is independent of the functioning of the
remaining components, once it has been remoed from the system or
testing (I. e., lthough it is true that the functioning of one component
will generally depenJ upon the functioning of other componentis the in-
herent capability of itc funcuioning as a componen•t ulain itself still
exists).

The results of the individual component tests must then be anaiyoL..-
ind combined in order to estimate the reliability nf the system %nd
also to place an interval about this estimate which will y1eld some
specified degree of confidence that the true reliability liei within this
interval. A number of solutions for reliability estimation have .en
developed and appear in the literature. However, none of these sulutlone
is satisfactory for the type of problem withl whL.h this organliation is
confronted. It was, therefore, necessavy to devise a system for esti-
mating reliability that is highly flexible, fast and simple; and it is filt
that the method outlined in this paper satisfies these conditions, Althoulh
this system depends upon access to a high speed digital computer, it does
have the advantage of fleoibility, speed anid simplicity vnce the original
problem has been programmed.
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DISCUSSION. Determination of the reliability of each type of component1

is relativeiy straightforward. It is first required that a decision, based
on the test results, be made on each item tested as to ,vhether it is a
success or a fai'lu,. Once a decision has been reached on each item,
the number of successful components of a particuar týy (M) follows a
binomial distribution. Theroint estimate of reliabilitvA' for each
type of component is p - _ where n is the numbet'tved. A con-

fidence interval may then be placed or. p using statistical procedures.

However, for stockpile reliability testing it is of primary interest to de-
termine the reliability of the entire system. This relationship cýabe
expressed in the form of a block diagram whcre each block represez0,
a specific component or part tested. (Two or more blocks could reprOg"
sent the same type of component where redundancy is built into the
system.

For instance, a system of components might be arranged in the
following manner

A~C.

wheze B1 and B2 are the same types of components. If the reliabilities
of these types of components were established at p1 . PZ, and p3 respective-

ly, .'•n the reliability of (R) of the system would simply be

R - p, (1o, - p P3

1 - A type of component could be a timer, radar fuze, etc.
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Nuclear warheads, of course, are much more complicated than the
above o•xample; and it is not always possible to write the reliability
equation throug!, ¾.syaction of the block diagram. The followtag is a
sample of a blocx diagram whose reliability equation cannot be readily
obtained.

In order to compute the reliability of this system of component. it is
necessary to enumerate all combinations of success-fbihine possibilities
for components B through E. Letting a success be represented by a 1
Alld A failure by a 0 the reliability of the system may be computed in the
following manner-
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Components Probability BUGe@ or

B CI CI DI D2 Ez EZ

1111 10 PS P'CIpP l1.E

1 111 P1 P PP ic (I -P)Pz 5

C D

1 I 1 1 1 0 0 PB P2CA (1 PE)

1 I I 1 0 1 0 P1 PIC PD01 " PD) PE(I " PM) a

I n 0 0 0 0 0 P3 (lPC) 2 (1PD)z (I -Px)z F

0 0 0 u 0 0 0 (1.P)(1.P(I C) 2 (I. pZ(1.c)Z

All. probabilities that yield successes shooula be added, and 'the teliL.bility
of the system can then be written

R PAPE LPID (2 - PDE PBPc(2.- C

+ 'P3CPD 1.PE(PD) ÷ p- PD)-a]
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The reliability of the system can now be computed frum the above equation,
This P.--mple is one ef the least complex systems that has been encountered
In practice. Most systems require thousands of enumerations resulting
in reliability equations coverting several pages,

The problem of placing a confidence interval on R is difficult. The
number of successes (A) associated with each value of $ has a binomial
distribution and a confidence interval may be placed on each true p using
this distribution. In order to place a confidence interval on R, however,
it i also necessary to utilime the distribution of the individual 2', since
R is a function cf x's,

If it can be assumed that 0 is a random variable and that the distri.
bution of, ý is known, then random samples can be UJrawn from these
distributiols and substituted into the reliability equjtion and random
values of. R can be obtained, The distribution of I can be estimamed,
and a confidence interval can be constructed which will produce some
measure of assurance that the true reliability, R, lies within the
interval.

The distribution of 0 (given p) may be reptosented as

where p0O, I/n, Z/n, o , , , lHowever, it is not possible or deeirz,6l,
L, bminiule UoL luvwj d! wLii]Lýiion for values oiU 0 since $' w xin must be sub.
itituted for p and, for thc, uase where A v 0 ur 9 2 no g(O I r) a 0.
This is a result of the assuuuption that p - A/n, and, of aourse,, if p
equals either 0 or I there can be no sampling error, In fact, '.r linv
v,lue of 9 the variation introducad would be entirely due to sampling,
cad any confidence intorvals generated wuuld not be realistic since
the error involved in estimating p would be ignored,

Confidence intervals may he placed on an individual p at the Lovel of
confidence by using the binomial distribution in the iollowing manner,
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(M) ý1 xn*x (I1)/Z- .t)IZ (upper tail)

XRO

() ;- )n'X (1 -,) / 2 (lower tail)

x.0, ,. n,

By solving the abuve equation at specified levels of d', it is possible
to construct an interval such that 100 a % of all intervals constructed in
such a manner will contain p. It is also possible to generate values
of 0 over a continuous v-nge from the above equation by varying@( .
However, it is not possible to construct intervals in the vicinity of */n
where o9 is small or where (1 -0) is near or equal to 0. , In fact,
for (I - C )/Z u 0. 5, where one would expect the interval to be a point,
two values of • are obtained depending upon the equation used. This
result becomes intuitively apparent when it is considered that equation
(1) Eives a value of 0 for which (1 .ek)/Z (100)% of the distribution
will he A or less An2 equation (3) gives a value of ii for which (l-ek )0
(1001% of the distribution will be Q or more. ThereLore, where
(I -* )/Z '1 0. S, 50%6 of the distribution must be S/n or more in one
case and 50% must by +/n or less in the other, This, oi course. is m
contitAdiation caused by the fact that the binomial distribution is descrete
with 'espect to x, but P take" on continuous values.

Since equations (1) and (2) are ',ccurate at the tails, it was decided to
coti.ttict a distribution function using these taills antd completing V.Q.

center with a rectangular distribution. This distribution function is
in G(fct a M•n.tion Of a "CrOeted" random variable and has athe propity

that the probability of selecting a sample between certain limlt grom
this edstribution is equal to the probability that p lies wlthin that
i,.teiv-1, or

(5) ( p ~ a f~ do.
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We shall call this function f (•) and the variable, of course, is
which io now a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 1. It is now
possible to generate values of 0 and substitUte them into the reliability
equation.

Once specific values of D, and k are substituted trite eqdation (M),

the relationship, of course, becomes nonsense since obviously p either
lise within specific limits, or it does not. However, although (5) is not
in this sense a true probability, it is a measure of confidence in the
truth of the statement on the left of (B)i and, therefore, the relation-
ship is considered to be sufficient Justification for the use of the distri-
bution described above,

Actually equation (a) may be used to select samples of $ rangmng from
0 to (0 - 1)/n and equation (1) may be used for samples of V ranging
from (Rf + 0)/n to 1. The interval from (2 - 1)/n to (A+ 1)/n may be
covered by a rectangular distribution whose height must be determined
ao that the area under the entire distribution will be 1. Figure I is an
example of such a distribution function for a particular value of 0 and n.

This distribution is actually the combination of two bets distributions
and a rectangular distribution, It is a result of the fact that the beta
distribution integrates to the binomial.

g. I +d , + f to, (I - ÷dt T(yi t.

'01i

.oY ) +1

Using standard notation the binomial distribL'tion may be written

C) (O P f ( I n x I (Pn

Nub
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Similarly Mncs

Sn R n-P M"
(Xlp ( .P) (n)pX(1 -(I

then

(4)
n

W ( (1 - p)f"x. Tr(PI Ai. n-A).

Therefore, equation (4) may be used for the lower tail of the distribution
tising only that portion of the curve from 0 to (it - 1)/n, and equation (3)
may be used for tho upper tail using only that portion of the curve from
( + )/n to 1. The interval from (R - 1)tn to (9+ 1 )/n will be coverpiA
by a rectangular distribution whose height will be determined so that
the total area under the distribution will be equal to one. (1U only the
lo,.,or limit on R is desired, equation (4) may be used for the entire
diestibutlun; similarly, if only the upper limit is desired, equation (3)
may be used, ) Therefore, a distribution can be sat up for each compon-
ent or part depending upon the number tested and the observed number oa

In 1.he ev•p 0l4pt u we th' ast A v n for a largle pewrcenage of the
componen•ts, It 11a possible that the point estimate of reliability (I will
fall uutside the confidence Interval, This reslalts grom the binomial
distribution where, for instance, if I' 1 any two-sided confidence
ihterval (•,cvept where * a 1) will not include 01, Should this situ-

ation occur, only a one-sided interval should be given. (t is quite
povoible that a one-sided interval may in any event be of ,nore interest
than a two-sided itettrval. )

Through the use of high speed digital computers each of the•e dio-
tributions can be randomly sampled and thousands of values of
can be generated for the ith component, If, for instanaeo 1,000
values of 0i are randomly selected for each Pi in the reliability

equation, and if %ese values are randomly placed in that equation, then
1,000 values of I can be generated.
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A function of A can be approximated by plotting theme 1,000 va'ies on
a histogram, Cuiaidence limits can then be placed on R either by
fitting &,curve to the histogram or by using the generated values of
directly, The sampling error involved can be decreased by increasing
the number of values generated. It is no problem for the BRLMSC
(Ballistic Research Laboratories Zlectronlc 8bientific Computer) to
generate even 10, 000 values of % for eoah distribution.

A number of trial rune for the previous example have been generated
by the computer and Figure Z shows sample histograme that have resulted
for both individual O's and for X( using A - 90 and n 1 100, Figure IlIa
and Illb are histograms generated where § . 12 and n 2 20 and where R
represents the reliability of a simple system of three components in
parallel, It is anticipated that the system can be improved in the future
by programming tha machine to fit curves to the histogram and to integrate
undor these curves in order to produce confidence intervals.

CONCLUSION.

1, The objective of flexibility has beon satisliea in that a point
estimate of reliability and a confidence interval about that estimate can
be obtained for almost any system regardless of the number of tests
performed on the individual components or of the success ratios obtained,

2, The objective of speed and simplicity have been satisfied since it
is possible for the mtchine to construct an interval in a few minutes.
The only manual operatin• requirrmd is to punch the estimates of p on

" rds and place these cards in the machine,

1. It is unrlderstood that crtman libetties have been taken in creatliag
a random variable such as j, i.waever, it i felt that thWe aesumption
La justified by the results and by equation (9),

4, Obviously the distribution used for these estimates it -cot the be4t,
particularly in the vicinity of O/r, As is generally the case, this difficulty
is most pronounced for smaller sample sise. Howver, the import','
portions of these diltributions are instrumental in dete rmaining tie tils of
the distribution of 9, Therefore, in only rare cases would the rectangular
portion of the distribution be important. (Special instructions to the machine
are anticipated where A - I . n or where A a n. These instructions
will eliminate the rectangular distribution for these cases. )

m •. ' is | • e
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STATISTICAL S7 JdY OF AGINO CHAVACTIERISTICS

OF ARTILLERY MISSILES

Raymond B-vI

Surveillance Group, 11alliotic Research Iaboratories,
Aberdeen Ptcving Ground

INTRODUCTION. An~aig the ,tricotis rnethodw emiployed by tho
Survwllance Group in investigating the. -, ' in characteristics of Artiller-/
MIssites are rocket motor static tests, chendc&V and phv"ical test of
ptopeilant, itl1~' instru&mented Ip.roving ,round flight testls tnd eva-l..ataor,
uf service practi 't (|.•n•,

As indicated, evaluation of service prnccf- 6rings •ic onm of *,hu methods
employed by the Siirvetliance Group in investliati.' i; &OS cavto•iWSt ,
These firings are conductedt by troop units for training purposes, Althoujh
these firings ore not fully rstrumented flights, sufficient data is obtained
for performance analysis purposes.

Thiis paper prvaenta a typical analysis uf service practicr Airing
t'•:mlts and tndirates tht significance of those result@ ink the •Jurvaillanct.

rirograrn. An example of the• evaluation of the anrtual sarvite practice
firings for the Honest John Roo.ket will be presented.

DISCUSSION, In thie vu•,,,aiu,,n 9 44 firings of Rocket 76zMM:
M.A Leiero, uondur.t~d ior trno-p tzi•n•ng ani other purpommin by buLh
United Sila,, ,uid NiiTO firiri "-u.iute hiavt been considered. The purpesi
of this study was to invewtiga,* the aern,.i acuracy performance of the
N-1i rocket system wheii fired by troup uiwitt and to establish Vi tiere is
any indication of a deteiaioratiou of this acrurtcy performance with
ir.r'casing age of the MN series rocket rnotets of these M31 useiý,4 rockkots.

In investigat.ing the efftct of age on accur-y rvA.rnenre, two pwosible
type.- uf changes wmre considered: firmt, chanjen in thi aonter of ir pact
(C. I, ) of tle rocketx r. a function 4i age and se.cind, changer in the dis-
persion of tho. ruckets about tho C. I, as a functiox.v of aJe ror eoenpap,,.
if the totat impulse oi the rocktat•noter which iL a measurement of the
total thrust of the rocket decreased whth inereasirg age, then the t,.ean
range of the rocket should also decrease witi' lacreaaing age, It is also

L- U Ii li Mi5
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possible that as the age of the rocket rmoto, increases, its performance
could become more erratic thus increaspn3 the range dispersion of the
Honest John Rocket, Although the effect of age on both range and
deflection miss-dintances was investigated, in general it is expected that
deterioration of rocket motor performance wll,, be reflected primarily in
rhar.Ses in the range performance of the M31 series rucket, in order to
investigate the effect of age, simple and multiple linear regression
techniques and analysts of variance techniques were used,

In investigatng the effect of age on mean range and deflection perform.
Ince, all firings weroe grouped according to the type of burst mid type of
launcher system employed, Separate analyser were carried out for each
of these groups for both range and deflection miss-dietances, The re-
gression model used in these analyses assumes range and deflection miss-
distunrres for each fix-ing are linear f'nctions of the age of the rocket motor
and the launcher to target range. The launcher to target range was included
in the regression model since any age effects would probably be range
dependent,

In the division of the rockets according to type of burst and type of
launcher system, the majority of the rockets (848 of the 9Z4 considered)
fell into three main groupe, Theme were firings with the M269 launcher
ft: iir buret (211 tockets fired), M386 launcher for air burst (473 .u.kets
fir-.4) and the M289 launcher for ground burst (164 rockets fired), In
addition, there were 49 rockets fired with the 1.133 launcher for air bureu,
21 firings with the M386 launcher for ground burst and b firings with M33
launO4er for ground burst, The regression analyses which were carried
out with all these grours eJ-.ept for the firings with the M33 louicher for
grLUand burst due to only six ro:kets heing fire. in this group indicated
that after 7 1/2 yearR of shelf lElm thore appears to be a significant age
effeCL. This is indicated by a significnnt age effect (, 01 level) in U;,k
-nalviiis of range miss-distance in the M386 launcher firings for air
burst. Although none of the other groups indicated a significant age
efiect at the . 01 level, the other two Large groups ot rockets worv near
significance at this level. For example, for the. group containing rockets
firei vlih the M259 launcher for ground burst t a -. 25 which is no
iginificant at the . 01 level as t 2. 61 but is significant at the . 05

.995
level where t, : 9 7 5 ý 1. 97. With the grotp containing rockets fired from

%M289 launcher for air burst t a -1. 95 which is just short of tho . 05
level of significance, Thus, it appears that there is an indicttion of k
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decreawe in the mean range performance as a function of age of the
rocket motor of the M31 rocket. No significant (. 01 level) age
effect was found in the analysis of deflection mine-distance is a
function of age.

In the analysis of the M366 launcher firings for air burst in which
l ignifiC&AV (. 01 leVel) LOGe offset Was indiuated, a significant (, 01

level) launcher to target range effect was also noted, To further
investigate these significant results the rockets within this group were
further subdivided into four launcher-to-target range groups, These
gr.)ups were rockets with a launcher-to-target range of<. 10, 000
meters, 10,000 to 14,000 meters, 14,001 to 18.000 meteors and
S16,000 mtters. A regression analysis of range mise-distance

as a linear functiou of rocket motor age was performned on each of the
four launcher-tn..-arget range groups, The regression analysis for the
10, 000 to 14,000 moter group which contained the largest number of
rockets fired indicated a significant (. 01 level) age effect, A scatter
diagram of the range miss-distance for the four launicher-to-target
range groups is presented on Figures I thru 4. Figures 1, 3 and 4
indicate the range miss-distances versus the M6 series motor age
for tae three range groups, <10, 000 meters, 14,001 to 18,000
meters and>lB, 000 meters in which no significant (. 01 level) ale
c.Uact iw indicated. Since there was no significant age effect for
these three groups the mean miss-distance for vaeh group is also
in•dicated on these figures, A scatter diagram of the range miss.
Matances versus the M6 series motor age for the ruckets fired in
the 10, 000 to 14,000 range group is presented on Figure 2, As
piveviously indicated, a vigrilfcant (. 01 level) age effect wev notcl
in this group, Indlcated or this figure ic tho zegreesion line derived
from the regression analvs" porformed with this group. This regres-
son line indicates that the average range of each rocket for t0- period
covered has been decreasing at the rate of I1, 6 meters/year such
that the a-'orage rango mies-distance for 7 1/z year old motors was

80 meters (80 meters short of the target).

As previously indicated, in addition to an age effect with the W66f,
luaiher firirgos for air burst, a significant Launcher-to-target range
effect wai noted, As indicated on Figures 1, 3 and 4 the average range
mism-distance was -50 nLwters for the e.. 10,000 meter range group,
+ 27 moters for the 14, 001 to 18, 100 meter group and + 104 meters for the
718,000 meter group, These results seem to indicate that for the shorter

range targets the tockets are falling short of the target and as the target
range increases the rocketo begin going over tbs target so that at the long
ranges (;168, 000 rneters) the rockets are falltn¥ on the average 104 meters
beyond the targe!. This occurrence in probably due to a small bias in the

m e m N 11
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firing table, Table I containm a surmmary of the raported mies-dietancem
for the M386 launcher firings for air burst. These firingo are grouped
according to age and according to the range groups previously mentioned,
On Table 1, it is noted that for rockets fired at rangeaC, 10, 000 meters
the reported mean miss-distances for all age. are negative except the
6 to 7 year old rockets. This i. also indicated in the 10,000 to 14, 000
maLer groiip except in this group the 3 to 4 year 0]i rockets mean miss-
distances are positive, Whereas in the 14,001 to 183000 meter group all
the niean mlsu-distances "re pueitive with the exception of the 4 to 5
year old rockets, Similarly in the > 18, 000 meter group all the mean
miss-distances are positive,

In investigating the possible effect of age on range and deflection dis-
persion regression techniques were almo cmployed, In order to remove
the dependence of the variance of cells on the true population variance of
the cell a logarithmic transformation of the range and deflection sample
variance was made prior to carrying out the regression analyses. Due to
the limited number of ground impact firings, these analysee were limited
to the air burst rounds, Separate analyses were carried out for eu•h
calendar year's firings with each launcher as wall as a combined analysis
over all calendar year. for each launcher, These analyses disclosed no
.ignificant (, 01 level) age effect for either range or deflection disiersion,

'rabies A and 3 present a summary of the means and stand•Ard deviations
of range (U, Se), deflection (1 SD) and height of burst (R, 3y) miss-
distsnces: Table Z summarises those rounds fired for air burst and Table

3 nuanmarises those rounds fired (or ground impact, Lach table certainh
a separate eunuaaar or• the firings conducted during each calendar year
and a combined surnmar) ovfar ll firin•s, The firings for each calendar
yani: are grouped according to the age of the M6 series motor in nne-year
intervals, These groupings are further eubdivided according to the typk
of kstýncheý cysteti errjdyed, i. a., M289, M366 and M33. Prior to
coitiputing the sample means and standard deviations in those tables, the
cnnsistency of thn data was investigated by testing the t.vtreme values
usillg L criterion for outlying observations, Any outlying values (at the
, 01 level of mignificanco) vteru not used in computing the means arna
standard deviations of the miss-distances, but were tabulated individually
as footnotes to the tables,
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SUMMARY, In summariming, the results of these analyses have
indicated that there appoars to be a significant age effect on the function-
ing results of the U31 Series Honest John Rocket, This ia indicated by
the regression analyses carried out with the M386 launcher firinge for
air burst and with the M289 launcher firlaiag for ground and air burst,
With the M386 launcher firings fra air burst, the average ran4e appears to
be decreasing at the rate of 1& 6 meters/yr such that for 7 1/2 year old
motors tLc average range miss-distance is -80 moters, It should be
poiniati uuL Lhat the decrease in range of 18, 6 meters/yr is considered as
the r'ate of decrease for rockets I to 7 I/Z years old and should not be
construed as indicative of a rate of decrease for rockets older than
7 1/2 years, Extrapolation of this rate of decrears to older motors may
be hazardous as the rate may change as the motors age, It might also
be pointed out that the decrease in range observed for older motors
appears to be substantiated by rocket motor static tests, It waut also
noted with this group of firings that there was a significant launc•her-to-
target range effect, This effect appears to indicate that the shorter range
rockets (< 14,000 meters) are impacting short of the target while the
longer range rockets ( -. 4, 000 meters) are impacting beyond the target,
This appears to be due to a smaall bias in the firing table.

CONCLUSION, In conclusion, we might consider the effect of the
significant age and launcher to target range effect Qn the cirrent status
ot the M31 stockpile, First, it should be pointed out that the bulk of
tho stockpile consists of rockets that vary in ages fron% 3 to 6 years.
Fnr rockets of these ages, with the age effect indicated by the M386
o..kcher firings for air burst an avfJrage misc-distance of 0 to -50
inoters d%.e to age may '-a aipected. Thue, the bulk e.f tlie stockpile
does not as yet appear to be adversely affected by this age effect,

If at sonme later date, it in determined tO)at the age effect is
r•dcucing the effectiveness of the Honest John Rocket System It would

be possible to correct for this age effect by establishing a propellant
weight correction factor to be used with these rockets,

In relation to future analyses, the Surveillance Group is cowtinuaily
reviewing all service practice firings for inclusion in theso anaLysea.
As mentioned earlier', the evaluation of service practice firings is
only a part of an integrated program which has b6een initiated to deter-
mine the reliability and ballistic characteristics of tha artillery missile
stockpile.
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TIlE MEASUREMENT OF THE MORALE AND SUPPRESSIVE

EFFECTS O0' WEAPONS*

D, H, Chaddock
GBF,, M, Sc.,, M.,1, Me ch E.

In the last decade considerable progresh has been itade in asoessing at
an early stage the phobablo performa~nce of proposed weapon systems in
terms of their chance of a hit, and giver. a, hit, the extent of tha damage they
will inflict. Information of this kind is frequently iised to comnpare one
weapon system with another or to decide whether a particular project is
worth pursuing further, The method4 used are mainly statistical and are
based upon measurements made duriing controlled trials, mr nxtrapolatiln
from such data.

In so far as phynidal damage to equipment ot men Is concerned the
basic datA, although not all that could be desired, is suffil-ent for aI
reasonably satisfactory assessment to be made of the oqerall effecttveness
of the weitpon syate, 'r.a cases where this is high (for example, over 50%)
it is not perhaps an unreasonabie assumption that the system must possess
emme value, and other things being equal, should receive further development,
.tn other .,asees, due either LQ the uxtreme difficulty ot the task that has been
proposed or limitations imposed on the assessment (for example, n w.4ght
and else) it Is not possible to snow that a proposed sy*tem would hav, more
tn, a very small effectiveness, perhaps of the order of a few porcent, In
fb.,ee cases it is natural to reject the proposal as valueless for military
p',rposee,

A decision tof this sort, while valild in relation to the material dar-age
whtch is being discussed, admittedly completely ignores any other off-f'
which the use of the weapon might produce, Typical examples, W-ll
known to Service personnel are --

1. "Raising the morale" frorn the point of vi!•w of the man firing
the weapor?,

4. "Deterring the attacker" from the point of vin-' uf the ,%as!a boin,
fired at.

3. "Keeping their heads down" from both points of view.

A brief examination of three typical c.%woe £iniht serve to illustrate
the type of situation in which, although th'. prnbAsility of rn.-erial damage

,This tAper by, D. H, Chaddock, Director of Ar'illery Reseac'l snd
Development, T.e War Offic3, United Kingdom -nu aoeeentý!' at ':he
conference by G, F. Komlosy,
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might be small, the "Morale" value of delivering an attack cnmld be quite
high.

INFANTRlY ANTI-TANK WEAPONS. Be6AuLe of Ltmitations in weight
and size must infantry anti-tuink weapone, such as the bazooka, thv
Panvserfaust and the Carl Guitav, deliver their iittack on impact by neano
of i hollow charge warhead, Thc hollow charge produces a high velocity
jet which, although it can penetratc a conriderabla thi kness of steel,
produces only a relatively small hole, Inside the target the remnants of
the Jet and the frailmentm from the hule are confressd to a relatively narrow
cone having an axis in prolongati•n of the light path, Within the cone the
fragments have considerable damaging power, which can be readily
assessed in terms of mvterial and men, Outside tho cone the results appear
tu bo very cilsappointing, even when aneathetised animals are subjected
to attack.

Therefore, scoring only on the measurable physical damage, assess-
ments lead to a rather low probability of "killing" a tank by this means,
However, .tch aumeunients arc not. universally aetqptable, French
experts, for exarmple, consider that when a tank is penetrated by a hollow
charge, the crew will bo oo deroralized that they will be unable to continua
to fittht, Direct evidence of this Is hard to come by. 1ome British crews
report being unaware of having been hit until after the hettle when they have
dimc-nverad a hole in theiir tank, .

A"TACK OF LOW FLYING AIRCRAFT,. Ever since aircrait flew in
battle i.;.ere has been a problem of attacking them from ground based
wtsaporim, Owing to the fu smti difficulties of detecting, gighting and
aiming at a movin- trilrget, and in, spite of a groal deal of ingenuity expended
in the development of sighting systems &,ad weapons, the problam has never
been snrisfactorily solved. Current assessments, for example, show Lt.
for a rHnple 20mm machine gun, eye sighted and manually laid, the chances
of xuccsesfully engpging A low-flying target are very small ever. under
favorable Hrrumstinrea Technically sophisticated iolutions involving the
use of radar for early warning, range finding, etc, lea& t werApon systems
too complicated to anvis.%ge an an all-arms anti-aircraft weapon.

The current range of armoured fighting vehicles are therefore being
produced without any means of defending th+,meelves from low flying air-
craft, on the grounds that even if they had a weapon it would be ineffective.
This situation, although accepted, is causing some disquiet. Users with
battle experience remember the times whin they fired their weapons at
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inquisitive enemy aircraft and believe they oetc'vrd thera from carrying
out the purpose of their sortie by doing so. The rvaution of aircraft
pilots to being fired at no doubt vauied, but the general impression seems
to be that although "flak" from heavy anti-aircra(t guns ws frightening to
unsei'taoned crews, and a nuisance, it was never a real deterrent. Small
arms fired from the ground sqemm to be ignored by most pilots. This
?i.lglht not be the came, however, with re-latively unprotected and slov-
moving helicopters.

ARTILLERY SUPPORTING FIRE. One of the classical roles of
Artillery is to provide supporting fire for other arm. in both defence and
attack, In general this involves bringing indirect fire to bear upon an area
target, Except in certain specific cases, for example counter battery fire,
no attempt is made to engage individual targets within the area, the volume,
rate, and weight of fire being judged as likely to produce moms casualties
and general disruption of the enemy's activities, In the pabt, whetn Infantry
could only move by expoe:Lng themselves, they were vulnerable to attack by
high explosive shell fragments, particularly when VT fusee were used, and
the efficacy of this mart of fire is unquestioned, Its very efficacy hag lead
to the development of the armoured personnel carrier and %elf propelled
and armoured guns, in whose military specification there is a requirement
that they shall protect their occupants from the effects of near burst, high
explosive shells, Asseemment therefore of th- n-Latnrial damage likely to
be inflicted on a highly mechanised army, such as the Russian Ariny, by
indirect fire with conventional weapon. is dcpresmi.rly low. The uior,
however, is not prepared to accept the conclusion that his fire is therefore
3ieaffective and points to the morale effect of subjecting the troopm to f;re
(.f any iart, In t•hn it Is a widely held belief that a eilime large explosion
As very much Anore effectlye than the lame weight of fire delivered in
a number of smaller explomions--the philosophy of the "hig rrump",

These are typical cases, and in them and others it is quite ubvious
that experienced users believe that their weapons can and dc, produue an
effect over and above the material danmage that can be observed, So far,
no means uf measurement or assessment has been found (or this so-titled
dleterrent or neutralieation effect, Assuming that such an effec-4 deca in
fact exist, it it is small then no great harm will be done If, a& now,
weapons are asmessed solely on the material damage they can inflict. If,
on the other hand, the deterrent effect is large, then it might materially
affect the choice of weapon system and armament with which the Forces
are provided,

na5~
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To iav.6tigate and measure theme eiist~te is obviously going to be
difficult, if not impossible by direct experiment, because unless there is
real danger the subject's reaction may not be representative. Simulated
battle as provided in "Battle Indoctrination" course! is unlikely to be a
satisfactory substitute for the real thing since however well done it is,
the participants retain confidence that their instructors and eafety officers
would allow very little real danger, An analysis of past battle experience
might produce som. umahlo data, although debriefing now on the memory
of events more than a actadc agc could be very unreliable, A possibility
tl&L, suggests itself Is k:he use of experiments ueing drugs or hypnosis to
purauade the participants that they really ere in danger, and that, for
exanmple, the simulated enekity Is really shooting to kill, then their
reactions to a "real" situation can perhaps be a&@s@sed,

Personally, a. a layman, I believe that troops in battle very rapidly
make their own assessment of the lethality, imagined or real, of the
situation in which they find themselves, and act accordingly, Below a
certain threshold the risk is acceptable and they proceed, it with some
caution, in the normal manner, Above this threshold the risk is intoler-
able Lnd action is taken to avoid it, This suggests that a clue might be
found in other dangerous eativities, such as mountain climbing, working on
high buildings, or even crossing the road, A city dweller will cross the
ra.;d "Jay-walking" in the fact of oncoming traffic because he believes that
tho -risk is negligible. A country-man or elderly person will not accept
the risk and either crosses at lights or waits until the road is clear. In
the construction of high buildings normal rates are paid to workers below
a certain height, above it they receive a bonus of danger money, If
conettlons are bad with high wirA's, ice and snow etc,, all wr•,.. %eases,
the risk is intolerable to employ4': and emplcyee alike. Many gimilar
examples could be drawn from olftr ecivitiesj in all nf them we find the
acceptaince of a certain degree of risk but a threshold above which Oc

risk iW intolerable. If a threshold value really does exist and can be
found, then ii, ihould be possible to relate it to the probability ni mate-,-i-

al or physical damage.

Az to what the threshold valae might turn out to be, I believe th'-t
it will be iosnd to be much smaller than genersally ouppueed, The Romans,
who knew a great deal about the conquest and subjugation of foreign countries,
gave us the word "decimate" which according to the dictionary means to
kill a tenth, I believe that now, as then, if one tenth of a group of infantry,
tanks, aeroplanas or what have you are killed and seen to be killed, the
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morale of the survivors will deteriorate very rapidly. This is in sharp
contrast to much current military thinking and might wall revolutionize
some of our current military requirements, and make much move
attractive proposals for weapons systems that would now be thrown
into the waste paper basket. For this re4mon I think it important to
direct mcientific thinking and research into this exea. I have given an
account of some of the difficulties that will be m~t with, and made a
few suggeetions regarding possible avenues of approach. T would now
be most interested to hear the views of any member of the audience on
this subject, particularly with regard to .ny actual experimentation that
may have been performed.

COMMENTS ON THE PAPER BY D, H CHADDOCK

Clinical Session C

As a member of this panel, Boyd Harahbarger suggested that under

the topic "The Measurement of the Moral@ and Suppressive Effect@ of

Weaponal1 many discoveries in this area could possibly be derived by

having psychological studies macd. .1 tho- poar-tions of the personnel

vnmployed at munition installations and manufacturers in which they have

had explosions. For instance, at the Allegheny Ballistic Laboratories

a rroup of pbychologists might have been able to evaluate many of the

charactw,!Llý tlit aftect rr•.<;alo br observing thm action of the

nersonnel after a major #xplank.n Lhat happencd there about a vyar

A.2, Psychological designs could be set up for activities at various

areas in dangerous sections to study human reactions to erne.r-gencxes.

These designs should be set up prior to ainy ac-idents for various

plantm and installations, and should be ready to be executed itnaoediaLely

upon a cataptropho.



SOME SMALL SAMPLE THEORY FOR NONLINEAR
IREGRESSION ESTIMATION

H. 0. HAirtiey
Institute of Statistics, Agricilltural and Mechanical

College of Texas, College Itatin, Texas

NOTE, The paper read at the Ninth Confs~eiice by H, 0. Hartley under
the titLe, "Non-Lineur EbULaLion" piesetuad leoults, both published and
unpublished, on the geheral topic of least Nquares estimation of the pars,
xretern on non-linear ae ression laws, ror material already published
or about to be published in this area] re(eaence is made toI

H. 0. Hartley (1961), "The Modified Gauss.Nqwton Method
for the fitting of Non-Linear Regression Functions by
Least Squares, " Tephnometric% 1, Z69,

H, 0. Hartley, "Exact Confidence Reoions for the Parameters
in Non-Linear Regression Laws, " (shortly to be published
in liometrika. )

H. 0. Hartley and A, Booker, "Non-Linear Least |quares
Estimation", Atcepted for publication to the Annals of
Mathematical Statistics,

The note reproduced below represents as yet unpublished material,

1, INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. We are givwj. , set of N
respozIsee V which have arisen fromt a ;oiin.eer regression model

Yt " f(x., 0) + atI t a I, •, ... N
tt

Iure Xt enotes the fth "liKed" inptit vector of k slemento ilvin;

rtie to yt , whilst 0 is an m-element unkriuwi, parameter vector with
e!i,,m'ents 01 and the et are a set of N independent error rcsiduklt,

from N(D, r .) where r a will be assumed either known ur unkr'own as
indicated in the various sections. The expectitions of the yt are therefore
the k + m variable functions f(x , 0) whicn will be assumed to satisfy
certain regularity conditions. ihe problem is to estimate & notably
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by "least sq,'¶,u s" which in the present case in identical with "maximum
likelihood". Whilst computational procedures to obtain the nonlinear
least square estimators and their large sample properties have received

uotre consideration in the literature, we are in this note concerned with
deriving some small sample results for the above estimation problem.

2. A THEOREM ON THE SUFFICIENCY IN NONLINEAR REGREaSION
ES'rIMATi.," In what ollowa we shal be prdominnnty %Tusang vector
nutation and shall denote by y, f(9), e 4ad 6 vectors having elements Yt'
f(x , 0), et ad 0,, respectively, The first three of theme are N-vecturs, I
the last an m-vector. The N x k matrix of input values (x ) will not bo
specificully referred to in this section and these matrix ellmente merely
enter as fixed arguments into the functions i(xt, 0), The nunlinear model I
(1) can then be written as

(2) y - 1(0) + e

and the joint distribution of yj i, e. the sample likelihood as
(3) L(e, y)• (iw2) exp i" (W'y- zy'f(e) + f,(q)f(G)

whd,:w Lhe I denotes tranidfsition of column vectors and where we assume
that, for the time being, r is known, Adopting classirpl* dafinitLions o,
5tuti t.cal sufficiency we say the L( 0, y)" admits a set of p-statistics
s(y) j,.ntly suilicient for the estimation of 911 If

where the p-%,ector s(y) has as its elpments the p-statitcste t3(y) which
are mathwznatical N-variable functions of the N elements Yl. .' YN '1 0

the sample vector y so that F is a p + m variable function uf the ilem'onta

Distribution functions and statistics tire here assumed to bit at least
piecewise continuvu* functions of their argments, i. e. fo a.ll y t and Pill
e in a convcx n dimensiunak spacer.,

I
C
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ot I(y) and 6, whilst H(y) it an N-variable furietion of y, Comparing
(4) with (3) woe note that the condition for joint sufficiency con be wvitten

(5) y'f(0) I j '(4)9 (s) f 3(s(y), 8)

where w3 have introduced the p A- In variable function 3 by the equation

(6) F (s(y), e) -- exp 3' e(y). 0) ,

We now sw&te the following theorem which, under certain regularity condi-
Lions, is more or less obvicua,

Tb92Xm I I -

Lu the ma iimrc al" a
for a P o I kmL~tzr_ iP gi (e) (j a 1, z, f, ) it is ,uffiient
and. urider reaguiarity condit.ot& C, nJeUeipa thjak

(7) f It e u G(O)

,-MF. UI in n x p mrntrix oficxed numbers and g(f) im a p-vecto with.

The regularity co Mditiot C mentioned In Theorem I is an followei-
"here exi qts at least otis N-vector y(uay y m e) suc~h that all : Nv) ha,-e
jiret partial diffeGentiLJ.P I.z y a Yj and the function ,6 •fine by (6)

has Airit partial different.kals smith r.mgearc to the a at O e (q) tor all

The sufficiency ol (7) is t rivial, We have fr'nm (7)

(8) Zy' f(0) Zy' U S(e) .Za'(e) U'y
an•d

0•) V('0t) f(0) , •'(a) U' Ug(0)

Substituting (C) and (9) in (3) we have the form (4) for the parameter
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functton. g(0) and thm r, Otatitics 8,(y) which are th-. elements of
the p-vactor

(10) e(y) • U' y,

To prove thit (7) ts necessary we are given a likelihood futction which
1 tieflus (4), (5) and (6) and which we restrict to satisfy the regularity
cundition C, In vie% of the latter condttti!n wu are able to Apply to the
funrtion Jos(y). 0) the standard differentiation rules at the p3int y a
and o(y) v a (ji) a T', We therefore obtain by diiferontiatirn8 (5) with
reaird to yt the rnlation

1 0 a • ( -r . 6, ) 8 6 ,0(11) f(xt. 0) •
•,l Bs' yt

or the vector form (7) if we define the N x p matrix U by

(12) U •

Byt

a.,d the p-vector g(8) by

(1:') 09) .

Theorem I shows that we. r.vinnt ,wpect to obtain a sufficient met of
stc:tistics unison the regrosuion fanction f(S) is of the llsssentiaulij lin.ar"
forin By emsentImly linear we mean that it is linear in a Vet Ot p pr ametLý
funi.tionu 1 2A) P. .

T'he estimability oi the linear parameters v (91 dependa on the rank of
the. matrix U, In accordance with linear e¢t 4 mation theory, The spO47I.I
cowo of p - m and rpnk (IT) a m in of interest as the number of g (e) is
thus equal to the number of the LrigiIJn! parameters 0., In sach., lituatirn
it may be asked i:nder which cigcumstances the mapping of the .IS Spvce

I
i
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of 0 to the/ 't-pace of the g (0) is a one-to-one mapping, Whilst the
Ceaesical condition oil a full ý'ank Jacobian only assures this one-to-one
mapping "in the *mail" we pr'ove the following unique-mapping theorem

"*in the larselt -

Th.40frrz a:-I
Ir •9•A a .t ofn fri.Lons g (O) dclianding.on m variables0 Wo .

& ,jumecotinuit~y ,.of t~he .fi.ru ,t p.tta e~ a vUL • ~ ii a~ J
cg.•d ratk fcorm

(14) E u u > 0 for u o
ijol <

We have to show that two differeat 0 vectors always generate two

dicffrent Y-vectore, Suppose that, on the contrary, for #* and 04 it, A"6

we find 8W) - S (V(1) ), )fo, O* A+

ti,,,&n the f6,-etion ql(s) (if thu scalar argument a givun by

(17: q (a) - E (e - 0 o) g,•(e + ,(O* 0.0

would have identical values at ,m 0 and a r 1, i.e.
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(L8) q(O) q(1),

Therefore for Nome value of with 0 4 4 1 we have o (I) • 0

an~d hence

(191 9 () • z ()3 -6)(O*,- *t) +(o++(O,.o+))-o

which would LontrAdiCt (14).

I
I

I

I
I
II



ON THE SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF A MISSILE
TRAJECTORY AND ERROR COMPONENTS INCLUDING THE
ERROR POWER SPECTRA OF SEVERAL TRACKING SYSTEMS

(Preliminary Report)

David B. Dunoen
Johns Hopkins University

and
Pan American World Airwayve

Guided Mishilms Range Division
Patrick Air force Bass, Florid4

1. j BNTRQD1TI The problem urdor consideration Is that of asti-
mating the trajectory of a missLil In poweiud flight uting the data of several
tracking systems rbserving it simultaneously. At the same Lime, it Is Also
desired to estimate error components principally in the traoking uystamS and,
In addition, the spectra of the autonorrelated errors of the observations. The
discutssiton divides Into two partsm The development of a linear mixed model
up through socticon 4 and the development of models with stationary processes
In sections 5 through 8.

Many of the Ideas discussed in the earlier part are basic ones being
usud in the uurrent reductiuua of trajectory data in prograens Included under the
names of 'beat estimate of trajectory" and "Glotrao" . In the second part,
similar ideas are extended to include the additional presence and eatLmation
,f stationary autocorrelated Arrors In the tracking observations and, briefly
in section 8, in the trajectory itself.

The early part is discussed irn the notation and style of regresetc.,
t,:,jory and methods is d,:rvt:e ad in allatistital cIook ,qf r-..,rnt years such as,
f,r exari.,,w, Andurson and Dansroff. a nd Cr ybi 1101 * The latter pnrt in-
volving spectral analyses anI Iitrh i Is developed, sore than is usual, in
-lie regression-theory-and-moth,.ds style of the first part. This 15 k..i-ar in the
;iopes of better bringing out how it all can fit together with the methods of the$
fi-.t part in complete unified analyse ' Many 4eferenk."s hvte been OL hVR
1,-,re, includi g tor ecample Whittl1 ,5l1 dci d 161 , 'annan j , Jenkins '14'
,rid Durbin 191 , no to mention Blackiuikn and luýay 2I to w irin further reffences
3! tiven. "TI is brief list, of course, does not evens IeirjI Lu ment'..,kir a1t
the many .rticlus pertinent in this area.

Nc qtten'pt is made here to discuss many detaki of methodology in-
volved in wtItit j "umpung progr,%ms. These will be written up in reporte by.
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the author, L. E. McGehee, and S. B. Burkett andby L. B Collina and A.
Rinaldi who have been cooperating in the programmLng work. (As currently
planned, these reports will appear as Pan American Technical Staff Memos and
RCA Ddta Reduction Programming Memos respectively.)

2, LINEJR M DEL WTH PARAM&TEHS AIt I-IXED. A nLmple first-approach
model for trajectory data may be wilLten as

(2.1) 
I X #+':

where y - (YI, ... Yn)' 15 A vActnr of n observations, X in an nxr matrix
of known constants, 4 is an rx 1. vector of fiKed raremett9rs (r•gressiol cc. -
offictents) to be estimated, and a is an nx 1 vector oA errors to be astirmated
with, as the name implies, all zero expectations.

The normal equations for estimating 9 are

(2.2) Abag

or, more fully,

(AW'X)b - xWWy

where tbe solution b is the r x I vector estimating ý6, and W - T
where '.' is the variance (varlance-novartance matrix) of a, V - var (a),

Actiially, in trajectory applications, the p,'oblem is tnittally of a non-
linear form, such as,

(2.3) y e (

which 1s handled iteratively in the farInliar form

h(2.) Y* a X t o*

where •*reprosents deviations of th asee- fitrs
f otr I• niti.al values / , similarly y* 7y- y,) where y . 1( IAo) and X
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is thtt matrix of partial derlatlves (xjj) f ( i / £ @2 of the elements fL
of L' ) w ith re s et to t e of A, taken at - '

In most of whet followa ttu dimtinction betawean (2.3) and (2.1) is relatively
unimportant. Except where distinctions are imperrant y* and P* will be
, to "a tha cObac• Liu,i• ",% ý'I, tujwJ.%,,AY parameters respectively and
the star notation will not be carried.

In a typical trajectory estimation problam the elements of y, 0 and
C will be subveo:oro end submatrices. For a system with q observiblus the

elements Yt of y wi 11 be qx I aubveotors for each set of observations at
each point t in time, t = L, ... , n. Thus with Mistram, say with the obser-
VatLons P11 Q10 P2 1 Q2 , R we have q a 5; with an Azusa, say with the ob-

servations 1, m, r we have q a 3, and so on. For a trajectory in d dimen-
sions, the elements 0 L and b of 0 and b will bm dxl vectors, and of

course in powered missile flight d m 3. In conformance with these, each
element xti of X is a qxd submatrix (usually of partial derivatives). In

passing itwlll be nctrd that we have referred to the dimensions of y, X,
and H lI counts of those subvector and submatrix elements and not in terms
of tha ultimr.zte staiar elements. It will be convenient to continue in these
terms unless otherwise indicated.

The most popular forms of models in current use for the reduction of
position data have square diagonal X matrices

X1 0

('214) x -

0 xnJ,

with as many (r - n) trajectory points to be ostimated as there are observations.
('The submattlces comprising the elements of- course are not necessarily square
or diagonal). These we will refer to as single-point-in-time models because
they estimate mathematically indepandent parameters at each point in time
and eincloy no constratnta for tho traj(;cr.ory.
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L,. the first-approach model the errors are assumed uniorrelated over I
time making the variance and weight waatrlx diagonal

(2.5) N o 2w2V -' W •

0 0n win

In each of these the elemortsLeqxq submatrices whith are often assumed
diagunel.

In a mingle-point-in-time problem with time',uncorrelated errora, the
norrnl equations Ab - g are also diagonal, being of the form Ial 0 b, g,

"2 b•,2 93

(2 .6 ) . , ,

a " br n 1n

in which the silution for each ,,ikn,-wn b t uaii be made separately in
et Ll', M qt and in which

a t WY t ,t t. .a. , no

(2,) 3x3 3xq qx3 3xL 3xq qxl

Cxq qxq

In a caro with p tracking systems working simultansou iy, the com-
plute 6.t& can 'a thought of as titttnr the s~mv model (2.1) in the form,
,,viLh p n 3 say,

4i
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(2.8) y25 x2 + *2

Y 'J W _ x 3 .e 3 .

where yi, X1, ea, and correspondingly V1 and WI are for the ith system
I - I, ... , p. If the errors are taken to be unoorrelated between systems, the
normal equations are readily spen to reduce to the same diagonal form (2.6),
in which now,

P
at = a1 e' gt git1-1 L1I

and a t and g at are the submatrices and vubveotore defined as in (2. 7) for
the 1th system attime t' I a , p, t * i,,,., n.

All of the above are well-known end di•ov, sed in a multitude of references,
a typical examiplv for a sin lq, system being Davis's devulopment of the reduc-
tion of Cinetheodoli~te data 4! . Here, it is hoped that the revivw has served
p./•Ilerily am a relatively si pl e introduction tu the tiotation and background
context of work In the following sections.

3. A LUNR MWD MODE , A big weakness of the classic model o'
ac,,tion 2 Is that it makes no allowances for eautocorrel1tion of errori: within
i•yatemrs, i. e., tinme nnrr.alt.t;ne in the errors a, one( pulrn in the trajectory to
another, A bia qtep forward in this rejord can b's made with the use of a mixed
model of the form

(3 - 0 yyXi + ZY'+ e

where y, X, f , e aro as already defined, and ' - ZY. or more fully,

c~ly

(3.2) ,

[n rkn
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is a q x I subventor it of errors in y• which can be expressed as a known.
linear furction st-f , (&t being qxk) of k error components V- (,11 ... .))k)
common to all points in time t - 1, ... , n. For example, for a given systemn
with say q - 3 observables it might be desired to make allowance for a set of
"zero set" errors a10 , a 20 a30 and a set of linear drift coefficients all,
a21, 31'. In. such an example zs'• wnutld be

1 0 0 t0 0 a20

(3,3) 0 1 0 t 0 4 3 0

0 0 1 0 0 t all

a 21_ . 931l

Bettur modlwi, if available, are ones which express the errors St in yt as

phynically identifiable error components Y1 in the tracking system, such an,
tiP ,'mo)rs, refraot.on errors, etc.

The important point that distinguishes the elemento of I from the trA-
jectory parameters in 3 Is that the Y' '- are regarded as random variables
(which vary to'm flight to flight)wits a vector of mannr 7, and a variance

(var.ni.,e-covarianco) matrix V,ý (The error components I and the remain- i
Ing orrors e w untjutr•rlaLwd.)

For p systems working simultaneously the uomplete data lit. the'
soma ,adel (3.1) in theoflrnn, with p a 3 say,

Flx11FZl 0 01 ~1Pi
(1.4) 1 U2 -X2 + Z2 0 2 + 2t2 X3  0 0 Z 3  Y3~ 0 3j
where, in additti& to tie t'nrms already diecu,=bod for (2.8), Zi and I'! are

the Z'a and •"' aor the 11h system. i
I
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In connection with the general linear mixed model (3.1) a very useful
result can be reAdily obtained which may be stated as follows : The mexinmum-
likelihood estimates b, c of 8 and Y' , (assuming that -y"and ok arm Gaussian)
are the same as though we assume the linear-with-all..fixed parameters model

Ss) *"Xl! + X2 2

with tjrmq doftned as in

where yl and -1 are the given n xl veutors y end E Ok and Ik are
the null end identity matrices uf order k, the additional observations y, art

yo- 7 and os0 oontains the k cdviatloni 17 - I.. In other words we can
trodt ilq means as being ohnorvationm about V fixed as mean. The same
variance Vi - V is taken for C 0 as was given for I The full variance
i•iiik wwiyhL malxioes bor 6, in (3. 5) are thusI

1s,61 v [V , w - vi~
0 Vo0 W0

Where V1 and W1 are the V and W of tOn or'gLral e in (3,1) andWo - Vl

Fronm this peoudu model with pseudo-observations and all (i:;4d plararrieterL
. tn Lhr wmvO,, the -,Iinqnt.e h 1 h and n 1 h oker stvet to be given by

A21 A 22 b2•

with terms as defined ii

- - - - - - - - -
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(3.Te 71 rXIwxl xlw x W 2 "L× w ̀

whinh, in terns of the given mixed model (3 . 1) reduce to

(3. 7) X'.wj X ,W J [CbJ.[Z'1W1  +Wy J
LZ'wlx •,'W I Z+ ÷ Ll Z'w1 , + WO yo.

It the underlying model is non-linear in the error oomponents ', the
matrix Z witi consist of partial derivatives, thw ,f" ii the model equations
will consist of increments f* a (1 - YO) to be made to YO, a set of values
reached in fa previous iteration. The pseudo-observ.tions y0 in the equations

will consist of deviations yv - (YO" - Y) - (,I - 'K0). In the first iteration

it irF natural to take as I thus yo is zero and the term W'Oy drops

out on the right hand sidid of (3. 7b), In all subsequent itorations it will
appear as W0 (OT -11).

In most work a vector of expected fixed errors as is represented by ?,
rcon be calibrated out and this is ucually done, Thus more often than not the
.fte;tIve r is 0. Thus in a problem line'a in oý we iwive y of7 0 and

WY0 never appears, In the right. hand side of (3.7b). In a non-linear problim

Wyt will only appear as before tfter the first iteration and then as W0 (•- 7n) u
-W U . Details like theme can ho reworked and chocked very aimnply &Lerting

fronm the p:seuao-meoel' (3.5) or its noi)linearproblem equivalent,

Men), trajectory estimation pioblemns are solved using the mixea '.M1e
mudr-l (,ý 1) assunming that thu variance matrices Vi - v or (a) and V0 am var ,')

ar- di.wqonal, The nxn matrix A,, and the correspoarling nx i vector g,
are tho same as the A and g of the standard modol of s.ution 2, (A im
diagz•s! with 3 x3 bubmatrivuoi ae as its nxn aeiinents, g9 has, IX.
subvectors). With p systems, the elemenns of All and gl from eaoh system
add together to give an overall A, I and g, ofthe eame nxn and nxl
dinn(•rsions,

a
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Fure single system A2 2 - X'2WX 2 MZ'W 1 ZeW0 is kxk and

symmetrio though not diegonal, A12 "X' WX 2 *X'W Z L oorruspondLngly

nxk and Is non-null. A21 4A•. 2  For p systernis, beoause of the additIon4l

error component vectors 'rj entering with each system A2 2 Is kxk where now

p
k Z k, and ki Ls the sie of •'=' I, .. p. Al 2 widens correspundtn• ly'.

To Ldku e•n example, tor 3U0 seconds of data at soy 10 points per second,

n - 3,0 0. With p a 6 systems say with Zk, n 60 nrror oompoL.nata in all,

k- 60, Thus All would be 3,000 x 3,000 and diagonal with 3 x 3 sub-

niatrices as elements. A22 would be symmetric and 60 x 60 with scalar

olaementpi, A12 would be non-null 3,000 x 60, with 3 x I aubvectors ei,

elements and A2 1 w AI 2,

Further dtscu. slons and tip Ltcetlvns of thi mde0 are available in
man( 'eforoncee inrlhdtiing Frown j31,Du ia.ri ed &d Heai1Gracn at

4. 681!N OAILX_ _ SEP ~fiL8 gI
SN. because A1I buve in (3 .7) io diagonal, it Is Uaoily invertible;
largo though nay be Ito skao. As a tesult of this It Is onvanLent t; scli. for
b., first In the "reduced" normal equations

(4.1) (A~ - A21 A'11A 1 ?,) 2 a 92 ' A21Aillg9

and thun for bil by substitutlnq b In

(4.2) Al bI • g,1 -A 1 2 b. 2

Both of these equationd follow directly from (3.7). In this way the largest
non-diagonal matrix to be inverted Is the left henu side onu

(A2 2 - A2 1 A'11A, 2) in (4.1) whLoh •s only h x k,
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In his connection it is often useful to note the follow•ing developmont
of (4.1) and the subsequent use ot (4. 2) , SubititutLng for the A Larnis from
(3.7a) we get

(4,3) (x~ w1/Dw1/K2 )lb1 - XW1/l 2  1/2"'ay
2 -2

wnere D a ( - W(1/ X A' I XW/ 2) LP readily seen to be Idempotent and

iay4,metri. rrcm this wa can write the reduoed normal equations as

I(4.4) lb 2w•,,,, X ,•, '•-. g ' X •;, V w/2x2 '7- 1w/2
whore s "X X1 and X n DW X2 1 yDW y.

In th"• way b2 smay li* reqaýsed as the "fit" (or thei result of "fitting")
4 rligressicn (unweighted) of Y 'In X where y is the welchtrJ resldual veotor

(A.. •) V'. DW /Yay w•/Zy, W1/2X1 A1* xjWy

1/21-W yX1 b*) -'W y9

fron fLttincq A rAQr~"or, • y oi X.I ,aInc and •Z c flp.lLiou similar weightod

residual veoto=i, from fitting r r.cs*stmns ol the oolumns of X2 on X1,

The ubI l.tLuLto n Mt Up (4.2) may he rew ritten as b A 7, A, A , 12L

and Uipfl

(4. bl b - Kb2

and may be regarded as one of 1,ocirr~otiny" bI'a A 9 to give b by sub-

kiautlng thu "ixarootion" Kb, t, A 11 l ab2 In the sequel this will be referred

to as the two-st!p reayuuaiun mwthod, the first step oomprilsnIl the solutiun ,
gilving Y and K in which L'* Is obtainod, the second teo solutinv for b

and thH ubin of this to coreo bt bt

JA
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S. T,,W ALL- FIXEt- APMET.R5 MOUf.L WTH STERRO.
A further improved model for trajectory sl Lmation would appear to be the sime
as tho linear mixed model of section 3, but with allowanon for stationary auto-
oorrelation a among the errors within systems. The litnear terms ZI would take
ocre of large non-stationary effect.. An\ allowance for stationary autooorrelatimns
among the subveotors (at ; t "1 . . s.. n) of the enor. e would take care of
a lot of the ruemaining orrelations, Before passhig on to oonsiderat4.on of a
model of this type in the next aetitun, we will lirst deal hero ith stationery
autocorrelations ariong tho errors in an all-fixed parametets model of the type
conmidered in seotLon 2,

In thi nottation

Or, more fully for p 3 3 systems, say,

y I

Ia) Y2 X L + a

(of (3.4) beforo), the variance aubmatricae in

(5 -Ib) ver (e) ( V
0 3

art now of ths stationary Laurent form
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VIO V11 V

(1) VvV t VI
vii 1i 11 'to(S,1) V1 = vi2  v£ V10

*x , ,

Each element v ih is a lag-h autooovartance matrix for the errors at time t

andtime t+h, tIs 2,... and h.l, 2,....

In getting simultaneous tetimates of a trajeotory ovor aeverel systems
it comnw out thai a more simple solution Is provided if we *@sume that appro-
priately vweighted forms of trajeotory estimat4fl obtained separately for each
system are the observations with the stationary errorm, rather than the original
system obslrvations themselves.

Thum, for che 1th system we may choose to take

(S. 2,, Yet 0 D ibit h i
3L1 3x3 3xI

&6 tho tth uiaw'.ant elf thu ,4biuervton veotor, where biAt b a single-point-

In-tIme estimate (without ass$ m'.9g Alloorrultted viwui,) of the individuakltre,,,,o,.y deviations A,* - ( ý t"- Oto), I - 1, 2,. 31 t aI, ..., n; ..:,M D,t
is 0 dlagonai matrix with dii put equal to the reoiprocal •f the stndi,•,d,

devimtion of the Jth eoment of bit . (In this way dh is positlvi and a)) 2

is the jth diagonal element of

f -t I (xttwlt it)- (

iti
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"eeitn the obmorvations defined in this way, the matrix X1 becomes

a 3nx3n identity matrix, or in keeping with our previous notalion, an nxn
identity matrix in which each diagonal elemei't isa 3 x 3 identity submatrix
13, 1 n 1, 2, 3. From this the normal equationo for p d 3, say systems again, are

(5.3) (W1 +W 2 +W 3 )b - Wly 1 +÷W2y 2 +W 3y3

-i
where W*- V1  for each Cyateia and ii of the 1p2'rcxinate Laurent form

WLo wiO wit

(5.4) W, - w . . .

Wu can then write

(5.5) b - Kmy1 4 + Ky 2 + K3 y3

where K, a (W1 4. W W.. 1W is Aeppruximattelu L.u,'ent, or, in the a YI
of filtering, I

m m m(b ,&) b t h-m k hyl(t +h)÷ +,,Z k 2hY2(t h+ h) ..+ k 4,11y3(t + h).

h*-m lhh-ni aMm

t , n

whure

(5.6) k - (k m ..... k 0 ..... •.kim
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jj a typir;a column, exoept for meos fore and aft, of K1, wl,th. k(_,) a kihI

h-I..... 1; i " , 2, 3.
A tinple metrtx-and-rogre srion-theory approach for finding K Ihwohic

i1s bflng tried and .vhich may be u'jeful in extending to more oomplex Mnodell
:may be put cis rulluws.

8uppoie for the moment that the numboe otf uclidian coordinates is only
d a I hinteead ot 'J, and that the elements wi 0 , wt,,, of tie weight mettlres

W are thus &colers instuad of 3 x 3 suhrnatrices. AiLume n io odd, cay, end

introduce a Fourier matrix F(nxn) a Af* ) comprised of the Fourier terms

( 5 , 7 ) f " C

where T - " - (n 0 10)/. It Is readily established that this matrtx is orthogonal,

i.0, F 1  . L , and that FV1 F- epprox vi where I s t diagonal with

diagcnni elements comprlw'd off the most-detailed symmetric power spoctrum
(Ohe d-immetric expenteid ijv..Ih-L&am) of tho orrorm e i'l.e. ei G (el . .

Thuis we may write

L J"! -F v'W1 V" *W 3 )3 F1 VW4 F 1

,(FW 1 F . l.W 2 F P A FW1 F",) FW F,

appiux
(5,8) rW I F'_ (F i FIrI a

wnhict we $hail W uI ,li c i/'8 Lu eluaiztML'u Wti-• pujLikL mial uti i ma'W of die-
qcnji matricew is iiu vainu. ,to taik uLu fSualaiGi.

Hence

R.
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(5.9) FKF'1  3 approx 1/Si
1/8 + 1/S2 + 1/63

where R Is a diagonal matrix with diagonal teims of the form

/s()//s1W + /s2f) W +.V/S3(f), f a (n + .l)/2,..... 0,... (n 1)/z

and from thh5

(5, 10) K= ý FR IF.

By assuming a certain degree of smoothness in each speactra, the R

can be obtained as much smaller matrhoes with f i -m. ., 0,..., m, the
r•u.,riur matrices can ba corrcspondLngly :,uc•.d, and the required filter elernnts

ivo.n by (5.10) are found hy ti,. simple finite rourier transforms of the form

, m ei !- hj

(511) kih e r

where ri(_m), rim are the diagonal elements ot the reduced R In whihn

"j = (,tS1/)!(±/sj + l!s2j + 1/s3j) and the s,, are spectral estimates

(except for a constant) from, say, a BJackman-Tukey (2i method, N - 2La + I

vn the imaginary i In the exponent of a is not to be confused with the other
i':. for the ith system. Because of symmetry (5.11) redueos to th.. simpls
c:oqIne expansions nm tht: ±Cini

kh. [rto ÷+ 2 7 rcj cosf hlki N7,1 N .

in the casJ of d - 3 dimensions the same approach extends tr th.
c-':,atructton of three-dimensional filters. The alontents t, of F are replaced

by 3x3 scalar matriceo ftjl. tIr1 diagonal scalar elementb s of the

spectral matrices S are replaced by 3x3 cusnplex spectral nubmatrtces

S =cij + iqij and the elemonts kih of the filters are 3x3 submatrices
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6. ESTIMATION OF ERROR SPESTRA Trajectory-free estimato•e of the
spectra required for the construction of the filters in section 5 can be obtained
my tho utomss-spectrum-of..diffordnices method already discussed by Dr. Wells

in cm earlier paper on this program, (Duncan and Walls [(8] ). Once a prooems
bt3 of trajeotory estimates obtained by the method of section 5 is available,

the initial spaotral estimates can be improved by iterations of the sami1 form
of prnoedure.

To explsin this, the method based on differences can Ie identioally
re-represented as a method based on residuals i 't 0 y ~t

,1, 2, 3 where

3I
Yet ta -,,,., .n

ml

(cf. Duncan and Carroll [7]) The desired spectral estimates 'V(f), '1 2 (f),

1.,(f) can be obtained (in the csace of d - I dimension) hy solving the

normal equations.

(ll6l(f) 4- a12 2 (f) + e2 313 (f) g sul(f)

al 1 (f) + a22 a3&2'3(f) u I (fi

a, ' M0 + Ir;;( (f)•41 .;u~)

whern t•.o right-hantd alide va•lus ar6, say, estimates of the speotra u (so

8, Ij-), s U(f) of the residual processes, and where .

4/9 1/9 1/9

(- 1/9 4/S 1/9

1/9 1/9 4/9

The strlution La carried coat at each frequency f. I
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After an estimate .btt of the trajectory has been made with filters

KI K2 X3 the residual& can now be recomputed as U Y-t

equations (6.1) are then solved again with

(6.1) a11  = ( i- lj - r 2,- r 3j)

'..hoE!'= r is th-. th .Frequency element nf R , PF, P-1 Steps like these

interspersed with the itertions for getting ýbtI ultimatoly yield good estimates

of both the spectra and the tratec.try. In the case of d = 3 dimensions, thu
same approach extends tW the estimation of 3 xý enmmplex spectraJ matrices.
(Note: :n 'he discussions of sections 5 and G, s1( sometimes refers Lu devia-

tions 1)bt as previously indluetud, and sometimres to bt) . if
this is kept in mind, no trouble should arise in distinguishing which is which.)

7. I MIX MODEL WITH a 0011COREIATED ERROS. The same
ideas can be adapted to the mixed iodel

~~.i)X + ZY + 6

in which the errors £ are autocorrelated as In s6ction 5,

By defining the mliss.,votions as in soctio.i S the ay'tsm: aubmatlL,.;i
Xi of X can ie..ih he reduceJ to nxri ,or 3nx3x) identity matrioes. Uf the

:n'.dcl for the system observations Is linear in i , the modified mi,,, will .1
no-lintiar in X . The vector '5' will thus represent deviations • - (•' -

a61o Z wil! consist of pertial derivatives.

Rewriting the model in the pseudo all-fitxd parameters form

which, in more detail represents
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wher aJO d I(0with terms defined as before (of (3.5)), the first steps, talking in terms 01
the two-step rilgrossion approach (section (4)), is to fit regressions of y on'
X, and. of XZ (i.e., of the columns of X2) on X, forming the residualis

o ~ 1/2xix wx w/2

(7.3) y" DW /y and D- W'/ X2

where - -w/ x wx" x w/

This will reduce to simpler ft1Pering operations on y and on Z the details of
which can be readily developed by the methrd of seotion S. In this step a
first.-stap trtjeotvr.y estimate b 1 is also obtained by filtering. I

In the second step the equations

(7 4) 3, S ab2 -1

are solved for a2 and b* La corrected using a.2 "
(7. 5) Utt - Yi,- bit , it b2t i l, 2, 3.

Tht desired fettisates of the respective error proocesses could then ba r'titined
by solving equations of the form (6.1) where the right hand side terms are
based on these residu Is. This woLld involve ignoring the effect in the re-
siduals of &-t(b t - ý2t) which would not cause any problem since b 2t ic

fitted over the whole time span of data and b2t - 02t would have a relatively

low variance. To start the process the initial trajectory asimutes in the first 4
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two-step solution would be obtained usiny filters from previous experience, or
at the very worst, using identity filters.

The estimation procedure, in summary, would consist of several three-
stlp iterations, two giving closer estimates of the trajectory parameteri. in
and the error components in -6', the third giving closse estimatea of tho error
%peotra,

(1) In connection with the xpoat'al eovtimates, the emphilis here has
be,3n piecec on. the role these play in loading to better trajectory estimaLes,.
The error spectra however, and espeoially thome of the initial trocking system
ubservations, are of considerable intor-ust ii themselves, With tlhs in mind,
when a set of estimates in the trajectory coordinate system have converged,
it will then be desirable to project the trajectory estimates trito the coordinates
of each of the tracking systms. The residuals of the initial obuwr-ations frowi
thuze will then provedc a basis for getting good estimates of the spectra of the
1itirs in the Initial observatlons. Bach will consist of a Itn!Dc umbinattinn or
the spoctrvil estimate of tho rasldual cunuattied and the spectral estimate of the

error in the trajectory vstia,,&tt.

In the event that the variance matrix of the inltial observations turns
,:,w at this point to be much different from that initially assumed in trrn8:"ormtrtW
to the trajectory coordinates, It may be considored desirable to mao another
It4t ation sterting with the latest weights.

(2) A direction f-r Lmptuvement is that of allow.ng ior spectra ta d
tilters which rmn change with some flxI,bllity over time. It is hoped tiý d ivelop
methods for handling this Mtong wi:h ihe developmrent of a prom"tJng moda L

wh ! Mh wu now refer vory briefly.

(3) Perhaps the most interesting and usoful.features of the foregotlig
m).ned-auldel-plus-filtering methodw are their potentiAl usefulneos, In thn
aaiaygsts, of date in a more advanced model. This model it the same an th.
lir,jar mixed model with stationary errors in section 7 except that Lhe upwotli-
cation for the trajectory itself is no longer of the single-point-.in-time -form
(with a diagonai X matrix for eauh system). The trajectory is now represented
at the centers of progressive medium-lowith intervals by a low' degree polynomial

(say a quadratic) plus a devlatio St' , t o 1, ...I , n for suooessive Interve.0a
are essumed to form a stationctry time series,
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Similar steij-by. step-ragrasuion-plus-flltering methods can be used to I
give estimates of (1) the polynomial component and (IU) the stationary com- -3
ponenL end thus the combined components of the trajectory, (liW) the error com-
ponents in the tracking systomm, (iv) the spectra of the error processes and
(v) the spectrum of the stationary trajectory components. A model with poly-
tnorrial plus stationary components in a signal Is suggested in similar context$
by several writers, e.g.9 Zadah and Raqazzini [173, and Ilunzigot 3).

The prospect here of also simultaneously aetiiating the spectrum of the
stationery trajeotory component has speolal appeal. Roughly speaking, the
trsleý.Aury data, in thi, approach, will be fitted under constraints as tight as
the data thenselveu will condone. The eitimates will have an appreciable
part of the low-vriance advantages thet can be added by smoothing without
having lost much oi the responsiveness which is shown by the data to bo needed.

Current work lb in progress on these aspects,
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